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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

COMMISSIONERS

Dale E. Klein, Chairman
Gregory B. Jaczko
Peter B. Lyons
Kristine L. Svinicki

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS and ELECTRIC CO. Docket No. 72-26-ISFSI

(Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation)

CLI-08-26

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

This proceeding is a reopening, on remand from the Ninth Circuit,1 of a proceeding to

license an independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) at the site of the Diablo Canyon

nuclear power plant in California. In February of last year, we directed the NRC Staff to prepare

a revised environmental assessment, pursuant to the Ninth Circuit's remand and the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), addressing "the likelihood of a terrorist attack at the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI site and the potential consequences of such an attack."2 The NRC Staff

1 San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9th Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 127

S.Ct. 1124 (2007).

2 Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation), CLI-07-11, 65 NRC 148, 149 (2007).
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2

responded to our direction by preparing draft3 and final4 environmental assessment

supplements (the latter taking into account public comments) and a finding of no significant

impact. The Staffs supplemental assessment led San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

(SLOMFP) to request a hearing and to file five proposed contentions,5 which the Staff' and the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) 7 opposed.

In January of this year, we issued an order admitting limited portions of two of the

contentions proposed by SLOMFP. 8 We delegated to a previously-designated presiding officer

the resolution of one of these, Contention 1(b), a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)-based

claim on the availability and withholding of certain documents (or portions of documents)

underlying the NRC Staffs NEPA findings.9 The presiding officer resolved Contention 1(b) on

an unopposed NRC Staff motion for summary disposition. 10 We retained jurisdiction over

Contention 2, and on July 1, 2008, we heard oral argument on it under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1109 (10

3 Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Draft Finding of No Significant Impact
Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation, 72 Fed. Reg. 30,398 (May 31, 2007) (Draft EA Supplement).

4 Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant Impact
Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (Aug. 2007) (Final EA Supplement), available as ADAMS Accession No.
ML072400303.

5 San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing Regarding
Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement (June 28, 2007) (SLOMFP Petition),
with attachment: Thompson, Gordon R., Assessing Risks of Potential Malicious Actions at
Commercial Nuclear Facilities: The Case of a Proposed Spent Fuel Storage Installation at the
Diablo Canyon Site (June 27, 2007) (Thompson Report).

6 NRC Staff's Answer to Contentions Submitted by San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace (July 13,

2007).

7 Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Response to Proposed Contentions (July 9, 2007).

CLI-08-1, 67 NRC 1 (2008).

9 CLI-08-5, 67 NRC 174, 177 (2008).

'0 LBP-08-7, 67 NRC __, slip op. (May 14, 2008).
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C.F.R. Part 2, Subpart K)." As called for under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1113, the parties based their oral

arguments on previously filed summaries of the facts, data, and arguments.1 2 The parties also

relied on reply briefs"3 we authorized in a scheduling order" prior to the oral argument.

SLOMFP made an additional filing seeking to supplement its Subpart K summary by

adding a Staff affidavit obtained as part of the Contentionl(b) discovery process before the

presiding officer.' 5 The NRC Staff and PG&E both opposed this request.16

We find that SLOMFP's Contention 2 is without merit. SLOMFP's arguments do not

require the Staff to prepare an environmental impact statement.

' This proceeding is being conducted under our pre-2004 procedural rules. See CLI-08-1, 67
NRC at 5.

'2 San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Detailed Summary of Facts, Data, and Arguments on

Which it Intends to Rely at Oral Argument to Demonstrate the Inadequacy of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Final Supplement to the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed
Diablo Canyon Indep[e]ndent Spent Fuel Storage Installation to Consider the Environmental
Impacts of an Attack on the Facility (Contention 2) (April 14, 2008) (SLOMFP Summary); NRC
Brief and Summary of Relevant Facts, Data and Arguments Upon Which the Staff Proposes to
Rely at Oral Argument on San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contention 2 (April 14, 2008)
(Staff Summary); Summary of Facts, Data, and Arguments on Which Pacific Gas and Electric
Company Will Rely at the Subpart K Oral Argument on Contention 2 (April 14, 2008) (PG&E
Summary).

" NRC Staff's Response to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Subpart K Presentation (June
V. 16, 2008) (Staff Reply); San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Reply to NRC Staff and PG&E

Subpart K Presentations (June 16, 2008) (SLOMFP Reply).

14 Order (June 6, 2008) (unpublished), available as ADAMS Accession No. ML081580413.

15 San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Request to Supplement Subpart K Presentation with

NRC Staff Affidavit (April 26, 2008) (SLOMFP Request to Supplement).

16 NRC Staff Response to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Request to Supplement

Subpart K Presentation with NRC Staff Affidavit (May 12, 2008) (Staff Response to SLOMFP
Request); Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Answer to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace
Request to Supplement Subpart K Presentation (May 6, 2008) (PG&E Response to SLOMFP
Request).
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I. DISCUSSION

- The sole question remaining in this Subpart K proceeding - arising out of SLOMFP's

Contention 2, as we narrowed it in CLI-08-1 - is whether the NRC Staff has shown that

potential land contamination and latent health effects from the terrorist scenarios it considered

credible are insignificant, not warranting a full environmental impact statement.

SLOMFP asks us, "as provided by 10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(a)(2), [to] rule that there is no

MW unresolved dispute of law or fact regarding Contention 2, and that SLOMFP should prevail on

the claims raised in the contention."17 As a remedy, SLOMFP asks us to compel the NRC Staff

to prepare an environmental impact statement. The NRC Staff and PG&E also ask for

disposition on the merits pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(a)(2). PG&E argues that the

environmental assessment supplement satisfies NEPA on its face since it omitted no required

analysis, and that in any event Contention 2 can be resolved in PG&E's favor based on the

adjudicatory filings and oral argument, with no further analysis, evidence, or testimony.' 8 The

Staff argues that the Commission should resolve the contention in the Staff's favor because

"SLOMFP ... failed to raise any genuine issue concerning the adequacy of the Staffs

environmental review, [as] documented in the [s]upplemental [environmental assessment],"19

and because the Staffs analysis of land contamination and latent health impacts satisfied

NEPA.

17 SLOMFP Summary at 3-4.

18 PG&E Summary at 15-16.

'9 Staff Reply at 1.
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A. Legal Framework

Under our Subpart K rules, the presiding officer, here, the Commission itself, is required

to issue a written order based on due consideration of the parties' oral arguments and written

filings that:

(1) Designate[s] any disputed issues of fact, together with any remaining issues
of law, for resolution in an adjudicatory hearing; and

(2) Dispose[s] of any issues of law or fact not designated for resolution in an
adjudicatory hearing.

With regard to issues not designated for resolution in an adjudicatory hearing, the
presiding officer shall include a brief statement of the reasons for the disposition.
If the presiding officer finds that there are no disputed issues of fact or law
requiring resolution in an adjudicatory hearing, the presiding officer shall also
dismiss the proceeding.2 °

Designating an issue of fact or law for resolution in an adjudicatory hearing requires a

determination that:

(1) There is a genuine and substantial dispute of fact which can only be resolved
with sufficient accuracy by the introduction of evidence in an adjudicatory
hearing; and

(2) The decision of the Commission is likely to depend in whole or in part on the
MW resolution of that dispute. 21

Subpart K implements the "totally new procedure" established by the Nuclear Waste

Policy Act (NWPA) 22 for adjudicating spent fuel storage controversies expeditiously. 23 Subpart

tK allows the presiding officer to resolve factual and legal disputes, including disagreements

between experts, on the basis of a brief discovery period and written submissions and oral

2010 C.F.R. § 2.1115(a).

21 10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(b).

22 42 U.S.C. §§ 10101 et seq.

23 Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), CLI-01-11, 53 NRC 370,

383-86 (2001), citing 42 U.S.C. § 10154.
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argument - without a full trial-type evidentiary hearing.2 4 Under Subpart K and the NWPA we

- resort to full evidentiary hearings "only" when necessary for "accuracy."2"

Under NEPA, an environmental assessment, with its accompanying finding of no

ow significant impact, constitutes an agency's evaluation of the environmental effects of a proposed

action - unless a more detailed statement is required. A more detailed environmental impact

statement is not required unless the contemplated action is a 'major Federal [action]

significantly affecting the quality of the human environment."26 Our implementing regulations27

provide that "environmental assessment":

Means a concise public document for which the Commission is responsible that
serves to:

(1) Briefly provide sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to
prepare an environmental impact statement or a finding of no significant
impact.

(2) Aid the Commission's compliance with NEPA when no environmental impact
statement is necessary.

4W (3) Facilitate preparation of an environmental impact statement when one is
necessary.

28

Similarly, "finding of no significant impact":

[MJeans a concise public document for which the Commission is responsible that
briefly states the reasons why an action, not otherwise excluded, will not have a
significant effect on the human environment and for which therefore an
environmental impact statement will not be prepared. 29

24 See id. at 385-86.

25 See id.

28 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C) (emphasis added).

o-, 27 Our regulation, at 10 C.F.R. § 51.14, tracks the implementing regulation of the Council on

Environmental Quality (CEQ), at 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9.

28 10 C.F.R. § 51.14(a) (emphasis added).

29 10 C.F.R. § 51.14(a) (emphasis added).
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B. Procedural History of Contention 2

Contention 2, as initially proposed by SLOMFP, 30 asserted that the Staff s environmental

assessment supplement failed to satisfy NEPA because the NRC's decision not to prepare an

environmental impact statement was based on "hidden and unjustified assumptions."3 1

SLOMFP challenged the Staffs screening of attack scenarios and also sought to litigate

whether a successful attack on the ISFSI hypothesized by its expert would result in increased

cancers and illnesses. SLOMFP argued that a main effect of an attack would be land

contamination that could "render uninhabitable a large land area, causing significant economic

and social impacts."32 SLOMFP also argued as part of Contention 2 that the environmental

assessment supplement's discussion of emergency planning upgrades that could mitigate the

effects of an attack on the ISFSI was inadequate for NEPA purposes.

In CLI-08-1, we rejected that portion of proposed Contention 2 that sought litigation of

alternate attack scenarios (an inquiry we also rejected by denying Contention 3), noted that

OW SLOMFP's concern with the staffs reliance on "hidden and unjustified" information would be

considered as part of Contention 1(b), and excluded litigation of the mitigating effects of

emergency planning measures. As narrowed in CLI-08-1, the following parts of SLOMFP's

Contention 2 remained, and were the subject of the parties' written presentations and the oral

argument held on July 1, 2008:

Contention 2: The NRC Staffs "environmental assessment ignore[d]
environmental effects on the surrounding land" and failed to consider "non-fatal
health effects (e.g., latent cancers) from a hypothetical terrorist attack."33

30 See SLOMFP Petition.

31 SLOMFP Petition at 10.

32 Id. at 12.

3 CLI-08-1, 67 NRC at 18.
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Because all parties agree that there is no unresolved dispute of law or fact regarding

Contention 2 and that consequently no further adjudicatory hearing is necessary in this

proceeding, our task at this juncture is to determine the merits of Contention 2 - unless we find

sua sponte, despite the parties' view, that further adjudicatory hearing is required in order to

resolve an issue of fact or law. Based on our evaluation of the record we find that no further

adjudicatory hearing is required, and we turn, therefore, to the merits of the contention.

C. Resolution of Contention 2

In its Subpart K written presentation and at the oral argument, SLOMFP offered little

evidence on Contention 2, as admitted, but instead attempted to re-litigate elements of

Contention 2 relating to attack-scenario selection that we had already excluded from the

proceeding.Y In contrast, the NRC Staff and PG&E provided essentially uncontradicted

evidence that the probability of a significant radioactive release caused by a terrorist attack was

low, and that the potential latent health and land contamination effects of the most severe

plausible attack would be small. We agree with the Staff and PG&E.

To analyze potential land contamination and radiation exposure levels (and thus,

potential latent health effects of the most severe plausible attack) the NRC Staff performed a

series of calculations. The Staff expert located the residence nearest the Diablo Canyon ISFSI,

which is approximately 1.5 miles north-northwest of the facility on property owned by PG&E,

and reasonably assumed that its occupant would be the maximally exposed individual in the

unlikely event of a significant radioactive release. 35 The Staff rightly concluded that the only

plausible way for radioactive material to reach that residence would be by air and that any

3 SLOMFP Summary at 21.

35 Staff Summary, Affidavit of Elizabeth A. Thompson, T 20.
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airborne release would disperse and settle on the ground as it continued downwind.3 6 The

Staff s "dose calculation assumed that the individual would be exposed to radiation from

inhalation and also from radiation that has been deposited on the ground and assumes the

individual will be in the same place for four days." 37 As part of her calculations, the Staff expert

"accounted for the contribution of land contamination to dose... and concluded that the dose

would result in a low likelihood of developing discern~i]ble health effects."38 The Staff expert's

calculations are described in detail in her testimony.30

In performing her calculations, the Staff expert used a computer code that implements a

mathematical model of the behavior of pollutants in the atmosphere (the Gaussian plume

model, HOTSPOT computer code developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory40 ),

inputting values such as source term, height of release above ground level, wind speed,

turbulence, and distance to calculate both downwind concentrations of radioactive material in

the air and on the ground. 4' After calculating downwind concentrations of radioactive material

in the air and on the ground using HOTSPOT, the Staff expert performed a series of additional

calculations to determine the total effective dose, which is the 50-year committed effective dose

from internally deposited radionuclides plus the equivalent dose from outside the body - that is,

radionuclides in passing clouds and in ground contamination. 42 The Staff expert's calculation

36 Id. at ¶ 21.

37 Transcript at 27.

38 Staff Summary at 19.

'9 Staff Summary, Affidavit of Elizabeth A. Thompson at ¶¶ 15-51.

40 Id., Reference 11.

41 Id. at 1129.

42 Id. at ¶¶ 39-49.
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included the dose contributed by 4 days of exposure to contaminated ground4 3 as a result of the

release of radioactive material from the casks.. For the case with the most serious potential

consequences, the Staff expert calculated that the 50-year total effective dose equivalent to this

nearest resident would be less than 5 rem - and "at,that low dose level there would not be any

discernible health effects of any kind.""4

Supporting the Staffs view, PG&E highlights instances where the NRC has concluded

that a 5 rem dose would be insignificant, notes that the Environmental Protection Agency limits

doses to workers during emergencies to 5 rem, and states that the Food and Drug

Administration sets a 5 rem threshold for recommended emergency action. 45 PG&E states that

43 Id. at ¶148.

44 Transcript at 29. See also Staff Summary, Affidavit of Elizabeth A. Thompson at ¶ 51, Ref. 19
(citing a 2004 Health Physics Society position paper stating that below 5-10 rem 'risks of health
effects are either too small to be observed or are nonexistent.").

45 Regarding the use of a 5 rem dose as an indicator of environmental impacts, the PG&E
experts point to:

10 C.F.R. § 72.106(b), which sets a dose limit of 5 rem at the boundary of the ISFSI as a
result of any design basis accident. The experts provide citations to the rulemaking
history and to NUREG-1092 for support noting that in the rulemaking (citing Licensing
Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-level
Radioactive Waste, 53 Fed. Reg. 31,651, 31,672-73, 31,658 (Aug. 19, 1988)) the NRC
concluded the associated environmental and human health effects would be insignificant
at this exposure level. PG&E Summary, Testimony of Jearl Strickland and Mark Mayer,
¶JR 21-22.

10 C.F.R. § 20.1201(a)(1 )(i), which sets a 5 rem total effective dose equivalent for adult
occupational exposures. The experts provide citations to the rulemaking history and to
Reg. Guide 8.29 (attached at Tab 7 of PG&E's filing) for support. Citing to Reg. Guide
8.29, the experts state that approximately 20% of people die from cancer irrespective of
occupational exposure, and that a 5 rem exposure would increase the cancer risk by
about 0.2%. PG&E's experts note that in the rulemaking (citing Standards for Protection
Against Radiation; Republication, 51 Fed. Reg. 1092, 1102 (Jan. 9, 1986)) the NRC
concluded the associated environmental and human health effects would be insignificant
at this exposure level. PG&E Summary, Testimony of Jead Strickland and Mark Mayer,
¶123.

Footnote continued...
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5 rem is 'the current occupational annual limit, which is permitted each year over a working

lifetime, and is associated with the expectation of minimal increased radiation risks."46 PG&E

argues that costs of preventive actions (with respect, for example, to dairy farms, the nearest of

which is 12 miles away) would be limited.4 7 PG&E's input reinforces our view that the Staff's

finding of no significant impact was reasonable.

The Staff's use of HOTSPOT to perform its quantitative analysis was contested by

SLOMFP, which maintained that the HOTSPOT computer code is not suited for accurately

modeling the complex behaviors of atmospheric plumes released in a location with the topology

of the Diablo Canyon site. But SLOMFP offered little more than a bare assertion that

HOTSPOT, a readily available and 'widely used model for emergency preparedness and

nuclear safety analysis,"4
8 was inadequate. Even if SLOMFP's expert would have selected a

different computer code to perform the analysis, 49 "[wihen specialists express conflicting views,

an agency must have discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified experts..

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Manual of Protective Action Guides and
Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents, EPA-400-R-92-001 (May 1992) (excerpts
attached at Tab 8 of PG&E's filing), which PG&Es experts cite for the propositions that,
to the extent practicable, doses to workers during emergencies should be limited to 5
rem; exposures for workers during emergencies should be limited to 10 rem to protect
valuable property; and exposures for workers during emergencies should be. limited to
25 rem for lifesaving activities and protection of large populations. The experts also

-= review the EPA's definitions of the "phases" of a nuclear incident. PG&E Summary,
Testimony of Jeadl Stnckland and Mark Mayer, IM 25-28.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) exposure pathway based recommended protective

actions, which have 5 rem trigger points. Id. at W¶ 29-36.

46 PG&E Summary at 12-13.

47 Id. at 13.

48 Staff Summary, Affidavit of Elizabeth A. Thompson, ¶ 22.

49 See Transcript at 81.
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• SLOMFP has given us no basis for overturning the Staff expert's reasonable use of

HOTSPOT to perform a quantitative dose assessment in this case."

The Staff's finding of no significant impact was supported not only by quantitative dose

assessment, but by additional qualitative analysis. The Staffs qualitative analysis showed that

the probability of a significant radioactive release caused by terrorist attack on the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI is very low. In its qualitative analysis, the NRC Staff points first to the

robustness" of the storage system PG&E plans to use at Diablo Canyon:

By design, dry cask storage systems are highly resistant to penetration. To be
licensed or certified by [the] NRC, these systems must meet stringent
requirements for structural, thermal, shielding, and criticality performance, and
confinement integrity, for normal and accident events. Consequently, spent fuel
storage casks are extremely robust structures, specifically designed to withstand
severe accidents, including the impact of a tornado-generated missile such as a
4000-pound automobile at 126 miles per hour.52 The massive HI-STORM 1 0OSA
storage casks to be used at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI are made of inner and
outer cylindrical carbon steel shells, filled with 30 inches of concrete, and
weighing up to 170 tons when fully loaded with spent fuel. Each cask surrounds
an internal multi-purpose canister, which safely confines the spent fuel in a
completely sealed, welded stainless steel cylinder. The spent fuel is further
protected by the metallic zircaloy cladding surrounding the fuel pellets in each
fuel rod of a spent fuel assembly. Finally, the nuclear fuel itself is in the form of
solid ceramic pellets of uranium dioxide; this means that a large amount of the
radioactive material would remain in solid form and in the immediate vicinity of
the ISFSI, even if a terrorist act were successful in breaching the multiple layers

5o Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 378 (1989).

5' Even assuming, arguendo, that HOTSPOT is not the most sophisticated means for modeling
atmospheric plumes at the Diablo Canyon site, "NEPA does not require [a decision] whether an
[environmental impact report] is based on the best scientific methodology available, nor does
NEPA require [resolution of] disagreements among various scientists as to methodology."
Friends of Endangered Species, Inc. v. Jantzen, 760 F.2d 976, 986 (1985).

52 PG&E adds that, structurally, the dry cask design has been demonstrated to withstand certain

design basis events, documented in PG&E's Safety Analysis Report and Environmental Report
(originally submitted Dec. 21, 2001) and in the NRC Staffs Safety Evaluation Report (Mar. 22,
2004). These design basis events include not just the impacts of an automobile hurled into the
cask at 126 miles per hour but also the impacts of other solid steel objects hurled at high
velocities (by tornados and other natural phenomena), as well as the impacts from a postulated
collapse of two transmission towers close to the ISFSI. PG&E Summary, Testimony of Jeart
Strickland and Mark Mayer, ¶¶ 9, 10.
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of protection. Thus, only a small fraction of the radioactive material released
would be in the dispersible form of fine particulate material or radioactive gases
with the potential to be transported offsite.5 3

PG&E's experts" describe the Holtec HI-STORM IOOSA storage system as an

anchored version of the design certified for general use, specifically licensed for the Diablo

Canyon iSFSI. When loaded, the fully-sealed, multi-purpose storage canisters will hold up to 32

fuel assemblies (or certain other hardware), in an "egg-crate" fuel basket. The overpack allows

natural circulation of air around the outside surface of the multi-purpose canister through four air

inlet ducts spaced at 90 degree intervals at the base of the overpack and four outlet ducts in the

top lid of the overpack. The inlet ducts are below the base plate of the multi-purpose canister

"- and the outlet ducts are above the steel lid of the multi-purpose canister. Because there is no

direct line of sight through the upper and lower vents to the multipurpose canister inside, access

to the surface of the multipurpose canister is prevented, as is a direct impact of an airborne

missile or projectile on that surface. Within the multipurpose canister, the solid fuel pellets are

protected by metallic zircaloy cladding. As a result, even if the external barriers are breached,

only a small fraction of the radioactive material could be released in a form that could be

transported offsite. The fuel rod array and the geometry of the fuel basket also would act as a

filter to limit escaping material. 55 These details, provided by the Staff and PG&E, support the

Staff's finding that because there is "a very low probability that there will be any significant

release from the casks in the event of a terrorist attack... there would not be any significant

impacts from land contamination."6

53 Final EA Supplement at 6 (emphasis added).

5 PG&E Summary, Testimony of Jear Strickland and Mark Mayer, IM 6-8, 11.

55 PG&E Summary at 10-11.

56 Transcript at 28.
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The record indicates that significant health or environmental consequences are

particularly unlikely under site conditions at Diablo Canyon. The Staff explains that it compared

the assumptions underlying the post-9/11/2001 generic ISFSI and determined that conditions at

the Diablo Canyon site rendered potential doses "much lower" than generic assessments might

suggest:

[-]he assumptions used in [the] generic [ISFSI] security assessments, regarding
the storage cask design, the source term (amount of radioactive material
released), and the atmospheric dispersion, were representative, and in some
cases, conservative, relative to the actual conditions at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.
In fact, because of the specific characteristics of the spent fuel authorized for
storage at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI (lower burnup fuel), and the greater degree
of dispersion of airborne radioactive material likely to occur at the site, any dose
to affected residents nearest to the Diablo Canyon site calculated using site-
specific parameters will be much lower than doses calculated using the
assumptions made for the generic assessments. 

57

PG&E lists several additional characteristics of the Diablo Canyon site that would further

limit the human health, land contamination, and other environmental effects of a terrorist attack.

First of all, the power plant site is large and is located in a sparsely populated region, so the

number of exposed individuals would be small and the costs of evacuation or relocation also

would be small. Moreover, PG&E also owns and controls a large area of land surrounding the

site - relatively little of this land is productive, and the nearest dairy is 12 miles away, so "any

costs associated with protective actions for ingestion pathways would be minimal."s8 Also, if

there were a terrorist attack that caused a release of radioactive material, the site emergency

plan would be activated, further assuring low long-term health impacts, "both in the 10-mile

emergency planning zone and in the 50-mile ingestion pathway zone."' 9

s Final EA Supplement at 7 (emphasis added).

PG&E Summary at 14.

'9 Id. at 14-15.
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Finally, as the NRC Staffs threat-assessment expert stresses, the likelihood that a

terrorist attack would even be attempted at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI is low.60 While the Staffs

expert acknowledges the precise probability of a successful terrorist attack on the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI cannot be calculated or quantified. 6
1 that does not mean we should disregard her

opinion that the likelihood of such an event is low.6 2 Where quantification is "not possible," we

expect our license applicants and our Staff to assess pertinent factors "in qualitative terms." 63

In sum, after considering the entire record, we find by a preponderance of the evidence 64

that SLOMFP's Contention 2 lacks merit. The Staff examined a range of plausible terrorist

attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI and found that even the most severe would cause no

immediate or latent health effects after quantitatively evaluating how air and land contamination

would contribute to those effects.6 5 Additional qualitative analysis by the Staff showed that an

60 Staff Summary, Affidavit of Kelley, Hall, Warren, and Sanders, ¶ 6. See also Transcript at 10

(stating "the Staff believes that the probability an attack will be attempted on the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI is low"); Final EA Supplement at 7 (describing the mitigating potential of emergency
response actions "in the unlikely event that an attack were attempted at the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI.")

61 Staff Summary, Affidavit of Kelley, Hall, Warren, and Sanders, ¶ 6.

62 Id. As indicated in her Statement of Qualifications submitted along with her affidavit, NRC
Staff expert Roberta Warren currently heads the agency's Intelligence Liaison and Threat
Assessment Branch and has over 30 years experience in "counterterrorism analysis." SLOMFP
apparently does not agree with the Staffs view, but SLOMFP brought no equivalent expertise to
the proceeding.

63 10 C.F.R. § 51.45(c). See also 10 C.F.R. § 51;71(d).

6See Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-
763, 19 NRC 571,577 (1984) ("[T]o prevail on ... factual issues, the... position must be
supported by a preponderance of the evidence"); Tennessee Valley Authority (Hartsville Nuclear
Plant, Units 1A, 2A, 1B, and 2B), ALAB-463, 7 NRC 341, 360 (1978), reconsideration denied,
ALAB-467, 7 NRC 459 (1978) ("Absent some special statutory standard of proof, factual issues
.. are determined by a preponderance of the evidence.").

65 We do not read the Staff s supplemental environmental assessment in isolation. Rather, we

consider it in conjunction with evidence presented in the adjudicatory record, including the
affidavit of the Staff expert who performed the dose calculation. That affidavit explains in detail

Footnote continued...
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attempted attack is improbable, but even if a plausible attack occurred, the likelihood of a

significant radioactive release is very low because of the nature of the Diablo Canyon storage

casks and ISFSI site.

Thus, Contention 2, as illuminated by the parties' written submissions and oral

argument, provides no basis for invalidating the NRC Staffs supplemental environmental

assessment or for requiring the NRC Staff to prepare a full environmental impact statement.

D. Selection of Attack Scenarios

As we indicated above, in CLI-08-1 we rejected SLOMFP's proposed Contention 3,

which presented SLOMFP's view that the Staff should have considered a broader range of

terrorist attack scenarios, as well as the portions of SLOMFP's Contention 2 that made similar

complaints:

The NRC Staff's supplemental environmental assessment explains that the Staff
considered "[p]lausible threat scenarios ... includ[ing] a large aircraft impact
similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11, 2001, and ground assaults
using expanded adversary characteristics consistent with the design basis threat
for radiological sabotage for nuclear power plants." This approach, grounded in
the NRC Staffs access to classified threat assessment information, is reasonable
on its face. We do not understand the Ninth Circuit's remand decision - which
expressly recognized NRC security concerns and suggested the possibility of a
"limited proceeding" - to require a contested adjudicatory inquiry into the
credibility of various hypothetical terrorist attacks against the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI.

Adjudicating alternate terrorist scenarios is impracticable. The range of
conceivable (albeit highly unlikely) terrorist scenarios is essentially limitless,
confined only by the limits of human ingenuity. And hearings on such claims
could not be conducted in a meaningful way without substantial disclosure of
classified and safeguards information on threat assessments and security
arrangements and without substantial litigation over their significance. Such
information - disclosure of which is prohibited by law - wou!d lie at the center
of any adjudicatory inquiry into the probability and success of various terrorist
scenarios."e

how air and ground contamination would contribute to dose in the unlikely event of a significant

release.

66 CLI-08-1, 67 NRC at 20 (internal footnotes omitted).
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In its Subpart K written presentation and at the oral argument, SLOMFP attempted to re-

litigate elements of Contention 2 relating to attack-scenario selection, arguing primarily that an

attack of the nature postulated by SLOMFP's expert would result in consequences that the NRC

Staff had not analyzed.0 7 SLOMFP's arguments amount to a request that we revisit our

decision in CLI-08-1 against litigating the staff s screening of plausible terrorist scenarios.8

This we decline to do. As we held in CLI-08-1, NEPA does not require us to reveal sensitive

government security information regarding the agency's environmental analysis, and there is no

compelling policy reason to do so in this case.

As a legal matter, NEPA claims are governed by NEPA's own specific non-disclosure

provision, as construed by the Supreme Court in Weinberger v. Catholic Action League, 9 rather

than by more general provisions in the AEA or in NRC regulations.70 Under NEPA, the agency

may withhold from public disclosure any information that is exempt under the Freedom of

67 SLOMFP Summary at 21.

68 SLOMFP also attempts to resurrect its claim from the proposed Contention 2 that the NRC
Staff inappropriately used terrorist attacks' potential for "eady fatalities" as an inappropriate
criterion to screen out other kinds of terrorist attacks or as a proxy for environmental effects.
See SLOMFP Summary at 21-24. But in CLI-08-1 the Commission rejected that aspect of
SLOMFP's Contention 2. 67 NRC at 18; see also 67 NRC at 28 (Commissioner Lyons,
dissenting in part). The terrorist event the Staff analyzed in depth was one with a 5-rem
release, far lower than any "fatal" threshold. And at the public hearing on the supplemental
environmental assessment, the Staff explained that it 'did not apply a threshold of early fatalities
in screening out security scenarios." Transcript at 88. Contrary to SLOMFP's repeated
assertions, the record shows that the Staff did not use an "early fatalities" criterion to avoid
analyzing environmental effects.

69 Weinbergerv. Catholic Action League, 454 U.S. 139 (1981),

70 In statutory construction, "the specific prevails over the general." See, e.g., Bonneville Power

Admin. v. FERC, 422 F.3d 908, 916 (9th Cir. 2005). Accord Guidry v. Sheet Metal Workers
Nat'l Pension Fund, 493 U.S. 365, 375 (1990).
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Information Act.7 1 Accordingly, in CLI-08-01 we directed the Staff to redact FOIA-exempt

information from relevant documents, provide whatever was not exempt to other parties, and

identify the exemption relied upon so that the proposed withholding could be challenged. As a

result, the Staff released all information regarding its environmental assessment that was

suitable for public dissemination.

Further disclosure of sensitive, security-related information would not assist the

Commission in determining whether the agency's environmental review was reasonable under

NEPA. We have read the Staffs supplemental environmental assessment, reviewed outside of

this adjudication the non-public documents that provide the basis for the Staffs selection of the

attack scenarios evaluated, and considered the pleadings and transcripts developed by the

parties in support of our public hearing in this case. In our judgment, the environmental

information developed by the Staff and the parties is more than adequate to permit informed

decision making by the Commission in this case, which is what NEPA requires.

Nothing in our procedural hearing rules requires greater disclosure of the agency's

environmental analysis. 72 Although those rules have been used in a very few cases to disclose

classified information in contested licensing proceedings, in those cases the information was

necessary to evaluate challenges to the agency's compliance with security requirements in the

Atomic Energy Act, not NEPA. 7
3 And in those prior cases, the interest in providing classified

information to NRC headng litigants was clearer than in this case, where no party has

71 See NEPA § 102(2)(C). Contrary to the suggestion made by Commissioner Jaczko in his
dissent, the authority granted by NEPA § 102(2)(C) to withhold sensitive information from public
disclosure is not limited to withholding of military or state secrets.

72 10 C.F.R. § 2.900 et seq. (Subpart I).

13 See Duke Cogema Stone & Webster (Savannah River Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility),
CLI-02-19, 56 NRC 143 (2002); Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. (Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
Units 1 and 2), ALAB-653, 14 NRC 629 (1981).
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challenged the ability of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI to meet NRC safety or security requirements.

In our view, any benefit to be gained in this case from further disclosure is outweighed by the

risks inherent in disseminating security-related information, even under protective order.7 4

As we made clear in CLI-08-1,75 our decision not to permit litigation of attack scenarios

does not equate to disinterest in SLOMFP's or other citizens' views and opinions on terrorist

risks. The NRC Staff, for instance, was made aware of SLOMFP's alternate scenarios both

when considering contentions in this adjudication and when reviewing SLOMFP's comments on

the draft supplemental environmental assessment. At the oral argument before us the Staffs

counsel repeatedly asserted that the Staff was familiar with SLOMFP's "zircaloy fire" scenario

and had concluded that it did not alter the Staffs finding of no significant environmental

impact. "

E. SLOMFP's Request to Supplement Subpart K Presentation

In its request to supplement its Subpart K presentation, SLOMFP asks to add an affidavit

the NRC Staff attached to its motion for summary disposition of Contentionl (b). Our rules, at 10

74 We agree with Commissioner Jaczko's dissent insofar as it suggests there should be no
"false choice" between protecting sensitive information and meeting our responsibilities under
NEPA. The information-protection balance we have struck in this case avoids such a "false
choice" by making public meaningful information about the bases for the agency's
environmental analysis (including references to sensitive documents relied upon by the Staff)
while minimizing the risk that sensitive, security-related information will be compromised. The
result is a far greater sharing of information than in Weinberger, a case in which no part of the
agency's environmental analysis was made public.

75 67 NRC at 21 n.98.

7r See, e.g.,Transcript at 26, 90. In a written submission prior to the oral argument, the Staff
said: "Since the factual information regarding terrorist threat scenarios considered credible by
the Staff has been withheld from public disclosure to protect national security, it follows that
SLOMFP's speculation that the Staff may have ignored credible threat scenarios with significant
environmental impacts or misapprehended the vulnerability of the ISFSI to a terrorist attack by
ignoring attack scenarios with greater sophistication is factually unsupported. Further,
SLOMFP's claims cannot be considered undisputed simply because they cannot be addressed
by the Staff in this public adjudication." Staff Reply at 4-5.
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C.F.R. § 2.1113, do not provide for supplementing Subpart K presentations. Moreover, in its

request, SLOMFP says that its intended use of the Staff affidavit is to further its argument that

"the Staff violated [NEPA] by arbitrarily applying an irrational - and secret - screening criterion

to exclude consideration of reasonably foreseeable attack scenarios that would cause

significant offsite contamination, human illness, and adverse socioeconomic effects."77

SLOMFP's reason for asking us to allow it to supplement its written presentation is thus to

support a proposition -the consideration of alternate terrorist attack scenarios - that is outside

the scope of the admitted contention. We deny the request.

IV. SUMMARY

This remand proceeding has presented a number of new and difficult issues for us to

resolve. In doing so, our choice of procedures has been guided by NEPA, which is meant to

inform agency decision making and to provide the public with information about the

environmental impacts of our action. We have also been guided by the Ninth Circuit, which

recognized the value of qualitative analysis and the importance of protecting sensitive, security-

related information.78 We are confident that our approach strikes a reasonable balance

between public disclosure and information protection while permitting informed agency decision

making.

Much of this case has centered on the Staffs determination of "plausible" attack

scenarios. The Staffs selection of plausible attack scenarios-a concept it used to assess the

effects of a terrorist attack-was based on information gathered through the agency's regular

interactions with the law enforcement and intelligence communities regarding the capabilities of

77 SLOMFP Request to Supplement at 2.

718 See San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d at 1031-32, 1034-35.
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potential adversaries, as well as the Staffs expert judgment in intelligence analysis. 79 Although

that information cannot be made public for reasons of national security, as we pledged earlier in

this remand proceeding 80 and as required by Weinberger,"1 we ourselves, outside the

adjudicatory proceeding, have reviewed the nonpublic information underlying the NRC Staffs

selection of terrorist attack scenarios, and are satisfied that the selection was reasonable.

Once plausible scenarios were selected, the Staff did not attempt to quantify the

probability that any given scenario would actually be attempted, but instead conservatively

"assume[d] that the attack would be attempted [and] successfully completed."8 2 The Staff then

quantitatively analyzed the human health impacts that would result from the most severe

plausible scenario. The Staffs quantitative analysis showed that the worst-consequence

scenario would result in a "projected dose of less than 5 rem for the nearest resident,"83 a dose

lower than that permitted by a number of NRC health and safety regulations and other Federal

79 See Final EA Supplement at 7; Transcript at 88.

80 67 NRC at 21 n.98.

81 454 U.S. at 146.

82 Transcript at 15. Commissioner Jaczko in his dissent points to statements by the Staff that it

"did not analyze any specific [attack] scenario for probability" and "[doesn't] believe that the
probability of a terrorist attack can be quantified in any way" to cast doubt on the Staffs finding
of no significant impact. We do not understand those statements to mean that the Staffs
selection of plausible attack scenarios was arbitrary. The record shows scenarios were
selected based on intelligence and law-enforcement information regarding attack trends and the
demonstrated capabilities of potential adversaries. Rather, we understand those statements to
mean that the Staff did not quantify the probability that an adversary would attempt a "plausible"
attack scenario. Instead, the Staff assumed that a plausible attack, if attempted, would
succeed. We consider the Staffs assumption a reasonable (and conservative) approach to
consequence analysis.

83 Final EA Supplement at 7.
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radiation-protection guidelines.T The Staff used a reliable quantitative methodology that took

into account the contribution of air and land contamination to dose, and we find it reasonable.

The Staff bolstered its quantitative analysis with a qualitative assessment showing that

the likelihood of a significant release in the event of a plausible attack would be very low. The

Staff's qualitative assessment reasonably credited the robustness of ISFSI cask designs, the

effectiveness of NRC security requirements, the mitigating effect of emergency planning and

response actions, and site-specific meteorology and source term to show that its quantitative

dose analysis likely overstated the significance of the impacts that would result in the event of a

plausible attack." The Staff also found that an attack would be improbable. Having shown

through a combination of quantitative and qualitative analysis that the projected dose resulting

from the most severe plausible attack "would likely be well below 5 rem,"86 and that the chance

of any attack at all was low, the Staff reasonably concluded that further analysis of the economic

or other environmental impacts was not necessary.

Finally, the Staff made its draft supplemental environmental assessment public, received

public comments on the draft and provided public responses, and published a final supplement

that included a bibliography of the sensitive, security-related information upon which it relied.

We then held a public hearing to consider additional evidence and argument regarding the

Staffs assessment. The result is a far greater sharing of information than in Weinberger, a case

in which no part of the agency's environmental analysis was made public.

Accordingly, we conclude that the Staff s final, supplemental environmental assessment

and finding of no significant impact, the adjudicatory record in this case, and our own

04 See, e.g., 10 C.FR. § 72.106(b) (setting a 5 rem dose limit for ISFSI design-basis accidents);
10 C.F.R. § 20.1201(a)(1)(i) (setting a 5 rem total effective dose equivalent for adult
occupational exposures). See also n.45, supra.
"'See Final EA Supplement at 4-7.

86 Id. at 7.
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supervisory review of the non-public information underlying portions of the Staffs analyses, are

more than sufficient to satisfy the agency's NEPA obligations. Consistent with longstanding

NRC practice, today's decision becomes part of the environmental record of decision along with

the environmental assessment itself. 87

V. CONCLUSION

For the reasons stated above, we reject SLOMFP's Contention 2 on the merits and

find that an environmental impact statement is not required in order to address the land

contamination and latent health effect issues raised in the contention.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

(NRC Seal) IRA/

Annette L. Vietti-Cook
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 23rd day of October, 2008

87 "The adjudicatory record and Board decision (and, of course, any Commission appellate
decisions) become, in effect, part of the FEIS." Louisiana Energy Services, L.P. (Claiborne
Enrichment Center), CLI-98-3, 47 NRC 77, 89 (1998), citing Philadelphia Electric Co. (Limerick
Generating Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-819, 22 NRC 681, 705-707 (1985). See also, Hydro
Resources, Inc. (P.O. Box 15910, Rio Rancho, NM 87174, CLI-01-4, 53 NRC 31, 53 (2001);
Allied-General Nuclear Services (Bamwell Nuclear Fuel Plant Separations Facility), ALAB-296,
2 NRC 671, 680 (1975).
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Commissioner Gregory B. Jaczko's Dissent on SECY-08-0120
Docket No. 72-26-ISFSI

Decision on the Merits of San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace Contention

I disapprove of this Order. In short, nothing in the record justifies the Staff approach to land
contamination and non-fatal health effects. For the reasons described below, admitted
Contention 2 should be sustained, and the environmental assessment (EA) remanded to the
Staff for revision to address these topics.

The San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP) Contention 2, as admitted, states:

The NRC Staffs "environmental assessment ignore[d] environmental effects on
the surrounding land" and failed to consider "non-fatal health effects (e.g. latent
cancers from a hypothetical terrorist attack."

CLI-08-1, 67 NRC at 18. The Staff EA at issue here describes that the Staff "screened" threat
scenarios to determine 'plausibility." EA at 7. The EA goes on to state that the NRC "made
conservative assessments of consequences, to assess the potential for early fatalities from
radiological impacts from those plausible scenarios." Id. After describing how the Staff arrived
at source term and meteorology inputs, the EA describes how the Staff calculated the dose to
the nearest affected resident from the most severe plausible threat scenarios, which "would
likely be well below 5 rem." Id. The EA is silent on how such a dose relates to land
contamination or non-fatal health effects. The EA is also devoid of any other analysis of land
contamination and non-fatal health effects.

By failing to address these matters, the Staff failed to meet the challenge the Commission
posed to it in the January 15, 2008, Order (CLI-08-01, 67 NRC at 18) to demonstrate that it
considered the environmental effects of a terrorist attack in the EA. The burden in this
proceeding to show the EA is complete is on the NRC Staff and nothing in the record, including
the oral argument proceeding, alters the clear conclusion that the Staff did not consider land
contamination.

The Staff s support for its argument that it did analyze the environmental effects on the
surrounding land is remarkably thin. The Staff says it considered land contamination but did not
analyze it - "we did not explicitly do an analysis of land contamination." Transcript at 21 (Ms.
Clark), see also Transcript at 23, 29. How does one square these facts with a statement that a
contention claiming that the EA ignored environmental effects on surrounding land "is without
merit"? Order at 3.

The Staff made two conclusions not supported by the record before the Commission. First, the
Staff concluded that a 5 rem exposure to a resident over five days can only be caused by a
release of radioactive material that, by definition, cannot cause a significant adverse affect on
the environment. This judgment may be true, but it is a conclusion unsupported by data in the
EA. The Staff may view this as an obvious matter, but it must be documented on a case-
specific basis. We have no rule stating that the NRC may regard the environmental effects of
any specified amount of radiological exposure as insignificant. The NEPA process is about
ensuring that high quality, scientifically accurate environmental information is documented and
made available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are
taken. Therefore, any such conclusion must be documented either through reference to
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adequate previous analysis or to an application-specific analysis which shows this to be the
case. Clearly this was not done in the current EA.

This leads me to the second insufficiently supported Staff conclusion, that is, the probability of a
successful terrorist attack is so low that an analysis of the affects on the environment is
unnecessary. In response to a line of questioning from Commissioner Svinicki, the Staff makes
clear it believed it did not need to do this analysis because there is a very low probability of
significant land contamination, The Staff comes to this conclusion even though it stated at oral
argument that it cannot calculate a probability of such an event and that it "did not analyze any
specific scenario for probability." Transcript at 34 (Ms. Clark). The Staff went on to state that
"we don't believe that the probability of a terrorist attack can be quantified in any way."
Transcript at 38 (Ms. Clark).

This argument is entirely inconsistent with the Staff position that some scenarios are "plausible."
Either the Staff should have described how its analyses showed that every release scenario is
of very low probability and therefore land contamination (and human health effects) need not be
considered further, or it should have analyzed why the plausible scenarios would not result in
significant land contamination and human health effects.

The majority further clouds this issue by stating in the Order (at 15) that "as the NRC Staffs
threat-assessment expert stresses, the likelihood that a terrorist attack would even be attempted
at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI is low," The actual quote from the expert referenced in footnote 60,
however, is "Because of the uncertainty inherent in assessing the likelihood of a terrorist attack,
the Staff recognizes that under general credible threat conditions although the probability of
such an attack is believed to be low it cannot be reliably quantified." Affidavit of Kelley, Hall,
Warren, and Sanders ¶ 6. Thus, the full quote from the Staff expert elicits a very different
sentiment -- one that is more accurate, much closer to the views expressed by the Staff at the
oral argument, and that reflects the limits of what we can know.

Other portions in the Order similarly miss the point. The Order contains the majority's
explanation about why the HOTSPOT computer code was the correct tool for the dose
calculations the Staff did perform. The Order states that "SLOMFP offered little more than a
bare assertion" that this code was not appropriate for accurately modeling the behavior of a
plume at Diablo Canyon. Order at 11. But this is not an argument about dose calculations;
rather, it is about whether the Staff performed any land contamination analysis. SLOMFP's
objection is that HOTSPOT is "not an appropriate code for considering land contamination."
Transcript at 81 (Ms. Curran). SLOMFP went further and made clear that there was an
appropriate code that could perform the required analysis - a code known as MACCS.

The portion of the Order addressing this issue is simply irrelevant to Contention 2, as admitted.
The Order states that SLOMFP did not adequately make their case against HOTSPOT, that the
agency has the discretion to rely on the reasonable opinions of its own qualified experts, and
that we have "no basis for overturning the Staff expert's reasonable use of HOTSPOT." Order
at 12. The Staff.itself, however, also stated at the oral argument that HOTSPOT is not the
correct code to analyze land contamination. The Staff agreed that MACCS would be required "if
one were to project the land contamination that could result and then calculate, for example, the
economic costs of cleanup." Transcript at 23 (Ms. Clark). The Staff further noted that it has
contracted for the use of that code in the past. Id. Therefore, HOTSPOT was the wrong code
to use to analyze land contamination and MACCS was the correct one. There is no
disagreement between the Staff and SLOMFP regarding that conclusion.
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The Order also categorically dismisses any link between consideration of terrorist scenarios and
the admitted contention, without addressing the SLOMFP argument that it is difficult to separate
an analysis of consequences from the event that causes them. Transcript at 76 (Ms. Curran).
The record of the oral argument makes it clear that a majority of the members of the
Commission were similarly unable to completely separate the two, as they pursued lines of
questioning about scenarios.

The credibility of the Staff on this issue was undermined when they were unable to answer a
technical question I asked about a zirconium fire scenario as posited by SLOMFP. The Staff
first said it could not discuss the topic because it was Safeguards Information. Transcript at 33-
34. Later, the Staff admitted it did not have the expertise to answer this straightforward
scientific question without hiring an outside contractor to do an analysis. Transcript at 92 (Ms.
Clark). The Staff refuses to answer whether the scenario proposed by SLOMFP is bounded by
their analysis and then further admits to not having the in-house expertise to analyze a related
topic. Combining this with the fact that the agency's message all along has been 'trust us to
have looked at this information that we refuse to give you access to,' I would say the agency is
standing on a very weak foundation to reject this contention.

In addition, the discussion on pages 17-19 of the Order overreaches in an attempt to withhold
information. Nothing occurred during the oral argument to change my view that the Commission
is overly relying on a court decision concerning the public release of State secrets to
categorically withhold classes of information from one of the parties. The proceeding before us
does not involve military or state secrets and we do have mechanisms to ensure that sensitive
information provided to the participants in the proceeding is protected from disclosure. The
majority also seeks credit for providing more information than was shared in Weinberger, "The
result is a far greater sharing of information than in Weinberger, a case in which no part of the
agency's environmental analysis was made public." Order at 22.

This is a somewhat disingenuous argument. The reason the Supreme Court held that the Navy
did not need to make the environmental analysis public (if there was one) was because its very
existence would have revealed national security information. The Navy was not required to
prepare an environmental impact statement unless they actually stored nuclear weapons at the
site in question, and whether or not the Navy stored nuclear weapons there was in itself
classified. In the situation where the very act of publicly complying with NEPA would have
revealed military secrets, the Navy could withhold the EIS that it still must prepare for internal
purposes if it did store weapons, at the site.

The circumstances in the Diablo Canyon hearing are categorically different. There is no
national security secret involving whether or not the ISFSI would contain spent nuclear fuel and
the proposals I have made involve sharing sensitive information with appropriately cleared
representatives of the parties, not making it publicly available. The fact that previous
Commissions have demonstrated the ability in proceedings to share information to appropriately
cleared individuals, appropriately safeguarded through a protective order, contradicts the
arguments made in the order that this is not possible.

In addition, the very case that the majority hangs their hats on clearly states, "Section 102(2)(C)
of NEPA, 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C), provides that, "to the fullest extent possible," all federal
agencies shall "include in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other
major Federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the human environment, a detailed
statement" discussing, inter alia, the environmental impact of the proposed action and possible
alternatives..." Weinberger, 454 U.S. at 142.
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The majority's argument in the Order presents a false choice between protecting sensitive
information and meeting our responsibilities under NEPA. The order argues that the agency is
prohibited from doing more to satisfy NEPA, but limiting information disclosure is simply a
choice the majority has made, as is clear from the Order's discussion of finding a "balance."
Again, no one is proposing that sensitive information be publicly disclosed. The agency has
established and convened closed proceedings in the past and could do so again. Finally, in the
absence of holding a closed session, the Commission committed in CLI-08-01 to review the
range of terrorist events considered by the Staff. We put in place no process to collectively do
so and I am aware of no discussion among the members of the Commission about the results of
their ad hoc reviews.

Finally, after spending 20 pages explaining why the Staff's EA is adequate and stands on its
own, the majority does an admirable job of attempting to craft a coherent argument in the
summary of the order. The summary states "we conclude that the Staffs final, supplemental
environmental assessment and finding of no significant impact, the adjudicatory record in this
case, and our own supervisory review of the non-public information underlying portions of the
Staffs analyses, are more than sufficient to satisfy NEPA obligations." Order at 22. This
statement, however, is a fundamental recognition on the part of the majority that the EA by itself
is insufficient. Since the burden was on the Staff to prove the EA was sufficient and they were
not able to, the contention can not be rejected.

A compromise approach was clearly feasible. First, the Commission should have held a closed
proceeding of appropriately cleared representatives of the parties, and in the presence of
whatever appropriately cleared contractors the Staff needs to have on hand, to adjudicate the
issue of whether or not the SLOMFP's scenario is bounded by the work the Staff did. Second,
the Commission should have directed the Staff to use the appropriate computer code to perform
an adequate analysis of land contamination. Third, assuming the results of those actions did
not change the facts of the matter before us, the EA should have been supplemented with the
additional information that resulted from these steps. The EA should also have been
supplemented to include the detailed discussion from P&GE about preventive measure that
would be taken to limit the impact of any release. Transcript at 50-51 (Mr. Repka). If the results
of these steps led to additional questions and concerns, the agency would have had a basis to,
and no choice but to, accept SLOMFP's position and prepare an environmental impact
statement.

This alternative would have been a more transparent approach for the agency to take in
resolving the issues in this specific case and it would have been a better public policy position. I
strongly believe this was the only path forward that would be true to our responsibilities under
both NEPA and the AEA.
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found - repeatedly - that the rejection or admission of a contention, where the
Petitioner has been admitted as a party and has other contentions pending, neither
constitutes serious and irreparable impact, nor affects the "basic structure of the
proceeding in a pervasive and unusual manner.'",

We note that our Boards have broad discretion to issue procedural orders to
regulate the course of proceedings and the conduct of parsticipants. It is the Board's
responsibility to "conduct a fair and impartial hearing according to law, to take
appropriate action to control the prehearing and hearing process, and to maintain
order." ,' As a general matter, we decline to interfere with the Board's day-to-day
case management decisions, unless there has been an abuse of power.19 We see
no abuse in the Board's actions here.

HI. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Petition is denied.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

ANNETTE L VIETTI-COOK
Secretary of the Commission
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NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT; FREEDOM OF
INFORMATION ACT

By law, disclosure of documents under the National Environmental Policy Act
is expressly governed by the Freedom of Information Act. Freedom of information
Act litigation is ordinarily "resolved on summary disposition without discovery
and without evidentiary trials or hearings," and discovery is sparingly used.

CONTENTIONS, LATE-FILED; CONTENTIONS, ADMISSIBILITY

Five factors must be balanced (under our pre-2
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rules) before a petition
to admit a late-Filed contention can be granted. "The first factor - whether
good cause exists to excuse the late-filing of the contention - is the most
important factor." "If 'good cause' is not shown, a petitioner 'must make a
"compelling" showing' on the remaining four factors." "In this analysis, factors
three and five are to be given more weight than factors two and four." If the
late-filed contention criteria are satisfied, our next inquiry is whether the proposed
contention is suitable for hearing.
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DISCLOSURE: CLASSIFIED AND SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION;
TERRORISM

It is not practical or legally required for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
to adjudicate the essentially limitless range of conceivable (albeit highly unlikely)
terrorist scenarios, where the core evidence (threat assessment and security
measures) is protected security information. The National Environmental Policy
Act does not contemplate adjudications resulting in the disclosure of matters
under law considered secret or confidential.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

I. INTRODUCTION

In January we issued an order admitting limited portions of Contentions 1(b)
and 2 (proposed by San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP)) and setting
a schedule for further proceedings in this adjudication on a license application

for an independent spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) at the site of the Diablo
Canyon nuclear power reactor in California.' We directed the NRC Staff to
file a complete listing of the source documents it relied on for its National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) assessment, "together with a Vaughn index
(or its equivalent)" detailing the Freedom of Information Act (FOLA) 'basis
for any withheld documents or portions of documents3 The Staff responded to
our direction regarding Contention I(b) by filing its Reference Document List
and Vaughn index (with later addendum) and providing copies of releasable
documents, redacted as it deemed necessary.'

The Staffs Reference Document List and Vaughn index filing prompted
two fresh pleadings from SLOMFP. SLOMFP's first pleading objected to the
adequacy of the Staffs filing, requested additional discovery based on information
in the redacted documents the Staff provided, and asked for access to unredacted
documents under a protective order.' SLOMFP's second pleading proposed a new

CLI-O8-., 67 NRC 1(2008).
Id. at 25.

3 NRC Staft's Response to Comatssion Order To Provide Refemrnce List and Vaughn Index (Feb. 13.
2008) and Addendum to NRC Staft•s Response to Comnisission Ordse To Provide Refrence List and
Vauahn Index (Feb. 15. 2008).
'San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Response to NRC Stafrs Vaughn Inde", Request 'or

Leave To Canduct Disovery Against the NRC Staff, Request for Access to Unrednaed Reference
Docurnents, sad Request for Psocedures To Prote Subriissmion of Sensitive Inforssation (Feb. 20.
2008).
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contention - Contention 6 - based on information included in an unredacted
portion of a classified document the Staff had released.' Both the Pacific Gas and
Electric Company (PG&E)' and the NRC Staff" oppose admission of this new
contention.

We addressed the first SLOMFP pleading in an order issued in March.'
We denied SLOMFP's implicit request for reconsideration of our earlier ruling
on access to unredacted information and reiterated our decision not to grant
NEPA-based access to FOIA-exempt documents to SLOMFP "[b]ecause by law
disclosure of documents under NEPA is expressly governed by FOIA."

5 
We

delegated the resolution of Contention l(b) - essentially a FOLA dispute - to
the previously delegated presiding officer:° We authorized the presiding officer
"to use all appropriate adjudicatory tools," and directed him to issue a decision
on an expedited basis - i.e., by May 30, 2008 - -[a]bsent unanticipated
circumstances."" We also authorized limited discovery, but -only if absolutely
necessary to ensure a complete record and a fair decision," and reminded the
presiding officer and the parties of the sparing use of discovery in FO1A litigation,
"which ordinarily is resolved on summary disposition without discovery and
without evidentiary trials or hearings."t

Before us today aue SLOMFP's motion to reconsider our March order on
Contention l(b) and its request to file Contention 6, a new contention based on
recently released NRC Staff documents. We deny the motion to reconsider our

Contention 1(b) ruling, except to note that the presiding officer can take additional
time to decide the contention if necessary, and we find SLOMFP's Contention 6
inadmissible. We also address a number of case-management matters.

"San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peaer's Request for Ad asission of Late-FiledCantention 6 Regarding
Diablo Canyon Environmental Assesssteat Supplesent (Feb. 21, 2008) (Contention 6 Petition).

I Peniic Gas and Eleenie Cosprpny', Response ta San Lois Obispo Mothers far Pears Proposed

Late-Filed Contenton 6 (Mde. 5. 20081 (PG&E Contention 6 Response).
NRC Staffs' Response to Sea Luis Obispo Mothers for Peane's Request for Admission oft Lte-Filed

Contention 6 (Man. 5, 2008) (StifT Consention 6 Response).

'CLt-08-5. 67 NRC 174 (200l).
Id. at 116.

'old. ., 177.

11 Id

12id.
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II. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

A. Contention 1(b)

SLOMFP argues that we should reconsider our unwillingness to give access
to safeguards and classified information and that we should also reconsider our
expedited schedule for resolving Contention l(b)." PG&E" opposes SLOMFP's
motion for reconsideration. The current adjudicatory proceeding arises out of
San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC,." where the Ninth Circuit held
that the NRC's "'categorical refusal to consider the environmental effects of a
terrorist attack" was unreasonable under NEPA,'

6 
and remanded this "NEPA-

terrorism" issue to the Commission for "further proceedings consistent with
this opinion.'"1 As we noted in our initial scheduling order pursuant to this
remand, the Ninth Circuit explicitly left to our discretion the precise manner
of our procedural approach and our merits consideration of the NEPA-terrorism
issue." In so doing, the Ninth Circuit pointed out that the Supreme Court's
decision in Weinberger v. Catholic Action of Hawaii."1 supports "the proposition
that security considerations may permit or require modification of some of the
NEPA procedures" even though security issues do not "result in some kind of
NEPA waiver.' 20' The Ninth Circuit acknowledged that the NRC's information-
security "arguments explain why a Weinberger-style limited proceeding might
be appropriate'.""

Consistent with the Ninth Circuit's suggestion, we have "useld] Weinberger as
our guidepost" throughout this remand proceeding." As we stated before, ''[oaur
inability to disclose information based on the confidentiality of that information
does not mean, however, that the NRC Staff (and the Commission, on review)
has not performed the evaluation the Ninth Circuit directed, consistent with
Weinberger - it simply means that certain information cannot be made public for

7San Luis Obi"tpa Mothers for Pcace's Motion for Reconsidursaion of CLI-08-05 (Apr. 7. 2008)
(April Recoasidenaduo Mation).

" Pacific Gas and Electric Comrpany's Opposition to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace Molton

for Reronsideratian afCLI-OM05 (Apr. 17. 20081.
"y San DUis Obispo Mar/serafa Peace v NRC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9th Cir. 2006). Cen. denied .ub noar.

Pacific Gao & Electfic Co. . San Lain Obipo AMtaherjfor Peace, No. 06-466 (Jan. 16, 2007).
" 449 F.3d at 1020.
17449 F.3d at 1035.
5

CLI-07-11, 65 NRC 148, ]49 (2007).

" Welnberger . Cathlic Aciona fHawaii. 454 U.S. 139 (it81).
204 4 9 F.3d at 1034.

SId.
s CLI-08-. 67 NRC st 9.
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security reasons."" Against this backdrop, we decline to reconssoter our oecision
to restrict access to security-related information in this proceeding, even under
protective order?

In view of the scheduling concerns SLOMFP raises in its motion for recon-
sideration, we do, however, remind the presiding officer of his discretion to
extend the schedule for resolution of Contention 1(b) if there are 'unanticipated
circurmstances""' - which would include a need to obtain more information or
to give parties reasonable time to file necessary pleadings or responses to the
presiding officer's inquiries.

B. Contention 6

We turn now to consideration of the admissibility of SLOMFP's proposed
Contention 6. As we reiterated in our January decision, under our pre-2004 rules,
our late-filed contention standards were set out in 10 C.F.R. § 2.71

4
(a)(1). The

following five factors must be balanced before a petition to admit a late-filed
contention can be granted:

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time.
iii The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest will be

protected.
(iii) The extent to which the petitioner's participation may reasonably be en-

punted to assist in developing a sound record.
(iv) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by existing

parales.
(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or

- delay the proceeding.

"'The first factor - whether good cause exists to excuse the late-filing of the
contention - is the most important factor."" "If 'good cause' is not shown, a

is Id
tSLOMFP's latest motion tr reconsider (April Reconaiderasfln Motion .r 6) corplains that the

Corrmission held SLOMFP ru a .tr-day deadline even though our former rules, applicablh to this
prtoeedring, contain no such deadline. This complaint is not without force, but it is not outcomre-
determinative, as we also found SLOMFP's motion to reconsider tnpersuasive on the merits. See
CLIU--5.67 NRC at 176.

231d at 177.
1
5

CLt-08-t. 67 NRC at 6. See Carnrnawealrh Edison Co. (Braidwood Nuclear Power Snation
Units I and 2), CLI-6-8. 23 NRC 241. 244 (1986), citing Cincinnati Gas and Electric Co. (William
H. Zimneer Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1). LBP-83-58, I8 NRC 640. 663 (1983). Mississippi Power

(Continued)
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petitioner 'must make a "compelling" showing, on the four remaining factors.-"
"In this analysis, factors three and five are to be given mote weight than factors
two and four."I' If the late-filed contention criteria are satisfied, our next inquiry
is whether the proposed contention is suitable for hearing. Here we find that, on
balance, our late-filed contention criteria are not satisfied. We also find proposed
Contention 6 unsuitable for hearing for the same reasons that, earlier in this
proceeding, we rejected SLOMFP's virtually identical Contention 3.11

The heading for SLOMFP's Contention 6 readsu

Inappropriate reliance on the "Ease" indicator to exclude reasonably foreseeable
and significant environmental impacts from the NRC's environmental analysis for
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.3

SLOMFP' argues that the Staff violated NEPA in preparing its final envi-
ronmental assessment supplement by "excluding reasonably foreseeable threat
scenarios from consideration, based on the use of an inappropriate indicator
known as "Ease" as a proxy for the probability of a threat scenario."3

1 
SLOMFP

argues that because these excluded threat scenarios could have significant adverse
effects on the environment, the Staff should have prepared an environmental
impact statement.

SLOMFP relies on the "Ease" factor as the factual basis for Contention 6.
SLOMFP states that it learned of the "'Ease" factor in an unredacted portion of
a classified document. This document, entitled NRC Spent Fuel Source Term
Guidance Document (Sandia Study), issued by the Sandia National Laboratories
(Sandia) in 2004, is listed as a reference in the final environmental assessment
supplement, is included in the Staffs Vaughn index, and was produced (in
redacted form) by the Staff together with its Vaughn index, pursuant to the
schedule we set in CLI-08-1. "Ease" is a function of time, complexity, and
technology, and "was developed to estimate how easy or difficult it is to complete
an attack scenario."32

asd Leht Co. (Grand Gutf Nuclear Station. Unit, I *ad 2), ALAB-704. 16 NRC 1725 (1982). See
alto Private Fuel Storage. LLC. (Independlet Spent Funl Storase Itstaltion), LBP-01 -37,54 NRC
476,453 (2001), FevteWdec. sd C1.t-02,3. 55 NRC 155,156 n.9 (2002).

Ct C.t-Ot 1. 67 NRC at 6, quoting Braidwood Nuclear Power Stattls CLI-86-8. 23 NRC at 244.
2'CLI-0 1, 67 NRC at 6, citing Baraidd Nuclear Power Statior' CU-86,8. 23 NRC at 245.
" See C1."08-1.67 NRC at 18-21.
'aConte.tion 6 Petition at 2.

ild. a 3. ciinga Sandia Stuy at 133-34,

a i I I I I I I i

In addition to providing the factual basis for Contention 6, SLOMFP argues that
disclosure of the "Ease" factor is new information supporting a new contention,
so the "good cause" late-filing standard is satisfied. According to SLOMFP.
a balancing of our late-filed contention criteria weighs in favor of admission of
Contention 6. SLOMFP argues that it satisfies two other late-filing standards
because it has no other means besides this proceeding to protect its interest in
requiring the NRC to comply with NEPA, and that it may reasonably be expected,
because of its experienced counsel and its qualified expert witness, to assist in
the development of a sound record.

3 
Regarding the final late-filing criterion,

SLOMFF concedes that its participation will broaden and delay the proceeding,
but argues that any delay is attributable to the NRC and PG&E's unwillingness to
consider NEPA-terrorism issues when this proceeding began over 5 years ago.'

PG&E counters SLOMFP's arguments by arguing that balancing our late-filed
contention standards does not support admitting Contention 6. Pointing to the
absence of any new expert witness support, PG&E argues that the good cause
standard for late-filing is not met because disclosure of the "Ease" factor, by
itself, is insufficient to make a previously inadmissible contention admissible.3"
The NRC Staff agrees with PG&E, arguing that Contention 6 is substantively
identical to Contention 3. except for SLOMFP's speculation that the Staff used the
"Ease" factor in assessing threat scenariosw According to the Staffs argument,
SLOMFP had sufficient information to raise its substantive contention before the
existence of the "Ease" factor in the Sandia Study became known - and in
fact raised essentially the same contention in Contention 3 - so the good cause
standard is not satisfied.Y

With respect to the remainder of the late-filing criteria, both PG&E and
the NRC Staff argue that Contention 6 would broaden the proceeding beyond
its intended scope. The Staff points out that the Commission already ruled
that threat scenarios would not be part of this proceeding." PG&E maintains
that Contention 6 would lead the proceeding into areas "already addressed by
other NRC regulations, such as NRC security requirements and ISFSI dry cask
designs.""9 PG&E maintains that SLOMFP is unlikely to be able to contibute
to the development of a meaningful record because of lack of access to threat
information and lack of expenise in threat assessment.a PG&E also argues that

"I d sit.

" pG&E Contention 6 Response at 8 7.
3

6 
staff Conteetion 6 Respouns at 5.

'n Id.
"id at6.

"d at 8-9.
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SLOMFP has other means of protecting its interests, such as "participating in

security-related rulemakings or commenting on dry cask storage Certificates of
Compliance rulemakings.""l The Staff does not believe SLOMFP's ability to
contribute to the record to be as limited, nor does it believe that SLOMFP's
interests can be vindicated by other parties or through other means, but the Staff
noietheless agrees with PG&E that. on balance, our late-filed contention criteria
are not satisfied and Contention 6 should not be admitted."

We find.that the good cause criterion is not satisfied, and that the other factors
(to the extent any fall on SLOMFP's side of the ledger) do not outweigh this
fundamental failure. Apart from reliance on the "Ease" factor. Contention 6
bears a strong resemblance to Contention 3 (which we did not admit"

5
), both

in the language of the contention and in the legal and expert witness support
SLOMFP provides. As the legal basis for Contention 6, SLOMFP cites 10
C.F.R. §51.20(a)(1) and 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3)." The first of these cited
regulations states simply the general proposition that if a major federal action
significantly affects the quality of the human environment, an environmental
impact statement must be prepared.

0
5 But the second regulation is the same

Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulation"i that SLOMFP relied on to
support its Contention 3. And the expert witness support that SLOMFP provides

4
'

is nearly identical: SLOMFP relies on the same June 2007 reporrt it relied on for
Contention 3, augmented only by a short declaration confirming the continued
accuracy of the report and the accuracy of factual statements in Contention
6.'9 Comparison of Contention 6 and Contention 3 shows how similar the two
contentions are:

"4,d. at g.
a2 Staff Contention 6 Response ait 6.

43 CLI-08-1. 67 NRC at 20-21.
" Contention 6 Petition at 2.
'3 10 C.F.R. 1 51.20(a)(1 ).

1"The cited scotion applies where there is incomplete or unavailable informaton. requires the
agency to identify such information, and, "for the purposes of this section." defon "reasuonably
foreseeable" to inclute -impacts which have causuophic consequenco, even if their probability
of occurrence is low. peovided thai the analysis of the impacts a supported by credible scientific
eovidence. is not based on pus coonjectuo. and is within the rule of reason." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(0)(4).

C
t
Contention 6 petition at 1-2.

'
3

Thompson, Gordon R.. Assessing Risks of Potential Malicious Actions at Corsmerctie Nucltan
Facilities: The Case of a Proposed spent Fual storage Installation at the Oiablo Canyon Site (June 27.
2007) (Thompson Report).

4
5
Thotmpwon, Gordon R., Delattio ot Dr. Gordon R. Thompson in Support of San Luis Obispo

Mothers for peaces Contention 6 (Feb. 27. 2008).
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Conteetion 6:

The Stairs "[linappropriate reliance
on the 'Ease' indicator" led it "to
exclude reasonably foreseeable and
significant environmental impacts"
and -reasonably foreseeable threat
scenarlos" and "'tihe excluded
threat scenarios could cause
significant adverse Impacts by
contaminating the environment's."

Contention 3:

The "'very small dose comequences
estimated" by the Staff in
the environmental assessment
supplement shows that the Staff
failed "to consider credible
threat scenarios that could
cause significant environmental
damage by contaminating the

environmenat.ss

We agree with the Staff`
5 

that whether SLOMFP bases its contention on

inferences drawn from dose estimates (Contention 3) or from the existence of
an "Ease" indicator (Contention 6), the fundamental contention is the same: in
either casi,SLOMFP is challenging the range of threat scenarios examined by
the Staff. Contention 3 satisfied our good cause standard as a challenge to the

Staff's then newly available environmental assessment supplement and the range
of scenarios considered by the Staff in that analysis, so it met our late-filing
criteria. Contention 6 is essentially the same as Contention 3; as a challenge to
scenarios considered in the no longer newly available environmental assessment
supplement, it cannot be timely now. SLOMFP has not shown good cause to
admit today a contention that was not admitted when first proposed.

Even if Contention 6 satisfied our late-filing criteria, we would not admit
it for hearing. As we found when we rejected SLOMFP's original "threat
scenarios" contention (Contention 3), it is not practical or legally required for

the NRC to adjudicate the essentially limitless range of conceivable (albeit

highly unlikely) terrorist scenarios, where the core evidence (threat assessment
and security measures) is protected security information. The Supreme Court's
controlling decision in Weinberger v. Catholic Action of Hawaii, makes clear
that NEPA does not contemplate adjudications resulting in the disclosure of
matters under law considered secret or confidential." Here, disclosure of such
matters would be required to conduct meaningful hearings on alternate terrorist
scenarios. As we pointed out in January, "[t]he NRC Staff's supplemental

environmental assessment explains that the Staff considered '(p]lausible threat
scenarios . . . includ[ing] a large aircraft impact similar in magnitude to the
attacks of September It, 2001, and ground assaults using expanded adversary

5"Conrention 6 Petition at 2 (emphasis added).
5

san Luis Obispo Mothers for Peaces Contentions and Requess for a Hewring Regardlng Diablo
Canyon nnvironmentral Assessment Supplement (lane 28.2007) at 12-13 (emphasis added).

52 Swff Contention 6 Response at 4.
53 CLI-08-1. 67 NRC at 20-21, quoting Weinberger, 454 U.S. at 146-47.
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characteristics consistent with the design basis threat for radiological sabotage for
nuclear power plants.' ', This approach is based on the NRC Staff's access to
classified threat assessment information,

t t 
and is reasonable on its face. "'We do

not understand the Ninth Circuit's remand decision -which expressly recognized
NRC security concerns and suggested the possibility of a 'limited proceeding'
- to require a contested adjudicatory inquiry into the credibility of various
hypothetical terrorist attacks against the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.',1

II. SCHEDULING MATTER

The NRC Staff, PG&E, and SLOMFP submitted detailed written summaries

of facts, data, and arguments and written supporting information, required under
10 C.F.R. § 2.1113, on April 14, 2008.9' Thus, under our rules, the Subpart K oral
argument (which will be heard by the Commission absent further determination
to the contrary) may be held at any time after April 29, 2008. See 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.1113. With the expectation that oral argument will take no more than I day,
we schedule it for July 1. 2008, at 9:30 a.m. at the Commission's headquarters
in Rockville. Maryland. A more detailed scheduling order, covering matters like
order of presentation, format, and time allocations, will be issued in the near
future.

IV. CONCLUSION

Consistent with our discussion above, we deny the motion for reconsideration
and remind the presiding officer that he has some scheduling flexibility in his
resolution of Contention I(b). We decline to admit Contention 6. Subpart K
oral argument on Contention 2 will be heard on July 1, 2008, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Commission's headquarters in Rockville, Maryland.

5. C11-08.t. 67 NRC at 20. quoting Final EA Supplement at 7.
1 CLI-U08-t. 67 NRC at 20, citing Final EA Supplement at 4-7.

5
CLI-U8- .t67 NRC at 20. Citing 449 F.3d at t34-35.

31 NRC [Strafi Brief and Summtary of Retevant Facts. Data and Arguments upon Wt•ich the Staff

Proposes to Rely at Oral Argument oen LLs Obispo Mothers for osrea's Conterion 2 (Apr. 14.
20081; San Lais Obispo Mothrlt for Peace's Detailed Sumeary of Facts. Data, and Arguments
on Which It Intends to Rely at Oral Argument Ta Demonstrate te tnadequacy of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Final Supplemaent to the Envittnmental Asesesment rartthe Proposed Diablo
Canyon Indeplel~dent Spent Fuel Storage tInUtllation To Considet the Enirrnmenteal Impacts of an
Attack on the Facility tContention 2) (Apr. I4. 2008): Summary of Facts. Data, and Arguments on
Which Pacific Gas and Electic Company Will Rely at the Subpart K Oral Argument on Contention 2
(Apr. 14.2008).
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

ANNETTE L. VIETI'I-COOK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville. Maryland,
this 30th day of April 2008.

Commissioner Gregory B. Jaczkn Respectfully Dissenting In Part

I respectfully dissent from the majority's decision. I continue to question
the Commission's overreliance on Weinberger v. Catholic Action of Hawaii,

454 U.S. 139 (1981), concerning the public release of State secrets, as a basis

for categorically withholding classes of information from one of the parties to
this hearing. We do have mechanisms we can employ to ensure that sensitive

information provided to the participants in the proceeding is protected from

disclosure.
I concur with the portions of the Memorandum and Order which make it clear

to the presiding officer that he has discretion with regard to adjusting deadlines

in his consideration of Contention I(h and that sets a date for the Subpart K oral

argument.
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Today's decision relates to Contention l(b). In CLI-08-1, we admitted that
contention "to the extent that it alleges that the [NRC] Staff failed to provide
source documents or information underlying its analysis, and failed to identify
appropriate FOIA [Freedom of Information Act) exemptions for [the Staff's]
withholding decisions.' We directed the Staff to submit a "complete list" of the
source documents for its environmental assessment, along with a "Vaughn index
(or its equivalent)" explaining the FOIA basis for withholding any documents or
portions of documents.

2

The NRC Staff has now filed its Reference Document List and Vaughn index.'
The Staff also filed an addendum to this submission.' The Staffs Reference
Document List contains twenty-one documents, and the Vaughn index lists
redactions to these documents, plus the FOIA exemption that theStaffrbelieves
applies to each redaction (the Staff variously applies exemptions 1; 2, and 3,
depending upon the nature of the information). The addendum to the S'taff's
submission corrects an omission in the Vaughn index by filling in the basis for
withholding one of the documents.'

San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP) filed a response to the Staff's
filing.

6 
The response argued that the Vaughn index "is both incomplete and

inadequate," that the Staff is unlawfully withholding "secret law" with respect
to at least one document, that the Commission should grant SLOMFP access
to unredacted documents under a protective order, and that SLOMFP should be
given the opportunity to make additional discovery requests to the NRC Staff
based on information in the redacted documents that the Staff has provided.'

'C .I-0.- 1,67 NRC 1. 17 (2008).
tId. at 16.
' NRC Srtdf's Response to Cormrission Order to Provide Reference List and Vaughn Index (Feb.

13. 2008) (Staff Reference Response).
' Addendum tu NRC Staffs Response to Commission Order to Provide Reference List and Vaughn

Ined. (Feb. t5, 2008) (Staff Addendum).

Staff Addendum. The Department of Homeland Security (DtS) is the originator of Reference 4.
The Staffprovides a link to a DHS website regarding obtaining the document directly from DHS.

6Sam Luis Obispo Mothers for Pente's Response to NRC Staffs Vaughn taxde. Request for
Leave To Conduct Discovery Against the NRC Staff. Request for Access w Unrendacted Reference
Documents, and Request for Procedures To Protect Submission of Sensitive Information (Feb. 20.
20081 ISLOMFP Response).

"SLOMFP Reaponse .tt -2.

DISCLOSURE: NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT;
FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

By law, disclosure of documents under the National Environmental Policy
Act (NEPA) is expressly governed by the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA).

Based on this linkage, we will not give the petitioners here NEPA-based access to
documents exempt from disclosure under FO[A, even under protective measures.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

Limited discovery may be allowed in a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
dispute, but only if absolutely necessary to ensure a complete record and a fair
decision. Discovery is sparingly granted in FOIA litigation- which ordinarily is
resolved in summary disposition without discovery and without evidentiary trials
or hearings.
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Because by law disclosure of documents under NEPA is expressly governed
by FOIA,8 we decided in CLI-08-1 not to give SLOMFP NEPA-based access to
documents exempt from disclosure under FOIA,' thereby rejecting SLOMFP's
suggestion that we grant access "under appropriate protective measures."', To the
extent SLOMFP now seeks reconsideration on the access question - SLOMFP
uses the word "reconsideration" in the caption to the section of its response
(Section IV) that discusses this issue - our practice is that such petitions be
filed within tO days of the decision." CLI-08-1 was issued on January 15. 2008.
so (he 10-day petition for reconsideration period has long since expired. In any
event, SLOMFP has not made a showing of "compelling circumstance, such as
the existence of a clear and material error in a decision, which could not have
been reasonably anticipated."' 2 SLOMFP's implicit petition for reconsideration
is denied.

The balance of SLOMFP's response provides details regarding its challenge
to the completeness of the Staffs Reference Document List and the adequacy of
the Staff's Vaughn index. SLOMFP looks particularly at Document 8 (SECY-04-
0222, Decision-Making Framework for Materials and Test Reactor Vulnerability
Assessments (Nov. 24, 2004)) and infers that including this document, which on
its face is not applicable to independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSIs),
may mean that another document linking Document 8 to ISFSIs has been left
out of the Document Reference List. SLOMFP questions whether followup
activities referred to in Document 8 - such as participation in DHS vulnerability
reviews - generated documents that the Staff should have listed as references.
SLOMFP also asks whether the "Risk Analysis and Management for Critical
Assets Protection" methodology referred to in Document 8 as developed for DHS
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers should have been included as
a reference document. SLOMFP also points to places in Document 8 where the

ICLt-08-. 67 NRC at 15-16. citing Weinberger v. Catholic Action of lHwafi. 454 U.S. 139, 145

(1981) and Hudsan River Stoop Clearsater, Inc.n. Deparlooer of the Navy. 89t F.2d 414, 420 (2d
Cir. 1989). See also Missoari- rexte. Sharr U.S. Aay Carps of.8ainers, 147 F.3d 730. 710-1 I
(8dt Cis. 199W).

'CLI-08-l, 67 NRC as 16-17 ("We will pesmit SLOMFP to dispute the NRC Stalrs esemption
clams based an he iade, and (the] record. Under lhe Weinberger decisim, we need nut and will not
provide SLOMFP access to exempt documnrts").

'0an Luis tObispo Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing Regarding Diablo
Canyon Envirnenntal Assessment Supplement (June 28.2007) (SLOMFP Petition) at in. Pacific Gis
and Elctric Compay responded to this rilin8 with one of its own: Pacific Gas & Electric Company's
Opposition to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, Requests far Leave to Conduct Expanded Discovery
and foa Access to Uneedactad Douasments (Feb. 26, 20081.

ISee 10 C.F.R. § 2.71(a).

'
t

CLt-06-27, 64 NRC 399. 400 12006). See alsa 10 C.F.R. § 2.77 I(b); CLI-06-27, 64 NRC at 400
n-.s 401 n.6.
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Staff made redactions but failed to provide a corresponding FOIA exemption in
its Vaughn index, and argues that the context of some redactions suggests that the
Staff is withholding "secret law" on how~to conduct its analysis, which should
have been disclosed under FOIA.1s

Rather than review these document-intensive claims ourselves, we direct the
previously designated presiding officer to resolve them, focusing in particular
on the FOIA exemption justifications and the completeness of the NRC Staff's
reference list. The presiding officer has full authority to use all appropriate
adjudicatory tools, including consulting with parties, setting schedules, requesting
further briefs, calling for summary disposition motions, holding oral argument,
and reviewing documents in camera. We expect the presiding officer to resolve
all outstanding FOIA issues - in other words, to resolve Contention I(b) - on
an expedited basis. Absent unanticipated circumstances, we expect a decision no
later than May 30, 2008. We will entertain petitions for review of the presiding
officer's final decision on Contention l(b) under our usual standards.4

In his discretion and only if absolutely necessary to ensure a complete record
and a fair decision, the presiding officer may allow limited discovery. But we
remind him (and the parties) that discovery "is sparingly granted" in FOIA
litigation" - which ordinarily is resolved on surnmary disposition without
discovery and without evidentiary trials or hearings.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

ANDREW L. BATES
Acting Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,

this 27th day of March 2008.

'i SLOMFP Rnspor3c at 2.5-7. citing Hardy v. Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco & Firearmas. 631 F.2d

653, 657 (9th Cir. 1950).
t5,See 10 C.F.R. 8 2.786.

'• Pablie Citizen Health Research Gs-cp ,. Food and Drsd Admsinisratina. 997 F. Sapp. 56, 72
(D1D.C. 19981. See also Wh-teeler v. Ceatral It11ige1e1 Agency, 271 F. Stpp. 2d 132, 139 (D.D.C.

2003) ("Discosecr is generally .aavailsble is FOIA scest: Si-sas ,a U.f Depprtneat of

Justice, 796 F.2d 709. 711-12 (4th Cir. 19(61 ("the distisct court has the discretion to limit discovery
in FOtA cases and to seter summary judgment on the basis of ageacy affidavits in a proper caw").
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Commissioner Jaczko Respectfully Dissents, in Part

I disagree with the Commission's decision to only allow the presiding officer
to resolve the FOIA issues associated with Contention l(b). I believe the Commis-
sion should have also allowed the presiding officer to determine whether there is a

need to grant access through an appropriate protective order to documents exempt
from disclosure under FOIA, as the agency has done in previous adjudicatory
hearings.

Cite as 67 NRC 179 (2008) CLI-08-
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ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE

Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383 (1981), holds that the commu-
nications between company employees and an attorney conducting an internal
investigation presumptively fall within the attorney-client privilege.

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE: WAIVER

The attorney-client privilege belongs to the client, not to the lawyer. Thus,
the client may waive the privilege, either by an express waiver or by an implied
waiver.

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE: WAIVER

Implied waiver of the attorney-client privilege exists when a regulated company
voluntarily discloses investigative materials to a government agency. In such
cases, courts have assumed, without discussion, that the privileges were waived
with respect to the particular agency to which the investigative materials were
disclosed.

ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE: WAIVER

If a licensee has voluntarily provided information to the NRC. the voluntary
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CONTENTIONS, LATE-FILED

Before a petition to admit a late-filed contention can be granted, the five factors
set out in the Comrtmission's procedural rules must be balanced. The first factor
- whether good cause exists to excuse the late-filing of the contention - is
the most important factor- If "good cause" is not shown, a petitioner "must
make a 'compelling' showing" on the four remaining factors. In this analysis,

t- factors three and five - the extent to which the petitioner's participation may
reasonably be expected to assist in developing a sound record and the extent to

- which this participation will broaden the issues or delay the proceeding - are to
be given more weight than factors two and four - the availability of other means
for protecting the petitioner's interest and the extent to which this interest will be

represented by existing parties.

CONTENTIONS, LATE-FILED

CONTENTIONS, ADMISSIBILITY

S Even if late-filing criteria are satisfied, proposed contentions must still meet

0) c the Commission's admissibility standards.
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CONTENTIONS, ADMISSIBILITY

A contention shall not be admitted if the Commission's admissibility require-
ments are not satisfied or if the contention, even if proven, would not entitle
the petitioner to relief. This strict contention pleading rule is designed to focus
tie hearing process on genuine disputes susceptible of resolution, puts the other
parties on notice of the specific grievances at issue, and restricts participation
to "those able to proffer at least some minimal factual and legal foundation in
support of their contentions."

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT

The link between the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) is spelled out in section 102(2)(C) of NEPA:
copies of environment'al impact statements "shall be made available to the Pres-
ident, the Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as provided in
[FOIA] section 552 of Title 5." This includes information underlying environ-
mental impact statements (or environmental assessments). But information that
must be considered as part of the NEPA decisionmaking process may be withheld
from public disclosure pursuant to FOIA exemptions.

DISCLOSURE, CLASSIFIED AND SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION

TERRORISM

The NRC has a statutory obligation to protect national security information.
Hearings on the essentially limitless range of conceivable (albeit highly unlikely)
terrorist scenarios could not be conducted in a meaningful way without substantial
disclosure of classified and safeguards information on threat assessments and
security arrangements and without substantial litigation over their significance.
Such information --- disclosure of which is prohibited by law - would lie at
the center of any adjudicatory inquiry into the probability and success of various
terrorist scenarios, and NEPA does not contemplate such adjudications.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

NATIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE PROTECTION PLAN

While the Commission certainly* agrees that in implementing its security

-- program the NRC should take account of the National Infrastructure Protection
Plan (NIPP), to which the NRC is a signatory, the Commission does not agree that

the NRC must demonstrate compliance with the NIPP in its NEPA evaluation. The

NIPP is concerned with security issues, not environmental quality standards and
requirements - and it is environmental quality standards and requirements that
t0 C.F.R. § 51.71(d) obliges the environmental analysis to address, not security

issues.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

Last February, we issued an order scheduling further proceedings in this adju-
dication on a license application for an independent spent fuel storage installation
(ISFSI) at the site of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power reactor in California.'

Our order directed the NRC Staff to prepare a revised environmental assessment.
We asked the Staff to address "the likelihood of a terrorist attack at the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI site and the potential consequences of such an attack.' 'a The Staff s
draft revised environmental assessment supplement

t 
prompted San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP) to request a hearing and to file five proposed

contentions.' Both the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)5 and the NRC

Staff
t
' opposed all five proposed contentions as inadmissible. SLOMFP replied

with counterarguments to PG&E's and the Staffs positions.'
Before we acted on SLOMFP's contentions, the NRC Staff issued its final

supplemental environmental assessment, which took into account public com-

SCLI-aT7-I 5.65 NRC 148 (2007).
t

ld. at 149.
3 Supplement to the lanvirounmeunal Assessrnent and Draft Finding oa No Significan Impact Reiated

to she Construortion Ond Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Surage Installation,
72 Fed. Reg. 30.398 (May 31. 2007) (Draft EA Supplements.

ýSte Luis Obispo Mothers for Pence's Contentions and Request for a I[earing Regarding Diablo
Canyon ERvirurtmrnAttAssesrtnret Suppleernt (lure 28. 2007) (SLOMFP Petitlia), wit mttachmren:
Thompson. Gordon R., Assessing Riiks of Potential Malicious Actions at Commercial Nuclear
Facilities: The Case ofa Proposed Spent Fuel Storage Installation in the Diablo Canyon Site (lune 27,
200() (Thomsson Repel).

5Pacific Gas and Electric Company's Response to proposed Contentions (July 9. 2007) (PG&E
Response)

6NRC Staffs Answer to Contentions Submitted by Sat Lais Obispo Mothers tor Peace (Italy I3,
2007) (Staff Response).

'Sa, Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Reply to PG&FE's and NRC Staff's Oppositions to SLOMFP's
Contentions and Request tor a Hearing Regarding Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Sup-
plereent (July tI, 20071 (SLOMIFP Reply).
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mernts. The Commission directed the parties to file pleadings addressing the
effects, if any, of the Staff's final environmental supplement on this adjudication.'
SLOMFP responded that its proposed contentions remained valid.10 PG&E" and
the NRC Staffas again opposed SLOMFP's contentions, and SLOMFP filed a
reply.13 Today, we decide that limited portions of two SLOMFP contentions
(Contentions I(b) and 2) are admissible, and that the remainder are not.

1. BACKGROUND

In San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016, 1028 (9th
Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 127 S. Ct. 1124 (2007), the United States Court of
Appeals foe the Ninth Circuit held that the NRC's "categorical refusal to consider
the environmental effects of a terrorist attack" in this licensing proceeding was
unreasonable under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The Ninth
Circuit remanded the 'NEPA-terrorism" question to the Commtssion for' 'further
proceedings consistent with this opinion." a Today's consideration of SLOMFP's
five proposed NEPA-terrorism contentions depends solely on the Ninth Circuit's
remand in this particular proceeding and is limited to this proceeding. As indicated
in a series of decisions earlier this year, we respectfully disagree with the Ninth

a supplement to he Environametal Assealssrnt and Final Finding of No Significant Impact Related
no tie Conasruction and Operation of the Diltto Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation
(Aug, 2007) (Final EA Supplement). available as ADAMS Accession No. MLU72400303.

'pacific Gau and Electric Co. (Diatlo Canyon Pooter Plant Spent Fuel Storage Installation).
unpublished Order (Sept. t t, 2037) (Supplementary Pleadings Order), availableas ADAMS Accession
No. MlL072540093.t

'San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Response to NRC Staffs Supplement to the Environmental
Assesrnsent and Finding of No Significant lmpac ftr the Diablo Canyv. Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (Oct. I, 2007) (SLOMFF Petition Ill. with attachment: Thompson. Gordon R.
Declaration by Dr. Gordon R. Thompson Regarding the NRC Staffs August 2007 Supplement to the
Ennvinrimental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significata Impact Related to the Constrcnoin
and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage installasion (ISFSI) (OGt. 1.
2007) (Thompso. Report tl.

" Pacific Gas and ElectmcComnpany's Response to Commission Order and San Luis Obispo Mathers
for peae Filing on the Finod Environmenta Assesament Supplement (October I1, 2007) (PG&E
Responste Il).

12NRC Staff s Response to San Luis Otispo Mothers far Peae's Resporne to Commission Order
and Supplement to Final Environmental Assesrment (Oct 11, 2007) (Staff Response tl).

13San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Reply to PG&IE and NRC Staffs Responaes to SLOMFP
Response to Commission Order 1Ocr. 12,2007) (SLOMFF Reply II).

"4449 F.3d ar 1035.

4

Circuit's view that NEPA demands a terrorism inquiry," and are litigating the
issue in other Circuitsta

As we noted in our February scheduling order, '(tlhe Ninth Circuit explicitly
left to our discretion the precise manner in which we undertake a N-EPA-terrorism
review on remand, with respect to both our consideration of the merits and
the procedures we choose to apply."" With respect to procedural rules, all of
the parties to this proceeding agree that we should apply our pre-2004 Part 2
procedural rules, since the proceeding began prior to the applicability of our new
Part 2 regulations." As a result, all references in this decision are to our former
Part 2 rules. Also, as PG&E notes, in its original incarnation this proceeding was

held under the special hybrid proceedings in Part 2, Subpart K. Subpart K applies
where invoked by a party,

t 
and both PG&E and the NRC Staff invoked Subpart

K originally." PG&E requests that, if contentions are admitted in this remanded
proceeding, Subpart K again be used.

t t 
In view of our decision today, we grant

PG&E's renewed request and will apply Subpart K to this proceeding.

11. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

A. Application of Late-Filed Contention Standards

Our late-filed contention standards, pre-200
4 

rules, were set out in 10 C.F.R.
9 2.714(aX1). Before a petition to admit a late-filed contention can be granted,
the following five factors must be balanced:

(i) Good cause, if any, for failure to file on time.

rs See CLI-07-l 1, 65 NRC at 149 n.u; AnrGen Energy Co., LLC (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating

Station), CLI-07-.R, 65 NRC 124, 126 (2007); Nuclear Maaagemevt Co.. LLC (Palisades Nuclear
Plant). CLI-07-9, 65 NRC 139, 14041 (2007); Systerm Fnergy Resoarces. Inc. (Early Site Permit far
Grand Gulf ESP Site), CUL07-10, 65 NRC 144, 145 (2007).

is Ohngo Gaudadnh Devia v. NRC. Nos 05-1419. 05-1420. & 06-1087 (D.C. Cir.) (currently held
in abeyance); New Jersey Depar-rnt ofnEnoirannencal Protecton V. NRC, No. 07-02271 (3d Cia.).

t
1CLI-07-11. 65 NRC at 149. The Court said; "Our identification of the inadequacies in the

agency's NEPA analysis should not be construed as consvaining the NRC's consideration of the
merdis on remand. or circumscribing thc procedures that the NRC must employ in conducting its
analysis. There remain open tothe agency a wide vatiety otactions it may take on remand. consistent
with its statutory and regulatory requirements." 449 F.3d at 1035.

"See SLOMFP Petition at I n.l: PG&E Response at 2 n.6: Stafr Response at I , 1. In 2004. we
altered Part 2 in significant respects.

l1Se, IOCF.R. §2.t101,
20Se L8P-02-25, 56 NRC 467.471 (2002).
2iPG&E Response at 2 n.
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(ii) The availability of other means whereby the petitioner's interest will be
protected.

(iii) The extent to wshich the petitioner's participation may reasonably be ex-
pected to assist in developing asound record.

(iN) The extent to which the petitioner's interest will be represented by existing
parties.

(v) The extent to which the petitioner's participation will broaden the issues or
delay the proceeding.

The first factor - whether good cause exists to excuse the late-filing of the
contention - is the most important factor,

0 
If "good cause" is not shown, a

petitioner "must make a 'compelling' showing" on the four remaining factors.
5t

In this analysis, factors three and five are to be given more weight than factors
two and four.2t Even if the late-filed contention criteria are satisfied, proposed
contentions still must meet the admissibility standards contained in 10 C.F.R.
§ 2.714(b)(2), an inquiry we undertake below.

SLOMFP argues that all of its proposed contentions meet our late-filed con-
tention criteria. We agree. First, SLOMFP's proposed contentions plainly satisfy
the most heavily weighted factor, good cause. SLOMFP filed its new contentions
within 30 days after issuance of the NRC Staffs draft supplemental environmental
assessment - the NRC's ftrst attempt to analyze the NEPA-terrorism issue and.
therefore. SLOMFP's first opportunity to raise contentions on the adequacy of this
assessment - and SLOMFP timely filed its second set of pleadings as. directed
in our Supplementary Pleadings Order. Second. this proceeding is SLOMFP's
only means to achieve its interest related to its claim that the NRC failed to
comply with NEPA on the NEPA-terrorism issue in connection with the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI. Third, SLOMFP is assisted by experienced counsel, with expert
assistance, so its participation may reasonably be expected to contribute to the
development of a sound record. Finally, while SLOMFP's participation will delay
the proceeding, the real source of the delay is our (now-overturned) decision
against addressing the NEPA-terrorism issue when this proceeding first began
over 5 years ago, so this factor should not count against SLOMFP's request to
file late-filed contentions.

"See Ceanwneoah Edisan Ca. (B1idw'nod Nuctear Po.. Stalien. Units t and 2), CLI-86-8, 23
NC 241. 244 (1986). atiing Cincj..saai Ga, and Otectrc Co. (Willtam H. Zirnrner Nuclear Power
Station. Unit t). LBP-93-58, 11 NRC 640, 663 (1963l, MiajissippiPowrand It8 ht Co. (Grand Gulf
Nuclear Station. Ureu I and 2I. ALAB-704. 16 NRC 1725 (1982). See ottW Private Fuel Storage,
LI.C. (Independent Slpent Ftel Storage Instillationl, LBP-01-.37, 54 NRC 476, 483 (2001). review
dehined., CU-02-3. 55 NRC 155, 156 n.9 (2002).t

i-raidwond NcLeaPoaerStatiee CLI-86-8, 23 NRC at 244.
Id. at 245.

t
PG&E argues that two of SLOMFP's contentions, Contentions 3 and 5. do not

meet the late-filed contention criteria. The NRC Staff agrees with PG&E on the
second of these, Contention 5.

In Contention 3, described further below, SLOMFP asserts that the supplemen-
tal environmental assessment "fails to consider credible threat scenarios that could
cause significant environmental damage by contaminating the environment" in
violation of NEPA and Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) regulations.2a
PG&E maintains that the balancing of the late-filed contention criteria weighs
against admitting this contention because, lacking expertise in threat assessment.
SLOMFP is unlikely to assist in the development of a meaningful record. Also,
PG&E says, litigating this contention would broaden the scope of the proceeding
beyond NEPA issues into other issues, like NRC security requirements and iSFSI
dry cask design, which the Petitioners can address through other means such as
by participating in rulemakings. PG&E concludes by suggesting that SLOMFP's
information can be appropriately considered a "comment," and thus part of the
Staffs normal NEPA processt6 SLOMFP disputes PG&E' s statement that it lacks
expertise in threat assessment, referring to its witness's qualifications as an expert
on nuclear risk assessnent.27

SLOMFP reiterates that it has good cause, unchallenged by PG&E. for sub-
mitning this contention based on the newly available supplemental environmental
assessment. We agree that SLOMFP's showing of good cause is sufficient and
justifies its late-filed contention on "credible scenarios" because the contention
is directed at the NRC Staffs very recent NEPA-terrorism analysis. PG&E's
arguments do not outweigh SLOMFP's good cause showing.

In Contention 5. also described further below, SLOMFP maintains that the
environmental assessment "fails to comply with NEPA because it does not
consider the significant cumulative impacts of the proposed ISFSI in relation to
the impacts of the existing high-density pool storage system for spent fueI at
the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant."78 PG&E and the NRC Staff argue that this
contention is untimely and does not satisfy the late-filed contention admissibility
criteria. They point out that SLOMFP raised issues related to the spent fuel
pool early on in the proceeding and that this proposed contention was rejected
as inadmissible.2

t 
Moreover, PG&E and the NRC Staff assert that SLOtIFPa's

interests regarding the spent fuel pool can be protected through other means.

`SLON$rP Petition at 12.

26PG&E Response at 17-18, 23.
a7SLOMFP Reply at 22, citing Declaation of Dr Gordon P.. Thompson in Suppor of San Lois

Obispn Mothers for Pease's (SLOMFP's) Contentions Regarding the Diablo Canyon Environmental
Assesanent Sappleanent. V 4-11 (antached Io SLOMFP Patition).

t1SLOMFP Petiru- a. tS.
29See PG&E Respone at 2 . citing LBP-02-23, 56 NRC 4t3. 450-51 (2002).
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namely the NRC's ongoing regulatory oversight of the Diablo Canyon power
plant.

Again, though, we cannot fairly reject as too late a SLOMFP contention
directed at the adequacy of a brand new NRC Staff NEPA-terrorism analysis in
the particular circumstances of this case. PG&E's (and NRC Staffs) arguments
on other "late-filed" factors (such as alternate means to protect SLOMFP's
interests) do not overcome SLOMFP's strong showing of good cause.

I. Contention Admissibility Standards

Under our pre-2004 rules:

Each contention must consist of a specific statement of the issue of law or fact to
be raised or controverted. In addition, the petitioner shall provide the following
information with respect to each contention:

(i) A brief explanation of the bases of the contention.
(ii) A concise statement of the alleged facts or expert opinion which support the

contention and on which the petitioner intends to rely in proving the contention at
the heating, together with references to those specific sources and documents of
which the petitioner is aware and on which the petitioner intends to rely to establish
those facts or expert opinion.

(iii) Sufficient information .. to show that a genuine dispute exists with the
applicant on a material issue of law or fact. This showing must include references
to the specific portions of the application (including the applicant's environmental
report and safety repott) that the petitioner disputes and the supposting reasons
for each dispute, or, if the petitioner believes that the application fails to contain
information on a relevant matter as required by law, the identification of each failure
and the supporting reasons for the petitioner's belief.

5t

A contention shall not be admitted if these requirements are not satisfied"
t 

or
if the contention, even if proven, would not entitle the petitioner to relief.s2 This
strict contention pleading rule is designed to focus the hearing process on genuine
disputes susceptible of resolution, puts the other parties on notice of the specific
grievances at issue, and restricts participation to "those able to proffer at least
some minimal factual and legal foundation in support of their contentions.'"

t

1•l0 C.F.R. § 2.714(b)(2).
to10 C.F.R. I 2.714(d)(2)(i).
St10 C.F.R. § 2.714(d)(2)(u ).

33D-,e Energy C(7p. (Oconee Nuclnet Stutn, Units 1. 2. a.d 1i. CLt-99-tl, 19 NRC 328. 334
(1999).

C. Proposed Contentions

SLOMFP proposed five contentions in its original pleading, and made no
changes to these contentions in its response to the Commission's Supplementary
Pleadings Order, arguing that the NRC Staff made no significant changes in
the final supplementary environmental assessment compared to the draft version,
and that the final version provided no satisfactory explanation for the alleged
deficiencies in the draft supplemental environmental assessment. SLOMFP's
view that the Staff's analysis lacks detail, or disclosure of detail, pervades
SLOMFP's contentions. The Staff's response is that it has provided the level
of detail that it can, given national security concerns, and PG&E echoes this
response. As the Ninth Circuit adknowledgedy the Supreme Court's decision'
in Weinberger v. Catholic Action ofllawaii, 454 U.S. 139, 145 (1981), makes
it clear that protecting national security information overrides ordinary NEPA

disclosure requirements, and this consideration factors heavily in our decision
today.

Our inability to disclose information based on the confidentiality of that in-
formation does not mean, however, that the NRC Staff (and the Commission, on
review) has not performed the evaluation the Ninth Circuit directed, consistent
with Weinberger - it simply means that certain information cannot be made pub-
lic for security reasons. Below we find some portions of SLOMFP's contentions
admissible and some not. We use Weinberger as our guidepost in evaluating what
can and cannot be litigated in further adjudicatory proceedings.

1. Contention 1: Failure To Defase Terems, Explain Methodology, or
Identify Scienfijet Sources

SLOMFP argues that the NRC Staffs supplemental environmental assessment
violates NEPA, NRC regulations, and CEQ regulations because the supplemental
environmental assessment "fail[sl to define its terms, explain its methodology,
or identify its scientific sources.""' After an introductory description of the bases
for its position, SLOMFP divides Contention I into subsections - I(a) and
l(b). SLOMFP's focus in 1(a) is on the Staff's alleged failure to properly define
the terms or describe the methodology it used in preparing its supplemental
environmental assessment. In I(b) SLOMFP focuses on the Staff's failure, in its
opinion, to properly identify the documentary support underpinning its analysis.

34 SaS Lis Obispo MAothersfoer preo v. iRC, 4,19 F.3d at 1034-35.

11 SLOMFP PelNtish ., 3.
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a. Terms and Methodology

SLOMFP complains in Contention l(a) that the draft environmental assess-
ment does not adequately explain terms or methodology." Apart from falling
hack on its information security concerns, the NRC Staff's general position is
that the contention lacks both specificity regarding alleged inadequacies in the
supplemental environmental assessment and support for a different viewpoint, and
should be rejected based upon the requirements of 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b)(2)(iii) for
failure "to identify a genuine dispute on a material issue of law or fact within the
scope of the proceeding.'"' PG&E argues that thecontention fails to establish any
specific factual dispute with respect to either the likelihood or the consequences
ofa terrorist attack and should be rejected based on 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(d)(2)(ii).tt

SLOMFP goes into considerable detail regarding the bases for this contention,
designating eight separate, but somewhat overlapping, points:

i SLOMFPmaintains thatthe supplemental envimonmental assessment "fails
to provide a clear description ofthe NRC's process for identifying plausible
or credible attack scenarios and assessing their consequences to determine
whether they are signifiant."

5 5

ii. SLOMFP argues that the supplerneama environmental assessment provides
"no explaation of what the NRC means by the word 'plausible.' '40

iii. SLOMFP's argues that the supplemental environmental assessment pro-
vides no "description of the criteria used by the NRC to distinguish between
scenarios that are 'pltusible' and those that are 'remote and speculative.' -1

iv. SLOMEP argues that the supplemental environmental assessittt "'fails to
demonstrate that the NRC considered the wider scope of scenarios required
by NEPA' compared to the narrower scope of scenarios required trnder the
Atomic Energy Act (AEA) "reasonable protection" standard or the Design
Basis Threat (DBT) "rule's standard of requiring defense 'against which a
private security force can reasonably be expected to defend. '"

Y. SLOMIFP argues that the supplementla environmental assessment provides
a poor description of the process used in what SLOMFP refers to as the

raContnetiun 1. sutsection (a). SLOMFP Petition at 5-9.

"Staff Response at 9.
"PG&E Response at B.5 t

Contention 1. paragraph (ali). SLOMFP Peinion as 5
°Contention t. paragraph (a)(il), SLOMt'P Pettion at 5.

4t Contention I. paragraph (a(liiil SLOMFP petition at 6.
41 Cotention 1. paragtaph (al(iv), SLOMFP Petition at 6-7, citing 72 Ped. Reg. 12.705. 12,713

C ) (Mar. M .2007)
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NRC's 2002 threat scenario analysis, raising many questions that it does
not answeras

vi. SLOMEFP argues that the supplemental environmental assessment fails
to-explain how the AEA-based generic security assessments that led to
the Staffs conclusion that no additional security measures were required
for tSFtSls have "any relevance to a NEPA detenrination of whether
environmental impacts are significant.'"4

vii. SLOMFP argues that the supplemental environiental assessment fails to
explain how the NRC's determination that the assumptions in the "generic
security assessnentr were.'representative' or 'conservative' in relation to
the Diablo Canyon facility. .. factored into a NEPA analysis."."a

vii SLOMFP arguer that the supplemental environmental assessment "fails
to provide any analysis of the radiological impacts of threat scenarios.
including any documrented estimate of the radiation dose arising front
release of radioactive materia'l.'"

SLOMFP's arguments fail to justify adtniming Contention I (a). In our view,
for example, the context of the Staff's use of the term "plausible" is consistent
with the word's ordinary usage and with N'EPA; because the Staff's usage is
clear, no separate additional definition is required. The qualitative description
of the criteria for distinguishing between the terms "plausible" and "remote
and speculative" provided by the Staff is also clear enough - and consistent
with information security constraints and the Weinberger decision. Additionally.
the NRC Staff has provided a sufficient description of its scenario identification
process and the significance of associated consequences - again Within the con-
straints of information security requirements and consistent with the Weinberger
decision. And, contrary to SLOMFP's argument, the supplemental environmental
assessment expressly discusses the Staff's analysis of dosage - again, to the
extent permitted given the requirement to protect sensitive information.

SLOMFP's points regarding the distinction between AEA analysis and NEPA
analysis bear further discussion.. SLOMFP argues, that the standards for AEA-
derived security requirements and NEPA environmental evaluations differ. See.

53
Coatention I. paragraph (an(v), SLOMFP Petition at 7,9. citing the DraffEA Supplement at 6.

With respect to the 'unanswered" qusstion, the Staff indicates that "wlmest of this infoumation
was onitted because it is designated as Safeguards Information or StINSI lSensitive Unclassified
Non-safeguards Informationa a Classified Information ... land] the Staffs NEPA obligation does
not allow disncuv•.• at sensitiae security information in environmenat documenes that the Stft is
required to protect from public disclosure." (Staff Response ai 15.)

"Contnttion 1. paragraph (alovi). SLOMFP Petition at 8.
I Contention 1. paragraph (a)(vii). SLOMFP Petition at S.

4
t
Contention 1. paragraph (at(viii). SLOMEP Petition at 8-9 (emphasis added).
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e.g., Limerick Ecology Action, Inc. vr NRC, 869 F.2d 719, 741 (3d Cir. 1989).
According to SLOMFP, the AEA-derived design basis threat rule focuses on the
licensee's ability to defend against threats that the NRC believes it is reasonable
or feasible for a licensee to defend against," while NEPA looks at whether the
threat is foreseeable, independent of the licensee's ability to defend against it.
SLOMFP points to a CEQ rule, 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3),.4 calling on agencies
to include "a summary of existing credible scientific evidence which is relevant
to evaluating the reasonably foreseeable significant adverse impacts on the human

environment" where "'reasonably foreseeable' includes impacts which have
catastrophic consequences, even if their prohability of occurrence is low, provided
that the analysis of the impacts is supported by credible scientific evidence, is
not based on pure conjecture, and is within the rule of reason.'"49 To counter
SLOMFP's argument, the Staff maintains that it provided the specifics it could
(without disclosing Safeguards Information, SUNSI, or Classified Information)
to show how it applied existing analyses to its NEPA analysis.

In addition, the Staff makes a number of other points regarding SLOMFP's
claims that the supplemental environmental assessment does not describe any
analysis for the purpose of complying with NEPA and poorly describes any
such analyses. The Staff notes that the supplemental environmental assessment
expressly describes the review of prior ISFSI security assessments and the addi-
tional analyses of potential consequences, including consideration of site-specific
conditions at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, for purposes of conducting the sup-
plemental review of consequences of terrorism under NEPA." Moreover, the

supplemental assessment's acknowledged review of prior AEA-based security

assessments for pertinent information on the effects of terrorist attacks as one part
of the assessment does not show that a NEPA assessment was not performed or
that it is inadequate. Indeed, the Commission clearly expected the NRC Staff to
use existing information, as appropriate, when it stated:

To the extent practicable, we expect the NRC Staff to base its revised environmental
analysis on information already available in agency records, and consider in par-
ticular the Commission's DBT for power plant sites and other information on the

4'SLOMFP Reply at 14. citing Fieal Rule. Design Basis Threat. 72 Fed. Reg. 12.705. 12,713
(Mar. 19, 2007).

" SLOMFP Petition an i.
'a40 C.F.R. I 1502.22(b). Ofcourse, the applicabilit y of the CEQ's regulations to our activities is

not without limitation. While the Commission's "policy [is) take aceount ofthe regulations ofthe
ICEQ] voluntarily" (10 C.F.R. I 1tIO(a)). thils policy is tempered by the Commission's overriding
''responsibility an an independent regulatory agency for protectiug the radiological health end safety
of the public" as the Comwission conducts its licensing and essoataid regulatory functions (10
CF.R. !15 I.I(b)).

w0 Staff Response at 13.

ISFSI design, mitigative, and security arrangements bearing an likely consequences,
consistent with the requirements of NEPA, the Ninth Circuit's decision, and the
regulations for the protection of sensitive and safeguards information."

5

There is no genuine dispute that NEPA and AEA legal requirements are nut
the same; the 2003 environmental assessment and the final supplemental environ-
mental assessment were prepared to meet the NRC's obligations under NEPA,
and NEPA requirements must be satisfied. SLOMFP's desire for greater detail
or a technical discussion of differences between AEA and NEPA requirements
does not show either that -the supplemental assessment is insufficient for NEPA
purposes or establishes a concrete, specific, and genuine issue of material fact or
law to warrant admission of the contention.

b. Scientific Source Document Identification

In its original petition, SLOMFP argued that the only sources listed in the
draft environmental assessment consist "of three documents that are irrelevant
and invalid in light of the U.S. Court of Appeals decision in San Luris Obispo
Mothers for Peace v. NRC: the 2003 license amendment application, the original
2003 [environmental assessment], and the license itself."'' SLOMFP pointed to
places in the environmental assessment where the Staffs phrasing made it clear
that the Staff also consulted sources other than these three documents." Under
NEPA, SLOMFP argued, the public is entitled to identification of these sources
and any other technical data the Staff relied on in reaching its conclusions.

SLOMFP argued that the NRC Staffs failure to provide a complete list of
the references underlying the conclusions the Staff presents in its supplemental
environmental assessment means that the Staffs decision to stop short of preparing
a full environmental impact statement is unjustified, and, by extension, that
the finding of no significant impact is unsupported. SLOMFP cites judicial

51
CLt-0-11. 65 NRC au 150 (footnote omitted). SLOMFP reres to standards considered in the

promulgauion xf she NRC's Design Basis Ttsras Rule, but this reference does em show a concrete
end specfic failing in the analysis contained in the supplemental environmental assessment. which
included considertion ofrthnat scenarios considered to be plausible. For exarple. [he Stuffrotaes ten
is looked a "a large aircraun impaut similar in magnitude to the asusckh of September It. 2001n. NRC
Staft Response at 13. SLOMFP offers n.thing concrete tu show thai this is sal lrse.5

2SLOMFP Petition at 9.
S2ee id. atgt .where SLOMtPrquotes extnsively fom the environmenal sessmen to highlight

apparent docurnentary rferencen not included in the environmentai assessmenr's list of teferences

12 
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precedenty,5 as well as an NRC regulation. 10 C.F.R. § 51.30(aX2),rt and a CEQ
regulation, 40 C.F.R. § 1502 2 4 ,n to support its argument that the NRC Staff must

.provide source documents underlying its environmental assessment.
The NRC Staff's position on the alleged failure to reference the sources of

scientific data used in thesupplemental environmental assessment is that sensitive
security information must be protected from public disclosure." Indeed, the need
to withhold information because of its sensitive security nature is an overarching
theme in the Staffs hriefs. SLOMFP's reply is that "the Staff does not explain
what is sensitive about information concerning the title, date, a general description
of the content of a sensitive security document, or identification of the [Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA)) exemption under which the NRC claims the right to
withhold the content of the document."'

t

Now that the Staff has issued a final environmental assessment, with addi-
tional references and sources listed, SLOMFP acknowledges the improvement
but argues that the list is still "insufficient to comply with NEPA'" because
it is "concededly incomplete." because the Staff provides no justification for
withholding identification of documents based on their sensitivity, and because
no justification is evident.u9 According the SLOMFP, the final environmental as-
sessment "'should provide a complete list of its sources and references, including
records of the consultations with law enforcement agencies which are identified
as important sources of information in the appendix" to the finalized supple-
ment.6

0 
Moreover, to the extent that any documents relied on in rejecting any

contentions are nonpublic, SLOMFP requests access to these documents, under
appropriate protective measures, to evaluate the Commtission' s basis for rejecting
the contentions.

6
1 SLOMFP also seeks access to safeguards and classified docu-

ments to the extent necessary to evaluate the final supplemental environmental
assessment's conclusions.62

5'SLOMFP Petition at 4. citing Idaho Spat-ing Congresr v. Thomaus, 137 F.3d 1146. 1 150 (9th Cir.
1998), aed Eath talend rIsn..e. ". U.S. F.-t- 1Servie, 35t F.3d 1291, 1300-31 (9th Cir. 21003.

S"'An environmental assesnsent shalt identify the proposed action and include: .I al list of
agencies and persons consalted, and identification of sourceas ssed." t0 C.F.R. § 51.30(aX2).

'' "Agencies shall insure the professional integrity, including scientific integrity, oa the discussion,
and analyses in enirntmelal impact statements. They shall identify any methodologies used and
shal1l make explicit reference by footu ote mi she scientific ad ouher sonues relied spon for conclunons
in thte stalteaent. At agency may place discussion of methodology in an appendix." 40 CF.R.
§ 1502.24.
.

0
NRCStaffResponse at 6-8.

rSLOMFP Reply at 16.
rs LOMFP Pcdtion tI u. 2.
asid at 2-3.
lld t3.

-Id.
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PG&E disagrees with SLOMFP's position that the list of references remains
insufficient, arguing that SLOMFP's complaint about the lack of references is
"clearly moot" based upon the listing of sources provided in the final supplemen-
tal environmental assessment." Like PG&E, the NRC Staff argues that it cured
the omission of reference documents in the draft supplemental environmental
assessment by adding to the list of references in the final version.o' The Staff
states that it did not include certain types of documents that it "submits
need not be referenced," namely, "Iplublicly available reference documents that
provide background and technical information on matters such as health physics
and dose modeling... because they provide widely known information regarding
the manner in which radioactive doses are calculated and health impacts fare!
evaluated.' '•

. The link between NEPA and FOLA is spelled out in section 102(2)(C) of
NEPA: copies of environmental impact statements "shall be made available to
the President, the Council on Environmental Quality and to the public as provided
in [FOIA] section 552 of Title 5."'i We understand this to include information
underlying environmental impact statements (or environmental assessments). As
the Supreme Court said in Weinberger, '§ 102(2)(C) cobtemplates that in a given
situation a federal agency might have to include environmental considerations
in its. decisionmaking process, yet withhold public disclosure of any NEPA
documents, in whole or in part, under rthe authority of art FOlA exemption.'-6'

"'NEPA provides . . . that any information kept from the public under the
exemptions in . . . FOIA . . . need not be disclosed."'- FOIA exemption 1,
for example, permits withholding classified information and FOIA exemption
3. supports withholding safeguards mate.rial.sn So-called 'SUTNSI" material,1t
official use only (nonpublic), or general information like the title, date. or a
general summary or description of the contents of an otherwise classified or
exempt document,t" may or may not qualify under a FOIA exemption, depending

" PG&E Response I1 at 3.
6' Staff includes a funhesix documents in Artashment I to Staff Responsue Ileniled Addendamto

References Listed in she NRC Surf's Sopplement to the Enironmertal Assessment and Pinat Finding
of No Significant Inpacat for the Djiablo Canyon Independent Fuel Storage Installation.

65 Staff Response I at 3-4.
6'42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C).

0 Weisberger. 454 U.S. at 143 (emphasis added). See astu HI dsan River Sloop Clee -,ae r. Inc. - .
Departrent o/ he Nacy. t91 F2d 414, 420 (2d Cu. 1989).

"Had son Ri- r Sloop Cleu a ,er, 891o FP2d at 420, citing We'inl rer- at 202-03.
nsger 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)( 1h) ()(3); 42 U.S.C. 12167.

""SUNSt" is an NRC terr referring to sensitive unclassified nonsafeguards information.
71 If the existence of a document is clasified, such that disclosure of the title and a description

of the contents would also he classified. then. as in Weinberger where the rnvircnmental impact
(Conlinuedt
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upon the specifics of the information. "Ordinarily," when access to documents
is disputed in FOIA litigation, "the government must submit detailed public
affidavits identifying the documents withheld, the FOIA exemptions claimed,
and a particularized explanation of why each document falls within the claimed
exemption.' '- This process commonly requires what is referred to as a "'Vaughn"
indexn- Where a Vaughns index is required, it must be sufficiently detailed to
support de novo assessment of the validity of the claimed exemption should the
matter go to court."

In our initial scheduling order, we recognized that "it may prove necessary
to withhold some facts underlying the Staffs findings and conclusions. "- The
expanded list of references that the Staff provided in the finalized environmental
assessment supplement has been augmented by the additional references identified
in the addendum to the Staffs pleading. But, as SLOMFP notes, there are
indications that the Staffs list of references is still incomplete. While the unlisted
documents may be general background references - as the Staff suggests7v _-

the Staff has identified no applicable FOIA exemption(sl to justify excluding
any documents from the reference list. Nor is it clear whether any withheld
documents, even if they include safeguards information or classified national
security information, might be redacted, with portions released.

We direct the Staff to prepare a complete list of the documents on which it
relied in preparing its environmental assessment, together with a Vaughn index
(or its equivalent) for any document for which the Staffclaims a FOIA exemption,
to be filed within 14 days of the date of this decision. Releasable documents
(or releasable portions of documents), if any, should be turned over to the other
parties at that time. The other parties may respond to the NRC Staff's Vaughn
index (or detailed affidavitl within 7 calendar days. We will permit SLOMFP to
dispute the NRC Staff's exemption claims based on the index and public record.

statemeet was classified because the very preseance or bstexce of nuclear we.pons aos ctassified,
FOlA Roemptimn I 'cold apply ad eve limited inhfoasio. such s the tidte o tbe document. COuld
be withtreld. See Weuierer. 454 U.S.a 1444&.

raL'o,, Ranivr Ac, a U.S. Depo-wnesat Aurscatsc-. 354 F.3d 1072. 1082 (9th Cir. 2004), citing
Wiener -. FBI. 943 F.2d 972. 977 (9th Cir. 1991).

ttSee Vuguh a. RoRs., 484 F 2d 020. 823-25 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
SLiun Raio. io-.. 354 F.3d at 1082.

tsCLI-07-1 1, 65 NRC at t50.
t
'Tbe Staff asserts that "[plublicly avalable refetenue documents that provide background and

technical informavion oa waxen such as health physics and dosa modeling aere not included
because they provide widely know, information regarding the 0a140er in wOuch rodioactive doses are
calculated end health impauts evaluated The Staff submits that tere types of documents need ant
be referenced." Staff Respoase 1t at 3-4. The Stff, assertion h.a merit, provided that she reference
dicumeets the Staff is talking hou are not agency records withix FOIA and ae instead. fareample,
textbooks or personal records.
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Under the Weinberger decision, we need not and will not provide SLOMFP

access to exempt documents."
' We thus admit Contention I(b)to the extent that it alleges that the Staff failed

to provide source documents or information underlying its analysis, and failed to

identify appropriate FOIA exemptions for its withholding decisions.

2. Contention 2: Reliance on Hidden and Unjustified Assumptions

SLOMFP infers from the supplemental environmental assessment'a that the

NRC Staff appears to have made the "'absurd' choice to exclude a range of

threat scenarios and consequences from its analysis based on the assumption

that the environmental effects of a given hypothetical scenario are insignificant

unless the potential consequences include early fatalities.9 This, SLOMFP argues,

is a "hidden and unjustified" assumption that "violates NEPA by 'impairing

the agency's consideration of the adverse environmental effects of a proposed

project.' ,
t

Moreover, according to SLOMFP, this "bidden and unjustified" assumption

ignores consequences like increased cancers and illnesses that are routinely

considered in the NRC's environmental impact statements. It also ignores land

contamination, which would be, in SLOMFP's expert's view, the "dominant

effect" of an accident or attack at an ISFSI, making a large land area uninhabitable

aid causing significant economic and social harm.Y
" According to SLOMFP, another "hidden" and perhaps ''unjustified" assump-

tion that the supplemental environmental assessment makes is that the environ-

mental effects of an attack could be mitigated by certain unspecified emergency

planning measures. SLOMFP complains that these emergency planning measures

are not identified in the supplemental environmental assessment and also are

not discussed in the license application, making it impossible to evaluate their

effectiveness.
PG&E argues that this proposed contention fails to identify any assumptions

in the NRC Staffs analysis that are either misleading or unjustified and that the

two factual issues that SLOMFP does identify - Staff s alleged exclusion of

consequences other than early fatalities and Staffs alleged assumption that po-

tential consequences are mitigated via unspecified emergency planning upgrades

- are not well supported and do not raise admissible issues. The Staff, for its

tt454 U.S. at 143.

t55 5vtlp Periti on at 10-1 2, refev zng the o Dr at CA Supplem ent .t 6-7.
79 SLOdPP Pedttion at II.
sxld.. citing Sonth Lutaiano Eenirnme nt Council v 5ond. 629 F.2d t005. 1011-12 (tSh Cit.

19801 nud refereoning also similar saes from the Tenth and Fourh Circuits.
It SLOWFP Petiion at t1-2, citing Thompson Repon at 137.35.
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part, denies that the assumptions underlying its analysis are "hidden" or "unjus-
tified," asserting that the assumptions are explained throughout the supplemental
environmental assessment, and that the Staff addressed " 'the potential for early
fatalities' as an additional consideration combined with other factors to determine
the need for additional security measures at the facility, not to rule out other threat
scenarios that cause other types of impacts."'12

We find Contention 2 admissible to the extent we discuss below. The Staff
correctly points out that the assessment mentions early fatalities only id the
context of the consideration of the need for additional security measures and that
the assessment goes on to provide dose estimates and other findings in support
of its determination. However, SLOMFP stresses that while the environmental
assessment emphasizes low potential radiation doses to humans from a hypothet-
ical terrorist attack, it appears to be silent on the possibility of land contamination

a possibility SLOMFP's expert considers significant and serious. We cannot
say, under the standards applicable at this stage, that SLOMPP's concern that
the environmental assessment ignores environmental effects on the surrounding
land is unworthy of further inquiry. Nor do we reject at the threshold SLOMPP's
request to litigate its clairtm that the NRC Staff has not considered nonfatal health
effects (e.g., latent cancers) front a hypothetical terrorist attack. The environ-
mental assessment appears to be silent on that point as well. The Staff may be
able to easily explain how such issues were addressed by reference to source
documents, including the 2003 environmental assessment, or how such issues are
bounded and were implicitly addressed by the very low dose estimates and other
considerations, but we believe further inquiry is appropriate.

Insofar as Contention 2 reiterates Contention l(b)'s concern ahout the lack
of supporting information and deficient explanations. we deny the contention as
duplicative. We intend to address those grievances in the context of Contention
I(b). We also deny the portion of Contention 2 alleging a lack of clarity
about the role of emergency planning in mitigating harm. The environmental
assessment says merely that "[iln some situations, emergency planning and
response actions could provide an additional measure of protection.'"" As we see
it, there is no reason.to convene an NRC hearing to debate that self-evident, and
unexceptionable, proposition.

3. Contention 3: Failure To Consider Credible Threat Scenarios with
Significant Environmaental Impacts

SLOMFP argues that the NRC's supplemental environmental assessment fails

t Staff Respoue at 19, ating Daft EA Sopplement au 6,
L'Finat EA Suppte.wret at 7.
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to satisfy the CEQ's NFPA regulations (40 C,F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3)), which require
the NRC "to consider low-probability environmental impacts with catastrophic
consequences, if those impacts are reasonably foreseeable," because it apparently
only considers scenarios where the dry storage casks sustain minimal damage.O'
SLOMFP infers that the Staff only considered "minimal damage" scenarios from
the Staffs assumption that minimal releases of radioactive material will occur.
ButSLOMFP argues that scenarios with much larger releases of radiation are also
"plausible" and should have been considered.

As an example of scenarios the NRC allegedly failed to consider, SLOMFP
- references scenarios discussed in its expert wimess's report," where the penetrat-
' ing device is accompanied by an incendiary component that ignites the zirconium

cladding of the spent fuel inside the storage cask, causing a much larger release of
radioactive material than posited in the scenarios where the casks sustai n mrinimal
damage, According to SLOMFP's expert, such a release could contaminate up to
7,500 square kilometers of land, rendering it uninhabitable and causing cancers
and other health problems as well as significant economic and social damage.

55

SLOMFP argues that the Staff should prepare a full environmental impact
statement to remedy its (allegedly) NEPA-violating failure to analyze the impacts
of a wide range of scenarios.1

7 
SLOMFP' maintains that this environmental impact

statnitient should be available in both a public version that summarizes the
scenarios and their effects and in a restricted, detailed version that is available to
those with interest and clearance to receive the information."O

PG&E disputes the applicability of 40 C.F.R. § 15 0 2 .2 2 (h)(3)us based upon the
NRC's conclusion that there were no foreseeable adverse effects from reasonably
foreseeable scenarios.a By its terms, section 1502.22 applies only ''wthen an
agency is evaluating reasonably foreseeable significant adverse effects.. . "
According to PG&E, we should accept Staff's apparent assessment that the ex-
ample SLOMFP's witness gives as a scenario that should have been considered
(described above, where a small number of attackers render a large area unin-
habitable) was not reasonably foreseeable. Assessing this scenario requires a
presumption, according to PG&E, that the attack will be successful. PG&E argues
that neither NEPA. nor the Ninth Circuit's remand, requires litigation of a matter
that cannot be addressed conclusively.

"5LOtM"OP petioa ai 12-t3.
15td. at 33. ciag Tliaspsan Repart at33-37.
1-SIemp Ptihon a113-14, citing Thominpa Repon at 17, 37.
" SLOMt•, Petition it 14. citing Th"umpnso Repas at 34-36.
SO Sl.OM'P Petition at 14,

PG&o . Reaponseas 13.
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The NRC Staff denies that it failed to consider credible threat scenarios
with significant envirotmrental impacts. The Staff states that it cannot publicly
disclose the details of its analysis of particular threat scenarios. According
to the Staff, SLOMFP's contention is without foundation and should not be
admitted. SLOMFP, in reply, reiterates that the supplemental environmental
report should identify the assessments it relied on, the FOIA exemptions that it
claims, and its reasons for invoking a FOIA exemption. The sensitive nature of
security assessments may provide a reason for holding a closed hearing, SLOMFP
maintains, but not for dismissing the contention outright.

We agree with PG&E and the NRC Staff." The NRC Staffs supplemental
environmental assessment explains that the Staff considered "[pllausible threatscenarios . . . includfing] a large aircraft impact similar in magnitude to the
attacks of September I1, 2001, and ground assaults using expanded adversary
characteristics consistent with the design basis threat forradiological sabotage for
tuclear power plants."t' This approach, grounded in the NRC Staffs access toclassified threat assessment information,9 is reasonable on its face. We do not
understand the Ninth Circuit's remand decision - which expressly recognizedNRC security concerns and suggested the possibility of a "limited proceeding""5
- to require a contested adjudicatory inquiry into the credibility of varioushypothetical terrorist attacks against the Diablo Canyon ISFSL

Adjudicating alternate terrorist scenarios is imtpracticable. The range of con-ceivable (albeit highly unlikely) terrorist scenarios is essentially limitless, con-
fined only by the limits of human ingenuity. And hearings on such claims could
not be conducted in a meaningful way without substantial disclosure of classified
atd safeguards information on threat assessments and security arrangements and
without substantial litigation over their significance. Such information - disclo-
sure of which is prohibited by law - would lie at the center of any adjudicatory
inquiry into the probability and success of various terrorist scenarios.

The Supreme Court's controlling Weinberger decision makes clear that NEPAdoes not contemplate such adjudications: " 'public policy forbids the maintenance
of any suit in a court of justice, the trial of which would inevitably lead to thedisclosure of matters which the law itself regards as confidential, and respecting
which it will not allow the confidence to be violated.' ' The NRC has a statutory

9t insoaar as Contention 3 reirerates SLONIF)"'s camplaint abouat a tack of suppon documents, we
intend to address that point under the rubric of Contention Il (b)."pFinal EA Supplemaent at 7.
931d. at 4-7
"449 F.3d at 1034-35,
95 Wainberger. 454 U.S. at 146-47, quoting To-ten v. Untied States, 92 U.S. 105. I07 (t876). Seealan Tenet . Doa. 544 U.S.1. 8 (2005); Utiited Stva a. Reynovdts 345 U.S. t. tO-i (1t953).
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obligation to protect national security information,, We have never disclosed
such information in NE.PA-based proceedings, notwithstanding the theoretical
possibility, raised by SLOMFP, of security clearances and closed-door hearings.
Weinberger and other "state secrets" cases indicate that no such disclosure is
warranted.st In practical terms, this leaves the matter of threat assessment under
NEPA in the hands of the NRC, without judicial oversight or agency hearings.
But that is exactly the result Weinberger calls fur.y1

4. Contention 4: Failure To Address National Infrastructare Protection
Plarn (NIPP)

SLOMFP argues that the supplemental environmental assessment does not
comply with NEPA and NRC regulations because it does non address consistency
with the NIPP," to which the NRC is a signatory. In SLOMFP's view, the
environmental assessment should have identified the NIPP or its officials as
"resources orindividuals" consulhedunder 0 C.F.R. § 51.30(a)(2).10" According
to SLOMFP, the environmental assessment should have addressed "homeland
security strategy, the principles of protective deterrence, landl the opportunities
that the NIPP has identified for incorporating protective features into the design
of infrast'ucture elements.''tr In the opinion of SLOMFP's expert, protective
measures of the types identified in NIPP could significantly reduce the likelihood
of a successful attack, "deterring" attack, by changing potential attacker's cost-
benefit calculations rather than deterring based upon the ability to counteratrack.s2

9"See, e.g.. AEA § 11t, 42 U.S.C. § 2161 (20001) (Comission is required to control information
in "a masner to assure the common defense and security'). AEA § I47, 42 U.S.C. §2167 (2000)
(requiring the Commission to rake actionrs -O p clhibir the unauthorized disclosure" of infor st aosn
ineluding security measures).

9 The "stare secrets" privilege is absolute. See United Stare l. Reynolds, 345 U.S. at 11.

90Our decision not to adjudicate SLOMPF's "'hypothetica! teorist sumearius" claimr des nm
equaie to ignoring SLOMFtrP's concerns . As W rinb erger makes c le r, an inability to adjudicate ac
publicize NEPA informatioa doen our justify a s niancy's futdure to perform a NEPA analysis. See
Weinberger, 454 U5.S. a 146. Here. the NRC Staff presumtably considered SLOMIFP's concerns as
part of the commaent process oa the draft enviroamentst impact statement. and as a check upon the
reasonableness of the NRC Staffs approach, we ourselves ultismately wilt staew the rccge of termrist

events considered by the Staff.
"National Infrastructure Protection Plan of 2006, avilabtle at hirrp://Awwrdh.s go-/xprevproa/

prograntrledie rial-O827 .shtr.

IntSLONW P Petition ar t4. The regulation provides:

(s) An environmental assenssment shall identify the proposed action and include:..

(21 A liat of agencies and persons cnssulted, and identification oa sources used.

10 C.FR. § 51.30(sl.
at SLOMFP Petiion at 14.

1121d. at 15, citing T'ompson Repoet at 11-12.
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I.

PG&E argues that this contention is not admissible. NIPP imposes no regula-
tory or legal requirements on the NRC, PG&E argues, so the proposed contention
does not state a claim for which SLOMFP is entitled to relief. PG&E maintains
that even ifNIPP were applicable, the supplemental environmental assessment ap-
pears to have addressed the basic physical protection principles of NIPP, through
security measures and cask design requirements and mitigation, so SLOMFP has
failed to demonstrate a genuine, litigable issue.

The Staff's position is that this contention is outside the scope of the proceeding,
that NEPA does not require a demonstration of compliance with NIPP, and thatSLOMFP's contention is unsupported and inadmissible.

In reply, SLOMFP argues that it is well established that NEPA obligates federal
agencies to evaluate all of the environmental effects of their actions, not only
those regulated under their own statutes, citing a Ninth Circuit case to support
this proposition.'O

5 
SLOMFP points to the NRC's own regulations, specifically

10 C.F.R. § 51.7 I(d), which requires an environmental impact statement to give
'[djue consideration" to "compliance with environmental quality standards and

requirements that have been imposed by Federal, State, regional, and local agen-
cies having responsibility for environmental protection."''" Relying on the NRC's
commitment as a signatory to the NIPp, SLOMFP argues that the supplemental
environmental assessment should address the NIPP. Moreover, SLOMFP's expert
witness questions whether the storage casks, designed to withstand natural forces,
can protect against weapons available to terrorist groups.-

We do not admit this contention. While we certainly agree that in implementing
its security program the NRC should take account of the NIPP. to which it is a
signatoryw* we do not agree that the NRC must demonstrate compliance with
the NIPP in its NEPA evaluation. The NtPP is concerned with security issues,
not environmental quality standards and requirements - and it is environmental
quality standards and requirements that 10 C.F.. § .51.71 (d) obliges the environ-
mental analysis to address, not security issues. As a result, SLOMFP's 'NIPP"
contention is therefore outside the scope of this NEPA-based remand proceeding.

It
5

SLO5 ITFP Reply at 23. citing Sae Oar Sonoraic.t- . Floers, 40a F.3d 1113. 1122 (9th Cir
2005).

-' t0C.F.R. § 51.71(d).
letsLONVaP Reply at 24. clting Thaaopson Reportt in34.
lo"See Memorandum of Understanding Between the Nudear Regulatory Commission and the

Departoent of Homeoland Seeurity Regarding Consualtoion Consenring Potential Vulnerabtitiies ofthe Location ofr'roposed New Utiliaaion Facilities, 72 Fed. Reg. 9959 (Mar. 6, 2007).

5. Contention 5: Failure To Consider Vulnerability of lSFSI in Relation
to the Entire Diablo Canyon Spent Fuel Storage Complex

SLOMFP argues that the environmental assessment does not comply with
NEPA because it does not consider the cumulative impact of storing spent fuel at
the site in two locations, the ISFSI and the existing spent fuel pool, rather than
in one location. SLOMFP's theory appears to be that adding the ISFSI increases
the terrorism threat to the spent fuel pool, causing a cumulative impact that
exceeds the impact that would be attributable to the ISFSI in isolation. In other
words, according to SLOMFP, adding the ISFSI makes the entire Diablo Canyon
site a more attractive target for terrorists, and the NRC should have analyzed
this cumulative effect. SLOMFP argues that the environmental assessment
should consider alternatives for mitigating this cumulative effect, for example,
by allocating spent fuel storage between the ISFSI and the spent fuel pool in a
fashion that reduces the density of storage in the spent fuel pools'n

PG&E dismisses this contention as "a clear attempt to bootstrap the previously
licensed wet storage at Diablo Canyon into this licensing proceeding related to.
dry storage at the ISFSI_."°0 As such, PG&E argues, the contention is outside the
scope of the remanded proceeding.

With respect to the cumulative impact aspect of SLOMFP's proposed con-
tention, PG&E argues that "[clumulative impact reviews can focus on aggregate
impacts of multiple actions, where the environmental impacts are apparent -
either qualitatively or quantitatively - and are reasonably certain."to" Accord-
ing to PG&E, SLOMFP's described cumulative "impact" is really cumulative
"risk." a concept that does not apply because risk has a probability component
and "[plirobabilities do not aggregate.""ta As a result, SLOMFP's arguments do
not, in PG&E's view, raise a cumulative impact issue under NEPA. PG&E adds
that to the extent SLOMFP seeks an analysis of the "cumulative consequences of
a simultaneous assault on the 1SFSI and the wet storage pools at Diablo Canyon,
they have provided no basis for an assertion that such a scenario is plausible.""

Again, there is no issue within the scope of this proceeding, from PG&E's
perspective.

From the Staff's perspective, it already considered the cumulative impacts of
the facility in the original environmental assessment for the facility, although
without considering terronsm.1' Nonetheless, because of the Staff's determina-

tO SLOMF¶P Petition it 16.
s

0
PG&E Rtesponse at 20.

!d at 22.
Id.

at a 2 2 0
"uStaff Respone at 23.
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sion that a terrorist attack on the ISFSI will cause no significant impact, the Staff

observes that the original assessment of cumulative impacts did not change.

We agree with PG&E and the NRC Staff thal SLOMFP's Contention 5 is

outside the scope of this proceeding, which is limited to the analysis of the NEPA-
terrorism consequences of licensing the ISFSI, and in any event is inadequately
supported. SLOMFP has provided no factual or even logical support for its

view that licensing the ISFSI truly might have a "cumulative impact" - that

is. a sum "greater than its parts."
5
' The expert testimony SLOMFP discusses

in connection with this contention relates to the independent consequences of an

attack on the spent fuel pool only."' If anything, placing the spent fuel in two

separate locations (one a hardened dry cask ISFSI) on the Diablo Canyon site,

rather than in one place seemingly would reduce the terrorism risk, not enhance

it. In any event, examining the terrorism risk facing the spent fuel pool as an

independent facility is not part of this proceeding to license a dry storage ISFSI.

We see no basis for expanding this proceeding to include testimony and arguments

on the spent fuel pool.

D. Summary

We admit Contentions I(h and 2 consistent with and to the extent and as

limited in our discussion above. We do not admit Contentions 1(a), 3, 4, and 5.

Ml. PROCEDURAL SCREDULE

As a result of the remand filing schedule in this proceeding and the need for

further proceedings, our previously stated "goal" of resolving this adjudication

by February 26, 2008,"5 must be modified slightly. At the time we set this goal,

PG&E indicated that it would not be using the facility for storage until the summer

of 2008,"b a date that we understand may not be firn. rendering any short delay

in our ultimate decision not prejudicial to any party. We remain committed to a

prompt resolution of this proceeding.

Pursuant to our ruling that Subpart K"' applies in this proceeding, and pursuant

to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1 109(h), we set a tentative schedule for the Commission's further

consideration of Contention l(b), for discovery, and for an ultimate Subpart K

"oral argument'-type hearing on Contention 2 (as limited in this decision):

I. The NRC Staff shall file with the Commission a complete list of the

documents it relied on in the preparation of its environmental assessment

(Reference Document List), together with a Vaughn index (or its equiv-

alent) for any documents for which the Staff claims a FOIA exemption,

with the Cortonission (and with the presiding officer designated pursuant

to paragraph 5. below), and make available to the other parties any docu-

ments (or portions thereof) not covered by a FOIA exemption, within 14

days of she date of this decision;

2. The other parties shall respond to the Staff's Reference Document List

and Vaughn index filing within 7 days of the Staff's filing;

3. Discovery will begin on the date of this decision and will conclude no

later than 45 days after the date of this decision;'"

4. Discovery, including interrogatories, requests for admissions, and requests

for production of documents, will be governed by the general provisions

contained in 10 C.F.R. § 2.740 et seq., except that oral depositions will be

permitted only upon a showing of compelling need and with appropriate

security precautions;

5. The Chief Administrative Judge of our Atomic Safety and Licensing

Bourd Panel shall designate an administrative judge to sit as presiding

Ild. a 149 n.4.

Pe Cur a description at oar Subpart K process,. ee Carolina Pour, A Light Cv. (Shea.n Harns

Nuclear Power Plant). CU-t-It 1, 53 NRC 370, 383-86 (2001).

1 "It is prenrasre, however, taconsider discovery on the adequacy ofdthe Jstification for withholding

souace documents under FOIA. A reltivaely detailed index or affidavit should provide a sufficient

basis for a decision as ta the bases for Withholding enumerated source documents. See Misfawwgr

SInteral Reven-e Service. 2 Rd 366. 368 (l Ith Ci. 1993) (affidavits sufficint to establish tsa,

r-.Ids sweres npt); SafeCard Setvei ,n Srafnur e and F-rcha.ee Conuivtion., 926 F 2d I197.

1200-02 (D.C. Cr. 99 1f) (affirming decision to deny discovery as to adequacy of search on ground

that agency's affidavits wnt sufficiently detailed); Pollard v. Federal Bureau aflnvertigarion, 705

F.26 1151. 1154-55 (9th Cit. t983) (affinring decision to deny deposition concerning the content

of withheld documents where content wau precisely what defendant maninrined was exempt from

dislnosurem.

25

olSee Hydo Reoar.ur, lac (PO Box 15910u Rin u aracho. NM 87174), CLI-01-a, 53 NRC 31,

57-58 (2001). As noted abuse. uLomFP requests that we hea arguments for ue of he ISFt I to

reduce the density in the speat fuel pout, which has been anthorieed sepamtely. SLOMIFP Peition
at 16. Indeed, SLOMFP itself has atcnowledged reduced envirnmen•al consequences of ternsiscm

against dry storage as compared to wet storage. declaring that "[irle potertits] consequences of ao

ac-'ah ou a toot ac considerably more severe than the consequences of sn attack on a dry storage

facility." Supplaemental Reqaues for Hearing td PeNtion To tr.eonere by Sar Luis Obispo Mothers

for Peace, let all. (lnly IS, 20021 (Supplemental Petition) at 38.
11'"liA] conventional accident or atthck an a Diablo Canyon spent fuel potl that causes the water

level in the pool so fall below rie top of thre fuel-surnage scks would causu a large atmospheric release

of the cesiunm-137 In the pool ... , reusing widespread land croarruinstion sad adverse health and

economic effects." SLOMFP Petition at 16, citing 'Tompson Report at 17.
SCLI-07-1 1, 65 NRCat 151.
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officer"•
9 

to keep discovery on schedule. if necessary by setting schedules,
and by resolving promptly any discovery disputes, including privilege,
materiality, and burdensomeness controversies;

6 Any late-filed contentions must be filed within 14 days after disclosure
of new information warranting such contentions, with responses to such

- contentions due 7 days thereafter;

T The parties' detailed written summaries of facts, data, and arguments
and written supporting information, conforming to the requirements of 10
C.F.R. § 2.1113, shall be submitted to the Commission no later than 75

days after the date of this decision;

8. The Subpart K oral argument will be heard by the Commission, absent a
further determination, on a date to be determined, but no sooner than 90

days after the date of this decision (see 10 C.F.R. § 2.1113); and

9. After the oral argument, the Commission will issue a prompt decision
directing further proceedings, upholding the supplemental environmental
assessment, modifying it based on the adjudicatory record, or requiring

an environmental impact statement.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

ANNETTE L. VIMITI-COOK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland.
this 15th day of January 2008.

0
1gSee geneaIly t0 C.r.R. §§ 2717, 2.718.

Commissioner Gregory B. Jaczko Respectfully Dissenting in Part

I concur on the majority of this Order but respectfully dissent from the

majority's decision to deny the admission of Contention 3. At this stage in the

proceeding, the Commission is simply deciding contention admissibility, a role

usually left to the licensing boards. The standards for determining contention

admissibility are straightforward. TheCommission is not being asked to determine

the outcome of the proceeding, but rather to allow the adjudicatory process to

proceed.
Contention 3 alleges a "failure to consider credible threat scenarios with

significant environmental impacts." I do not find the Staff's arguments against

admitting this contention to be compelling. The argument can be reduced to claim-

ing that the intervenor cannot possibly develop an admissible contention without

gaining access to sensitive information, and since the agency has no intention of

providing that information, the intervenor will never have the foundation for an

admissible contention. This is a circular and weak argument in my view.

There does not appear to be anything in the Environmental Assessment or in

the Staff's briefs to indicate that the Staff did consider the scenarios outlined by

the petitioner, which is the basis for the contention. The Staff had the opportunity

to address this contention directly since it was filed as a comment to the draft EA.

The Staff could have done so on the record and in an unclassified manner. If Staff

had then incorporated that response into the final EA, this contention would have

been moot. Because Staff did not address it, I do not believe we have fulfilled

our NEPA obligations, I believe the contention, therefore, meets our contention

admissibility standards and should be admined to the proceeding.
In addition, the Staffs understanding appears to be that it is required, and has

the right, to withhold all sensitive information with no further public explanation

on the Staffs part. The agency has established and convened closed proceedings

in the past, however, and could do so again if that became necessary to ensure we

are meeting our responsibilities under NEPA, while at the same time safeguarding

sensitive information from public disclosure.

Thus, I disagree with the decision of the majority to deny the admission of

Contention 3.
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Commissioner Peter B. Lyons Respectfully Dissenting in Part

I agree wshh the majority of the Commission with respect to the disposition of

all but one of the contentions proposed by San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

(SLOMPF). I write separately to voice my dissent to the admission of SLOMPF

Contention 2, "Reliance on hidden and unjustified assumptions," Contention 2

does not meet theregulatory requirements for contention admissibility and should

have been rejected. See 10 CF,R. §2.714(d)(2) (petitioner must show genuine

dispute of material fact or law).

Contention 2 asserts that the EA Supplement violates NEPA in that it "appears

to assume" that impacts of an attack would be insignificant if they do not result

in early fatalities and that the Staff "appears to have used early fatalities as

a criterion" to screen out scenarios that cause other impacts. See SLOMPF

Contentions at 1I, SLOMPF states that "this assumption is not completely clear

but can be inferred" from the EA Supplement.

Contention 2 should have been rejected for failing to demonstrate a material

dispute of law or fact. In response to comments, the Staff states that "the

FA Supplement did not consider early fatalities as a measure of environmental

impact." See Final EA Supplement at A-6. The majority itself recognizes that the

EA Supplement mentions early fatalities only in the contextof additional security

tmeasures. Therefore, the very premirse of the contention is incorrect.

Further, as the majority states, the EA Supplement provides dose estimates

and other findings in support of its determination. The EA Supplement stresses

low potential doses from attack. In this regard, it states: "the dose to the nearest

affected resident, from even the most plausible threat scenarios . . . would be

likely well below 5 rein." Id. at T. In addition, it states: "In many scenarios, the

hypothetical dose to an individual in the affected population could be substantially

less than 5 rem, or none at all." Id. Moreover, the EA Supplement provides a

discussion of the Staff's evaluation:

For the FA Supplement. the Staff performed a dose asse.ssment that used a soaure

term derived from the security assessment work. which was based on a hypothetical

release resulting from a terrorist attack. The Staff also assuned national average

meteorological conditions in making an initial estimate of the dose at the location of

the neanest resident. Then, the Staff applied Dizblo Canyon site-specilic dispersion

parmeters, to generate a dose estimate to the nearest resident that was more

representative of the actual conditions at the site. That revised dose estimate was

used by the Staff in assessing environmental impact.

Id. at A-6.
Regarding dispersion of radioactive material, the RA Supplement states that if

there is a breach, "most of the radioactive material released would be in solid

fort, locally deposited in the immediate area of the ISFSL" Id. For the small

fraction that would be in the form of fine particulate or gases, and thus able to

be transported offsite, the atmospheric dispersion factors for the site would result

in "greater dilution" than that used in the genetic analysis. [d. at 6, A-6. This

reduces the projected dose cootequetnces hy a factor of I(l to 100. Id. at 7. Thus,

the projected dose consequences at Diablo Canyon, with consideration of the

site-specific meteorology, is described as from 500 trem to 0.50 mrem.1' The

assessment continued, however: "Use of a site-specific source tecris (amount of

radioactive material released) for the Diablo Canyon spent fuel would reduce this

projected dose even further." Id Thus, as I mentioned above, the EA Supplement

staies: "'Based on these considerations, the dose to the nearest affected resident,

from even the most severe plausible threat scenarios . . wou'ld likely be well

below 5 rem.-" Id. It could be "substantislly less then S nem, or none at all." Id."It

An environmental assessment is expected to provide a brief discussion. 10

C.FR. § 51.30(a)(1). Its purpose is to determine whether an action has a "sig-

nificant impact," thus informing the decision whether the preparation of an EIS

and detailed assessment of impacts is required. See Environmental Protection

Information Center-v. U.S. Forest Service, 451 F.3d W005, 1009 (9th Cir. 2006). In

determining whether there is no significant impact, the government does not need

to show "that there is no risk of injury, but only that the risk is not significant."

Anderson v. Evans, 314 F.3d 1006, 10l( (9th Cit. 20021.

The EA Supplement expressly finds "no" significant environmental impact,

which implicitly embraces any significant environmental effect. For instance,

the EA Supplement concludes that "a terrorist attack that would result in a

tignificant release of radiation affecting the public is not reasonably expected to

MtaT. put rfi, into perspective, the hedings of o signifi.n.m vdielogi-aI inpects trom routine

uperation onserved that ttere is a" 100 nrem enstiated annual dov received from naturally sccarting

tertrial and cosmic radiation in the vicinity" of the plant. Final EA Supplement at 3. The aver-ago

sunsut dose in she United States, with considerabte vaiatioo. hot heen estimated to • easu•d 3no

renem. See Nuclea-ts, rIiraio and Resouwe Service v, NNC. 437 F.Sd 941. 946 (9th Cir. 2W15).

T1.e NrC's nnuvptutienal date lieits for adults idnuudes as s.e doae timir vlIe (11h l erfeutine dose

equieadem to 5 tens." l0 C.P.R. §20.t1201•a)(I.

' Tr.e EA Stnuoplterener else eens, ia snurrn. ia n,,the 
vsideinina vt o esest i. iwntuts i, ,he

EartiOnmental Assesent (Outober 24. 2003)t that "'flor hypothetical accidents. the catculated dose

teen individual es the nearest site bohadarty was tound en be wet helow the 5-remn timit fIt tuidents

set fohrh in 1. C.F.R. § 7t1206 and iA the U.5.3E aviromoenteil Proteerioe Agency'. proentiveation

W-idetines." Final Sapptlents t at 1. The ndC's regautaniass esahlish an s ccideat doae limit of a

ren to auny individual mated on or beyond the newest boundary of the oeurolled area of ert ISFSt.

10 C.F.R. I tS2.tn6te(tl. The uvuide nt dose tmiws ot 5 t.m .as de ni ed from the ra ui-te actions

recomeended by EPA for proietted doses to Poppultions for pltaning purposes. Sea Final Rule In

CFR Paet 72: "Licensiag Requirements for the Storage of Spent Fuet in n Iadependent Speint Fuels

Storage lnstallaion," t 19045 Fed. Reg. 74,603, 74.697. Thus, the EA S•pPlemet's dose projeat•ro

eomplement the findings ofntte EA regarding offsite cansequences, with its sisilfardose ptojeetion of

"well betlw the 5 ren limit for acidents."
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occur," and finds that "design features and mitigative security measures will
provide high assurance that substantial environmental impacts will be avoided and
thereby reduced to a nonsignificant risk level." Final EA Supplement at 8. Land
contamination and latent fatalities are not discussed, but SLOMFP's reliance on
a reference to a potential for early fatalities in one part of the terrorism review
is not sufficient to show a genuine and material issue regarding that omission,
particularly in the context of the description of the dose assessment and other
factors in support of the EA Supplement's findings and conclusions.
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APPEALS, INTERLOCUTORY

, SUMMARY DISPOSITION

A ruling granting summary disposition on a single contention, where other

contentions are still pending in an adjudication, is not a "final" decision, and is

not susceptible to Commission review.

APPEALS, INTERLOCUTORY

SUMMARY DISPOSITION

The provision expressly.permitting immediate review of a "'partial initial

decision" is an exception to the Commission's established policy of disfavoring

interlocutory appeals. See 10 C.F.R. § 2.341(b)(I). See Final Rule: "Procedures

for Direct Commission Review of Decisions of Presiding Officers." 56 Fed. Reg.

29,403 (July 27, 1991). The rule making partial initial decisions immediately

appealable codified the Cotnurission's longstanding practice of considering a
Board order appealable where it "disposes of . . . a major segment of the case

or terminates a party's right to participate." See Public Service Co. of New

Hampshire (Seabrook Station. Units I and 2), ALAB-731, 17 NRC 1073, 1074-
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'2-26-ISFSI

Gas & Electric Co. (PG&E) petitioned the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari.
The Supreme Court recently denied PG&E's petition.

3

Today we set a schedale' for further proceedings in this adjudication in
response to the Ninth Circuit's remand.

5 
The Ninth Circuit explicitly left to our

discretion the precise manner in which we undertake a NEPA-tecrorism review on
remand, with respect to both our consideration of the merits and the procedures
we choose to apply:

Our identification of the inadequacies in the agency's NEPA analysis should not
be conntrned as constraining the NRC's consideration of the merits on remand, or
circumscrihing the procedures that the NRC must employ in conducting its analysis.
Them remain open to the agency a wide -ariety of actions it may sake on remand,
consistent with its statutory and regulatory requirements 6

With this guidance in mind, we set the following procedural schedule:

I The- NRC Staff shall prepare a revised environmental assessment in
accordance with the NRC's regulations - addressing the likelihood
of a terrorist attack at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI site and the potential
consequences of such an attack - to be filed with the Commission and
served upon the parties to the Ninth Circuit proceeding within 90 days
after the date of this decision;'

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC
COMPANY

(Dliablo Canyon Power Plant
Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation)

Docket No.7

February 26, 2007 2. Amended or late-filed contentions must be filed within 30 days of pub-
lication of the NRC Staff.s draft NEPA documentation. New late-filed
contentions must oteet the standards for late-filed contentions in 10 C.F.R.

MEMORANDUM AND ORDER

This is a proceeding to license an independent spent fuel storage installation
(ISFSI) at the site of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power reactor in California. In
San Lais Obispo Mothersfor Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016,1028 (9th Cis. 2006),
the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that the NRC's
'categorical refusal-to consider the environmental effects of a terrorist attack"
in this licensing proceeding was unreasonable under the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).' The Ninth Circuit remanded the "NEPA-terrorisrs" question
to theCoammiission for "furtherproceedings consistent with this opinion."' Pacific

1 The Cont measoned, iner alia, that the NRC's analysis had seaolted in thie failure to addreos

the "Petiuonas' frecusl contentions that licensing the Storage Installation would lead to at isthcana
the risk ofa terrorist attack bnanse (i) the presense of the Storage Instalation woald increase the
proahbility of.a rrrorisr att.co or the Diablo Canyon eucknr facility, cad (21 tae Starage Instutlation
itself would be a pdanaohytatg fas tetmmist attack." 449 P.d t 1030.

449 F.3d at 1035.
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tPacific Gm and Electric Co. v. Sao Ui Obispo Mothtersfar Pence. No. SW-ant, 1C0.. l1o. 16.
2007).

4 In snttng this sctedtle, er oto that PG&E now indicotes shot t don not intend to au the facility

for actual stonrge f syotfueat seil the sawmere of 2008. rather ran Novewbhr 2007 as preciously
stated. See Pacific Ga• and Electric Company Motion for Prompt Commission Action at 3 0-an 24,
2007). See also Response by San Lois Obispo Motuters for Peace, Sienna Club, and Peg Pinttd to
PG&E Motion for Prompt Commission Amino (Fab. 5. 2007). PG&E. in rum. rmsponded to this San
Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace response in a fglng marked as Pacific Gas and Electric Company's
Response to Irreeors' "Reqrsr for Clanftcation" (Feb. .3. 2007).

sThes schedule weset here applies only to this panuicataryproCeeding. The majority~oftthe Commission.
with Commissioner lacrto dissenting. rmamns conoinced that NEPA does not require a trrorism
evlew in connection with NRC Horming decisions. See AmrrGe Energy Co. LLC (Oyster Craek
Noclele Generatiog Station). CLI.07-8, h5 NRC 124 (20071.

6449 F 3d at 1035.
' It the NRC Staff rbuiras additional time. or if the NRC S detrermines that an renironments!

impact statemnt is neonssary, it may request a sohedule modification.
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Part 2.1 Absent further direction, in the interest of expeditious resolution
the Commission itself will determine the admissibility of contentions and
whether oral argument or other further action is required;

3. Any member of the public who wishes to comment on the draft environ-
mental assessment (outside of the adjudicatory process, pursuant to our
normal environmental process) must do so within 30 days after it is made
available in accordance with the NRC's regulations (or within 45 days of
the publication of a draft environmental impact statement);'

4. To the extent practicable, we expect the NRC Staff to base its re-
vised environmental analysis on information already available in agency
records, and consider in particular the Commission's DBT for power

plant sitesto and other information on the ISFSI design, mitigative, and
security arrangements bearing on likely consequences, consistent with the
requirements of NEPA, the Ninth Circuit's decision, and the regulations
for the protection of sensitive and safeguards information. As the Ninth
Circuit contemplated, the NRC Staff may rely, where appropriate, on
qualitative rather than quantitative considerations; 2

5. We expect the NRC Staff to rely on as much public information as practi-
cable and to make public as much of its revised environmental analysis as
feasible. We recognize, however, that it may prove necessary to withhold
some facts underlying the Staff's findings and conclusions as "safe-

See ala the discussion of contentions nf omission in DOke Energy Corp. (McGuire Nuclear
Station. Units t and 2; Catawba Nuclear Station. Units I tnd 2). CU-M2-2t, 56 NRC 373, 382-84
(2002). In making their filings. all parnies are reminded to appropriately protect itl sensitive stearity
informatian.

'See 10 CFR. §§ 51.33(,), 51.73.
ioNRC regulations do not require specifically licensed ISFSIs to defend against the "design-basis

threat" of radiologicat sabotage In practice, however. nhie a. tSFSI is snared at a eactar sits
(as heme), protection of the ISFSI is typically included within the r-a'trs security plan. Reautor
secuaity pitas nequite protection against the design basis threat. See 10 C.F.R. §§ 50,34(c) & (d).
73.55(a). PG&E amended its eeactor security plan to cover protection of the ISFSI. See License
Amedmetnt Reqaest 01-09. Revision ta the DCPP Physical Security Program To Incorporate the
Diabla Canyon 1SFS1 and Associated Request for Eaermption to Four 10 CFR 73.35 Reqirements.
available as ADAMS Ancassion No. ML02n020039; Diabio Canyon tndependeat Spne Fuet Storage
Installation Application - Physical Security Prograer Changes (TAC No. L23399), available an
ADAMS Accession No. MLto0350O9. See also Pacinic Gas and Elecric. Diablo Caany Nucnear
Power Plant, Independent Spent Fuel Stonge Instatlltion; Order Modifying Unense (Effective
Immediately), 70 Fed. Reg. 25,121 (May 12, 2005), EA-05-088, available as ADAMS Accession
No. MLO50940493; In the Matter of Pacific Gas and Electric Diablo Canyon Nuclte Power Plant
tndependent Spent Fuel Storage Installation Order Modifying License (Effective Immediately). 70
Fed. Reg. 25,119 (May 12. 2005), EA05-089. available as ADAMS Accession No. ML050940492.

" 449 F.Sd at 1031-32. Se also M C.F.R. §§ 5t.45(c), 51.71(d).

guards- information, see Atomic Energy Act § 147, 42 U.S.C. § 2167; 10
C.F.R. § 71.23, or even as classified national security information;"-

f. We expect the NRC Staff to review the comments on its draft analysis

and finalize its review within 60 days of the close of the public comtnent
period;

7. We believe it is reasonable for the NRC to reach a final decision on the
licensing action (for example, reaffirming, revoking, or conditioning the

ISFSI license) no later than 12 months from the date of this order, and
expect further scheduling orders to be guided by this goal, recogrizing
the fundamental objectives of assuring fair and meaningful reviewt and

decisionmaking.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

For the Commission

ANNETTE L. VIETTI-COOK
Secretary of the Commission

Dated at Rockville, Maryland,
this 26th day of February 2007.

12See Weinberger v Catholic Action ofHawai. 454 U.S. 139 (1981).
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adversely affected by this Order and
shall address the criteria set forth in 10
CFR 2.309 (d) and (f).

If a hearing is requested by a person
whose interest is adversely affected, the
Commission will issue an Order
designating the time and place of any
hearing. Ifa hearing is held, the issue to
be considered at such hearing shall be
whether this Confirmatory Order should
be sustained,

In the absence of any request for
hearing, or written approval of an
extension of time in which to request a
hearing, the provisions specified in
Section IV above shall be final 20 days
from the date of this Order without
further order or proceedings, If an
extension of time for requesting a
hearing has been approved, the
provisions specified in Section IV shall
be final when the extension expires if a
hearing request has not been received.

An answer or a request for hearing
shall not stay the immediate
effectiveness of this order.

Dated this 6th day of November, 2007.
For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Leonard D. Wert.
Acting Regional Administrator.

JFR Doec. E7-22389 Filed 11-14-07; 8:45 anml
BILLING COos 7590e-1-P

NUCLEAR REGULATORY
COMMISSION

[Docket No. 72-26]

Notice of Issuance of Addendum to the
Supplement to the Environmental
Assessment for the Diablo Canyon
Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
ACTION: Notice of Issuance.

issued a supplement to the EA and final
FONSI, in response to the June 2, 2006,
decision by the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. San Luis
Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449
F.3d 1016 (9th Cir. 2006). The
supplement to the EA addressed the
environmental impacts from potential
terrorist acts against the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI. The Addendum lists six
documents to be added to the list of
references provided in the supplement
to the EA.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
James R. Hall, Senior Project Manager,
Licensing Branch, Division of Spent
Fuel Storage and Transportation, Mail
Stop EBB-3D-02M, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, Washington,
DC 20555-0001. Telephone; (301) 492-
3319: e-mail: jrh@nrc.gov.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
December 21, 2001, PG&E submitted an
application to NRC. requesting a site-
specific license to build and operate an
ISFSI, to be located on the site of the
Diablo Canyon Power Plant, in San Luis
Obispo County, California. The NRC
staff issued an EA and FONSI for this
action on October 24, 2003, in
accordance with the National
Environmental Policy Act, and in
conformance with the applicable
requirements of 10 CFR part 51.

On March 22, 2004, the NRC staff
issued Materials License No. SNM-2511
to PG&E, pursuant to 10 CFR part 72,
authorizing PG&E to receive, possess,
store, and transfer spent nuclear fuel
and associated radioactive materials
resulting from the operation of the
Diablo Canyon Power Plant in an ISFSI
at the site for a term of 20 years.
Subsequently, the San Luis Obispo
Mothers for Peace and other parties filed
suit in the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, asking
that NRC be required to consider
terrorist acts in its environmental
review associated with this licensing
action. In its decision of June 2, 2006,
San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v.
NBC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9th Cir. 2006), the
Ninth Circuit held that NRC could not
categorically refuse to consider the
consequences of a terrorist attack under
NEPA and remanded the case to NRC.

In response to the Ninth Circuit
decision, the Commission directed the
NRC staff to prepare a revised EA,
addressing the likelihood of a terrorist
attack at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI site
and the potential consequences of such
an attack. On May 29, 2007, the NRC
staff issued a preliminary supplement to
the EA and draft FONSI to address the
environmental impacts from potential
terrorist acts against the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI. On August 30, 2007, NRC issued
the final supplement to the EA and final
FONSI for this action. NRC summarized
the comments received and responded
to those comments in the final
supplement to the EA, which also
included a list of 14 references.
Subsequent to the issuance of the final
supplement, the staff determined that
certain other documents concerning
NRC's generic security assessments
should also be included in the list of
references. These 6 documents are listed
in the Addendum.

Documents related to this action,
including the May 29, 2007, preliminary
supplement to the EA and draft FONSI:
the August 30, 2007, EA supplement
and final FONSI; the October 24, 2003,
LA: and the Diablo Canyon ISFSI
license and supporting documentation,
are available electronically, at NRC's
Electronic Reading Room, at: http://
www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/udoms.html.
From this site, you can access NRC's
Agencywide Document Access and
Management System (ADAMS), which
provides text and image files of NRC's
public documents. The ADAMS
accession number for the final EA
supplement and final FONSI is
ML072400511, and the accession
number for the Addendum is
ML073040434. For the preliminary
supplement to the EA and draft FONSI,
the accession number is ML071280256.
The ADAMS accession number for the
October 24, 2003, EA is ML032970337;
and for the ISFSI license and related
documents, the accession number is
ML040780107. If you do not have access
to ADAMS, or if there are problems in
accessing the documents located in
ADAMS, contact NRC's Public
Document Room (PDR) Reference staff
at 1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or
by e-mail to pdr@nrc.gov.

These documents may also be viewed
electronically on the public computers
located at NRC's PDR, 0l-F21. One
White Flint North, 11555 Rockville
Pike, Rockville, MD 20852. The PDR
reproduction contractor will copy
documents, for a fee.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland, this 7th day
of November, 2007.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Robert A. Nelson,

Chief, Licensing Branch, Division of Spent
Fuel Storage and Transportation, Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.

IFR Doc. E7-22349 Filed 11-14-07; 8:45 Bau]
BILLING CODE 75sO-01-P

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) is issuing an
Addendum to the supplement to the
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the
Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (ISFSI). NRC issued
the EA and initial Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) for this
action on October 24, 2003, and
subsequently issued a license for the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI to the Pacific Gas
and Electric Company (PG&E), on March
22, 2004. The license authorizes PG&E
to receive, possess, store, and transfer
spent nuclear fuel and associated
radioactive materials resulting from the
operation of the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant in an ISFSI at the site for a term
of 20 years. On August 30, 2007, NRC
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
AND FINAL FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

FOR THE DIABLO CANYON
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has prepared this supplement to
the Environmental Assessment (EA) and final Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for the
Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), at the direction of the
Commission, in response to the June 2006 decision by the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit [San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016, 1028 (9"' Cir.
2006)]. This supplement to the EA addresses the environmental impacts from potential terrorist
acts directed at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

1.1 Description of the Proposed Action

By letter dated December 21, 2001, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) submitted
an application to NRC, requesting a site-specific license to build and operate an ISFSI, to be
located on the site of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, in San Luis Obispo County, California. In
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC staff issued an EA for
this action on October 24, 2003, in conformance with NRC requirements specified in 10 CFR
51.21 and 51.30, and the associated guidance in NRC report NUREG-1748, "Environmental
Review Guidance for Licensing Actions Associated with NMSS Programs." The Commission
defines an EA in 10 CFR 51.14(a), as a concise public document that briefly provides sufficient
evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an environmental impact statement
or a FONSI. A FONSI, in turn, is defined as a concise public document that briefly states the
reasons why an action will not have a significant effect on the human environment and
therefore does not require the preparation of an environmental impact slatement [10 CFR
51.14(a)]. Based on the above EA, NRC also issued a FONSI for this action on October 24,
2003.

On March 22, 2004, the NRC staff issued Materials License No. SNM-2511 to PG&E, pursuant
to 10 CFR Part 72, authorizing PGE&E to receive, possess, store, and transfer spent nuclear fuel
and associated radioactive materials resulting from the operation of the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP) in an ISFSI at the site for a term of 20 years. PG&E has begun construction of
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI and currently plans to start transferring spent fuel to the ISFSI in mid-
2008.

1.2 Purpose of this Supplement

In May 2002, during the NRC licensing review for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the San Luis
Obispo Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP) and other citizens' groups petitioned NRC to hold a
hearing to address a number of contentions. One of these contentions argued that NRC must
consider terrorist acts in assessing the environmental impacts of the ISFSI, in order to comply
with NEPA. On December 2, 2002, NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) denied
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this contention and referred it to the Commission for review. On January 23, 2003, the
Commission affirmed the ASLB's denial of the terrorism contention.

After the March 2004, issuance of the Parl 72 license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, SLOMFP
and other parties filed a petition for review in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, asking that NRC be required to consider terrorist acts in its environmental review
associated with this licensing action. In its decision, dated June 2, 2006, San Luis Obispo
Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016, 1028 (9th Cir. 2006), the Ninth Circuit held that NRC
could not categorically refuse to consider the consequences of a terrorist attack under NEPA
and remanded the case to NRC.

In response to the Ninth Circuit decision, the Commission issued a Memorandum and Order on
February 26, 2007, directing the NRC staff to prepare a revised EA addressing the likelihood of
a terrorist attack at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI site and the potential consequences of such an
attack. In response to the Commission's direction, the NRC staff issued a draft supplement to
the EA for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI on May 29, 2007. Additionally, the staff published a notice
in the Federal Register on May 31, 2007 (72 FR 30398), requesting public review and comment
on the supplemental EA and draft Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) for the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI. The staff's responses to the public comments on the supplemental EA and draft
FONSI are provided in the Appendix to this supplement.

1.3 Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action

The DCPP, owned and operated by PG&E, consists of two Westinghouse-type pressurized
water reactor units, each rated at a nominal 1,100 Megawatts-electric; each unit has its own
spent fuel storage pool. The Diablo Canyon ISFSI is needed to provide additional spent fuel
storage capacity to ensure that the two DCPP units can continue to generate electricity beyond
the time when the storage capacity of the spent fuel pools is reached. The additional temporary
spent fuel storage capacity provided by the proposed ISFSI will enable PG&E to operate both
units until the current operating licenses expire (September 2021 for Unit 1, and April 2025 for
Unit 2).

2.0 SUMMARY OF DIABLO CANYON ISFSI EA

On October 24, 2003, the NRC staff issued the EA and FONSI for the construction and
operation of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

2.1 Summary of Impacts Considered in the EA

In the EA, the NRC staff concluded that the construction, operation, and decommissioning of
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI will not result in a significant impact on the environment. In reaching
this conclusion, the staff considered the impacts from normal operations and from postulated
accidents. The staff determined that construction impacts of the ISFSI will be minor, and
limited to the small area of the ISFSI site and the excavated-material disposal sites.

The staff also determined that there will be no significant radiological nor non-radiological
environmental impacts from routine operation of the ISFSI. The ISFSI is a passive facility; no
liquid or gaseous effluents will be released from the storage casks during normal operations.
The dose rates to members of the public during normal operations will be limited by the design

2
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of the spent fuel storage casks, so that the cumulative dose to an offsite individual will be a
small fraction of the 100 millirem estimated annual dose received from naturally occurring
terrestrial and cosmic radiation in the vicinity of the DCPP. The impacts from decommissioning
the ISFSI, which will not occur until the spent fuel is removed, were determined to be much less
than the minor impacts of construction and operation.

For hypothetical accidents, the calculated dose to an individual at the nearest site boundary
was found to be well below the 5 rem limit for accidents set forth in 10 CFR 72.106(b) and in the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's protective action guidelines. The NRC staff did not
consider the potential impacts of terrorist acts on the ISFSI in the initial EA.

2.2 Summary of Alternatives Considered in the Environmental Assessment

The alternatives PG&E considered, and the NRC staff addressed in its EA, included the
shipment of spent fuel offsite, other methods to increase on-site spent fuel storage capacity,
and the no-action alternative. In the first category, the alternatives of shipping spent fuel from
Diablo Canyon to a permanent Federal Repository, to a reprocessing facility, or to a privately
owned spent fuel storage facility were determined to be non-viable alternatives, since no such
facilities are currently available in the United States, and shipping the spent fuel overseas is
impractical in light of the political, legal, and logistical uncertainties, and the high cost. Shipping
the DCPP spent fuel to another nuclear power plant was also determined to be a non-viable
alternative, because the receiving utility would have to be licensed to store the DCPP.spent
fuel, and it is unlikely that another utility would be willing to accept it, in light of its own
limitations on spent fuel storage capacity.

Other on-site storage alternatives PG&E considered included increasing the capacity of the
existing spent fuel pools by reracking or spent fuel rod consolidation, or construction of a new
spent fuel storage pool. These alternatives were considered infeasible, because of the high
costs associated with necessary plant modifications or new construction, coupled with the
significantly higher occupational exposures that would result from the extensive fuel-handling
operations necessary to support these alternatives.

The no-action alternative could result in the extended or permanent shutdown of both DCPP
units many years before the expiration date of their current operating licenses, once the current
capacities of the units' spent fuel pools are reached. The electrical generation capacity lost
would most likely be replaced by fossil-fueled plants, which could result in greater
environmental impacts and higher costs for electricity. In the short-term, the shutdown of the
DCPP would have a negative impact on the local economy and infrastructure. For these
reasons, the no-action alternative was not considered a practical alternative.

In the EA, the NRC staff concluded that there are no significant environmental impacts
associated with the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI, and that other alternatives were not
practical or viable, because of a combination of significantly higher costs and significant
additional occupational exposure, or the unavailability of off-site storage options. In this
supplement to the EA, the NRC staff has considered potential terrorist acts against the ISFSI,
and after such consideration, has concluded that the construction and operation of the ISFSI
will not result in a significant effect on the human environment.

3
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3.0 NRC SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE
INSTALLATIONS

NRC has established requirements and has initiated several actions designed to provide high
assurance that a terrorist attack would not lead to a significant radiological event at an ISFSI.
These include: (1) the continual evaluation of the threat environment by NRC, in coordination
With the intelligence and law enforcement communities, which provides, in part, the basis for the
protective measures currently required; (2) the protective measures that are in place to reduce
the chance of an attack that leads to a significant release of radiation; (3) the robust design of
dry cask storage systems, which provides substantial resistance to penetration; and (4) NRC
security assessments of the potential consequences of terrorist attacks against ISFSIs, that
inform the decisions made regarding the types and level of protective measures. Over the past
20 years, there have been no known or suspected attempts to sabotage, or to steal, spent fuel
from spent fuel casks at ISFSIs, or to directly attack an ISFSI. Nevertheless, NRC is
continually reevaluating the threat environment, to determine whether any specific threat to
ISFSls exists.

3.1 General Security Considerations

In response to terrorist attacks in New York and Washington, DC, on September 11, 2001, and
to intelligence information subsequently obtained, the U.S. government initiated nation-wide
measures to reduce the threat of terrorism. These measures included numerous security
enhancements to prevent terrorists from gaining control of commercial aircraft, such as: (1)
more stringent screening of airline passengers and baggage by the Transportation Security
Administration; (2) the increased presence of Federal air marshals on many flights; (3)
improved training of flight crews; and (4) hardening of aircraft cockpits. Additional measures
have been imposed on foreign passenger carriers and domestic and foreign cargo carriers, as
well as charter aircraft. Beyond these measures directed at reducing the potential for terrorists
to gain control of an aircraft, the Federal government has greatly improved the sharing of
intelligence information and the coordination of response actions among Federal, State, and
local agencies. NRC has been an active participant in these efforts; it now has regular and
frequent communications with other Federal, State, and local government agencies and
industry representatives, to discuss and evaluate the current threat environment, to assess the
adequacy of security measures implemented at licensed facilities, and, when necessary, to
recommend additional actions.

NRC expanded its existing Threat Advisory System after the September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks, to include a broader range of licensees, including ISFS1 licensees. NRC has
incorporated the threat condition levels used in the Department of Homeland Security's
Homeland Security Advisory System into its own Threat Advisory System. The NRC threat
assessment staff reviews, analyzes, coordinates, and disseminates threat and intelligence
information relevant to its licensees, at both strategic and tactical levels. The threat
assessment staff also serves as NRC's liaison and coordination staff with other organizations
and agencies, including the intelligence and law enforcement communities. Through these
improved coordination and communication functions, NRC is able to efficiently develop and
transmit advisories to the appropriate licensees, who are then able to take prompt action.
Thus, the broad actions taken by the Federal government and the specific actions taken by
NRC since September 11, 2001, have helped to reduce the potential for terrorist attacks
against NRC-regulated facilities.

4
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3.2 Requirements for ISFSIs

NRC has historically considered the potential impacts of terrorist acts in the development and
implementation of its 10 CFR Part 73 security requirements. NRC's strategy for protecting
public health and safety and the environment focuses on ensuring that its safety and security
requirements, as implemented by licensees, in combination with the design features of dry cask
storage systems, are effective in protecting against successful terrorist attacks on ISFSIs.

NRC security requirements for ISFSIs are directed at assuring that terrorists cannot
successfully carry out an attack against an ISFSI. These requirements, which apply to on-site
security measures, are part of a multi-layered Federal security strategy that also consists of on-
going threat assessment, in coordination with other Federal agencies such as the Department
of Homeland Security, and measures to identify and preempt potential terrorist attacks. NRC
reviews and approves facility security plans, in evaluating the adequacy of these on-site
measures. As part of the licensing review for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the NRC staff
evaluated and approved revisions to the Diablo Canyon site security plan that incorporated
features of the proposed ISFSI. In that review, transmitted by letter dated February 4, 2004,
the NRC staff determined that the proposed security plan revisions and facility design features
met the requirements of Part 73, "Physical Protection of Plants and Materials," which were the
same requirements for ISFSIs that were in effect before September 11, 2001. The details of
specific security measures for each facility are designated as Safeguards Information, in
accordance with Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act and 10 CFR 73.21, and, for that reason,
cannot be released to the public. However, key features of the security programs for ISFSIs
include: (1) physical barriers; (2)- surveillance; -t3)-intrusion-detectionr-(4)a- response to
intrusions; and (5) offsite assistance from local law enforcement agencies, as necessary.

After the September 11 terrorist attacks, the Commission initiated promp! and comprehensive
actions to address both immediate and longer-term security measures for NRC-regulated
facilities. In the months immediately after the attacks, the Commission issued numerous
safeguards and threat advisories to its licensees, to strengthen licensees' capabilities and
readiness to respond to a potential attack on a nuclear facility. As part of the longer-term
efforts, NRC conducted a comprehensive review of the Agency's security program. This review
examined specific threats, such as a land-based vehicle bomb, ground assault with the use of
an insider, and water-borne assaults, which have led to the imposition of additional
requirements, through orders and rules, affecting many categories of licensees, including
ISFSIs.

On October 16, 2002, the Commission issued orders to all licensees of operating ISFSIs to
make mandatory the voluntary actions taken by those licensees in response to the
Commission's advisories, and to implement additional security enhancements identified in
NRC's ongoing comprehensive review of its safeguards and security programs and
requirements. This same order, imposing additional security measures, was issued to PG&E,
for the Diablo Canyon ISFSl, on May 5, 2005. These measures, which are to be fully
implemented before the initial movement of spent fuel to the ISFSI, include: (1) increased
security patrols; (2) augmented security forces and weapons; (3) additional security posts; (4)
heightened coordination with local law enforcement and military authorities; (5) enhanced
screening of personnel; and (6) additional limitations on vehicular access. Collectively, these
measures further reduce the already low probability of a successful terrorist attack on an ISFSI,
by establishing a substantial deterrent to an attack; by providing high assurance that an
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attempted attack could be detected and effectively resisted; and by mitigating the extent of
damage and the potential radiological consequences if an attack were successful.

Based on its ongoing consideration of safeguards and security requirements, its review of
information provided by the intelligence community, and the implementation of additional
security measures at the Nation's ISFSIs, the NRC has high assurance that public health and
safety and the environment, and the common defense and security, continue to be adequately
protected in the current threat environment.

4.0 CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL (RADIOLOGICAL) IMPACTS FROM
TERRORIST ACTS

The NRC staff has considered the potential radiological impacts of terrorist acts on spent fuel
storage casks, even though the staff considers the probability of a malevolent act against an
ISFSI that results in a significant radiological event to be very low. By design, dry cask storage
systems are highly resistant to penetration. To be licensed or certified by NRC, these systems
must meet stringent requirements for structural, thermal, shielding, and criticality performance,
and confinement integrity, for normal and accident events. Consequently, spent fuel storage
casks are extremely robust structures, specifically designed to withstand severe accidents,
including the impact of a tornado-generated missile such as a 4000-pound automobile at 126
miles per hour. The massive HI-STORM 1OOSA storage casks to be used at the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI are made of inner and outer cylindrical carbon steel shells, filled with 30 inches of
concrete, and weighing up to 170 tons when fully loaded with spent fuel. Eachcask surrounds
an internal multi~porrposecanister,-which safely confines-the-spent--fuel in- a- completely sealed,
welded stainless steel cylinder. The spent fuel is further protected by the metallic zircaloy
cladding surrounding the fuel pellets in each fuel rod of a spent fuel assembly. Finally, the
nuclear fuel itself is in the form of solid ceramic pellets of uranium dioxide; this means that a
large amount of the radioactive material would remain in solid form and in the immediate vicinity
of the ISFSI, even if a terrorist act were successful in breaching the multiple layers of
protection... Thus, only a small fraction of the radioactive material released would be in the
dispersible form of fine particulate material or radioactive gases with the potential to be
transported offsite. Also, the location and low profile of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI make-it a
difficult target for a large commercial airliner. Based on these facts, and the results of the
security assessments of ISFSIs (discussed below), NRC has determined that the current design
features and additional security measures in place provide high assurance that the spent fuel
stored in an ISFSI is adequately protected.

Because of the uncertainty inherent in assessing the likelihood of a terrorist attack, NRC
recognizes that, under general credible threat conditions, although the probability of such an
attack is believed to be low, it cannot be reliably quantified. NRC has adopted an approach that
focuses on ensuring that the safety and security requirements, and other security measures,
are adequate and effective in countering and mitigating the effects of terrorist attacks against
dry cask storage systems. To provide high assurance that a terrorist act will not lead to
significant radiological consequences, NRC has analyzed plausible threat scenarios and
required enhanced security measures to protect against the threats, and has developed
emergency planning requirements, which could mitigate potential consequences for certain
scenarios. As stated above, all these actions have been taken without regard to the probability
of an attack. This protective strategy reduces the risk from a terrorist attack to an acceptable
level,
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Following issuance of the 2002 security orders for ISFSIs, NRC used a security assessment
framework as a screening and assessment tool to determine whether additional security
measures, beyond those required by regulation and the security orders, were warranted for
NRC-regulated facilities, including ISFSIs. Initially, NRC screened threat scenarios to
determine plausibility. This screening was informed by information gathered through NRC's
regular interactions with the law enforcement and intelligence communities. For those
scenarios deemed plausible, NRC assessed the attractiveness of the facility to attack by taking
into account factors such as iconic value, complexity of planning required, resources needed,
execution risk, and public protective measures. Separately, NRC made conservative
assessments of consequences, to assess the potential for early fatalities from radiological
impacts from those plausible scenarios. NRC then looked at the combined effect of the
attractiveness and the consequence analyses, to determine whether additional security
measures for ISFSIs were necessary.

In conducting the security assessments for ISFSIs, NRC chose several spent fuel storage cask
designs that were representative of most currently NRC-certified designs. Plausible threat
scenarios considered in the generic security assessments for ISFSIs included a large aircraft
impact similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11, 2001, and ground assaults using
expanded adversary characteristics consistent with the design basis threat for radiological
sabotage for nuclear power plants. The resulting generic assessments formed the basis for
NRC's conclusion that there was no need for further security measures at ISFSIs beyond those
currently required by regulation and imposed by orders issued after September 11, 2001.

The NRC staff-reviewed-the-analyses done-for-the ISFSI-security-assessments, and-compared
the assumptions used in these generic assessments to the relevant features of the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI. Based on this comparison, the staff determined that the assumptions used in
these generic security assessments, regarding the storage cask design, the source term
(amount of radioactive material released), and the atmospheric dispersion, were representative,
and in some cases, conservative, relative to the actual conditions at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.
In fact, because of the specific characteristics of the spent fuel authorized for storage at the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI (lower burnup fuel), and the greater degree of dispersion of airborne
radioactive material likely to occur at the site, any dose to affected residents nearest to the:
Diablo Canyon site calculated using site-specific parameters will be much lower than doses
calculated using the assumptions made for the generic assessments. More specifically, NRC
staff performed a dose calculation using source term and meteorology inputs from the generic
assessments. This resulted in a projected dose of less than 5 rem for the nearest resident.
Using the Diablo Canyon site-specific meteorology, as opposed to the generic meteorology,
reduces the projected dose consequences by a factor of 10 to 100. Use of a site-specific
source term for the Diablo Canyon spent fuel would reduce this projected dose even further.
Based on these considerations, the dose to the nearest affected resident, from even the most
severe plausible threat scenarios - the ground assault and aircraft impact scenarios discussed
above - would likely be well below 5 rem. In many scenarios, the hypothetical dose to an
individual in the affected population could be substantially less than 5 rem, or none at all. In
some situations, emergency planning and response actions could provide an additional
measure of protection to help mitigate the consequences, in the unlikely event that an attack
were attempted at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.
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5.0 AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED

No additional consultations with outside agencies or persons were conducted in the
development of this supplement to the EA. Comments submitted from state governmental
agencies, citizens organizations, and members of the public in response to the issuance of the
draft supplement have been considered by the NRC staff in preparation of this final supplement
to the EA. Those comments and the staff's responses are summarized in the Appendix to this
supplement. It should be noted, as discussed in Section 3.1 of this EA, that NRC interacts
continuously and extensively with many Federal, State, and local agencies on a broad range of
security matters, and will continue to do so.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The NRC staff concludes that the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI, even when potential terrorist attacks on the facility are considered, will not result
in a significant effect on the human environment. NRC security requirements, imposed through
regulations and orders, and implemented through the licensee's security plans, in combination
with the design requirements for dry cask storage systems, provide adequate protection against
successful terrorist attacks on ISFSIs. Therefore, a terrorist attack that would result in a
significant release of radiation affecting the public is not reasonably expected to occur.

7.0 FINAL FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The environmental impacts-of-the proposed action, namely, the approval of a site-specific
license to build and operate an ISFSI, to be located on the site of the DCPP, in San Luis Obispo
County, California, have been reviewed in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 51.
As set forth in the Supplement to the Environmental Assessment above (which this final finding
incorporates by reference), NRC has considered the potential for terrorist attacks on the facility,
and has determined that the storage of spent nuclear fuel at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI will not
have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment, based on the facility design
features and the mitigative security measures incorporated as part of the NRC licensing action
-and in response to NRC security orders:- These design features and mitigative security

measures will provide high assurance that substantial environmental impacts will be avoided
and thereby reduced to a non-significant risk level. Therefore, in accordance with 10 CFR
51.31, NRC has determined that this action does not warrant the preparation of an
Environmental Impact Statement, and has further determined that a final Finding of No
Significant Impact is appropriate. A Notice of availability of this supplement to the EA and final
FONSI will be published in the Federal Register.

Documents related to this action, including the original Diablo Canyon ISFSI EA and FONSI,
and the Diablo Canyon ISFSI license, are available electronically at NRC's Electronic Reading
Room at http://www.nrc.qov/reading-rm/adams.html. From this site, you can access NRC's
Agencywide Document Access and Management System (ADAMS), which provides text and
image files of NRC's public documents. The ADAMS accession number for the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI EA is ML032970337, and for the ISFSI license and related documents, the number is
ML040780107. If you do not have access to ADAMS, or if there are problems in accessing the
documents located in ADAMS, contact NRC's Public Document Room (PDR) Reference staff at
1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail, to pdr~nrc.qov. These documents may also be
viewed electronically on the public computers located at NRC's PDR, O1-F21, One White Flint
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North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockvile, MD 20852. The PDR reproduction contractor will copy
documents for a fee.
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APPENDIX
PUBLIC COMMENTS ON THE SUPPLEMENT TO THE

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR THE DIABLO CANYON ISFSI

Background:

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff published a notice in the Federal
Register on May 31, 2007 (72 FR 30398), requesting public review and comment on the
supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA) and draft Finding of No Significant Impact
(FONSI) for the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI). As
described in the notice, the NRC issued this supplemental EA to address the environmental
impacts from potential terrorist acts against the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. The notice established
July 2, 2007, as the deadline for submitting public comments on the supplemental EA and draft
FONSI. Approximately 32 individual comment documents (i.e., letters, facsimiles, and e-mails)
were received by the NRC.

In the public notice, the NRC staff provided a summary of the supplemental EA and draft
FONSI, as well as information on how to access or obtain copies of the document. An
electronic version of the supplemental EA and draft FONSI, and background information (e.g.,
the NRC staff's initial EA for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI) were made accessible through the
NRC's web site at (http://www.nrc.gov/waste/spent-fuel-storage/diablo-canyon-isfsi.html) and
through the NRC's Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS)
database on the NRC's web site. The Diablo Canyon ISFSI web page.alsoprovtdes a listing of
all public comments received, which are available through ADAMS.

Comment Review:

The NRC staff reviewed each comment document and considered whether the comments
warranted a revision to the supplemental EA. Of the 32 comment documents received, 12 were
nearly identical letters, and many other comments related to the same issues raised in those
letters. As a result, the staff has grouped the comments on similar topics and issues together,
and developed 17 general comment areas. This appendix identifies each of these 17 general
comment areas, along with the NRC staff's corresponding responses. If a comment has
prompted the staff to revise the supplemental EA, that is noted in the staff's response. In cases
where a comment does not warrant a detailed response, the NRC staff provides an explanation
as to why no further response is necessary. The NRC staff considered all comments received
during the public comment period. One additional comment was received on July 31, 2007; it
was essentially identical to the 12 nearly identical letters previously received.

Major Issues and Topics of Concern:

The majority of the comments received specifically addressed the reviews, analyses, and
issues contained in the supplemental EA, including security, safety, and the NRC's
environmental review process. A number of commenters were concerned about the quality of
the EA supplement and its findings; most disagreed with the FONSI and stated that an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) should be prepared; one commenter agreed with the
FONSI. Several other comments addressed topics and issues that were not part of the review
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process for the proposed action. These included comments about the U.S. government's
policies regarding terrorism; radiological and other environmental impacts and vulnerabilities of
nuclear power plants and spent fuel pools; emergency planning concerns not unique to the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI; and the potential for storage of spent fuel from other sites (which would
require a separate NRC licensing action and its associated environmental review). Because
these issues did not directly relate to the environmental effects of the proposed action and were
outside the scope of the NEPA review of the proposed action, the NRC staff did not prepare
detailed responses to these comments.

Summarized below are the comments and NRC responses. The complete comment letters are
available as a matter of public record from NRC's public document room, which is accessible
online at http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams/web-based.html. Select the "Begin ADAMS
Search" link. Type in the accession number for the desired document from the table below in
the Search box, and select "Search." Table 1 provides a list of the public comments received
during the supplemental EA comment period and the ADAMS Accession Number for each
document. Alternatively, these comments can be accessed from the same table on the NRC's
web page at: http://www.nrc.qov/waste/soent-fuel-storage/diablo-canyon-isfsi.html, by clicking
on the highlighted accession number for the desired document.

Table 1: Public Comments Received on the May 29, 2007,
Supplemental Environmental Assessment for the

Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

Comment NAME Affiliation ADAMS Accession

Number Number

1 Jill ZamEk Member of the Public ML071780044

2 Cheryl VonderAhe Member of the Public ML071780048

3 Richard Keller Member of the Public ML071780050

4 Lynne Harkins Member of the Public ML071780051

5 Russell Hodin Member of the Public ML071780053

6 Steven Zamek Member of the Public ML071780054

7 Frances Scafidi Member of the Public ML071780055

8 Mark R. Phillips Member of the Public ML071780056

9 Jordan Ek Member of the Public ML071780060

10 Sherri Danoff (Gooding) Avila Valley Advisory ML071780057
Council

11 Henriette Groot Member of the Public ML071780061

12 June Cochran Member of the Public ML071780065
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Comment NAME Affiliation ADAMS Accession

Number Number

13 Judith B. Evered Member of the Public ML071780066

14 Barbara Scott Member of the Public ML071830445

15 Susan Biesek Member of the Public ML071830447

16 Gene A. and Linda C. Members of the Public ML071830448
Nelson

17 Betty McElhill Member of the Public ML071830453

18 Robert R. Loux State of Nevada ML071870031
Joseph C. Strolin

19 Michele Boyd Public Citizen ML071870032

20 Elie Axelroth Member of the Public ML071870033

21 Marina Bethlenfalvay Member of the Public ML071870036

22 Diane Curran San Luis Obispo ML071870143
Mothers For Peace

23 Dianne R. Nielson State of Utah MLO71870037
Denise Chancellor

24 Lucy J. Swanson Member of the Public ML071870038

25 Joseph Mangano Radiation and the ML071870039
Public Health Project

26 Phillip Musegaas Riverkeeper, Inc. MLO71870135

27 Loulena Miles Tri-Valley CAREs ML071870137

28 Kevin Kamps Nuclear Information ML071870138
and Resource Service

29 Linda Gunter Beyond Nuclear/ ML071870140
Nuclear Policy
Research Institute

30 Rochelle Becker Alliance for Nuclear ML071870142
Responsibility

31 Rochelle Becker Alliance for Nuclear ML071870146
Responsibility

32 Andrew Christie Sierra Club ML071870149
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Comments and Responses:

Comment 1: Commenters stated that the supplement to the EA does not meet National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requirements, expressing their belief that the supplement was
simplistic and inadequate. Commenters cited concerns that no analysis was done by the staff
specifically for the supplement, that the discussion is overly generic, and that the source term
(released material) is not disclosed in the supplement. The commenters also stated that the
staff should have identified the sources or references for its conclusions and consulted with
other agencies.

NRC Response:

The original EA issued for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI addressed all environmental impacts with
the exception of those potentially resulting from terrorism. Therefore, the supplement alone is
not intended to comply with all NEPA requirements; the supplement must be read in
conjunction with the original EA. The supplement addressing terrorism is premised on analyses
of the potential consequences of a terrorist attack on an ISFSI. The staff cannot provide
specific details of the analyses (such as the source term used), nor the supporting background
documents, due to the sensitive nature of the information. However, some of these reference
documents have been listed in the final EA supplement in response to these comments (and
are also listed at the end of this appendix). These analyses were begun following the
September 2001, terrorist attacks to evaluate whether the existing security requirements and
the security measures subsequently imposed by orders were sufficient to provide adequate
protection against successful terrorist attacks on nuclear facilities: These analyses, which are
the security assessments referred to in the EA, were begun in 2002 and completed in 2006,
when the NRC determined that the security measures (imposed by regulations and orders) in
place for ISFSs were adequate.

The ISFSI security assessments are not "one time only" assessments. The NRC has a
Commission-approved process to re-assess ISFSI security to address a number of different
factors, including (but not limited to) the receipt of a new application for or an amendment to a
license or certificate, an occurrence of a relevant operating or security event, and/or a change
in the current threat environment. The NRC is continually assessing the threat environment
and assessing whether additional security measures are warranted. This process involves
continual coordination with other agencies, such as the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS). While NRC did not specifically consult with DHS or other agencies on the particular
matters addressed in the Diablo Canyon ISFSI supplemental EA, the supplement was provided
for public comment and was available to other government agencies. Further, it should be
noted that the NRC did engage in consultation with other agencies, including the California
Energy Commission, the California Office of Historic Preservation and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, in developing the original EA regarding the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

In developing the EA supplement, the staff relied on the generic ISFSI security assessment
information and also performed specific analyses to account for Diablo Canyon site-specific
characteristics. The specific threat scenarios and source terms analyzed are sensitive
information that cannot be disclosed publicly. The staff's analyses comply with the
requirements of NEPA to the extent possible without divulging sensitive or Classified
Information.
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Comment 2: Commenters stated that the methodology used by the NRC to identify all
reasonably foreseeable impacts has not been sufficiently explained, that terms used in the EA,
such as "plausible," are not adequately defined, and that the supplement relies on unjustified
assumptions.

NRC Response:

The details of the NRC's security assessments cannot be disclosed publicly because of the
sensitive nature of the information. However, general information about the manner in which
the security assessments were performed may be, and was, disclosed (see Section 4.0 in the
EA supplement). The threat scenarios considered in the security assessments were selected
by NRC, based on intelligence information regarding trends and actual, demonstrated
capabilities of potential adversaries, gathered through regular consultations with' federal and law
enforcement agencies, and the intelligence community. Scenarios which were deemed not
reasonable (i.e., not "plausible") based on this information were excluded from further analysis
in the security assessments.

Comment 3: Commenters stated that the supplement did not provide a sufficient basis for not
preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). One commenter expressed concern that
the approach taken in staff's EA will establish a precedent for the manner in which the staff will
approach the assessment of terrorism impacts for Yucca Mountain.

NRC Response:

The NRC requirements at 10 CFR Part 51, "Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic
Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions," require that an Environmental Impact Statement
be prepared for licensing actions that (1) constitute a major federal action significantly affecting
the environment, or (2) the Commission has determined should be covered by an EIS
(10 CFR 51.20). For actions such as this one, which do not meet either criterion, an
Environmental Assessment (EA) is prepared, unless the action falls within the scope of a
categorical exclusion as provided in 10 CFR 51.22. When an EA is prepared, there are two-
possible outcomes: A Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), or, the determination that
there may be significant environmental impacts, which then requires preparation of an EIS.
Simply stated, the EA can be viewed as the first (and possibly only) step in conducting the
NRC's environmental review. NRC regulations at 10 CFR 51.31 st a-fe-, lJpooh-5-mpletion of an
environmental assessment, the appropriate NRC staff director will determine whether to
prepare an environmental impact statement or a finding of no significant impact on the
proposed action." Because the staff determined in the initial EA for this action, and in the
supplemental EA regarding terrorist acts, that there would not be any significant environmental
impacts from the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI,
the staff did not prepare an EIS.

The staff's.environmental review of other licensing actions is separate from and independent of
the specific review for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. The NRC's environmental review for the
Yucca Mountain license application, if an application is submitted, will be performed in
accordance with the requirements of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act and 10 CFR Part 63. Under
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the NWPA, any EIS prepared by DOE must be adopted by the Commission to the extent
practicable.

Comment 4: Many commenters indicated that the EA supplement fails to consider broader
credible terrorist scenarios having significant environmental impacts, such as a general
aviation, bomb-laden aircraft, adversaries using TOW missiles, and a jet fuel fire.

NRC Response:

NRC's choice of scenarios was informed by information gathered through NRC's regular
interactions with the law enforcement and intelligence communities, as mentioned in Section
3.1 of the EA supplement. The specific scenarios considered cannot be publicly disclosed,
beyond the description in Section 4.0 of the EA supplement, due to the sensitive nature of the
information.

Comment 5: Several commenters indicated that they felt the EA supplement failed to address
impacts other than early fatalities. The impacts that these commenters wanted to see
addressed included land contamination, illness, delayed fatalities, cleanup cost, doses to
workers and emergency responders, emergency evacuation, and effects on the economy and
infrastructure.

NRC Response:

As explained in the EA supplement, the staff has determined the probability of a successful
terrorist attack (i.e., one which results in a significant radiological event), to be very low.
Specifically, actions taken since September 11, 2001, both diminish the probability of an attack
occurring.at nuclear facilities and enhance the response capabilities if an attack were to occur.
Further, the probability of such an attack being effectively carried out and leading to a
significant radiological event is even lower. Based on this reasoning and the staffs
consequence analysis, the staff considers there to be no significant environmental impacts from
terrorist acts against the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. This approach, in which the staff assesses the
significance of environmental impacts based on the probability of occurrence, is consistent with
the manner in which the.NRC evaluates the impacts of accidents in environmental analyses.
To clear up some apparent confusion, the EA supplement did not consider early fatalities as a
measure of environmental impact. For the EA supplement, the staff performed a dose
assessment that used a source term derived from the security assessment work, which was
based on a hypothetical release resulting from a terrorist attack. The staff also assumed
national average meteorological conditions in making an initial estimate of the dose at the
location of the nearest resident. Then, the staff applied Diablo Canyon site-specific dispersion
parameters, to generate a dose estimate to the nearest resident that was more representative
of the actual conditions at the site. That revised dose estimate was used by the staff in
assessing environmental impact. The EA supplement has been revised to help clarify this
point.

Comment 6: Some commenters stated that the EA supplement fails to address the
Department of Homeland Security's (DHS) National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP)
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NRC Response:

DHS's National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) does not impose requirements on
participating agencies regarding specific NEPA analyses. As described in the EA supplement,
NRC continues to coordinate extensively with DHS, other federal agencies, state and local
governments, the private sector, and international partners in developing a framework for
reducing risk, fostering cooperation and information sharing related to nuclear Sector Specific
Plans (components of the broader NIPP). Therefore, NRC's participation in the NIPP serves, in
part, as an ongoing assessment of the adequacy of the Agency's security requirements and
programs, which will continue to inform NRC's policy decisions and actions in this area.

Comment 7: Some commenters stated that'the EA supplement fails to address cumulative
environmental impacts of fuel stored in the spent fuel pool (SFP). One commenter stated that
the SFPs at Diablo Canyon should be reconfigured to reduce the density of the stored spent
fuel assemblies.

NRC Response:

Cumulative impact is defined as "the impact on the environment which results from the
incremental impact of the action, when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions...." (40 CFR 1508.7). The staff previously considered the
cumulative impacts of the ISFSI and reactor operation in the original EA (Section 5.4),
concluding that, "The impact of the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI, when combined with
previously evaluated effects fromthe Diablo Canyon Power Plant, is not anticipated to result in
any significant cumulative impact at the site." The environmental impacts of reactor operation,
including those resulting from potential events involving the spent fuel pool, were addressed in
the Final Environmental Statement (FES) issued as part of the original licensing process for the
Diablo Canyon reactors. Because the staff has determined in the supplemental EA that, based
on the overall risk, there would not be any significant environmental impacts resulting from
terrorist acts against the ISFSI, the staff's previous determination is unchanged. The question
of whether the spent fuel pool at the reactor should be reconfigured to reduce the density of the
assemblies in the pool is not a matter within the scope of this NEPA review for the ISFSI. The
environmental review for the current configuration was conducted during the staff's review of
the operating reactor license amendment that authorized the current density of assemblies in
the spent fuel pool.

Comment 8: A few commenters indicated that the EA supplement does not adequately
address emergency planning concerns. One commenter expressed concern regarding
emergency evacuation routes in the community of Avila Beach, due to limited roads, ongoing
construction, and a large tourist population. A few commenters requested an explanation of the
emergency planning actions that are credited for mitigating impacts in the EA supplement.

NRC Response:

The issues raised, including the adequacy of evacuation routes, concern the emergency plan
for the entire Diablo Canyon site, and are therefore beyond the scope of the staff's NEPA
review for the ISFSI. The NRC reviews and approves emergency plans for reactor sites in its
review of operating license applications. In accordance with NRC regulations, because the
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Diablo Canyon ISFSI is located at the same site as an operating reactor, the previously-
approved emergency plan for that reactor site also applies to the ISFSI. As discussed in NRC's
March 22, 2004, safety evaluation report, the staff reviewed the proposed changes to the Diablo
Canyon emergency plan to incorporate the ISFSI, and found that the revised plan provides
reasonable assurance that facility personnel will be able to respond appropriately to any
emergency conditions associated with the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. In general, emergency
planning issues are considered in the staff's safety reviews and not in the staff's environmental
reviews.

The EA supplement does not take credit for emergency planning actions in determining the
radiological impact on nearby residents, but merely indicates that emergency planning and
response actions could further mitigate (i.e., reduce) impacts in some situations.

Comment 9: Several commenters indicated that the EA supplement does not address
alternatives; including design changes to the ISFSI.

NRC Response:

The NRC's requirements at 10 CFR 51.30(a)(1 )(ii) require that an EA include "alternatives as
required by Section 102(2)(E) of NEPA," which states that "all agencies of the Federal
Government shall study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to recommended
courses of action in any proposal which involves unresolved conflicts concerning allernative
uses of available resources." NRC staff guidance further clarifies this by stating, "alternatives
should be considered in an EA (i) if there is some identifiable environmental-impact from the
proposed action, and (ii) if the objective of the proposed action can be achieved in one of two or
more ways that will have differing impacts on the environment. For those actions involving a
very small impact, it is reasonable to consider a very limited range of alternatives....At a
minimum, the no-action alternative must be addressed," NUREG-1748, Section 3.4.4.

The staff's original EA for the Diablo Canyon lSFSl did consider the no action alternative, and
included a discussion of both siting and design alternatives, including several different locations
on the DCPP site for.the ISFSI. Design alternatives considered included re-racking the spent
fuel pools with higher density fuel racks, consolidating spent fuel rods, building a new spent fuel
storage pool, and others. The alternatives considered, including off-site shipment-of spent fuel,
are summarized in Section 2.2 of the EA supplement, and discussed more fully in Section 3.0 of
the original EA. The staff's original EA also described PG&E's consideration of several different
spent fuel dry cask storage systems. Thus, the staff concludes that the EA sufficiently covered
consideration of alternatives.

Comment 10: One commenter indicated that the supplemental EA implies that security
requirements for ISFSIs have not been upgraded post-9/11.

NRC Response:

NRC ISFSI security requirements have been upgraded since the events of September 11, 2001.
As stated in Section 3.2 of the supplemental EA, PG&E was issued an Order imposing
Additional Security Measures (ASMs) for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI on May 5, 2005. PG&E must
implement all required ASMs prior to any spent fuel being moved to the ISFSI. NRC will review
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and approve any changes to the site Physical Security Plan, as necessary, and will verify
implementation of the revised plan by conducting on-site inspections. The detailed ASMs issued
to PG&E for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI are designated as SAFEGUARDS INFORMATION (SGI),
and are therefore not available to the public.

Comment 11: One commenter indicated that the EA supplement is inconsistent when it states
in one place that the probability of an attack cannot readily be quantified, but later states that
this protective strategy reduces the risk to an acceptable level.

NRC Response:

The staff does not view these statements as inconsistent. As discussed in Section 4.0 of the
EA Supplement, while the probability of an attack cannot be reliably quantified, NRC has
implemented measures that provide high assurance that a terrorist act will not lead to significant
radiological consequences. Thus the risk, which considers both the likelihood of a successful
attack and the potential radiological consequences, can be qualitatively assessed to be
acceptable.

Comment 12: A few commenters indicated that the EA supplement fails to consider all
activities related to spent fuel storage in the ISFSI, including the need for continued storage
beyond the life-expectancy of the casks, the transportation of spent fuel, and the potential for
storage of spent fuel originating at other nuclear power plants.

NRC Response:

The original and supplemental EA examine the impacts of the proposed licensing action,
specifically for the construction and operation of an ISFSI at DCPP, for a period not to exceed
20 years (the term of the ISFSI license). In addition, the EA considers cumulative impacts from
the operating reactor and the spent fuel storage pool (see the response to comment 7), but
consideration of spent nuclear fuel from other sites is beyond the scope of the NEPA review for
this licensing action. The environmental impacts of offsite transportation of all of the Diablo
Canyon spent fuel have been specifically addressed in the previous environmental reviews for
initial plant licensing (FES) and for subsequent license amendments for the DCPP, and in other
NRC environmental reviews related to spent fuel transportation. Onsite transfer of spent fuel
was among the activities evaluated in the staff's safety review of the ISFSI license application,
as discussed in the NRC's March 22, 2004, safety evaluation report.

Comment 13: One commenter expressed support for the NRC staffs FONSI determination.

NRC Response:

This comment did not question the adequacy of the staff's review, nor request additional
analyses or clarification, therefore no response is required.

Comment 14: A few commenters stated that the casks are not full-scale tested, nor licensed to
withstand an attack, and that the cask design provides inadequate protection against terrorist
acts.
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NRC Response:

Spent fuel casks are subject to comprehensive regulatory requirements intended to ensure the
integrity of the spent fuel. All cask designs are subject to extensive review by the NRC as part
of the approval process. Although full-scale testing is not required, state-of-the-art computer
modeling is used by applicants, and independently verified by NRC, to perform detailed
analyses of cask behavior when subjected to a spectrum of postulated events. This process
ensures that the casks are robust. The license conditions and security measures for the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI ensure that the casks will be under continual surveillance. To mitigate the
possibility of a successful attack on storage casks, multiple layers of security measures are
provided (dual fences, alarms, closed circuit television cameras, appropriately trained and
equipped security guards, patrols, agreements with local law enforcement agencies, etc.). The
combination of the spent fuel casks' robust design features and the enhanced security
measures in effect at ISFSIs provide the necessary level of protection needed to mitigate a
potential terrorist attack.

Comment 15: One commenter indicated that NRC security regulations and orders for ISFSIs
provide insufficient protection to mitigate environmental consequences. The commenter noted
that ISFSIs are not required to protect against the malevolent use of an airborne vehicle.

NRC Response:

As discussed in the supplemental EA, the staff did consider malevolent use of an airborne
vehicle in its security assessments for ISFSIs and in its analysis performed in the supplemental
EA, even though licensees are not required to protect against such a scenario. NRC issued an
Order imposing additional security measures for the Diablo Canyon ISFS1 to PG&E on May 5,
2005. These security measures provide high assurance that ISFSIs are adequately protected
against plausible threat scenarios, and that an attempted attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI
will not result in a significant radiological event. The security assessments confirmed the
adequacy of-the current safety and security measures in place for ISFSIs.

Comment 16: Two commenters requested an extension to the 30-day comment period for the
supplemental EA. One of these stated that the deadline should be extended for at least 30
additional days, and suggested that area residents did not receive adequate notice of the
opportunity to comment. This commenter further stated that a public hearing should occur
within the extended public comment deadline so that the community will have an opportunity to
learn about this important project firsthand. The second commenter requested an extension of
two additional months to the comment period, given the vital safety, security, and environmental
issues the DCNPP ISFSI proposal raises.

NRC Response:

The NRC published a "Notice of Availability of Supplement to the Environmental Assessment
and Draft Finding of No Significant Impact for the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel
Storage Installation" in the Federal Reqister on May 31, 2007. In addition, the NRC provided
electronic access to the Notice and to the supplemental EA and Draft FONSI on its public
website. The NRC issued a press release on May 29, 2007, announcing the issuance of the
Notice and the supplemental EA and the opportunity to provide comments, and the story was
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covered by the local news media in the San Luis Obispo area. The process for providing
comments in response to the Notice was also described at a public meeting held by NRC in
San Luis Obispo, California, on June 26, 2007.

The Notice indicated that the NRC staff would consider comments submitted after the 30-day
period, if it was practical to do so. Only one late-submitted comment was received by the staff,
on July 31, 2007, and that comment was essentially identical to several previous comments.
Therefore, the staff believes that adequate notice and opportunity to submit comments were
provided.

Comment 17: One commenter indicated that there is an apparent contradiction between
statements in the EA supplement regarding dispersion of radioactive material. The commenter
cited the statements that, in the event of an attack breaching the casks, "a large amount of the
radioactive material would remain in solid form and would not be dispersed beyond the
immediate vicinity of the ISFSI," and the observation of "the greater degree of dispersion of
airborne radioactive material likely to occur at the site."

NRC Response:

The staff does not believe that the statements are contradictory. The staff maintains that for a
postulated scenario where the multiple barriers protecting the spent fuel are breached, most of
the radioactive material released would be in solid form, locally deposited in the immediate area
of the ISFSI. Only a small fraction of the radioactive material released would be in the form of
fine particulate material able to be suspended in air, or in the form of radioactive gases. The
atmospheric dispersion factors for the Diablo Canyon site would result in greater dispersion
(i.e., greater dilution) for the fine particulates that become airborne and for gases than the
dispersion factors used in the NRC's generic analyses, thus any estimated dose to a member of
the public would be lower than for the generic analyses. The EA supplement has been revised
to help clarify this point.
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[7590-01-P]

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

[Docket No. 72-26]

Notice of Availability of Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and
Final Finding of No Significant Impact for the

Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Notice of Availability and Finding of No Significant Impact.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is

issuing a supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Diablo Canyon

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) and a final Finding of No Significant Impact

(FONSI). NRC issued the EA and initial FONSI for this action on October 24, 2003, and

subsequently issued a license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI to the Pacific Gas and Electric

Company (PG&E), on March 22, 2004. The license authorizes PG&E to receive, possess,

store, and transfer spent nuclear fuel and associated radioactive materials resulting from the

operation of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant in an ISFSI at the site for a term of 20 years. NRC

is issuing this supplement to the EA and final FONSI in response to the June 2, 2006, decision

by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9'h Cir. 2006). This supplement to the EA addresses the environmental

impacts from potential terrorist acts against the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: James R. Hall, Senior Project Manager,

Licensing Branch, Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation, Mail Stop EBB-3D-02M,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, 20555-0001. Telephone: (301) 492-

3319; e-mail: irhanrc.oov.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Introduction

On December 21, 2001, PG&E subrmitted an application to NRC, requesting a site-

specific license to build and operate an ISFSI, to be located on the site of the Diablo Canyon

Power Plant, in San Luis Obispo County, California. In accordance with the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC staff issued an EA for this action on October 24,

2003, in conformance with NRC requirements specified in 10 CFR 51.21 and 51.30, and the

associated guidance in NRC report NUREG-1748, "Environmental Review Guidance for

Licensing Actions Associated with NMSS Programs." Based on the EA, NRC also issued a

FONSI for this action on October 24, 2003, in accordance with 10 CFR 51.31 and 51.32.

On March 22, 2004, the NRC staff issued Materials License No. SNM-2511 to PG&E,

pursuant to 10 CFR Part 72, authorizing PG&E to receive, possess, store, and transfer spent

nuclear fuel and associated radioactive materials resulting from the operation of the Diablo

Canyon Power Plant in an ISFSI at the site for a term of 20 years. PG&E has begun

construction of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI and currently plans to start transferring spent fuel to

the ISFSI in mid-2008.

After NRC's issuance of the license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace and other parties filed suit in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, asking that NRC be required to consider terrorist acts in its environmental review

associated with this licensing action. In its decision of June 2, 2006, San Luis Obispo Mothers

for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9t" Cir. 2006), the Ninth Circuit held that NRC could not

categorically refuse to consider the consequences of a terrorist attack under NEPA and

remanded the case to NRC.

In response to the Ninth Circuit decision, the Commission issued a Memorandum and

Order on February 26, 2007, directing the NRC staff to prepare a revised EA, addressing the
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likelihood of a terrorist attack at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI site and the potential consequences

of such an attack- On May 29, 2007, the NRC staff issued a preliminary supplement to the EA

and draft FONSI to address the environmental impacts from potential terrorist acts against the

Diablo Canyon ISFSI. On May 31, 2007, NRC published a notice of availability in the Federal

Registe (72 FR 30398), providing opportunity for public comment on the preliminary

supplement to the EA and draft FONSI and establishing July 2, 2007, as the deadline to submit

comments. Approximately 32 individual comment documents (i.e., letters, facsimiles, and e-

mails) were received by the NRC. Of the 32 comment documents received, 12 were nearly

identical letters, and many others contained the same or similar comments. As a result, the

NRC staff grouped similar or related comments together and developed 17 general comment

areas. NRC's summary of the comments received and its responses are provided in an

appendix to the final supplemental EA.

The October 24, 2003, EA and FONSI, the license and supporting documents, and the

preliminary supplement to the EA and draft FONSI are available on NRC's website at:

http://www.nrc.gov/waste.html, by selecting "Diablo Canyon ISFSI," in the Quick Links box.

II. Summary of Final Supplement to the EA for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI

In the supplement to the EA, the NRC staff has considered the potential radiological

impacts of terrorist acts on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. NRC has established requirements and

has initiated several actions designed to provide high assurance that a terrorist attack would not

lead to a significant radiological event at an ISFSI. These include: (1) NRC's continual

evaluation of the threat environment, in coordination with the intelligence and law enforcement

communities, which provides, in part, the basis for the protective measures currently required;

(2) the protective measures that are in place to reduce the chance of an attack that leads to a

significant release of radiation; (3) the robust design of dry cask storage systems, which provide
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substantial resistance to penetration; and (4) NRC security assessments of the potential

consequences of terrorist attacks against ISFSIs.

The supplement to the EA describes the security measures for ISFSIs and discusses

the security assessments performed by NRC, which confirmed that the existing security

requirements, imposed by regulations and orders, are adequate to provide high assurance that

a terrorist attack on an ISFSI will not lead to significant radiological consequences. Threat

scenarios considered in the generic security assessments for ISFSIs included a large aircraft

impact similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11, 2001. and ground assaults using

expanded adversary characteristics consistent with the design basis threat for radiological

sabotage for nuclear power plants.

The NRC staff compared the assumptions used in its generic ISFSI security

assessments to the relevant features of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Based on this comparison,

the staff determined that the assumptions used in these generic security assessments,

regarding the storage cask design, the amount of radioactive material that could be released,

and the atmospheric dispersion, were representative, and in some cases, conservative, relative

to the actual characteristics for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. The staff determined that any dose to

affected residents nearest to the Diablo Canyon site calculated using site-specific parameters

will be much lower than doses calculated using the assumptions made for the generic

assessments. Based on these considerations, the dose to the nearest affected resident, from

even the most severe plausible threat scenarios (the ground assault and aircraft impact

scenarios discussed above) would likely be well below 5 rem. In many scenarios, the

hypothetical dose to an individual in the affected population could be substantially less than 5

rem, or none at all.

In the supplement (based also on the initial EA), the NRC staff concludes that the

construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, even when potential

terrorist attacks on the facility are considered, will not result in a significant effect on the human
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environment. NRC security requirements, imposed through regulations and orders, and

implemented through the licensee's security plans, in combination with the design requirements

for dry cask storage systems, provide adequate protection against successful terrorist attacks

on ISFSls. Therefore, a terrorist attack that would result in a significant release of radiation

affecting the public is not reasonably expected to occur.

Ill. Final Finding of No Significant Impact

The NRC staff has prepared a supplement to the EA related to the construction and

operation of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 51.

As set forth in the supplement to the EA, NRC has considered the potential for terrorist attacks

on the facility, and has determined that the storage of spent nuclear fuel at the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI will not have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment, based on the

facility design features and the mitigative security measures incorporated as part of the NRC

licensing action and in response to NRC security orders. These design features and mitigative

security measures will provide high assurance that substantial environmental impacts will be

avoided and thereby reduced to a non-significant risk level. On the basis of the initial EA and

this supplement, NRC has concluded that there are no significant environmental impacts, and

the proposed action does not warrant the preparation of an Environmental Impact Statement.

Therefore, in accordance with 10 CFR 51.31, NRC has determined that issuance of a final

FONSI is appropriate.

IV. Further Information

Documents related to this action, including the May 29, 2007, preliminary supplement to

the EA and draft FONSI; the August 30, 2007, EA supplement and final FONSI; the October 24,

2003, EA; and the Diablo Canyon ISFSI license and supporting documentation, are available
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electronically, at NRC's Electronic Reading Room, at:

http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/adams.html. From this site, you can access NRC's Agencywide

Document Access and Management System (ADAMS), which provides text and image files of

NRC's public documents. The ADAMS accession number for the supplement to the EA and

draft FONSI is ML071280256, and for the EA supplement and final FONSI, the accession

number is ML07240051 1. The ADAMS accession number for the October 24, 2003, EA is

ML032970337, and for the ISFSI license and related documents, the accession number is

ML040780107. If you do not have access to ADAMS, or if there are problems in accessing the

documents located in ADAMS, contact NRC's Public Document Room (PDR) Reference staff at

1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail to pdr.nrc.gov.

These documents may also be viewed electronically on the public computers located at

NRC's PDR, O1-F21, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852. The

PDR reproduction contractor will copy documents, for a fee.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland this 30th day of August, 2007.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

Robert A. Nelson, Chief,
Licensing Branch,
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation,
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
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NRCREP - Comments on Supplement to Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment

From: "Diane Curran" <dcurran @ harmoncurran.com> ;_-/ .
To: <NRCREP@nrc.gov>
Date: 07/02/2007 1:44 PM
Subject: Comments on Supplement to Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment
CC: <jrh@nrc.gov>, "Gordon Thompson" <gthompson @irss-usa.org>, <janeslo@kcbx.net>, <jzk@charter.net>,

<gradofcal @ yahoo.com>, <hankliz@charter.net>, <morgan.rafferty@gmail.com>

BY E-1
Chief,
Mail S
U.S. N
Washin
NRCR

MAIL TO:
Rulemaking, Directives and Editing Branch
top T6-D59
uclear Regulatory Commission
ngton, D.C. 20555-0001
EP@nrc.gov - 7

SUBJECT: Supplement to Environmental Assessment for Diablo Canyon, ISFSI, Docket No3.72-26

5~~

Dear Madam/Sir:

On behalf of the San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, I am responding to your request for public comment on the
Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Draft Finding of No Significant Impact Related to the Construction

and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (May 29, 2007) ("EA Supplement").
SLOMFP's concerns about the gross inadequacy of the EA Supplement to satisfy the National Environmental Policy
Act are presented in SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S CONTENTIONS AND REQUEST FOR A
HEARING REGARDING DIABLO CANYON ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT SUPPLEMENT ("SLOMFP's
Contentions and Hearing Request"), which SLOMFP filed with the NRC'Commissioners on June 28, 2007, and
corrected on June 29, 2007. A corrected copy of SLOMFP's Contentions and Hearing Request, including the attached
declaration and expert report of Dr. Gordon Thompson, is attached.

Please treat SLOMFP's Contentions and Hearing Request as its comments on the EA Supplement.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Diane Curran

Cc: James R. Hall, Senior Project Manager
Licensing Branch
NRC Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
jrh@nrc.gov

San LuisObispo Mothers for Peace
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SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
AND DRAFT FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

FOR THE DIABLO CANYON
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has prepared this supplement to
the Environmental Assessment (EA) and draft finding of no significant impact (FONSI) for the
Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI), at the direction of the
Commission, in response to the June 2006 decision by the United States Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit [San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016, 1028 (9th Cir.
2006)]. This supplement to the EA addresses the environmental impacts from potential terrorist
acts directed at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

1.1 Description of the Proposed Action

By letter dated December 21, 2001, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) submitted
an application to NRC, requesting a site-specific license to build and operate an ISFSI, to be
located on the site of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant, in San Luis Obispo County, California. In
accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC staff issued an EA for
this action on October 24, 2003, in conformance with NRC requirements specified in 10 CFIR
51.21 and 51.30, and the associated guidance in NRC report NUREG-1748, "Environmental
Review Guidance for Licensing Actions Associated with NMSS Programs." The Commission
defines and EA in 10 CFR 51.14(a), as a concise public document that briefly provides
sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to prepare an environmental impact
statement or a FONSI. A FONSI, in turn, is defined as a concise public document that briefly
states the reasons why an action will not have a significant effect on the human environment
and therefore does not require the preparation of an environmental impact statement [10 CFR
51.14(a)]. Based on the above EA, NRC also issued a FONSI for this action on October 24,
2003.

On March 22, 2004, the NRC staff issued Materials License No. SNM-2511 to PG&E, pursuant
to 10 CFR Part 72, authorizing PG&E to receive, possess, store, and transfer spent nuclear fuel
and associated radioactive materials resulting from the operation of the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant (DCPP) in an ISFSI at the site for a term of 20 years. PG&E has begun construction of
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI and currently plans to start transferring spent fuel to the ISFSI in mid-
2008.

1.2 Purpose of this Supplement

In May 2002, during the NRC licensing review for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the San Luis
Obispo Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP) and other citizens' groups petitioned NRC to hold a
hearing to address a number of contentions. One of these contentions argued that NRC must
consider terrorist acts in assessing the environmental impacts of the ISFSI, in order to comply
with NEPA. On December 2, 2002, NRC's Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (ASLB) denied
this contention and referred it to the Commission for review. On January 23, 2003, the
Commission affirmed the ASLB's denial of the terrorism contention.
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After the March 2004 issuance of the Part 72 license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, SLOMFP
and other parties filed a petition for review in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit, asking that NRC be required to consider terrorist acts in its environmental review
associated with this licensing action. In its decision, dated June 2, 2006, San Luis Obispo
Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016, 1028 (9h Cir. 2006), the Ninth Circuit held that NRC
could not categorically refuse to consider the consequences of a terrorist attack under NEPA
and remanded the case to NRC.

In response to the Ninth Circuit decision, the Commission issued Memorandum and Order on
February 26, 2007, directing the NRC staff to prepare a revised EA addressing the likelihood of
a terrorist attack at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI site and the potential consequences of such an
attack.

1.3 Purpose and Need for the Proposed Action

The DCPP, owned and operated by PG&E, consists of two Westinghouse-type pressurized
water reactor units, each rated at a nominal 1,100 Megawatts-electric; each unit has its own
spent fuel storage pool. The Diablo Canyon ISFSI is needed to provide additional spent fuel
storage capacity to ensure that the two DCPP units can continue to generate electricity beyond
the time when the storage capacity of the spent fuel pools is reached. The additional temporary
spent fuel storage capacity provided by the proposed ISFSI will enable PG&E to operate both
units until the current operating licenses expire (September 2021 for Unit 1, and April 2025 for
Unit 2).

2.0 SUMMARY OF DIABLO CANYON ISFSI EA

On October 24, 2003, the NRC staff issued the EA and FONSI for the construction and
operation of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

2.1 Summary of Impacts Considered in the EA

In the EA, the NRC staff concluded that the construction, operation, and decommissioning of
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI will not result in a significant impact on the environment. In reaching
this conclusion, the staff considered the impacts from normal operations and from postulated
accidents. The staff determined that construction impacts of the ISFSI will be minor, and
limited to the small area of the ISFSI site and the excavated-material disposal sites.

The staff also determined that there will be no significant radiological nor non-radiological
environmental impacts from routine operation of the ISFSIL The ISFSl is a passive facility; no
liquid or gaseous effluents will be released from the storage casks during normal operations.
The dose rates to members of the public during normal operations will be limited by the design
of the spent fuel storage casks, so that the cumulative dose to an offsite individual will be a
small fraction of the 100 millirem estimated annual dose received from naturally occurring
terrestrial and cosmic radiation in the vicinity of the DCPP. The impacts from decommissioning
the ISFSI, which will not occur until the spent fuel is removed, were determined to be much less
than the minor impacts of construction and operation.

For'hypothetical accidents, the calculated dose to an individual at the nearest site boundary
was found to be well below the 5 rem limit for accidents set forth in 10 CFR 72.106(b) and in the

2
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U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's protective action guidelines. The NRC staff did not
consider the potential impacts of terrorist acts on the ISFSI in the initial EA.

2.2 Summary of Alternatives Considered in the EA

The alternatives PG&E considered, and the NRC staff addressed in its EA, included the
shipment of spent fuel offsite, other methods to increase on-site spent fuel storage capacity,
and the no-action alternative. In the first category, the alternatives of shipping spent fuel from
Diablo Canyon to a permanent Federal Repository, to a reprocessing facility, or to a privately
owned spent fuel storage facility were determined to be non-viable alternatives, since no such
facilities are currently available in the United States, and shipping the spent fuel overseas is
impractical in light of the political, legal, and logistical uncertainties, and the high cost. Shipping
the DCPP spent fuel to another nuclear power plant was also determined to be a non-viable
alternative, because the receiving utility would have to be licensed to store the DCPP spent
fuel, and it is unlikely that another utility would be willing to accept it, in light of its own
limitations on spent fuel storage capacity.

Other on-site storage alternatives PG&E considered included increasing the capacity of the
existing spent fuel pools by reracking or spent fuel rod consolidation, or construction of a new
spent fuel storage pool. These alternatives were considered impractical, because of the high
costs associated with necessary plant modifications or new construction, coupled with the
significantly higher occupational exposures that would result from the extensive fuel-handling
operations necessary to support these alternatives.

The no-action alternative could result in the extended or permanent shutdown of both DCPP
units many years before the expiration dale of their current operating licenses, once the current
capacities of the units' spent fuel pools are reached. The electrical generation capacity lost
would most likely be replaced by fossil-fueled plants, which could result in greater
environmental impacts and higher costs for electricity. In the short-term, the shutdown of the
DCPP would have a negative impact on the local economy and infrastructure. For these
reasons; the no-action alternative was not considered a practical~alternative.

In the EA, the Commission concluded that there are no significant environmental impacts
associated with the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI, and other alternatives were not pursued
because of significantly higher costs, additional occupational exposures, and the unavailability
of off-site storage options. In this supplement to the EA, the NRC staff has considered potential
terrorist acts against the ISFSI, and after such consideration, has concluded that the
construction and operation of the ISFSI will not result in a significant effect on the human
environment.

3.0 NRC SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ISFSIS

NRC has established requirements and has initiated several actions designed to provide high
assurance that a terrorist attack would not lead to a significant radiological event at an ISFSI.
These include: (1) the continual evaluation of the threat environment by NRC, in coordination
with the intelligence and law enforcement communities, which provides, in part, the basis for the
protective measures currently required; (2) the protective measures that are in place to reduce
the chance of an attack that leads to a significant release of radiation; (3) the robust design of
dry cask storage systems, which provides substantial resistance to penetration; and (4) NRC
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security assessments of the potential consequences of terrorist attacks against ISFSIs, that
inform the decisions made regarding the types and level of protective measures. Over the past
20 years, there have been no known or suspected attempts to sabotage, or to steal, spent fuel
from spent fuel casks at ISFSIs, or to directly attack an ISFSI. Nevertheless, NRC is
continually reevaluating the threat environment, to determine whether any specific threat to
ISFSIs exists.

3.1 General Security Considerations

In response to terrorist attacks in New York and Washington, DC, on September 11, 2001, and to
intelligence information subsequently obtained, the U.S. government initiated nation-wide
measures to reduce the threat of terrorism. These measures included numerous security
enhancements to prevent terrorists from gaining control of commercial aircraft, such as: (1) more
stringent screening of airline passengers and baggage by the Transportation Security
Administration: (2) the increased presence of Federal air marshals on many flights; (3) improved
training of flight crews; and (4) hardening of aircraft cockpits. Additional measures have been
imposed on foreign passenger carriers and domestic and foreign cargo carriers, as well as
charter aircraft. Beyond these measures directed at reducing the potential for terrorists to gain
control of an aircraft, the Federal government has greatly improved the sharing of intelligence
information and the coordination of response actions among Federal, State, and local agencies.
NRC has been an active participant in these efforts; it now has regular and frequent
communications with other Federal, State, and local government agencies and industry
representatives, to discuss and evaluate the current threat environment, to assess the adequacy
of security measures implemented at licensed facilities, and, when necessary, to recommend
additional actions.

NRC expanded its existing Threat Advisory System after the September 11, 2001, terrorist
attacks, to include a broader range of licensees, including ISFSI licensees. NRC has
incorporated the threat condition levels used in the Department of Homeland Security's
Homeland Security Advisory System into its own Threat Advisory System. The NRC threat
assessment staff reviews, analyzes, coordinates, and disseminates threat and intelligence
information relevant to its licensees, at both strategic and tactical levels. The threat
assessment staff also serves as NRC's liaison and coordination staff with other organizations
and agencies, including the intelligence and law enforcement communities. Through these
improved coordination and communication functions, NRC is able to efficiently develop and
transmit advisories to the appropriale licensees, who are then able to take prompt action.
Thus, the broad actions taken by the Federal government and the specific actions taken by
NRC since September 11, 2001, have helped to reduce the potential for terrorist attacks
against NRC-regulated facilities.

3.2 Requirements for ISFSIs

NRC has historically considered the potential impacts of terrorist acts in the development and
implementation of its 10 CFR Part 73 security requirements. NRC's strategy for protecting
public health and safety and the environment focuses on ensuring that its safety and security
requirements, as implemented by licensees, in combination with the design features of dry cask
storage systems, are effective in protecting against successful terrorist attacks on ISFSls.
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NRC security requirements for ISFSs are directed at assuring that terrorists cannot
successfully carry out an attack against an ISFSI. These requirements, which apply to on-site
security measures, are part of a multi-layered Federal security strategy that also consists of on-
going threat assessment, in coordination with other Federal agencies, and measures to identify
and preempt potential terrorist attacks. NRC reviews and approves facility security plans, in
evaluating the adequacy of these on-site measures. As part of the licensing review for the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the NRC staff evaluated and approved revisions to the Diablo Canyon
site security plan that incorporated features of the proposed ISFSI. In that review, transmitted
by letter dated February 4, 2004, the NRC staff determined that the proposed security plan
revisions and facility design features met the requirements of Part 73, "Physical Protection of
Plants and Materials," which were the same requirements for ISFSIs that were in effect before
September 11, 2001. The details of specific security measures for each facility are designated
as Safeguards Information, in accordance with Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act and 10
CFR 73.21, and, for that reason, cannot be released to the public. However, key features of
the security programs for ISFSIs include: (1) physical barriers; (2) surveillance; (3) intrusion
detection; (4) a response to intrusions; and (5) offsite assistance from local law enforcement
agencies, as necessary.

After the September 11 terrorist attacks, the Commission initiated prompt and comprehensive
actions to address both immediate and longer-term security measures for NRC-regulated
facilities. In the months immediately after the attacks, the Commission issued numerous
safeguards and threat advisories to its licensees, to strengthen licensees' capabilities and
readiness to respond to a potential attack on a nuclear facility. As part of the longer-term
efforts, NRC conducted a comprehensive review of the Agency's security program. This review
examined specific threats, such as a land-based vehicle bomb, ground assault with the use of
an insider, and water-borne assaults, which have led to the imposition of additional
requirements, through orders and rules, affecting many categories of licensees, including
ISFSIs.

On October 16, 2002, the Commission issued orders to all licensees of operating ISFSIs to
make mandatory the voluntary actions taken by those licensees in response to the
Commission's advisories, and to implement additional security enhancements identified in
NRC's ongoing comprehensive review of its safeguards and security programs and
requirements. This same order, imposing additional security measures, was issued to PG&E,
for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, on May 5, 2005. These measures, which are to be fully
implemented before the initial movement of spent fuel to the ISFSI, include: (1) increased
security patrols; (2) augmented security forces and weapons; (3) additional security posts; (4)
heightened coordination with local law enforcement and military authorities; (5) enhanced
screening of personnel; and (6) additional limitations on vehicular access. Collectively, these
measures further reduce the already low probability of a successful terrorist attack on an ISFSI,
by establishing a substantial deterrent to an attack; by providing high assurance that an
attempted attack could be detected and effectively resisted; and by mitigating the extent of
damage and the potential radiological consequences if an attack were successful.,

Based on its ongoing consideration of safeguards and security requirements, its review of
information provided by the intelligence community, and the implementation of additional
security measures at the Nation's ISFSIs, the Commission has high assurance that public
health and safety and the environment, and the common defense and security, continue to be
adequately protected in the current threat environment.
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4.0 CONSIDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL (RADIOLOGICAL) IMPACTS FROM
TERRORIST ACTS

The NRC staff has considered the potential radiological impacts of terrorist acts on spent fuel
storage casks, even though the staff considers the probability of a malevolent act against an
ISFSI that results in a significant radiological event to be very low. By design, dry cask storage
systems are highly resistant to penetration. To be licensed or certified by NRC, these systems
must meet stringent requirements for structural, thermal, shielding, and criticality performance,
and confinement integrity, for normal and accident events. Consequently, spent fuel storage
casks are extremely robust structures, specifically designed to withstand severe accidents,
including the impact of a tornado-generated missile such as a 4000-pound automobile at 126
miles per hour. For the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, these design features include the massive HI-
STORM 1 OOSA storage casks, which are made of inner and outer cylindrical carbon steel
shells, filled with 30 inches of concrete, and weighing up to 170 tons when fully loaded with
spent fuel. Each cask surrounds an internal multi-purpose canister, which safely confines the
spent fuel in a completely sealed, welded stainless sleel cylinder. The spent fuel is further
protected by the metallic zircaloy cladding surrounding the fuel pellets in each fuel rod of a
spent fuel assembly. Finally, the nuclear fuel itself is in the form of solid ceramic pellets of
uranium dioxide; this means that a large amount of the radioactive material would remain in
solid form and not be dispersed beyond the immediate vicinity of the ISFSI, even if a terrorist
act were successful in breaching the multiple layers of protection. Also, the location and low
profile of the ISFSI make it a difficult target for a large commercial airliner. Based on these
facts, NRC has determined that the current design features and additional security measures in
place provide high assurance that the spent fuel stored in an ISFSI is adequately protected.

Because of the uncertainty inherent in assessing the likelihood of a terrorist attack, NRC
recognizes that, under general credible threat conditions, although the probability of such an
attack is believed to be low, it cannot be reliably quantified. NRC has adopted an approach that
focuses on ensuring that the safety and security requirements, and other security measures,
are adequate and effective in countering and mitigating the effects of terrorist attacks against
dry cask storage systems. To provide high assurance that a terrorist act will not lead to
significant radiological consequences, NRC has analyzed plausible threat scenarios and
required enhanced security measures to protect against the threats, and has developed
emergency planning requirements, which could mitigate potential consequences for certain
scenarios. As stated above, all these actions have been taken without regard to the probability
of an attack. This protective strategy reduces the risk from a terrorist attack to an acceptable
level.

Following issuance of the 2002 security orders for ISFSIs, NRC used a security assessment
framework as a screening and assessment tool, to determine whether additional security
measures, beyond those required by regulation and the security orders, were warranted for
NRC-regulated facilities, including ISFSIs. Initially, NRC screened threat scenarios to
determine plausibility. For those scenarios deemed plausible, NRC assessed the attractiveness
of the facility to attack by taking into account factors such as iconic value, complexity of
planning required, resources needed, execution risk, and public protective measures. In
addition, NRC made conservative assessments of consequences, to assess the potential for
early fatalities from radiological impacts. NRC then looked at the combined effect of the
attractiveness and the consequence analyses, to determine whether additional security
measures for ISFSIs were necessary.
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In conducting the security assessments for ISFSIs, NRC chose several spent fuel storage cask
designs that were representative of most currently NRC-certified designs. Plausible threat
scenarios considered in the generic security assessments for ISFSIs included a large aircraft
impact similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11, 2001, and ground assaults using
expanded adversary characteristics consistent with the design basis threat for radiological
sabotage for nuclear power plants. The resulting generic assessments formed the basis for
NRC's conclusion that there was no need for further security measures at ISFSIs beyond those
currently required by regulation and imposed by orders issued after September 11, 2001.

The NRC staff reviewed the analyses done for the ISFSI security assessments, and compared
the assumptions used in these generic assessments to the relevant features of the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI. Based on this comparison, the staff determined that the assumptions used in
these generic security assessments, regarding the storage cask design, the source term
(amount of radioactive material released), and the atmospheric dispersion, were representative,
and in some cases, conservative, relative to the actual conditions at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.
In fact, because of the specific characteristics of the spent fuel authorized for storage at the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI (lower burnup fuel), and the greater degree of dispersion of airborne
radioactive material likely to occur at the site, any dose to affected residents nearest to the
Diablo Canyon site will tend to be much lower than the doses calculated for the generic
assessments. Based on these considerations, the dose to the nearest affected resident, from
even the most severe plausible threat scenarios - the ground assault and aircraft impact
scenarios discussed above - would likely be below 5 rem. In many scenarios, the hypothetical
dose to an individual in the affected population could be substantially less than 5 rem, or none
at all. In some situations, emergency planning actions could provide an additional measure of
protection to help mitigate the consequences, in the unlikely event that an attack were
attempted at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

5.0 AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED

No additional discussions or consultations with outside agencies or persons have been
conducted in the development of this draft suppleme"nt to the EA. Comments submitted in
response to the issuance of this draft supplement will be considered by the NRC staff in
preparation of the final supplement to the EA.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The NRC staff concludes that the construction, operation, and decommissioning of the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI, even when potential terrorist attacks on the facility are considered, will not result
in a significant effect on the human environment. NRC security requirements, imposed through
regulations and orders, and implemented through the licensee's security plans, in combination
with the design requirements for dry cask storage systems, provide adequate protection against
successful terrorist attacks on ISFSIs. Therefore, a terrorist attack that would result in a
significant release of radiation affecting the public is not reasonably expected to occur.

7.0 DRAFT FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The environmental impacts of the proposed action, namely, the approval of a site-specific
license to build and operate an ISFSI, to be located on the site of the DCPP, in San Luis Obispo
County, California, have been reviewed in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 51.
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As set forth in the Supplement to the Environmental Assessment above (which this draft finding
incorporates by reference), NRC has considered the potential for terrorist attacks on the facility,
and has determined that the storage of spent nuclear fuel at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI will not
have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment, based on the facility design
features and the mitigative security measures incorporated as part of the NRC licensing action
and in response to NRC security orders. These design features and mitigative security
measures will provide high assurance that substantial environmental impacts will be avoided
and thereby reduced to a non-significant risk level. Therefore, in accordance with 10 CFR
51.33, NRC issues this draft FONSI.

A Notice of availability of this supplement to the EA and draft FONSI will be published in the
Federal.Register. The Federal Register notice will include a request for comments on the
proposed action and on the draft finding within thirty (30) days of publication. Pursuant to 10
CFR 51.33(e), a final determination to prepare an environmental impact statement or a final
FONSI for the proposed action shall not be made until the last day of the public comment
period has expired.

Documents related to this action, including the Diablo Canyon ISFSI EA and FONSI, and the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI license, are available electronically at NRC's Electronic Reading Room at
http://www.nrc.qov/reading-rmladams.html. From this site, you can access NRC's Agencywide
Document Access and Management System (ADAMS), which provides text and image files of
NRC's public documents. The ADAMS accession number for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI EA is
ML032970337, and for the ISFSI license and related documents, the number is ML040780107.
If you do not have access to ADAMS, or if there are problems in accessing the documents
located in ADAMS, contact NRC's Public Document Room (PDR) Reference staff at
1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail, to pdr•nrc.gov. These documents may also be
viewed electronically on the public computers located at NRC's PDR, O1-F21, One White Flint
North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852. The PDR reproduction contractor will copy
documents for a fee.
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Significant Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon
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[7590-01-P]

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

[Docket No. 72-26]

Notice of Availability of Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and
Draft Finding of No Significant Impact for the

Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

ACTION: Notice of Availability of Opportunity to Provide Comments.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is

issuing a supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA) for the Diablo Canyon

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) and publishing, for public comment, a draft

Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). NRC issued the EA and initial FONSI for this action

on October 24, 2003, and subsequently issued a license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI to the

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), on March 22, 2004. The license authorizes PG&E

to receive, possess, store, and transfer spent nuclear fuel and associated radioactive materials

resulting from the operation of the Diablo Canyon Power Plant in an ISFSI at the site for a term

of 20 years. NRC is issuing this supplement to the EA and draft FONSI in response to the June

2, 2006, decision by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9 t1 Cir. 2006). This supplement to the EA

addresses the environmental impacts from potential terrorist acts against the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI.

DATES: The public comment period on the draft FONSI closes [insert date 30 days after the

date of publication]. Written comments should be submitted as described in the "ADDRESSES"

section of this notice. Comments submitted by mail should be postmarked by that date, to

ensure consideration. Comments received or postmarked after that date will be considered if it
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is practical to do so, but the Commission is able to assure consideration only for comments

received on or before this date.

ADDRESSES: Members of the public are invited and encouraged to submit comments to the

Chief, Rulemaking, Directives, and Editing Branch, Mail Stop T6-D59, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, Washington, DC 20555-0001. Please note Docket No. 72-26 when submitting

comments. Comments will also be accepted by e-mail, at NRCREP@nrc.gov or by facsimile to

(301) 492-3342, Attention: James R. Hall.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: James R. Hall, Senior Project Manager,

Licensing Branch, Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation, Mail Stop 6003-3D-02M,

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC, 20555-0001. Telephone: (301) 492-

3319; e-mail: irh(a.nrc.qov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Introduction

On December 21, 2001, PG&E submitted an application to NRC, requesting a site-

specific license to build and operate an ISFS1, to be located on the site of the Diablo Canyon

Power Plant, in San Luis Obispo County, California. In accordance with the National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the NRC staff issued an EA for this action on October 24,

2003, in conformance with NRC requirements specified in 10 CFR 51.21 and 51.30, and the

associated guidance in NRC report NUREG-1 748, "Environmental Review Guidance for

Licensing Actions Associated with NMSS Programs." Based on the EA, NRC also issued a

FONSI for this action on October 24, 2003, in accordance with 10 CFR 51.31 and 51.32.

On March 22, 2004, the NRC staff issued Materials License No. SNM-2511 to PG&E,

pursuant to 10 CFR Part 72, authorizing PG&E to receive, possess, store, and transfer spent

nuclear fuel and associated radioactive materials resulting from the operation of the Diablo

Canyon Power Plant in an ISFSI at the site for a term of 20 years. PG&E has begun
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construction of the Diablo Canyon ISFS1 and currently plans to start transferring spent fuel to

the ISFSI in mid-2008.

After NRC's issuance of the license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace and other parties filed suit in the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit, asking that NRC be required to consider terrorist acts in its environmental review

associated with this licensing action. In its decision of June 2, 2006, San Luis Obispo Mothers

for Peace v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016 (9" Cir. 2006), the Ninth Circuit held that NRC could not

categorically refuse to consider the consequences of a terrorist attack under NEPA and

remanded the case to NRC.

In response to the Ninth Circuit decision, the Commission issued a Memorandum and

Order on February 26, 2007, directing the NRC staff to prepare a revised EA, addressing the

likelihood of a terrorist attack at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI site and the potential consequences

of such an attack.

The October 24, 2003, EA and FONSI, and the license and supporting documents, are

available on NRC's website at: hltp://www.nrc.qov/waste.html, by selecting "Diablo Canyon

ISFSI," in the Quick Links box. Copies are also available by contacting James R. Hall, as noted

above.

II. Summary of Supplement to the EA for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI

In the supplement to the EA, the NRC staff has considered the potential radiological

impacts of terrorist acts on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. NRC has established requirements and

has initiated several actions designed to provide high assurance that a terrorist attack would not

lead to a significant radiological event at an ISFSI. These include: (1) NRC's continual

evaluation of the threat environment, in coordination with the intelligence and law enforcement

communities, which provides, in part, the basis for the protective measures currently required;

(2) the protective measures that are in place to reduce the chance of an attack that leads to a
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significant release of radiation: (3) the robust design of dry cask storage systems, which provide

substantial resistance to penetration; and (4) NRC security assessments of the potential

consequences of terrorist attacks against ISFSIs.

The supplement to the EA describes the security measures for ISFSIs and discusses

the security assessments performed by NRC, which confirmed that the existing security

requirements, imposed by regulations and orders, are adequate to provide high assurance that

a terrorist attack on an ISFSl will not lead to significant radiological consequences. Threat

scenarios considered in the generic security assessments for ISFSls included a large aircraft

impact similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11, 2001, and ground assaults using

expanded adversary characteristics consistent with the design basis threat for radiological

sabotage for nuclear power planls.

The NRC staff compared the assumptions used in the generic ISFSI security

assessments to the relevant features of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Based on this comparison,

the staff determined that the assumptions used in these generic security assessments,

regarding the storage cask design, the amount of radioactive material that could be released,

and the atmospheric dispersion, were representative; and in some cases, conservative, relative

to the actual characteristics for the Diablo Canyon ISFS. The staff determined that any dose to

affected residents nearest to the Diablo Canyon site will tend to be much lower than the doses

calculated for the generic assessments. Based on these considerations, the dose to the

nearest affected resident, from even the most severe plausible threat scenarios - the ground

assault and aircraft impact scenarios discussed above, would likely be below 5 rem. In many

scenarios, the hypothetical dose to an individual in the affected population could be

substantially less than 5 rem, or none at all.

In the supplement, the NRC staff concludes that the construction, operation, and

decommissioning of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, even when potential terrorist attacks on the

facility are considered, will not result in a significant effect on the human environment. NRC
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security requirements, imposed through regulations and orders, and implemented through the

licensee's security plans, in combination with the design requirements for dry cask storage

systems, provide adequate protection against successful terrorist attacks on ISFSIs. Therefore,

a terrorist attack that would result in a significant release of radiation affecting the public is not

reasonably expected to occur.

The supplement to the EA and draft FONSI are available on NRC's website at:

htlt://www.nrc.gov/waste.html, by selecting "Diablo Canyon ISFSI" in the Quick Links box.

Copies are also available by contacting James R. Hall, as noted previously.

III. Draft Finding of No Significant Impact

The NRC staff has prepared a supplement to the EA related to the construction and

operation of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, in accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR Part 51.

As set forth in the supplement to the EA, NRC has considered the potential for terrorist attacks

on the facility, and has determined that the storage of spent nuclear fuel at the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI will not have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment, based on the

facility design features and the mitigative security measures incorporated as part of the NRC

licensing action and in response to NRC security orders. These design features and mitigative

security measures will provide high assurance that substantial environmental impacts will be

avoided and thereby reduced to a non-significant risk level. Therefore, in accordance with 10

CFR 51.33, NRC has determined that issuance of a draft FONSI is appropriate.

Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.33(e), a final determination to prepare an environmental impact

statement or a final FONSI for the proposed action shall not be made until the last day of the

public comment period has expired.

IV. Further Information

Documents related to this action, including the supplement to the EA and draft FONSI,

the October 24, 2003, EA, and the Diablo Canyon ISFSI license and supporting documentation,
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are available electronically, at NRC's Electronic Reading Room, at:

http://www.nrc.gov/readinq-rm/adams.html. From this site, you can access NRC's Agencywide

Document Access and Management System (ADAMS), which provides text and image files of

NRC's public documents. The ADAMS accession number for the supplement to the EA and

draft FONSI is ML071280256. The ADAMS accession number for the October 24, 2003, EA is

ML032970337, and for the ISFSI license and related documents, the accession number is

ML040780107. If you do not have access to ADAMS, or if there are problems in accessing the

documents located in ADAMS, contact NRC's Public Document Room (PDR) Reference staff at

1-800-397-4209, 301-415-4737, or by e-mail to pdrpnrc.pov.

These documents may also be viewed electronically on the public computers located at

NRC's PDR, O1-F21, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike, Rockville, MD 20852. The

PDR reproduction contractor will copy documents, for a fee.

Dated at Rockville, Maryland this 24th day of May, 2007.

For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

IRA/

Robert A. Nelson, Chief,
Licensing Branch,
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation,
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards.
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December 9, 2005

MEMORANDUM TO: Roy P. Zimmerman, Director
Office of Nuclear Security
and Incident Response

FROM: Jack R. Strosnider, Director /RA/ by M.Federline acting
Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards

SUBJECT: FRAMEWORK ASSESSMENTS OF SPENT FUEL STORAGE CASKS
AND TRANSPORTATION PACKAGES AND RADIOACTIVE
MATERIAL TRANSPORTATION PACKAGES

In response to former Chairman Meserve's memorandum, "Response to Terrorist Acts," dated
September 28, 2001, and in accordance with SRM-SECY-04-0222, "Decision-Making
Framework for Materials and Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments," the Spent
Fuel Project Office (SFPO) staff performed framework assessments for spent fuel storage
casks and transportation packages and radioactive material transportation packages for various
potential terrorist threats. The SFPO staff prepared the following reports: (1) "Spent Fuel
Storage Large Plane Assessment," (2) "Spent Fuel Storage General Threat Framework
Assessment," (3) "Spent Fuel Transportation General Threat Framework Assessment," and
(4) "Radioactive Material General Threat Framework Assessment." These four reports
(Enclosures 1-4) summarize the technical details and provide the staffs observations and
recommendations on the framework assessments. The SFPO staff used much of the
information contained in the Sandia National Laboratories reports cited in Enclosure 5,
"Inventory of Sandia National Laboratories Reports Prepared for the Spent Fuel Project Office
Framework Assessment," which were previously provided to the Office of Nuclear Security and
Incident Response (NSIR).

The Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) has coordinated these
framework assessments, over the past few years, with NSIR and the Offices of Nuclear Reactor
Research and Nuclear Reactor Regulation.

CONTACTS: Bernard White, NMSS/SFPO
301-415-8515

Shana Helton, NMSS/SFPO
301-415-7652

Elizabeth Thompson, NMSS/SFPO
301-415-2443

Upon separation of Enclosures 1-4, this document is
OFFICIAL USE ONLY - SECURfTY-RELATED INFORMATION.
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R. Zimmerman 2

The SFPO staff evaluated four spent fuel storage casks, four spent fuel transportation
packages, and nine radioactive material transportation packages. The staff-chose a cask or
package design for analysis to be representative of a group of designs so that the analysis
results are expected to be similar for any other design within that group. The four spent fuel
storage casks evaluated were HI-STORM 100, VSC-24, NUHOMSO-32PT, and TN-68. r

- These storage cask and
trarnsportation package designs were chosen to represent the maioritv of currently certified
designs."

2-'?

•.. ,O
~Y. A..

*")jThese packages represent most currently'certified radioactive material
transportation packages, but they may not encompass packages that were recently certified.

4.- C7

The staff evaluated all of the spent fuel storage cask and transportation package designs
against a variety of land-based threats. Additionally, the staff evaluated a deliberate large-
plane crash into the four spent fuel storage casks and two spent fuel transportation packages.
Applying the decision-making framework, SECY-04-0222, as supplemented by Enclosure 6.

L.L.
. 7Based on these

findings, the current security measures, including those enacted since September 11,2001, are
adequate.' The staff recommends not establishing any additional mitigative measures for the
storage arid transportation of spent fuel.

The staff also evaluated the radioactivematerial transportation package designs against a
variety of land-based threats.

ey2
2'~.

2Ej

7

IEnclosure 4 to SECY-04-0222, 'Technical Basis for Chemica Related Prompt Fatalities*

-aArE61HARS IrF "r AIO-N
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R. Zimmerrnan 3

Based on these findings, the SFPO staff considers the current security measures, including

those enacted since September 11, 2001, to be adequate for the transportation of radioactive

material. The staff Intends to meet with Department of Transportation, DHS, and Departnent

of Energy (DOE) staff to discuss results and insights from this analysis, including UF, results,
potential changes to the.Emergency. Response Guidebook, and radioactive material packages
certified by the Nuclear IRegulatory Commission and used at DOE sites

Enclosures:
(Enclosures 1-4 contn Safeguards information)

1. Spent Fuel Storage Large-Plane Assessment
2. Spent Fuel Storage General Threat Framework

Assessment
3. Spent Fuel Transportation General Threat

Framewo•k Assessment
4. Radioactive Material General Threat Framework

Assessment
5. Inventory of Sandia National Laboratories Reports

Prepared for the Spent Fuel Project Office Framework

Assessment

..................... 0
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Based on these findings, the SFPO staff considers the current security measures, including
those enacted since September 11, 2001, to be adequate for the'transportation of radioactive
material. The staff Intends to meet with Department of Transportation,DOHS, and Department
of Energy (DOE) staff to discuss results and insights from this analysis, including UF, results,
potential changes to the Emergency Response Guidebook, and rpaoioactive material packages
certified by the Nuclear Regulatory Commissionand used at DOE sItes.:

Enclosures:
(Enc•yrues 1-4 9ntain Sgafeguqlrds infqrmation)
1. Spent FUQI Storage Large-Plane Assessment
2. Spent Fuel Storage General Threat Framework

Assqe- ssment
3. Spent Fuel. Transportation General Threat

Framework Asse,§sment l

4. Radiactive Material General Threat Framework
Assessment

5. Inventory of Sandia National Laboratories Reports
Preppared f'or the Spent Fuel Project Office Framework
Assessment
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T (U) Spent Fuel Storage Large Plane Assessment
1.0 (U) INTRODUCTION

(SRI) In response to former Chairman Meserve's memorandum, "Response to Terrorist Acts,"
dated September 28, 2001, the staff, with assistance from Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)."
assessed the potential responses of four spent fuel storage cask designs to a terrorist aftack by
a large jetliner similar to the attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. SNL
evaluated the structural response of each storage cask and the consequences to the public for
a large-plane impact, and provided the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) with four

- reports (Smith et al., 2004a; Smith et al., 2004b; Smith et al., 2004c; and Smith et al., 2004d).

2.0 (U) STORAGE CASK DESCRIPTIONS

7 (U) The four storage cask designs evaluated were selected to be representative of four different
groupings of designs, such that similar results would be expected for any design within that

- "group. In choosing a storage cask to assess for each group (when there was more than one
cask in a group), the NRC staff considered the number of casks of each design in use and the
relative strength of each design, but chose neither the strongest nor the weakest design within
each group.

2.1 (U) Un-reinforced Concrete

(SRI) The Model Number HI-STORM 100 Cask SystemlDocket Number 72-1014) is a thick-
walled, vented, cylindrical cask which stands vertically.I

)The overall external dimensions of the cask are 132Ya inches in-
diameter and 239!a inches high. The HI.-STORM 100 storage 'cask is certified for up to
32 pressurized-water reactor (PWR) fuel assemblies or up to 68 boiling-wate, leactor (BWR)
assemblies. The gross weight of the loaded cask is approximately 180 tons.

Sr.I .' ~_TheHI-STORM100
storage cask has several different basket designs, but no other vendors make storage cask I
designs similar to the HI-STORM 100.

*r
'(U) Dimensions for storage casks were taken from Licensee documents which are In English units, while

6W caculaUons performed for this assessment used metric units.

,SCAl6 .AR11C3 .INFOIRlATIOf,,N
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2.2 (U) Steel Construction

(SRI) The Transnuclear Model Number TN-4581 (Docket Number 72-10•.) is also a cylindrical
cask which stands upright and is mostly fabricated from carbo. n steel.

The TN-68 storage cask is certified for up to 68 BWR assemblies..
of the lbaded TN-68 is approximately 115 tons. " 6/2-

2.3 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Vertical Orientation

(SRI) The Model Number Ventilated Storage Cask 3 (VSC-24 Docke t Number 72-1007) is a
thick-walled, vented, cylindrical cask which stands vertically.h ] ),)

(The loaded cask weighs
lapproximately 145 tonsl Z'

2.4 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Horizontal Orientation

(SRI) The Model Number Standardized NUHOMS 4 (D•.ket Number 72-1004) horizontal 2
storage module is a rectangular, vault-type structure.o 2-

JThe front wall of the . -

horizontal storage module contains a circular port for dry-shielded canister loading. II E 2-

S2(U) Several vendors. other than Transnuclear, make casks of a design similar to the TN-68: (1) Model
Number V-21 (Docket Number 72-1000), (2) Model Number X[33 (Docket Number 72-0002), (3) Model Number
MC-10 (Docket Number. 72-1001) and (4) Model Number HI-STAR 100 (Docket Number 72-1008). Additionally.
Transnuclear has two storage cask designs similar to the TN-68: Model Number TN-32 (Docket Number 72-1021)
and Model Number TN-40 (Docket Number 72-0002).

3
(U) Storage cask designs similar to the VSC-24 include (1) the Model Number FuelSolutions Storage

System (Docket Number 72.1026), (2) the Model Number NAC-UMS (Docket Number 72-1015), and (3) the Model
Number NAC-MPC (Docket Number 72-1025).

4(U) The only other storage cask design similar to the Standard NUHOMS is the Model Number
o Standardized Advanced NUHOMS' (Docket Number 72-1029). The Standardized NUHOMS storage cask has

several different basket designs. No other vendors make casks similar to the NUHOMS".
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T
- I (The loaded cask weighs Up to iZSons\.

2.5 (U) Model Number NAC 128 S/T

(SRI) All casks other than the NAC 128 SIT, which was designed by Nuclear Assurance
Corporation_(currently NAC Internatipnal, Inc.), belong in one of the four groups discussed
previously. t -

3.0 (U) STRUCTURAL EVALUATION

IT

(U) SNL performed the structural analysis of the storage casks in two stages: a global analysis
followed by a local analysis. The global analysis simplified the evaluation of a jetliner's impact

_into an array of casks by evaluating a direct impact of the jetliner fuselage into a storage cask.
SNL performed the global analysis for all four storage casks using the CTH computer code
(McGlaun et al., 1990) to determine (a) the velocity as a function of both time and distance for
the primary cask, (b) momentum imparted to the primary cask, and (c) the force-time history
applied to the cask during the jetliner impact.

(U) For the local analysis, SNL evaluated the effects of subsequent cask-to-cask impacts using
the velocity at the time of the impacts and force-time history from the global analysis. J

WAEOUARDS NOMTO
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3.1 (U) Un-reinforced Concrete (HI-STORM 100)

3.1.1 (U) Global Orientation

3.1.2 (U) Local Analysis
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3.2 (U) Steel Construction (TN-68)

3.2.1 (U) Global Analysis

I.

3.2.2 (U) Local Analysis

K
3.3 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Vertical Orientation (VSC-24)

3.3.1 (U) Global Analysis

5L~r

E6L

-j

3.3.2 (U) Local Analysis
~vc
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3.4 (U) Reinforced Concrete. Horizontal Orientation (NUHOMSO-32PT)

3.4.1 (U) Global Analysis

3.4.2 (U) Local Analysis

(SRI) Like the local analysis for the three vertical storage casks, the NUHOMS-32PT local
analysis applies the plane impact force as a function of time to the initial cask to determine the "
damaqe as well as any damage to subsequent casks. [
Version . The local analyses for the NUHOMS-32PT was also performed using LSDYNA

1-7J
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4.0 (U) THERMAL EVALUATION

(U) A thermal analysis of the HI-STORM 100 cask was performed to. bound the response of the
cask to a fire resulting from the jetliner crash. SNL has obtained data on fire durations for
large plane crashes that show for high speed crashes, most of the fuel would splash into the air
on impact and be consumed in a large fireball. K

5.0 (U) CONSEQUENCE EVALUATION

(SRI) A consequence analysis was performed for each storage cask.J

5.1 (U) Fuel Failure Evaluation

./

UA EUM-V •,•II rlNF~i-.1,TiCI
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U

C5.2 (U) Dose Calculations I

!(ULFormation of the rm layer is unique to high-burnup fuel; the rim layer does not form on average-bumup ,-

fuel pellets. ...

SAF EGUARDS I5G-iI Jj l I
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Fuel properties such as assembly type, bumup,
and cooling time are contained in the SNL reports for each storage cask.

$41r

(CC-

5.3.1 (U) Un-reinforced Concrete (HI-STORM 100)
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5.3.2 (U) Steel Construction (TN-68)
J4 3

5,3.3 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Vertical Orientation (VSC-24)
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5.3.4 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Horizontal Orientation (NUHOMS®-32PT)

ix-)-
IScA.

6.0 (U) FRAMEWORK ASSESSMENT

(SRI) The staff's screening criteria for recommending additional mitigative measures were
consistent with the decision-making framework, SECY-04-0222, 'Decision-Making Framework
for Materials and Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments," as approved by the
Commission in SRM-SECY-04-0222. The framework was used to review the security
assessment results to determine whether additional detailed analysis is warranted and whether
mitigative strategies should be implemented.

L'/iC_~

I 1J

7.0 (U) CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(SRI) Based on the staffs review of the SNL reports, the staff recommends enacting no
mitigative measures to protect spent fuel storage casks from a jetliner attack. umc-

zArEOUA~Da Ir~rcR-1~;ATI?-N
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(U) Spent Fuel Storage General Threat Framework Assessment

1.0 (U) BACKGROUND

(SRI) In response to former Chairman Meserve's memorandum, "Response to Terrorist Acts,"
dated September 28, 2001, and in accordance with SRM-SECY-04-0222. "Decision-Making
Framework for Materials and Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments," the staff,
with assistance from Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), performed a top-to-bottom review of
all U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-licensed activities and evaluate those activities
against threats similar to or exceeding the design basis threat (DBT).

(SRI) NRC contracted with SNL to perform assessments of land-based threats on four spent
fuel storage casks. SNL was tasked to determine land-based threats of concern for storage
casks and evaluate the potential source terms resulting from those threats. Sixteen threats of
concern, including three scenarios that combined individual threats during one attack, were
deemed feasible by SNL for storage casks, given the security requirements at an independent
spent fuel storage installation (ISFSI) at the time of contract initiation. I - • 2

(SRI) SNL evaluated 15 of the threats of concern using in-house subject matter experts to
estimate the potential release fractions from each spent fuel storage cask design in the "NRC
Spent Fuel Source Term Guidance Document" (Yoshimura et al.. 2004). F I

l N6n- dftr6ieernsem of.the expert panel were directly
employed by SNL. Only one of the ten panel members was an NRC employee. The source
terms were questioned and significantly revised as a result of the expert panel review, prior to
endorsement by the expert panel.

U e*

2.0 (U) STORAGE CASK DESCRIPTIONS

(U) The four storage cask designs evaluated were selected to be representative of four different
groupings of designs, such that similar results would be expected for any design within that
group' In choosing a storage cask to assess for each group (when there was more than one
cask in a group), the NRC staff considered the'number of casks of each design in use and the
relative strength of each design, but chose neither the strongest nor the weakest design within
each group.
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2.1 (U) Unreinforced Concrete

(SRI) The Model Number HI-STORM 100 Cask System jPocket Number 72-1014) is a thick-
walled, vented, cylindrical cask which stands vertically. |

The overall external dimensions of the cask are 132/2 inches in
diameter and 2391/2 inches high, The HI-STORM 100 storage cask is certified for up to 32
PWR fuel assemblies or up to 68 BWR assemblies. The gross weight of the loaded cask is
approximately 180 tons./," Ey. 7-

jThe HI-STORM 100 storage cask has several different basket designs, but no other . 6
vendors make storage cask designs similar to the HI-STORM 100.

2.2 (U) Steel Construction

(SRI) The Transnuclear Model Number TN-68' (Docket Number 72-1027) is also a cylindrical
cask which stands upright and is mostly'fabricated from carbon steel.]

2 The TN-68 storage cask is certified for up to 68 BWR assemblies. The
gross weight of the loaded TN-68 is approximately 115 tons. F rx 1

2.3 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Vertical Orientation

(SRI) The Model Number Ventilated Storage Cask 3 (VSC-24,_Docket Number 72-1007) is a
thick-walled, vented, cylindrical cask which stands vertically- .

'I(U) Dimensions for storage casks were taken from Licensee documents which are in English units, while
calculations performed for this assessment used metric units.

2
(U) Several vendors, other than Transnuclear. make casks of a design similar to the TN-68: (1) Model

Number V-21 (Docket Number 72-1000), (2) Model Number X133 (Docket Number 72-0002), (3) Model Number MC-
10 (Docket Number 72-1001) and (4) Model Number HI-STAR 100 (Docket Number 72-1008). Additionally.
Transnuclear has two storage cask designs similar to the TN-68: Model Number TN-32 (Docket Number 72-1021)
and Model Number TN-40 (Docket N. 72-0002).

3
(U) Storage cask designs similar to the VSC-24 include (1) the Model Number FuelSolutions Storage

System (Docket Number 72-1026), (2) the Model Number NAC-UMS (Docket Number 72-1015), and (3) the Model
Number NAC-MPC (Docket Number 72-1025).
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3 SI 6 lk
The loaded cask weighs

approximately 145 tons.'

2.4 (U) Reinforced Concrete, Horizontal Orientation

(SRI) The Model Number Standardized NUHOMS.' (Docket Number 72-1004) horizontal
storage module is a rectangular vault-type structure.

The front wall of the
horizontal storage module contains a circular port for dry shielded canister loading.

The N.UHOMSO storage cask is certified for up to 32 PWR fuel assemblies or uO to 68 BW"
assemblies. The loaded cask weighs up to 125 tons.1

2.5 (U) Model Number NAC 128 S/r

(SRI),All casks other than the NAC 128 s/T, which w-s designed by Nuce'rAssurance
Corporatin (current NAC Internaional, Inc.), belong In one of the four gr'ups discussed
previqusly. Two NAC 128 S/T storage casks are in use at the Surty Nuclear Power Plant
NAC 128 SrT casks are not being used at any other storage facilities. The storage cask Is a
multiwall design with a steel Inner shell, and a steel outer shell. The volume between the two
shelld Is filled with lead. The storage cask is closed by a bolted lid consisting of steel inner and
outer closure plates, separated bylead shielding. The NAC 128 S/T is au~doiied i6 hold, up to
28 Intact PWR fuel assemblies, with a maximum bumup of 35.0000 MWDM UIU and a minimum
cooling time of 10. years. Thils stor-ge csk has not been formally assssednor canit be

directly coimpared tO the four graups.

,3c- a

-54

tvi2-
3 w

a (U) The only othoi e cask deln s b.lar to the taard NUIOS' !he WMwdet NUmber
Stardanicld AdvancedNUHOIAýS (Dodcdt Numnb 72-1029), The Sta'ndani NUHOMN stOrage cask has
several different basket designs. No 0te vendors make casks similar to the NUHOMS*.
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3.0 (U) SCENARIO EVALUATION
9•0 ,_ t)L -LK-

(U) ,

(SGI) Scenario 1 4"-
(SGI) Scenarios 2, 3, and41
(SGI) Scenario 5
(SGI) Scenario 6 - C&,
(SGI) Scenario 7 J 6L-
(SGI) Scenario 8 -
(SGI) Scenario 9 -

(SGI) Scenario 10 -

(SGI) Scenario 11 -

(SGI) Scenario 12-
(SGI).Scenario 13 -
(SGI) Scenario 14
(SO) Scenario 15
(SGi) Scenario 16

3.1 (U) Scenario Screening

(SRI) NSIR staff conducted a remote and speculative screening (Dorman, 2005) of the
scenarios to remove from consideration scenarios that Were not supported by the current threat
envi onment.f ,., 4

following scenarios were rernovea from framework consideration by the remote and speculativescreening:

(,SGI) S.cnario 1 -
(SGI) Scenario 6 -

\(( SG)cenario56
(SGI) Scenario 10 / 6-L
(SGI) Scenario 13-
(SGI) Scenario 14- I
(SGI) Scenario 15 -

P, 3
(SRi) Dased on) th know~leoge. of-fthQ icqnsng bosl~ r~seiy *A:q -MI~si th NIRC further
culled the remainingscenarios to remove, from fraewok cnldertion thoe stt1d0s that
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either were already covered by the licensing basis for storage cask designs or are not feasible
at a storage site. The following additional scenarios were removed:

(SGI) Scenario 8 "
(SGI) Scenario 9 -)
"(SGI) Scenario 11]
(SGI) Scenario 16

3.2 (U) Scenario Development

(U) Each-scenario was developed to determine the number Of attackers, weapons and an
estimate of the time required for scenario completion.

5612

5C.

5(U) Under hypotheticat accident conditions (10 CFR 71.73), 10 CFR 71.51(a)(2) ailows the
escape of up to a total amount A. in 1 week for radioactive material other than k.rypton-85. Krypton-85
releases under hypothetical accident conditions cannot exceed 10 A2 in 1 week.*
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4.0 (U) CONSEQUENCE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
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4.1.3 (U) Other Parameters
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5.0 (U) FRAMEWORK ASSESSMENT

(SRI) The framework in SECY-04-0222, "Decision-Making Framework for Materials and
Research and Test Reactor V6lnerability Assessments," as supplemented by Attachment 6,
was used to determine whether additional detailed analysis is warranted and whether mitigative
strategies should be implemented. The scenario numbers above map the scenarios to their
corresponding chapters in Yoshimura et al. (2004).

(SRI). The staff determined the scenario Attractiveness, using the guidance in Table 1, "Activity
Specific Attractiveness Category Ranking Matrix,' from Attachment 26 t0"the Framework, when
the estimated potential consequences corresponded to Consequence Categories I - IV. The
staff then used thCoqsquepc and te t iveness to qtin • polar firding from the

Decision Matrx.?I -
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'(U) ADAMS Accession # ML043200720, "Framework Methodology."

7(U) Figure 1 In Attachment 2 to SECY-04-0222, "Decislon-Maldng Framework for Materials and
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6.0 (U) CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on the. decision-making framework results, the current security measures are
adequate, and the staff recommends that no additional mitigative measures be implemented to
protect spent fuel storage casks from land-based threats.
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To g~in Cqmmission approval of the proposed vulnerability assessment (VA). decision-ma king

frafnework and Commission direction on the associated policy issues.

SUMMARY:.

The attached decision-making framework embodies the process and criteria the staff will use to
evaluate and incorporate the results of VAs into future security measures for materials and

research and test reactor (RTR) licensees. It includes criteria to screen out unrealistic
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scenarios and consequences and a process to identify scenarios that warrant further
consideration. It has been informed by several independent comprehensive VA methodologies
including but not.limiled lothe Risk Analysis and Management for Critical Assets Protection
(RAMCAP) methodology developed by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
for the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS).

The current framework would employ the consequence criteria of prompt fatalities from

radiation exposure and chemical effects associated with radlioactive material processes (i.e.,

UFJ). However, the staff recognizes that including additional consequence criteria such as
latent fatalities, land contamination, and non-process chemical risks in the framework.may be
warranted. The staff recommends that the Commission approve 1be proposed VA decision-
making framework and requests a Commission policy decision on tlhe need for consideration of
additional consequence criteria.

With respect to engaging the regulated industry, the staff recommends that the Commission
approve the staff engaging the Nuclear Energy Institute (NEI) as well as the fuel cycle and RTR
licensees subsequent to screening the VAs.through the framework and requests a Commission
policy decision on the timing and extent of those interactions.

BACKGROUND:

On July29, 2004. the Commission was briefed by the staff on the status of VAs for certain
materials licensees and RTRs. The Commission provided guidance in a subsequent Staff
Requirements Memorandum (SRM), SRM-040729B (ML042430412), dated August 30, 2004,
that required, in part, development of a simple, clear decision-making framework for
Commission approval. The Commission directed that this decision-making framework contain

the process and the criteiaithidt the staff will use to evaluate.and incorporate the results of the
V/s into any future security measures for materials and RTR licensees. Further, the
Commission directed that the framework include criteria to screen out unrealistic and
unre.onablb scenarios and consequences and a process for the staff to independently identify

scenpdos that warrant further consideration. The staff wawalsd directed to engage the
•regulated industry to validate scenarios and their significance t6 obtain insights on reasonable.
mitigative. strategies and to provide a realistic schedule to complete the VAs..

In response to the SRM, an NRC interoffice team was formed to collaboratively-develop the
required VA decision-making framework. The framework development team is composed of
staff from the Offices of Nuclear Security and Incident1Response(NSIR), Nuclear Reactor-. -

Regulation (NRR), Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), and Nuclear Regulatory
Research (RES).

Consistent with the Commission's direction, VA work was minimized, pending completion bf the
framework.
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DISCUSSION

The decision-making framework has been developed as a tool for NRC use to determine the
appropriate level of mitigative strategies required for a given threat scenario. Threat scenarios
were generated by the appropriate program office, in collaboration with NSIR's Threat
Assessment Section, to ensure scenario realism (Threat Assessment for Non-Power Reactors
and Non-Calegory I Fuel-Cycle Facilities, Attachment 1). Use of the decision-making framework
Will lead the staff to one of three results: red, yellow, or green.

A red result indicates that additional assessment of the scenario is warranted. A yellow result
indicates that maintaining the existing security requirements are warranted, and that the staff
should evaluate the continued need for the additional security measures (ASMS) implemented
since September 11, 2001.. A green result for the selected consequence criteria indicates that
current security requirements-are adequate, and that the scenario-may be eliminated from - --
further consideration. The staff plans to assess results of the physical security reviews to
determine if easy to implement, low-cost measures can be made that would improve detection,
assessment, delay, or response to a security event. The results of the assessments and • j..
recommended actions will be provided to the Commission for consideration.

The proposed decision-making framework does not include Category I fuel cycle facilities.or.
nuclear power plants. These-facilities are required to successfully protect against capabilities

-described in a design basis threat. Consequently, these facilities will not be subjected to the
additional screening process called for in the decision-making framework,

Several methodologies for conducting and evaluating comprehensive VAs for different types of
assets are currently under development In particular, the ASME, in coopertion with numerous
stakeholders, is funded by DHS to develop the RAMCAP methodology. This methodology is
designed to inform the allocation of resources to protect infrastructure components. The

• methodology begins with consequ6nce-only screening analysis for a specified asset category in
consideration of an assumed threat. These consequences are quantified to the extent
practicable to provide a basis for comparison of risks across industry sectors and to provide
meaningiful input to the decision-making process. The screening analysis offers the means-to .

..decide which assets should be further assessed using the detailed methodology contained in
the RAMCAP guidance. In conjunction with this process, many industry sector organizations,
including the American Petroleum Institute,, the National Petrochemical and Refiners - --

Association, and the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, are enbaged in VA work...-.

-Rather than adopting RAMCAP, the staff developed its own methodology that was informed by
these methodologies. While the framework is not actually a risk assessment, as is the draft
RAMCAP methodology, the overall methodology is consistent with the general considerations in
-the draft RAMCAP methodology with criteria established specifically for materials and RTR
-licensees. The framework is a three-step decision-making process summarized below.

The first step in the decision-making process is the determination of the asset attractiveness
ranking. Five attractiveness factors, each valued one through-five, are averaged to obtain the
overall attractiveness ranking. The attractiveness factors are discussed in the Framework
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Methodology, Attachment 2. The overall, numerical attractiveness ranking is convened to an
alphabetical Attractiveness Category (A through E), shown in the attractiveness ranking matrix.
Category A indicates greater asset attractiveness and category E indicates lesser asset,.
attractiveness. Unrealistic and unreasonable scenarios would screen out whereas more
attractive scenarios may warrant further consideration-

The second step in the decision-making process is the consequence category. The current
process uses prompt fatalities as the sole consequence criteria, and in general, the prompt
fatality consequences can be quantified for radiation and chemical effects .for realistic threat
scenarios. Security reviews and evaluations will be used to develop realistic activity-specific
scenarios. Consequence evaluation criteria are discussed in Technicalgasis for Acute
Radiation Prompt Fatalities and Technical Basis for Chemical Related Prompt Fatalities,
Attachments 3 and 4 respectively. The Consequence (Estimated Effect) Matrix in the
-framework is used torelatle the number of prompt fatalitiesj•ao_.nsequvpnce Category ranging
from Ito V. Category I relates to thousands of prompt fatalities, and category.V relates to no
prompt fatalities.

Note that the RAMCAP methodology highest consequence category is tens of thousands of
prompt fatalities, white the staff highest category is in the thousands of prompt fatalities.
Similarly the staff's proposed framework starts at one category lower than the RAMCAP........
methodology. Therefore, if NRC-licensed assets are to be directly compared with the RAMCAP
generated results, adjustments would be needed.. It should also be noted that consistent with
the RAMCAP guidance, scenarios resulting in no prompt fatalities are screened out and are not
put through the framework decision-making process.

The third, step in the decision-making process uses the Attractiveness Category from the first
step and the Consequence Category-from the second step in a decision matrix to determine

. " whethqr. mitigative strategies are appropriate, astdiscussed in the framework. The decision
matrix indicator (red, yellow or green) yields insights regarding the need for certain security-
requiremernts, beyond the established regulatory minimums, as well as where ASMs can be
lessened, to allow for more efficient use of.physical protection resources. Finally, the decision,

I. . matrix mray be used to prioritize. NRC efforts on materials and RTR licensees.

The-validity and Value of the proposed -VA decision-making framework can best be.

demonstrated through the application of the framework. Two example cases,.Applicatioliof the....
Decision MakingFramework to a Postulated Security Event Scenario at a Research Reactor .

and , Application of the Decision Making Framework to aJostulated Security Event Scenario at
a Fuel Cycle Facility are provided as Attachments 5 and 6, respectively. j.hese diverse
examples demonstrate the scope of application of the VA decision-making framework.

ASSOCIATED POLICY ISSUES:

Consequence Criteria

As discussed in this paper, the consequences considered are prompt fatalities 'from radiation
exposure artd those chemical effects associated with radioactive material processes (i.e., UFj).

-6EGRET-
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Past Commission 'policy and practice has varied with respect to consideration of consequence
criteria. The proposed VA decision-making framework uses only prompt fatalities as a
consequence criterion.

It is also recognized that other guidance, such as the draft RAMCAP methodology, uses other
consequence criteria. For example, RAMCAP uses criteria such as economic, environmental,
national security, symbolic and sociopolitical impacts, and loss of output or production capability
as metrics for national level screening.

Other related radiological consequence criteria that could be incorporated in the framework
include latent fatalities, land contamination, and chemical risks due to plant conditions which
affect the safety of radioactive materials (e.g., ammonia tanks). Including some of these
consequence criteria may also be consistent with the goal, in the NRC's Strategic Plan, to
ensure protection of public health and safety and the environment, and also with the section on
commercial nuclear reactors in the National infrastructure Protection Plan. There are various
points of view within the staff on the need for additional criteria, e.g., land contamination.

The staff also recognizes that exposure to certain radioactive materials. (e.g., well logging
sources) would not result in a prompt fatality or the need for additional measures. However,
using other consequence criteria (e.g., land contamination) may require additional security
measures.

Note, if the Commission decides to add other consequence criteria to the staff's VA decision-
making framework, Integration of any of these consequence measures and associated
thresholds into this framework would require further developmental effort, time and additional
resources. Consequence metrics for these measures would need to be developed for
Categories I through V, similar to the framework's prompt fatality consequence ranges.
Additionally, recommendations on modifying security measures would be made after
considering any additional consequence measures.

Communications with Licensees

The August 30, 2004, SRM stated that the staff should engage the regulated industry to
validate scenarios and their significance and obtain insights on reasonable mitigative strategies.
The SRM also stated that the Contractor VA reports should not be shared with anyone outside
of NRC without Commission approval. The staff has had initial discussions with NEI on their
role in the review of fuel cycle facility VAs. NEI expressed a desire to interact with the staff on
the framework methodology and the implementation of that methodology on a site-by-site basis,
as well as, provide input on the information in the fuel cycle VA reports.

The staff could engage the fuel cycle licensees prior or subsequent to screening the scenarios
through the Commission-approved framework criteria. This could include interactions on the
framework criteria as desired by NEI. The staff believes that the most efficient and effective
use of resources would be to interact with the fuel cycle licensees and NEI on scenarios that did
not screen out using the framework.
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NEI's involvement would be limited to documents and discussions at the Safeguards
Information level (SGI) based on their'current security clearances andtheir "need to know".
Discussions at higher classification levels would only take place with appropriately cleared fuel
cycle licensee staff. Consistent with SECY-04-0093, "Sharing Vulnerability Assessment
Information with Licensees and Certificate Holders Regulated by the Office of Nuclear Materials
Safety and Safeguards", the staff will inform the Commission prior to sharing information with
the industry.

The extent to which NRC interacts with NEI and the industry may impact both the resources
needed to complete the VAs and the schedule. The staff also requests a Commission policy
decision on the timing and extent of interactions with NEI, as well as, the fuel cycle and RTR
licensees.

RESOURCES:

Implementation of the VA decision-making framework, as described in this paper and its
attachments, for applicable licensees is expected to require approximately 5.8 FTE in FY 2005.
These resources are not currently budgeted and would be expended in a coordinated effort as.
follows: NMSS (2.5 FTE), NRR (1.0 FTE), NSIR (2.2 FTE), and RES (0.1FTE). These
resource estimates include development of recommendation report for additions/reductions to
security measures and interactions with NEI, licensees and other industry coordination. On the
basis of framework approval as presented, the staff does not anticipate additional contractor
funding.

Resources and associated impacts of the add/shed process to support these activities will be
identified and sent to the Commission by December 3, 2004.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The staff recommends that:

A. the Commission approve the proposed VA decision-making framework using prompt
fatalities. A realistic schedule for providing the VA recommendation reports is eight
months after the Commission approves the framework.

B. the Commission approve the process of conducting the screening, consulting with the
Commission the results, and then engaging NEI as well as the fuel cycle and RTR
licensees to validate scenarios, potential consequences and mitigative strategies,
subsequent to screening the VAs through the framework.
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Framework Methodology

The staffs framework to assess the need for mitigative strategies for potential vulnerabilities
has been developed considering the assessment guidance proposed for the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS).' The DHS ranking and assessment process uses estimates of
potential consequence in conjunction with estimated likelihoods of attack. The staffs decision-
making framework will utilize estimates of potential consequences, in terms of prompt fatalities
for various security event scenarios, in conjunction with asset attractiveness, instead of
estimated likelihood of attack.

Only the activities that passed an initial screening will be considered in the staffs decision-
making framework. The asset attractiveness will be categorized using a qualitative assessment
that considers several factors. The values of the asset attractiveness and estimated
consequences are used in a decision matrix (see Figure 1, "Decision Matrix") to determine
whether mitigative strategies are necessary.

Decision Matrix'

Consequence

V IV III I

Figure 1

The scenarios that fall in the RED range will be assessed for activity-specific mitigative
strategies and options. For scenarios in the GREEN range, current security requirements are
adequate and no further action will be required. The activities in the GREEN for the selected

1American Society of Mechanical Engineers in collaboration with: American Institute of Chemical Engineers,
American Nuclear Society, American Petroleum Institute, American Society of Civil Engineers, American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc., Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Nuclear
Energy institute, "Risk Analysis and Management for Critical Asset Protection: General Guidance," July 30, 2004,
Draft, section3.3.2. "Level 2: Quantitative Risk Analysis Screening"

2
This matrix has fewer categories than those recommend in foot notel, because it is not practical for most

NRC-licensed facilities to reach the more severe consequence categories or the more likely categories noted by the
reference. Consequence category of I is more severe than II and so forth, and attractiveness category of A is more
probable than B and so forth.

Attachment 2
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consequence criteria will then be screened from further consideration. For activities that tall in
the YELLOW range, the staff will evaJuate the need to maintain compensatory measures and
-will consider adding those measures to relevant security requirements (e.g., incorporated into
security plans).
Attractiveness

Several factors will be qualitatively assessed to determine the attractiveness category for an
activity. The factors, identified in Table 1, "Activity-Specific Attractiveness Category Ranking
Matrix," are iconic value (ICON), complexity of planning (CP), resources needed (RN);
execution'risk (ER), and public protection measures (PM). (It should be noted that for threats
with an immediate release of radioactive material, there is insufficient time in the scenario for
public protection measures to have any impact on scenario completion, and this factor does not
contribute to the attractiveness ranking. In this case, there are only fourfactors to determine the
Activity Specific Attractiveness Category (see foot note for Table 2)). The documentation of this
qualitative assessment will forri- thebasisfor selecting a numerical value (1 through 5) for each
specific category. For example, if a value of 3 is assigned for the category resources needed
( (RN) the qualitative assessment will have to reasonably demonstrate that it would take several
adversaries, heavily armed, with explosives, and combat tactical training to achieve their goal.

Once the individual numerical values for each attractiveness factor are determined, they are.-
. averaged to determine the overall attractiveness value. This value is converted to.category A,.
B, C, D, or Eusing Table 2, "Alpha-numenc Conversion for Determining Attractiveness
Category.'
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Table 2 - Alpha~numeric Conversion for Determining Attractiveness Category'.

Attractiveness Value Range 0 - 1.0 1.0-2.0 2.0-3-0 30-4.0 4.0-5.0

Category Conversion A B C D E •

Estimated Consequences

The radiological consequences caused by an event are estimated in terms of prompt fatalities
causedby direct exposure to radiation, inhalation of radioactive material, or chemical exposure.
The calculated consequence estirante c•a'--5 useaiii Table 3, 'Consequences" to determine
the appropriate consequence category. For example, estimated fatalities, from a given
scenario, in the single digits would be classified as-a Level IV consequence event.

* Table 3- Consequenees4.

,Prompt Fatalities Consequence Category

Thousands I

Hundreds II

Tens

Single Digts . IV

None V

Decilon - Making

Upon determining the attractiveness category and 1he consequence level, Figure 1, "Decision

Matrix* will be used to determine if a scenario. falls into-the red, yellow, or green areas; The
diolor is then matched up.with the. mitigative strategy as:ssssment actions in•Jable 4, Need.to: -- -7:

:Develop Mitigative Strategies". For example, if the activity specific-attractivenets'category-was .
determined to be an "A" and the consequence was estimated tobe 'Level II% the overall -

.attracfveness would be a RED condition. Table 4 would then direct the analyst to assess-and
* develop activity specific mitigative strategy options, beyond existing securitylgeneral
requirements, and recommendations for Commission consideration.

'Consequence evaluation of prompt fatalities related to radiological (or chemical)
exposure resulting from facility sabotage, theft of material used as a radiological exposure
device or radiological exposure, or transportation sabotage will be developed by the respective
programs within NMSS and NRR.

4
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OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Table 4 - Need to Develop Mitigative Strategies

Assess and develop activity specific mitigationons, beyond existing
security/general requirements, and recommendations for Commission consideration.

'P"R Maintain existing securitylgeneral requirements. Evaluate the need to maintain
Compensatory Measures. Add required Compensatory Measures to the relevant
specifi requirements.

~Acceptable - Screen from further consideration and maintain existing security

requirements. Eliminate unnecessary compensatory measures.

Activity Specific Assess results of the activity specific security enhancement assessments to determine
Conditions if easy to implement low cost measures can be instituted that would improve detection,

assessment, delay, or response to a security event.

OFFICIAL USE ONLY
5
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TECHNICAL BASIS FOR CHEMICAL RELATED PROMPT FATALITIES

Chemical effects differ from radiation effecis in several key characteristics:

Chemical effects are deterministic and predispose towards certain conditions and
mortality.
Chemical effects are receptor dependent - healthy adult workers respond
differently than the general population. The public Includes an age spectrum,
and susceptible and hyper-susceptible individuals (e.g., asthmatics) who
experience adverse symptoms at much lower concentrations.

- Chemical concentrations and effects are inversely related to exposure times (i.e.,
in general, people can tolerate higher concentrations for shorter durations).
Chemical exposure effects are nonlinear and chemical specific.
A •maximum chemical concentration limit usually exists: beyond this, the
probability of fatality is very high.

The airborne chemical levels selected for the VA framework are called Acute Exposure
Guideline Levels, or AEGIs for short. Derivation of AEGL values occurs through a Federal

-Advisory Committee process that includes participation from the National Academy of Sciences,
the EPA,and stakeholders. AEGIs represent threshold exposure limits below which the stated
adverse health effects are not likely to occur for most members of the general public. Three.

* levels - AEGL-1, AEGL-2, and AEGL-3 - are developed for each of five exposure Ume periods.
(10 minutes, 30 minutes, 1 hour, 4 hours, and 8 hours). The VA framework uses the AEGL
duration that was determined to best correspond to the timeframe of the specific scenario under
consideration. Each AEGL level represents an increasing level of severity of the effects; AEGL-
I represents ailevel above which kotable discomfort and/or irritation are experienced, AEGL-2
represents a level above which Irreversible or long-lasting adverse effects are experienced, and
AEGL-3 represents the level above which life-threatening effects or death are experienced.
Final A.GL values have been published for uranium hexafluoride and hydrogen fluoride; interim
values are available for other chemicals of Interest at fuelcycle facilities.

Uranium uptake uses the value of 230 mgfrom NUREG-1391 for 50% lethality. The NRC/PNL
document on uranium uptake Identifies a range of 200-300 mg for lethality; 200 mg
approximates the onset of lethality and 300 mg represents a high percentage of potential
fatalities In the exposed population. -7 !. percentage o potential

Chemical concentrations and effects are deterministic to individuals. However, for a simple
rating scale based upon exposure observations, the following levels were used In the VA:

Level I: - Likely fatalities, many may be prompt. The basis is the specific value
from the AEGL Technical Support Document on the chemical of interest,

.adjusted to different times by the ratio of the AEGL-3s. For a 10 minute
HF exposure, this is 260 ppm: for a 30 minute exposure, this is 95 ppm;
and for a 60 minute exposure, this is 67 ppm. Uranium intake exceeds
300 mg.

Attachment 3
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Level il Probable fatalities - approximately Ihe lethal level for 50% of the
population. Some fatalities may be prompt. The basis is exceeding -
AEGL-3. For a 10 minute HF exposure, this is 170 ppm; for a 30 minute
exposure, this is 62 ppm; and for a 60 minute exposure, this is 44 ppm.
Uranium Intake exceeds 230 mg.

Level III: Onset of fatality range - increased risk/potential for a few offsite fatalities
in large offsite populations. The basis is exceeding AEGL-2. For a 10
minute HF exposure, this is 95 ppm; for a.30,,lnute exposure, this is 34
ppm; and for a 60 mlnuteexi.o.sure, this is 24 plm. Uranium intake
exceeds 200 mg.

Level IV: No likely fatalities but potential for significant and/or disabling health
impacts requiring hospitaiizationltreatment. The basis is exceeding
AEGL-1. For a 10 minute HF exposure, this is 1 ppm; for a 30 minute
exposure, this is also 1 ppm; and for a 60 minute exposure, this is also 1
ppm. Uranium intake exceeds 30 mg.

Level V: Existing licensing/accident basis, no fatalities, minimal effects (< AEGL-
1). Uranium intake is less than 30 mg.

The number of exposed Individuals is based upon the specific threat scenario and site
conditions. Reasonably conservative meteorological conditions and population densities for the
specific site under evaluatl~i ll be.assumed. Plume effects will consider population within a
90 degree arc (25% pie sectio?, drownwlnd from the facility, scenario location, and effect zones
based upon the consequenoe levelt and the distance from the release. If indicated by site
considerations (e.g.. a high percentage of wind direction variability), plume effects will be based
upon the population in the worst casa 90 degree arc. The-framework will sum the potential

-fatality estimates from each zone for comparison to the consequence table.

Chemical events tend to be prompt (typically of 30-90 minute durations) and the analysis.will

only consider mitigation methods appropriate for the specific site, scenario, and releasetim efram e. " ,; ... .. : . " ..- " . -_ . .

References:
www.epa.ovloppt/aeQl/proces~slhtm:

Stephen A. McGuire; "Chemical Toxicity of Uranium Hexafluoride Compared to Acute Effects of
Radiation," NUREG-1391, February 1991.

D.R. Fisher et Wi, "Uranium Hexaftuonde Public Risk," PNL-10065, August 1994.

2
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TECHNICAL BASIS FOR ACUTE RADIATION PROMPT FATALITIES

WHOLE BODY RADIATION EXPOSURE

The staff has reviewed several technical sources of information and data to develop a technical
basis for an average number of prompt fatalities from acute whole body radiation exposure,
The United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic Radiation (UNSCEAR) 2000
Chemobyl avccident summary report provides the number of emergency worker fatalities
observed in various exposure ranges (see Table 1).' Other technical literature presents a
range of doses associated with mortality (in percentages) of an exposed population. Table 2
compares the LD01 , LD., and Ltw doses reported in the Textbook of Military Medicine,

2 
an

Armed Forces Radiobiology Research Institute (AFRRI) reference,
3 and in NUREG/CR-4214.'

These references apply to-high dose rate, whole body, acute, exposures only.

Table 1. Chernobyl emergenc worker fatalities observed in different exposure ranges.

Range of Dose Number of workers exposed Number of fatalities
5

(rads) in this dose range

80-210 41 0 (0%)

220-410 50 1 (2%)

420' "40 22 7 (32%)

650,1600 .. 21 w 20 (95%)

Table 2. Comparison of LD0, LD50, and LD90 values dose ih radsy-.

Lethal Dose (LD) at Military AFFRI NUREG/CR-4214
various percentages .. Reference. without with supportive

of population axposed untreated medical care care

LD0 290 300 330

LD, 430 530 450

Lo 570 800 550

From these references, which showed close agreement, the staff estimated a range of fatalities
for the potentially exposedpopulation during a postulated accident....

LUNSCEAR, Volume It of the 2000 Report., ANNEX J, 'Exposures and effects of the Chernobyt accident-
Table 11. 'Emergency workers with acute radation sickness following the accident"

"Tetbook of M2aiy Medicine: Medical Consequences of Nuclar Warfare" 1989. Figure 2-10. "Human

rrortalty for high-dose-rate, tow-tET radiation doses to bone marr.r.'

*Medical Management of Radioiogcat Casualties, 2' Ed..' Armed Forces Rediobiology Research
Institute, Bethesda;.MO. April 2003; pp. 89 and 91. ygf9 Lethal Doses (LtD) at 10%, 50%, and 90% probabily are
estimatled to be witho medical care.

Health Effects Models for Nuclear Power Plant Accident Consequence Analysis,* NUREGJCR-4214,
Rev..2, Part I. rTRi.141, Published October 1993, Figure 3-1., Risks of mortaity from the hematopoietic syndrome
for ninimak supportive, and memd treatments: cantral estimates for exposure at a high dose rale."

SPercentage of treated patients io parenthesis

Attachmetnt 4
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DETERMINATION OF EXPOSED POPULATION

Specific threat or site conditions determined the number ol exposed individuals. A range ol
population densities will be assumed for off-site threats to simulate venues or locations where
individuals could be exposed. For on-site threats, specific population estimates will be used,
considering potential mitigating effects where applicable, e.g., evacuation and sheltering. Site-
specific meteorological conditions will be assumed unless the threat relates to transportation,
where nominal meteorology data will be assumed.

Rad*;lndiiates theo rad-equivaient whic is calculated byrmuititying the high tkioar energy transfer (LET) component
of the absorbed dose by a relative biolgical effectiveness (Re3E) factor. Speciliatty. when catculaig the tunig
dose, the high LET component is multipled by Iten.

2
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DOCKETED
USNRC

Apdl 28, 2008 (8:00am) April 26, 2008

OFFICE OF SECRETARY
RULEMAKINGS AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ADJUDICATIONS STAFF NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the matter of Docket # 72-26
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S
RESPONSE TO NRC STAFF'S MOTION

FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTION 1(b)

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.710, CLI-08-05, __ NRC _ (March 27, 2008), and the Atomic

Safety and Licensing Board's ("ASLB's") Scheduling and Case Management Order of April 4,

2008, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace ("SLOMFP") hereby responds to the U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission ("NRC" or "Commission") Staffs Motion for Summary Disposition of

Contention' 1(b) (April 18, 2008) ("Staff Motion"). As admitted by the Commission, Contention

1(b) challenges the Staff's failure to provide source documents or information underlying its

analysis in the supplement to the environmental assessment for the proposed Diablo Canyon

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI"), and also challenges the Staffs failure to

identify appropriate FOIA exemptions for its withholding decisions." CLI-08-01, NRC __

(2008), slip op. at 19.

SLOMFP believes that the Staff has now provided an adequate listing of the reference

documents on which it relied for the draft and final supplements to its environmental assessment

for the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Therefore SLOMFP considers that aspect of Contention

I(b) to be resolved.



With respect to the question of whether the Staff has adequately explained the nature and

extent of its reliance on the reference documents, the Staff has provided additional information in

its Motion that is sufficient to resolve SLOMFP's outstanding questions. In particular, the Staff

has confirmed its reliance on a key reference document - SECY-04-0222, Memorandum from

Luis A. Reyes to the Commissioners re: Decision-making Framework for Materials and

Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments (November 24, 2004) ("SECY-04-0222")

-- to exclude consideration of attack scenarios that did not result in irmmediate fatalities.'

The Staff's affidavit confirms the assertion of Contention 2 that in evaluating the

environmental impacts of an intentional attack on the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the NRC

Staff screened out attacks that would not cause immediate fatalities, thereby excluding

consideration of attack scenarios that could cause widespread land contamination, with

significant adverse effects on human health, the environment, and the economy. The Staff's own

statements therefore demonstrate that in making a finding of no significant impact and refusing

to prepare an environmental impact statement ("EIS"), the Staff arbitrarily and irrationally

refused to consider the significant adverse impacts that could be caused by an attack resulting in

significant land contamination. Accordingly, the Staff has now satisfied SLOFMP's concerns

with respect to this aspect of Contention 1(b).

In paragraph 7 of the Affidavit of James Randall Hall, Shana Helton, and Paul Kelley, Jr.
(April 18, 2008), affiant Shana Helton states that: '[t]he framework assessment methodology
outlined in SECY-04-0222 was applied to various categories of NRC licensees and certificate
holders, including lSFSIs." In the same paragraph, Ms. Helton also states that while the Staff did
not apply many aspects of the methodology outlined in SECY-04-022, the Staff "did refer to the
consequence evaluation criteria in SECY-04-0222 (and its enclosures) when developing the set
of assumptions used to calculate the estimated dose to the nearest resident to the Diablo Canyon
ISFS."

2 C0IO8



Finally, without conceding that the Staff has fully complied with the Freedom of

Information Act ("FOIA") in its decisions regarding the redaction of reference documents and its

explanations for those redactions, SLOMFP does not seek additional public disclosure of

information in the reference documents. As stated in SLOMFP's contentions and its Motion for

Reconsideration of CLI-08-05 (April 7, 2008), SLOMFP continues to believe that as a general

matter, under the Atomic Energy Act and its implementing regulations, the NRC was required to

give SLOMFP access to the reference documents under a protective order, in order to allow

SLOMFP an adequate opportunity for a hearing on the adequacy of the Staff's environmental

analysis in support of the proposed licensing of the Diablo Canyon ISFSL.

Therefore, for the reasons stated above, SLOMFP does not oppose summary disposition

of Contention I(b) as admitted by the Commission. In addition, SLOMFP withdraws its April

10, 2008, Supplem-ntal Discovery Requests Regarding Documents Produced by NRC Staff in

Connection with Vaughn Index.

Respectfully submitted,

ane Curran
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg, & Eisenberg, L.L.P.

1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/328-3 500
e-mail: Dcurran(Thharinoncurran.corn

April 26, 2008
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April 18, 2008

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

PACIFIC GAS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket No. 72-26-ISFSI

(Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent ) ASLBP No. 08-860-01-ISFSI-BD01
Spent Fuel Storage Installation)

AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES RANDALL HALL, SHANA HELTON, AND PAUL KELLEY, JR.

James Randall Hall, Shana Helton, and Paul Kelley, Jr., do hereby state as follows:

1. I, James Randall Hall (JRH), have been employed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRC") since 1981. My current position is Senior Project Manager,

Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Trarnsportation, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and.

Safeguards. I am the project manager for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, and oversaw the

preparation of the "Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of

No Significant Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI)" ("Supplemental EA").

2. I, Shana R. Helton (SRH), have been employed by the NRC since 2002. My current

position is Nuclear Engineer/Dose Assessment Specialist Division of Spent Fuel Storage

and Transportation, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards. I participated in

the preparation of the Supplemental EA.

3. I, Paul Kelley, Jr. (PK), have been employed by the NRC since 2003. My current

position is Security Specialist with the Materials, Waste, and International Security

Branch, Waste Security Team, in the Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response.

I participated in the preparation of the Supplemental EA.
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4. (JRH, SRH, PK) The purpose of this affidavit is to respond to "San Luis Obispo Mothers

for Peace's ("SLOMFP's") Response to NRC Staffs Vaughn Index, Request for Leave to

Conduct Discovery Against the NRC Staff, Request for Access to Unredacted Reference

Documents, and Request for Procedures to Protect Submission of Sensitive

Information." More specifically, the Staff herein responds to SLOMFP's challenges to

the completeness of the NRC Staff's Reference List for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI

Supplemental EA. (Ref. 1).

5. (JRH, SRH, PK) The Reference List includes all documents, including those which

reference the NRC's framework assessment methodology, which the Staff relied upon

directly or used as guidance during the development of the Supplemental EA. In

compiling its documents for the Reference List, the Staff included in the scope of what

was "relied upon" and "guidance" those documents specifically considered by the Staff in

developing the statements, characterizations, and determinations in the Supplemental

EA.

6. (SRH) SLOMFP has questioned the reason for the Staff's inclusion of SECY-04-0222,

"Decision-Making Framework for Materials and Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability

Assessments," ("SECY-04-0222") (Ref. 3), in the reference list for the Supplemental EA.

At the outset, the Staff would like to note that in compiling the reference list, the Staff

attempted to err on the side of being overly inclusive to ensure that the list was

complete. Therefore, some of the reference documents are not specific only to ISFSls

but apply broadly to large categories of NRC licensees which include ISFSI licensees.

7. (SRH) The framework assessment methodology outlined in SECY-04-0222 was applied

to various categories of NRC licensees and certificate holders, including ISFSIs. There

are many aspects of this methodology that were not employed by the staff when

developing the Supplemental EA. For instance, the Staff did not assess asset

attractiveness for the Diablo Canyon ISFSt. However, the staff did refer to the
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consequence evaluation criteria in SECY-04-0222 (and its enclosures) when developing

the set of assumptions used to calculate the estimated dose to the nearest resident to

the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. A detailed explanation of how the dose was calculated was

provided in the Affidavit of Elizabeth Thompson, attached to "NRC Brief and Summary of

Relevant Facts, Data and Arguments Upon Which the Staff Proposes to Rely at Oral

Argument on San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contention 2."

8. (SRH) The Staff also relied in part on the Staff Requirements Memorandum, SRM-

SECY-04-0222, (Ref. 3), which contains Commission guidance regarding application of

the framework assessment methodology recommended by the Staff in SECY-04-0222.

9. (JRH, SRH, PK) ISFSIs having a site specific license under 10 C.F.R. Part 72, including

the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, are subject to the physical protection requirements of Part 72,

Subpart H, and are not required to protect the spent fuel against the Design Basis Threat

("DBT") for radiological sabotage, which is applied to nuclear power reactors. Even so,

as directed by the Commission in CLI-07-01 1, the Staff also considered the DBT when

developing the Supplemental EA, and therefore included the DBT rulemaking in the

Reference List.

10. (SRH) Document 6 of the Reference List, "Memorandum from J. Strosnider to R.

Zimmerman, "Framework Assessments of Spent Fuel Storage Casks and Radioactive

Material Transportation Packages,"' December 9, 2005 ("Strosnider Memo") was a

separate action from the development of the Supplemental EA. The Strosnider Memo

documented the Staffs security assessments for spent fuel storage casks (which used

the methodology in SECY-04-0222) and concluded that the ISFSI security measures,

including those enacted since September 11, 2001, are adequate. The Staff reported

these findings to the Commission in two memoranda from Luis Reyes. (Ref. 5, 6).

11. (JRH, SRH) All of the documents, including those which provided guidance, used by the

Staff in developing the Supplemental EA were disclosed in the Reference List. The
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reason for including SECY-04-0222, SRM-SECY-04-0222, and the Strosnider memo in

the reference list is that the Staff relied on methods similar to those described in those

documents in determining the dose to the nearest resident to the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

While other documents generated by the NRC and other agencies may be used by the

NRC in various security activities, the Staff who developed the Supplemental EA relied

only on the methods and guidance in the documents listed in the Reference List.

12. (JRH, SRH, PK) All input from other agencies which was relied upon or used as

guidance in the development of the Supplemental EA is contained in the documents in

the Reference list. Other documents, such as the RAMCAP methodology, referenced by

SLOMFP, which informed the NRC's development of the framework assessment

methodology in 2004, were not relied on by the Staff when developing the Supplemental

EA for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. As stated in SECY-04-0222, the Staffs framework

assessment methodology (subsequently approved by the Commission in SRM-SECY-

04-0222) was informed by the RAMCAP methodology; however, the Staff did not

expressly adopt the RAMCAP or any other methodology. (Ref. 2 at 3). As such, these

other methodologies cited in SLOMFP's April 10, 2008, filing were not listed as

references to the Supplemental EA.

13. (JRH, SRH, PK) Upon reviewing the Reference List for this Response, the Staff realized

that one document, listed in the November 7, 2007, Addendum to the Supplemental EA

(Reference 3; Memorandum from Daniel H. Dorman to Wayne Hodges, "Results of NSIR

Screening of Nuclear Facility Security Scenarios for Remote and Speculative Nature

Prior To Use In Decision-Making Framework," March 9, 2005), was inadvertently omitted

from the Reference List provided with the Vaughn Index and was not publicly released to

the extent permissible under FOIA. (Ref. 1). We note that in citing this document as a

reference, the Staff was overly inclusive, as the Staff did not directly use information

from this memo in preparing the Supplemental EA. As discussed in Enclosure 2 to the
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Strosnider Memo, the Staff considered this memorandum as an input to the generic

spent fuel storage security assessments. A more thorough discussion of scenario

selection is contained in the Strosnider Memo, a redacted version of which was included

in the Staff's Vaughn index (Ref. 1). Nevertheless, the Staff is releasing a public

version of this document in an addendum to the Vaughn Index.

14. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my

knowledge, information, and belief.

References

1. "NRC Staff's Response to Commission Order to Provide Reference List and Vaughn Index,"
February 13, 2008. (ADAMS Accession No. ML080450260).

2. SECY-04-0222, "Decision-Making Framework for Materials and Research and Test Reactor
Vulnerability Assessments," (ADAMS Accession No. ML080440119). (Document 8 in the Staff's
Reference List).

3. Staff Requirements-SECY-04-0222, "Decisionmaking Framework for Materials and Research
Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments," (ADAMS Accession No. ML080440118). (Document
7 in the Staff's Reference List).

4. "Memorandum from J. Strosnider to R. Zimmerman, "Framework Assessments of Spent Fuel
Storage Casks and Radioactive Material Transportation Packages," December 9, 2005.
(ADAMS Accession Nos. ML053290260, ML080440117). (Document 6 in the Staff's Reference
List).

5. Memorandum from L. Reyes to the Commission, "Completion of Security Assessment of
Spent Fuel Storage Casks for Land-Based Terrorist Threats," September 15, 2005. (ADAMS
Accession Nos. ML052490378, ML080440115). (Document 4 in the Staff's Reference List).

6. Memorandum from L. Reyes to the Commission, "Completion of Security Assessment of the
Crash of a Large Plane into Spent Fuel Storage Casks," September 15, 2005. (ADAMS
Accession Nos. ML052490377, ML080440116). (Document 5 in the Staff's Reference List).

7. Design Basis Threat, Final Rule, 10 C.F.R. Part 73, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
(ADAMS Accession No. ML070520692). (Document 14 in the Staff's Reference List).
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es Randall Hall

"Shana R. Helton

Paul Kelley, Jr.i

Dated at Rockville, Maryland
this 18 1h day of April, 2008
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S DETAILED SUMMARY
OF FACTS, DATA, AND ARGUMENTS ON WHICH IT INTENDS TO RELY
AT ORAL ARGUMENT TO DEMONSTRATE THE INADEQUACY OF THE
U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'S FINAL SUPPLEMENT TO

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
FOR TIHE PROPOSED DIABLO CANYON INDEPNDENT

SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION TO CONSIDER THE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF AN ATTACK ON THE FACILITY

(CONTENTION 2)

Submitted by:

Diane Curran
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg, & Eisenberg, L.L.P.
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/328-3500
e-mail: Dcurranuhannoncurran.corn

Counsel to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

April 14, 2008
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April 14, 2008

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. 1 and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S DETAILED SUMMARY
OF FACTS, DATA, AND ARGUMENTS ON WHICH IT INTENDS TO RELY
AT ORAL ARGUMENT TO DEMONSTRATE TIlE INADEQUACY OF THE

U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION'S FINAL SUPPLEMENT TO
THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

FOR THE PROPOSED DIABLO CANYON INDEPNDENT
SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION TO CONSIDER THE

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF AN ATTACK ON THE FACILITY
(CONTENTION 2)

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. § 2.1113, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

("SLOMFP") hereby submits a detailed written summary of the facts, data, and

arguments ("Summary") on which SLOMFP intends to rely to demonstrate that the Staff

of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC" or "Commission") violated the

National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") by refusing to prepare an environmental

impact statement addressing the environmental impacts of an intentional attack on the

proposed Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI" or "spent

fuel storage facility"). As set forth below, the NRC Staff's supplement to its
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enviromnental assessment for the licensing of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI is fundamentally

inadequate to satisfy NEPA, because it fails to address a very serious and reasonably

foreseeable environmental impact of an intentional attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI:

radiological land contamination and its attendant health, environmental and

socioeconomic effects. Moreover, the EA Supplement violates NEPA's requirement for

transparency of government decision-making documents, because compelling evidence

suggests that the Staff's finding of no significant impact is based on the hidden and

unjustified assumption that widespread land contamination does not constitute a

significant adverse environmental impact that must be considered in an EIS.

This Summary is supported by the following Exhibits:

* Exhibit 1, Declaration of Dr. Gordon R. Thompson on Behalf of San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace In Support of Contention 2 Regarding the Construction and

Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (June

27, 2007) and attached Curriculum Vitae ("First Thompson Declaration");

* Exhibit 2, Dr. Gordon R. Thompson, Assessing Risks of Potential Malicious

Actions at Commercial Nuclear Facilities: The Case of a Proposed Independent

Spent Fuel Storage Installation at the Diablo Canyon Site (June 27, 2007)

("Report") 2; and

Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant

Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Spent Fuel
Storage Installation (August 2007) ("Final EA Supplement"); Supplement to the
Envirornental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant Impact Related to the
Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Spent Fuel Storage Installation (May
2007) ("Draft EA Supplement") (collectively "EA Supplement").
2 SLOMFP previously submitted Exhibits I and 2 in support of San Luis Obispo
Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing Regarding Diablo Canyon
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* Exhibit 3, Second Declaration of Dr. Gordon R. Thompson on Behalf of San Luis

Obispo Mothers for Peace In Support of Contention 2 Regarding the Construction

and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

(June 27, 2007) and attached Curriculum Vitae ("First Thompson Declaration").

Copies of the Exhibits are attached to this Summary.

Based on the record of this proceeding, including the Draft and Final FA

Supplements, documents disclosed by the NRC Staff during discovery, and Dr.

Thompson's Report and Second Declaration, there is no dispute that the EA Supplement

for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI fails to address the environmental impacts of credible attack

scenarios that could have significant environmental impacts on the human environment,

including widespread radiological land contamination and its attendant adverse effects on

human health and welfare, the environment, and the economy. The NRC Staff has

provided no plausible justification for its failure to address these significant impacts in

the EA Supplement, and indeed appears to have intentionally excluded contamination-

related impacts from consideration based on a secret and arbitrary agency policy of

disregarding any impacts of an attack other than immediate fatalities.

Accordingly, as provided by 10 CF,R. § 2.11 15(a)(2), the Commission should

rule that there is no unresolved dispute of law or fact regarding Contention 2, and that

SLOMFP should prevail on the claims raised in the contention. Therefore PG&E's

application for a license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI should be denied unless and until

the Staff prepares an EIS that fully addresses the environmuental impacts of an attack on

Enviromnental Assessment Supplement (June 28, 2007; corrected June 29, 2007)
("SLOMFP Hearing Request").
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the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, as well as a range of reasonable alternatives for mitigating or

avoiding those impacts.

II. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This proceeding marks the second time that SLOMFP has sought compliance by

the NRC with NEPA with respect to the consideration of the environmental impacts of an

intentional attack on the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI. After Pacific Gas and Electric

Company ("PG&E") filed its application for a license for the ISFSI in late 2001,

SLOMFP requested the NRC to grant a hearing on whether, in light of recent attacks on

U.S. facilities, including the attacks of September 11,2001, the NRC should address the

impacts of an attack on the proposed Diablo Canyon facility in an environmental impact

statement ("EIS"). The Commission categorically refused to consider SLOMFP's request

iln Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant Independent Spent Fuel

Storage Installation), CLI-03-01, 57 NRC 1 (2003). In San Luis Obispo A'fothersJ or

Peace, 449 F.3d 1016 (9th Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 127 S.Ct. 1124 (2007), the United

States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed the Commission's decision and

remanded the case for further proceedings.

On remand, the NRC Commissioners ordered the NRC Staff to prepare a

preliminary analysis, known as an environmental assessment ("EA"), to evaluate whether

the NRC should prepare a full-blown EIS to evaluate the environmental impacts of an

intentional attack on the proposed facility. Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon

Power Plant Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-07-11, 65 NRC 148

(2007). In response to the Commission's Order, the NRC Staff issued the Draft EA
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Supplement, declaring that an attack on the proposed facility would have no significant

impact on the human environment.

In contentions filed June 28, 2008, SLOMFP challenged the Draft EA Supplement

for its failure, among other things, to address the dominant impact of spent fuel storage

attacks: land contamination, a very serious impact that can render uninhabitable a large

land area, causing significant health, economic and social impacts. SLOMFP also

charged that the Draft EA Supplement defined adverse impacts only in terms of early

deaths, and therefore appeared to rely on the hidden assumption that any impacts other

than early fatalities should be ruled out as unworthy of consideration. SLOMFP Hearing

Request, Contention 2. SLOMFP also charged that the NRC Staff had violated NEPA by

failing to identify the reference documents on which it had relied in preparing the Draft

EA Supplement. Id.- Contention 1.

Since then, the Staff has provided additional information in the form of a Final

EA Supplement, a list of reference documents, disclosure of portions of the redacted

reference documents, and responses to SLOMFP's discovery questions. Unfortunately,

this additional information does not demonstrate that the Staff has, in fact, considered the

enviromnental effects of credible attack scenarios that could cause significamt offsite

radiological contamination. Indeed, the documents provide compelling evidence that the

Staff followed an established policy of screening out land contamination and other non-

fatal environmental effects as unworthy of consideration. Whether or not the Staff did

indeed apply such a policy, however, the evidence shows that the Staffs finding of no

significant is irrational and unsupported, and therefore must be rejected as inadequate to

satisfy NEPA. Because PG&E's application is not supported by an adequate
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environmental analysis, it must also be rejected. until such time as the NRC Staff may

prepare an EIS that adequately addresses the environmental impacts of an attack on the

Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage facility.

III. STATUTORY AND REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

A. Requirements of NEPA

NEPA is the "basic charter for the protection of the environment." 40 C.F.R. §

1500.1(1). Its fundamental purpose is to "help public officials make decisions that are

based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take decisions that protect,

restore, and enhlance the environment." Id. NEPA requires federal agencies to examine

the environmental consequences of their actions before taking those actions, in order to

ensure "that important effects will not be overlooked or underestimated only to be

discovered after resources have been committed or the die otherwise cast." Robertson v.

Methow Valley Citizen Council. 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989).

1. Environmental impact statement

The primary method by which NEPA ensures that its mandate is met is the

"action-forcing" requirement that a "detailed statement," known as an Environmental

Impact Statement ("EIS"), be prepared before a federal agency takes any major action

which may significantly affect the quality of the human environment. 42 U.S.C. §

4332(2)(C); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.1.3 The NRC's implementing regulations at 10 C.F.R. §

3 40 C.F.R. § 1502.1 is a regulation of the President's Council on Environmuental Quality
("CEQ") for the implementation of NEPA. Although the NRC also has its own NEPA
regulations, the CEQ regulations are binding on the NRC unless compliance would "be
inconsistent with statutory requirements." Executive Order 11991, 3 C.F.R. 124 (1978).
See also Baltimore Gas und Electric Co. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 462 U.S.
87 (1983); Andrus v. Sierra Club, 442 U.S. 347 (1979); NRC Final Rule, Environmental
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51.20(a) also require the NRC to prepare an EIS for any licensing or regulatory action

which "is a major federal action significantly affecting the quality of the human

environment."

As required by.NEPA and its implementing regulations, an EIS must describe,

among other things, (1) the "environmental impact" of the proposed action, (2) any

"adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided should the proposal be

implemented," (3) any "alternatives to the proposed action," and (4) any "irreversible and

irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved in the proposed action

should it bc implemented .... 42 U.S.C. § 4332(C). The EIS must be circulated in draft

for comment by the public and other affected agencies, in order to assure that relevant

environmental information will "be made available to the larger audience that may also

play a role in both the decisiorunaking process and the implementation" of a proposed

decision. Robertson, 490 U.S. at 349.

An EIS must be searching and rigorous, providing a "hard look" at the

environmental consequences of the agency's proposed action. Marsh v. Oregon Natural

Resources Council, 490 U.S. 360, 374 (1989). Information about environmental impacts

must be subject to a "careful scientific analysis." Id. at 385. See also 40 C.F.R. §

1502.24 ("Agencies shall insure the professional integrity, including scientific integrity,

of the discussions and analyses in environmental impact statements"); 10 C.F.R. §

51.7 1(d) (draft EIS "considers and weighs the environmental effects of the proposed

action").

Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulator Functions and
Related Conforming .Amendments, 49 Fed. Reg. 9,352 (March 12, 1984).
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In making environmental decisions, an agency may not rely on hidden or

misleading assumptions. As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held in South

Louisiana Envtl. Council v. Sand, 629 F.2d 1005, 1011-12 (5th Cir. 1980), an agency's

reliance on misleading assumptions violates NEPA by "impairing the agency's

consideration of the adverse environmental effects of a proposed project." See also

Johnston v. Davis, 698 F.2d 1088, 1094 (1Oth Cir. 1983) (holding that misleading or

unqualified statements that do not represent a realistic assessment of environmental

impacts violate NEPA); Hughes Watershed Conservancy v. Glickman, 81 F.3d 437, 446

(4th Cir. 1999) (rejecting an EIS that contained misleading projections of a proposed

project's economic benefits); Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee v. AEC, 449 F.2d

1109, 1113 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (an environmental impact statement must be "detailed" and

the analysis carried out "fully and in good faith.")

Environmental impacts that must be considered in an EIS include those

which are "reasonably foreseeable" and have "catastrophic consequences, even if their

probability of occurrence is low." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(1). However, environmental

impacts that are "remote and speculative" need not be considered. Limerick Ecology

Action v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719, 745 (3rd Cir. 1989), citing Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power

Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519. 551 (1978). The fact

that the likelihood of an impact may not be easily quantifiable is not an excuse for failing

to address it in an EIS. NRC regulations require that: "[t]o the extent that there are

important qualitative considerations or factors that cannot be quantified, these

considerations or factors will be discussed in qualitative terms." 10 C.F.R. § 51.71.
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In San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth

Circuit rejected, as irrational, a previous NRC policy of refusing to consider the

environmental impacts of intentional attacks on nuclear facilities on the asserted ground

that they are remote and speculative. Therefore, the NRC has reversed its policy in this

case and ordered the preparation of an BA to consider whether the impacts of an attack on

the Diablo Canyon ISFSI should be addressed in an 1EIS. Pacific Gas and Electric Co.

(Diablo Canyon ISFSI), CLI-07-011, 65 NRC 148 (2007), citing San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace. 4

2. Environmental Assessment

NEPA requires that, in actions involving substantial undertakings, such as the

instant proposal to store spent nuclear power plant fuel at a new facility on the Diablo

Canyon site, an agency may not dispense with an EIS unless and until it has prepared an

EA that evaluates whether an EIS is required, taking into account all relevant factors.

LaFlamme v. FERC, 852 F.2d 389, 399 (9th Cir. 1988) (hydroelectric power plant license

suspended for failure to prepare an EA). Like an EIS, an EA must take a "hard look" at

the potential environmental consequences of the action. See also Maryland National

Park and Planning Commission v. US. Postal Service, 487 F.2d 1029, 1040 (D.C. Cir.

1973); Foundation on Economic Trends v. Heckler, 756 F.2d 143, 154 (D.C. Cir. 1985)

(EA must "attempt to evaluate seriously the risk[s]" posed by proposcd action.) As the

D.C. Circuit of the U.S. Court of Appeals noted in Foundation on Economic Trends, "one

of the specific criteria for determining whether an EIS is necessary is '[t]he degree to

4 But see Amergen Energy Company, L. L. C. (Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station),
CLI-07-08, 65 NRC 124 (2007) (majority opinion declaring that the NRC will comply
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which the possible effects on the human environment are highly uncertain or involve

unique or unknown risks."' 756 F.2d at 155, citing 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(5). Thus, in

Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208, 1213 (9th Cir. 1998),

the Court found that "[a] project may have significant enviromnental impacts where its

effects are 'highly uncertain or involve unique or unknown risks."' See also Morgan v.

Walter, 728 F.Supp. 1483, 1489 (D. Id. 1989).

B. Procedural Standards for Subpart K Proceedings

The Commission has chosen to adjudicate SLOMFP's Contention 2 under

Subpart K of its procedural regulations in 10 C.F.R. Part 2. Subpart K is an "abbreviated

hearing process" that "derives from the NWPA [Nuclear Waste Policy Act], where

Congress called on the Commission to 'encourage and expedite' onsite spent fuel

storage." Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), CLI-0 1-I I

53 NRC 370 (2001), citing 42 U.S.C. § 10151t(a)(2), Following a period of discovery, the

parties must submit legal arguments and factual evidence in the form of testimony or

declarations. 10 C.F.R. § 2.1113. After holding an oral argument, the NRC must:

(1) Designate any disputed issues of fact, together with any remaining issues of
law, for resolution in an adjudicatory hearing; and
(2) Dispose of any issues of law or fact not designated for resolution in an
adjudicatory hearing.

10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(a). The regulations forbid designation of an issue for resolution in a

hearing unless the presiding officer determines that:

(1) There is a genuine and substantial dispute of fact which can only be resolved
with sufficient accuracy by the introduction of evidence in an adjudicatory
hearing; and
(2) The decision of the Commission is likely to depend in whole or in part on the
resolution of that dispute.

with San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace only in the Ninth Circuit).
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10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(b).

To the extent that an intervenor seeks disposition of an environmental against the

NRC Staff under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(a)(2), the NRC Staff bears the burden of proof.

Carolina Power & Light Co. (Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant), LBP-01-09, 53 NRC

239, 249 (2001), affirmed, CLI-01 -11, 53 NRC 370 (2001). See also Louisiana Energy

Services (Claiborne Enrichment Center), LBP-96-25, 44 NRC 331. 338 (1996) (Staff has

burden of proof in defending its own environmental studies). To tile extent that an

intervenor argues, under 10 C.F.R. § 2.111 5(a)(1), that there is a dispute regarding any

issue of fact or law that must be resolved in a hearing, the intervenor bears the burden of

making that showing. Harris, LBP-01 -09, 53 NRC at 249.

IV. ADMITTED SLOMFP CONTENTION 2

The subject of this Subpart K proceeding is SLOMFP's Contention 2, which is

supported by the Thompson Report. In relevant part, SLONMFP Contention 2 states as

follows:

The EA Supplement fails to satisfy NEPA because the NRC's decision not
to prepare an EIS is based on hidden and unjustified assumptions.

Basis: As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held in South
Louisiana Envtl. Council v. Sand, 629 F.2d 1005, 1011-12 (5th Cir. 1980), an
agency's reliance on misleading assumptions violates NEPA by "impairing the
agency's consideration of the adverse environmental effects of a proposed
project." See also Johnston v. Davis, 698 F.2d 1088, 1094 (10" Cir. 1983)
(holding that misleading or unqualified statements that do not represent a realistic
assessment of environmental impacts violate NEPA); Hughes Watershed
Conservancy v. Glickman, 81 F.3d 437, 446 (4"t Cir. 1999) (rejecting an EIS that
contained misleading projections of a proposed project's economic benefits).

Here, the EA Supplement violates NEPA by relying on hidden and unjustified
assumptions. For instance, the EA Supplement appears to assume that the
environmental impacts of an attack on a spent fuel storage cask would be
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and other considerations, but we believe further inquiry is appropriate.'

CLI-08-01, slip op. at 20-21 (January 15, 2008).

V. FACTS AND ARGUMENTS ON WHICH SLOMFP INTENDS TO
RELY AT ORAL ARGUMENT

A. Dr. Thompson is Highly Qualified to Testify Regarding
Contention 2.

SLOFMP's Summary is supported by a detailed expert declaration by Dr. Gordon

Thompson (Second Thompson Declaration, Exhibit 3) and by Dr. Thompson's detailed

expert report that SLOMFP submitted in support of Contention 2 (Exhibit 2). Dr.

Thompson is a highly qualified expert with respect to the technical issues of nuclear

facility vulnerability and risk analysis that are in dispute in this proceeding. Hie is

qualified by "knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education" to render an expert

opinion on the adequacy of the NRC Staff's analysis of the environmental impacts of an

intentional attack on the proposed Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage facility, and his

expert opinion will "assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence" and to determine

the facts in issue. See Federal Rule of Evidence 702, which was held applicable to NRC

proceedings in Duke Power Co. (William B. McGuire Nuclear Station, Units I and 2),

ALAB-669, 15 NRC 453, 475 (1972).

Dr. Thompson's high level of expert qualifications are set forth in the declaration

he submitted in support of SLOMFP's contentions, and in the curriculum vitae that is

attached to that declaration. See Exhibit 1, First Thompson Declaration. As stated there,

his undergraduate and graduate work provided him with a rigorous education in the

methodologies and disciplines of science, mathematics, and engineering. First Thompson

Declaration, par. 2. He received an undergraduate education in science and mechanical
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his undergraduate and graduate work provided him with a rigorous education in the.

methodologies and disciplines of science, mathematics, and engineering. First Thompson

Declaration, par. 2. He received an undergraduate education in science and mechanical
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engineering at the University of New South Wales, in Australia. In 1973 he received a

Doctor of Philosophy degree in physics from Oxford University, for analyses of plasmas

undergoing thermonuclear fusion. During Dr. Thompson's graduate studies he was

associated with the fusion research program of the UK Atomic Energy Authority. Id.,

par. 2.

Since 1977, a significant part of Dr. Thompson's work has consisted of technical

analyses of safety, security and environmental issues related to nuclear facilities. These

analyses have been sponsored by a variety of nongovernmental organizations and local,

state and national governments, predominantly in North America and Western Europe.

Drawing upon these analyses, he has provided expert testimony in legal and regulatory

proceedings, and has served on committees advising US government agencies. Id.,

par. 3.

Dr. Thompson has conducted, directed, and/or participated in a number of studies

that evaluated aspects of the design and operation of nuclear facilities with respect to

severe accident probabilities and consequences. These include generic studies and

studies of individual facilities. For instance, with respect to generic studies on the

potential for severe accidents at nuclear power plants, he was co-investigator in a study by

the Union of Concerned Scientists on the "source term" issue -- the potential for release

of radioactive material to the environment. In addition, he was one of a team of four

scientists who prepared, for Greenpeace International, a comprehensive critique of the

state of the art of probabilistic risk assessment ("PRA") for nuclear power plants. That

report noted that acts of malice, such as sabotage and acts of war, are not considered in

PRAs, despite a history of malicious acts at many nuclear facilities. In addition, Dr.
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Thompson conducted analysis on the relevance of PRA to emergency response planning.

as part of a study on emergency planning for nuclear power plant accidents. All of these

studies required Dr. Thompson to be highly familiar with the design and operation of

nuclear power plants, as well as the characteristics of probabilistic risk assessment. Id.,

par. 4.

Dr. Thompson has also done considerable work on the risks posed by individual

nuclear facilities. In addition to performing the studies described elsewhere in this

declaration, he has studied the risks posed by the Seabrook, Pilgrim, Vermont Yankee

and Three Mile Island plants (USA), the Darlington and Pickering stations (Canada), the

Sizewell B station (United Kingdom ("UK")) and the Dukovany plant (Czech Republic).

All of these studies required him to become familiar with the relevant details of the

design and operation of the facilities involved. Id, par. 5.

To a significant degree, Dr. Thompson's work has been accepted or adopted by

relevant governmental agencies. During the period 1978-1979, for example, he served on

an international review group commissioned by the government of Lower Saxony (a state

in Germany) to evaluate a proposal for a nuclear fuel cycle center at Gorleben. He led the

subgroup that examined accident risks and identified alternative options with lower risk.

One of the risk issues that he identified and analyzed was the potential for self-sustaining,

exothermic oxidation reactions of fuel cladding in a high-density spent fuel pool if water

is lost from the pool, ie., a "pool fire." In examining the potential for a pool fire, Dr.

Thompson identified partial loss of water as a more severe condition than total loss of

water. He identified a variety of events that could cause a loss of water from a pool,

including aircraft crash, sabotage, terrorism and acts of war. He also identified and
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described alternative fuel storage options with lower risk; these lower-risk options

included design features such as spatial separation, natural cooling and underground

vaults. The Lower Saxony government accepted Dr. Thompson's findings about the risk

of a pool fire, and ruled in May 1979 that high-density pool storage of spent fuel was not

an acceptable option at Gorleben. As a direct result, policy throughout Germany has been

to use dry storage in casks, rather than high-density pool storage, for away-from-reactor

storage of spent fuel. Id., par. 6.

Dr. Thompson's work has also influenced decision making by safety officials in

the U.S. Department of Energy ("DOE"). During the period 1986-1991, he was

commissioned by environmental groups to assess the safety of the military production

reactors at the Savannah River Site, and to identify and assess alternative options for the

production of tritium for the US nuclear arsenal. Initially, much of the relevant

information was classified or otherwise inaccessible to the public. Nevertheless, Dr.

Thompson addressed safety issues through analyses that were recognized as accurate by

nuclear safety officials at DOE, He eventually concluded that the Savannah River

reactors could not meet the safety objectives set for them by DOE. DOE subsequently

reached the same conclusion, and scrapped the reactors. The current national policy for

tritium production is to employ commercial reactors, an option that Dr. Thompson had

concluded was technically attractive but problematic from the perspective of nuclear

weapons proliferation. Id., par. 7.

In 1977, and again during the period 1996-2000, Dr. Thompson examined the

safety of nuclear fuel reprocessing and liquid high-level radioactive waste management

facilities at the Sellafield site in the UK. His investigation during the latter period was
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supported by consortia of local governments in Ireland and the UK, and he presented his

interim findings at briefings in the UK and Irish parliaments in 1998. In the course of

thatstudy, Dr. Thompson identified safety issues that were not addressed in any publicly

available literature about the Sellafield site. As a direct result of Dr. Thompson's

investigation, the UK Nuclear Installations Inspectorate ("Nil") required the operator of

the Sellafield site -- British Nuclear Fuels ("BNFL") -- to conduct extensive safety

analyses. These analyses confirmed the significance of the safety issues that he had

identified, and in January 2001 the NII established a legally binding schedule for

reduction of the inventory of liquid high-level radioactive waste at Sellafield. The NIl

took this action in recognition of the grave offsite consequences of a release to the

environment from the tanks in which liquid high-level waste is stored. Dr. Thompson

had identified a variety of events that could cause such a release, including acts of malice

or insanity. Id., par, 8.

In May 2000, Dr. Thompson completed a study for Greenpeace International on the

hazard potential of the La Hague site in France. Nuclear fuel reprocessing and related

activities are conducted at this site. The operator of the site -- COGEMA -- was

authorized to store 14,000 tonnes of spent fuel in high-density pools at La Hague, and

proposed to increase the capacity of these pools to 17,600 tornes. Dr. Thompson's study

described the potential for a pool fire at La Hague, and identified events -- including acts

of malice or insanity -- that could lead to a pool fire. One of the findings of his study was

that neither COGEMA nor the French government had a thorough understanding of La

Hague's hazard potential, including the potential for a pool fire. Subsequent to the attacks

of September 11, 2001 in New York City and Washington, D.C., media exposure brought
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La Hague's hazard potential to the attention of the French government. During October

2001 the French government deployed anti-aircraft missiles at La Hague. Id, par. 9.

As discussed above, during the period 1978-1979, Dr. Thompson determined that

partial loss of water from a high-density spent fuel pool is a more severe condition than

total loss of water. 5 The NRC Staff failed, for more than two decades, to understand this

point. An illustration of the Staffs lack of understanding was provided by its statements

during a license amendment proceeding for the proposed expansion of spent fuel pool

storage capacity at the Harris nuclear power plant, in which Dr. Thompson served as an

expert witness for the Intervenor, Orange County, North Carolina. In filings during

March and April 2000, the Staff repeatedly disparaged Dr. Thompson's statements that

comparatively old fuel can ignite. A few months later, however, the Staff adopted Dr.

Thompson's position. In a report dated October 2000, but not published until January

2001, the Staff recognized that the flow of air to exposed fuel assemblies could be

blocked by the presence of collapsed structures -- which might be attributable, for

example, to a cask drop or an earthquake -- or by the presence of residual water. The

Staff analyzed the heat transfer implications of flow blockage and concluded:

While the February 2000 [draft] study indicated that for the cases analyzed a
required decay time of 5 years would preclude a zirconium tire, the revised
analyses show that it is not feasible, without numerous constraints, to define a
generic decay heat level (and therefore decay time) beyond which a zirconium fire
is not physically possible.

5 As discussed in par. 10 of the Firsts Thompson Declaration, this is because
convective heat transfer is suppressed by the presence of residual water at the base of the
fuel assemblies. During any scenario for loss of water from a spent fuel pool, there will
be a period of time during which residual water is present. As a result, comparatively old
fuel -- potentially including fuel aged 10 or more years after discharge from a reactor --
can ignite if water is lost from a high-density spent fuel pool.
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Id., par. 10.

On numerous occasions, Dr. Thompson has drawn attention in his writings and

oral presentations to the vulnerability of nuclear fac~ilities to acts of malice or insanity.

He has pointed out that PRAs do not address acts of malice or insanity, with the result

that a PRA can, at best, provide a lower bound to the probability of a release of

radioactive material. In 1996, he wrote a generic report on war and terrorism as risk

factors for nuclear power plants. Among other findings, this report noted that an act of

war or terrorism at a nuclear power plant might have as its primary target the spent fuel

stored at the plant, rather than the reactor. The report concluded with a statement that:

Public debate about the future operation of existing nuclear power plants, and the
construction of new plants, should be broadened to encompass the possible
involvement of nuclear plants in war or terrorism.

Id, par. 11.

Dr. Thompson is familiar with the License Application, Safety Analysis Report,

and Environmental Report for PG&E's proposed ISFSI. He is also familiar with the

NRC's Draft and Final EA Supplements. In support of Contention 2, Dr. Thompson

prepared a report that includes an analysis of the deficiencies in the Diablo EA

Supplement's evaluation of the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the

proposed Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage facility. See Exhibit 2.

Accordingly, Dr. Thompson is highly qualified to testify in this proceeding, by

virtue of his training, his many years of experience in the analysis of safety, risk, and

environmental issues affecting nuclear facilities, and his familiarity with the facts of this

case.
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B. The NRC Violated NEPA by Failing to Address, in an EIS, the
Significant Environmental Impacts of an Attack on the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI in the Form of Widespread Land Contamination and
its Associated Effects.

As discussed above in Section III, the NRC Staff was required by NEPA to take a

"hard look," in its EA Supplement, at the environmental impacts of an intentional attack

on the Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage facility. The EA Supplement falls far short of

this statutory requirement. While the NRC Staff claims, in the EA Supplement, to

address the environmental impacts of "plausible threat scenarios" (Final EA Supplement

at 6 and 7), in fact the Staff completely ignores the impacts of a range of credible attacks

that could cause significant radioactive land contamination, leading to severe adverse

effects on human health and welfare, the environment, and the economy. Moreover, the

record contains compelling evidence that in ignoring radioactive land contamination as an

environmental impact, the Staff was following a secret NRC policy of screening out non-

fatal impacts as unworthy of consideration in NRC security and environmental analyses.

In any event, regardless of what ground the NRC Staff relied on to disregard the

significant adverse impacts of land contamination and related effects resulting from an

attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, the EA Supplement's failure to consider these

credible and significant impacts renders it fatally defective under NEPA.

1. The EA Supplement ignores credible and significant
impacts of an attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

As demonstrated in Section V of Dr. Thompson's Second Declaration, the Staffs

finding of no significant impact is contradicted by information that can be gleaned from

publicly available documents, applying knowledge of engineering and related disciplines.

This information shows that it is reasonably foreseeable that an attack-induced
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atmospheric release of radiological material from a spent fuel storage module of the type

that would be used at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI could cause a significant degree of land

contamination. A competent, sub-national group seeking to create offsite radiological

impacts by attacking a storage module at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would probably seek

to penetrate the wall of the multi-purpose canister ("MPC") and ignite the zirconium fuel

cladding, with the intent of initiating a fire that would release radioactive material to the

environment. Thompson Report at 43. Such an attack could be accomplished by various

means. Thompson Report at 33-37.

A credible attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI could release to the atmosphere

tens of percent of the inventory of cesium-137 in affected spent-fuel modules. Second

Thompson Declaration, par. 11-3. Deposition of cesium-137 from that release could

render thousands of square kilometers of land uninhabitable. Sequelae would include

contamination of food and water, cancer and other adverse health effects that would be

manifested years after the release, rclocation of populations, abandonment of real estate,

and various economic and social impacts. Economic losses could amount to tens of

billions of dollars. Id. See also Thompson Report at 15-17, 37.

2. The EA Supplement relies on a hidden and irrational
assumption that non-fatal impacts need not be considered.

The EA Supplement provides only one direct indicator of an adverse outcome of

an attack on an ISFSI: the potential for early fatalities. Second Thompson Declaration,

par. I1-1. Thus, SLOMFP has inferred that the NRC Staff, in preparing the EA

Supplement, assumed that the environmental impacts of an attack on an ISFSI would be

insignificant if the attack does not result in early fatalities. Id., Section 111. The policy of
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screening out attacks with non-fatal consequences was set forth in a 2004 memorandum

from the NRC Staff to the Commissioners, SECY-04-0222, Memorandum from Luis A.

Reyes to the Commissioners re: Decision-making Framework for Materials and Research

and Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments (November 24, 2004) ("SECY-04-0222")

and approved by the NRC Commissioners in SRM-SECY-04-0222, Staff Requirements

Memorandum re: Decision-making Framework for Materials and Research and Test

Reactor Vulnerability Assessments (January 15, 2005) ("SRM-SECY-04-0222").

While the title of SECY-04-0222 indicates that the policy applies only to source

materials facilities and research and test reactors, the NRC Staff has listed both SECY-

04-0222 and SRM-SECY-04-0222 as reference documents in a November 2007

addendum to the Final EA Supplement, thus indicating the Staff has applied the policy to

the Diablo Canyon ISFS1.6 A subsequent NRC memorandum, also listed as a reference

document in the November 2007 Addendum, revealed that the Staff had "performed

framework assessments" for spent fuel storage casks and transportation packages "in

accordance with SRM-SECY-04-0222." Second Thompson Declaration, par. 111-4,

quoting Memorandum by Jack R. Strosnider, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and

Safeguards, to Roy P. Zimmerman, Office of Nuclear Security and Incident Response, re:

Framework for Assessment of Spent fuel Storage Casks and Transportation Packages and

6 Notably, while the Final EA Supplement was published in August of 2007,

these reference documents were not identified until November. Memorandum from
Robert A. Nelson, Chief, Licensing Branch, Division of Spent Fuel Storage and
Transportation, Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards, to Michael T. Lesar,
Chief, Rulemaking, Directives, and Editing Branch, Division of Administrative Services,
Office of Administration re: Notice of Issuance of Addendum to the Supplement to the
Environmental Assessment for the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation (November 7, 2007) ("November 2007 Addendum").
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Radioactive Material Transportation Packages (December 9, 2005) ("Strosnider

Memorandum"). The Strosnider Memorandum is also listed as a reference document in

the November 2007 Addendum.

SECY-04-0222, SRM-SECY-04-0222, and the Strosnider Memorandum were

unavailable publicly until the Staff released redacted versions in conjunction with the

Staff's publication, on February 13, 2008, of a Vaughn Index. Thus, they appear to

constitute "secret law" whose suppression was unlawful under the Freedom of

Information Act ("FOIA"). Hardy v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms, 631 F.2d

653, 657 (9th Cir. 1980). See also Memorandum from Stephen D. Dingbaum, Assistant

Inspector General for audits, to Luis A. Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, re:

Audit of NRC's Process for Release Commission Decision Documents at 16 (September

8, 2006) (criticizing Commission for failing to publicly release a SECY paper

(subsequently revealed to be SECY-04-0222) that "requested that consideration of the

impacts of security event consequences be limited to prompt deaths").

In responding to interrogatories by SLOMFP, the NRC Staff asserted that "[i]n

general, the NRC considers potential offsite radiological contamination of land a potential

environmental impact using NEPA criteria to assess its significance." NRC Staff's

Response and Objections to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's First Set of Discovery

Requests at 19 (February 22, 2008). This statement is inconsistent with the memoranda

discussed above; with the statements in the Final EA Supplement regarding the Staff s

exclusive focus on immediate fatalities; and with the evidence established in Dr.

Thompson's Report and his Second Declaration that credible attacks on the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI could result in significant levels of offsite contamination, causing
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Memorandum"). The Strosnider Memorandum is also listed as a reference document in
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In responding to interrogatories by SLOMFP, the NRC Staff asserted that "[i]n

general, the NRC considers potential offsite radiological contamination of land a potential

environmental impact using NEPA criteria to assess its significance." NRC Staffs

Response and Objections to San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's First Set of Discovery

Requests at 19 (February 22, 2008). This statement is inconsistent with the memoranda

discussed above; with the statements in the Final EA Supplement regarding the Staffs

exclusive focus on immediate fatalities; and with the evidence established in Dr.

Thompson's Report and his Second Declaration that credible attacks on the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI could result in significant levels of offsite contamination, causing
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widespread health, environmental and economic effects. Thus, the Staff's interrogatory

response must be rejected as totally inconsistent with the record.

3. The EA Supplement arbitrarily limits its consideration of
impacts.

The NRC Staff has not disclosed any information about the attack-induced

atmospheric releases that it has considered in the context of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

However, some information about those releases can be inferred from available sources,

including reference documents produced by the NRC Staff during discovery.

In the redacted portions of its reference documents, the Staff has disclosed some

information about a study conducted for NRC by SNL, regarding the impact of a large

aircraft on a field of HI-STORIVI spent-fuel-storage modules. That type of module would

be used at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. The study was described in Smith, et al., Results of

a Large Airplane Impact Into a Field ofl-Iollec HI-STORMSpent Nuclear Fuel Casks

(Sandia National Laboratories, 2004) (Vaughn Index Document No. 1).7 At page 7, the

redacted report stated that the mass of the assumed aircraft is representative of the class of

aircraft involved in the 9/11 events. At pages 24-2 5, the report stated that it is unlikely

that a pool of fuel and a storage module would be co-located after the dynamic phase of

the impact had concluded. Thus, a long-duration pool fire affecting a module was judged

to be a non-credible event. At page C-4, the report mentioned the analytic simulation of a

quiescent, engulfing fire affecting an upright module. The simulation was run for a short

time - 90 to 180 seconds - consistent with SNL's judgment that a module would not be

co-located with a long-duration pool fire. Second Thompson Declaration, par. VI-2.

7 Most of the content of this document was redacted,
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Another report described a study conducted by SNL for NRC on the response of a

HI-STORM 100 module to an explosive blast. Marlin E. Kipp, et al., Response of the HI-

STORM Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Cask to a Large Explosive Charge Blast (U) (Sandia

National Laboratories, August 22, 2004).8 At page 8 the redacted report stated:

The amount of explosive and standoff distance is representative of a scenario of a
small truck parked directly adjacent to the cask. The scenario parameters for this
event were defined by NRC design basis threat criteria and by NRC staff, where
more specificity was required to define the event. This loading simulates a truck
delivery of the explosive, parked adjacent to the cask.

At page 21 the report stated:

The charge configuration is limited to a bare TNT charge in close proximity to the
cask.

Using the typology set forth in Table 3 of the Second Thompson Declaration, the

two attack scenarios described above would be associated with Type III atmospheric

releases. Both scenarios would have a dramatic appearance, but neither would represent a

sophisticated approach to maximizing radiological impacts. Neither scenario would be

likely to initiate sustained combustion of zircaloy cladding inside a module. Both

scenarios would be consistent with atmospheric releases similar to the two scenarios

discussed above. For such releases, the dominant radiological impact would be the

inhalation doses accrued by persons exposed to the radioactive plume. Second

Thompson Declaration, par. VI-4. 9

In comparison, the radiological releases from an attack causing sustained

8 Again, most of the content of this document was redacted from the version
provided to SLOMFP.

9 As discussed in Section IV of the Second Thompson Declaration, the NRC's
modeling of radioactive plume dispersion for purposes of assessing radiation dose is
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combustion of zircaloy cladding inside a module would contain much larger amounts of

volatile isotopes such as cesium-137, which would be significant from the perspective of

land contamination (Type IV atmospheric releases designated in Table 3 of the Second

Thompson Declaration). Second Thompson Declaration, par. V-I1.

A superficial assessment of the vulnerability of an ISFST might lead to the

conclusion that Type IV releases deserve less consideration than do Type III releases

because they would have a less dramatic appearance. That assessment would be

incorrect. It would ignore the greater sophistication of the attack scenarios associated

with Type IV releases, which would aim to maximize radiological impacts rather than the

dramatic appearance of the event. Also, analysts whose attention is focused on the

inhalation dose to a downwind individual could fail to appreciate the significance of Type

IV releases, if they assume that the more dramatic-appearing attack scenarios associated

with Type III releases would yield larger amounts of the isotopes that dominate inhalation

dose. Id

4. NEPA requires the NRC Staff to prepare an EIS that
encompasses a comprehensive assessment of the environmental
impacts of an attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

The NRC Staff argues that the environmental impacts of potential attacks on the

Diablo Canyon ISFSI are not significant. But the Staff has not provided a comprehensive

assessment to support that position. Second Thompson Declaration, par. VI-5. A

comprehensive assessment would consider a range of attack scenarios, release types, and

weather conditions. It would also address site-specific issues, including the complexities

of atmospheric plume dispersion at the Diablo Canyon site. Id. In addition, as discussed

unacceptably simplistic and stylized.
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above, the Staff has not disclosed all of the assumptions that underlie its position. Thus,

much of the basis for the Staff's position remains hidden.

The NRC Staff should identify and characterize a range of credible attacks, and

then estimate the release of radioactive material to the environment for each type of

attack. In the case of an attack on an ISFSI, the most significant mode of release would

be to the atmosphere. Next, the assessment would model the dispersal of radioactive

material in the environment. That step would include site-specific factors that

significantly affect the behavior of atmospheric plumes. Then, the assessment would

estimate human exposure to the released radioactive material by all significant pathways.

Finally, the assessment would estimate the health, environmental, social and economic

impacts, both direct and indirect, that rise from the potential for attack-induced release of

radioactive material. Thompson Declaration, par. 1I-5.

VIII. CONCLUSION

As demonstrated above, in the Thompson Report, and the Second Thompson

Declaration, the EA Supplement prepared by the NRC Staff violates NEPA because it is

not rigorous, comprehensive or science-based. The Staff ignored credible attack

scenarios that could cause widespread and severe land contamination, leading to

significant adverse health, environmental, and economic consequences. Moreover,

compelling evidence indicates that in disregarding these clearly significant impacts, the

Staff applied a secret NRC policy of excluding consideration of any impacts other than

immediate fatalities.

Accordingly, the Commission should rule that under 10 C.F.R. § 2.1115(a)(2)

there is no unresolved dispute ot law or fact regarding Contention 2, and that SLOMFP
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should prevail on the claims raised in the contention. Therefore PG&E's application for a

license for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI should be denied unless and until] the Staff prepares

an EIS that fully addresses the environmental impacts uf an attack on the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI, as well as a range of reasonable alternatives for mitigating or avoiding those

impacts.

Respectfully submitted,

Harmon, Curran, Spielberg, & Eisenberg, L.L.P.
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/328-3500
e-mail: Dcurran@harmoneurran.com

April 14, 2008
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SLOMFP Subpart K
Presentation: Exhibit 3

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the Matter of:

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. : Docket No. 72-26 - ISFSI
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2)

SECOND DECLARATION OF DR. GORDON R. THOMPSON
ON BEHALF OF SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE

IN SUPPORT OF CONTENTION 2 REGARDING THE CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION OF THE DIABLO CANYON INDEPENDENT SPENT

FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION

I, Gordon R. Thompson, state the following:

I. Introduction

[-I. I arn the executive director of the Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), a
nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation based in Massachusetts. Our office is located at 27
Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139. [RSS was founded in 1984 to conduct technical
and policy analysis and public education, with the objective of promoting peace and
international security, efficient use of natural resources, and protection of the environment.

1-2. 1 am an expert in the technical analysis of safety, security and environmental issues related
to nuclear facilities. Information about my relevant experience and expertise, together with an
attached copy of my curriculum vitae, are provided in my declaration of 27 June 2007 in this
matter.' That declaration accompanied a report that I prepared for San Luis Obispo Mothers
for Peace (SLOMFP). 2 My declaration and report supported contentions submitted by
SLOMFP in this matter.

3

1-3. Here, I set forth facts, data and arguments to support SLOMFP Contention 2.

1-4. SLOMFP's contentions responded to the publication by the Staffofthe US Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) of a Supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA)
for a proposed Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (ISFSI) at the Diablo Canyon

Thompson, 2007d.
Thompson, 2007b.
SLOMFP, 2007.
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Thompson Declaration in Support of SLOMFP Contention 2
April 2008 Page 2

site. The EA Supplement was published in draft and final versions, in May 2007 and
August 2007, respectively.

4

1-5. The remainder of this declaration consists of narrative discussion set forth in
Sections I1 through Vii, together with a bibliography and three tables. All citations in the
footnotes and the tables are to documents listed in the bibliography. Some additional,
relevant documents also appear in the bibliography.

11. SLOMFP Contention 2 and Its Context

Il-I. SLOMFP Contention 2 states as follows:
5

"The EA Supplement fails to satisfy NEPA because the NRC's decision not to
prepare an EIS is based on hidden and unjustified assumptions."

11-2. In setting forth the basis for Contention 2, SLOMFP provided examples of the EA
Supplement's reliance on hidden and unjustified assumptions. A notable example was
the EA Supplement's apparent assumption that the environmental impacts of an attack on
a spent-fuel-storage module would be insignificant if the attack does not result in early
fatalities. That assumption can be inferred because the EA Supplement, in discussing the
consequences of a release of radioactive material arising from an attack on an ISFSI,
provided only one direct indicator of an adverse outcome, namely "the potential For early
fatalities". 6 It should be noted that the NRC uses the ten-s "early fatalities" and "prompt
fatalities" interchangeably.

fl-3. My report in support of SLOMFP's contentions shows that the potential for early
fatalities is an inappropriate indicator of the environmental impacts of an attack. Other
consequences ofan attack, especially land contamination and its sequelac, would have
considerably greater significance. A credible attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI could

release to the atmosphere tens of percent of the inventory of cesium-137 in affected
spent-fuel-storage modules. Deposition of cesium-137 from that release could render
thousands of square kilometers of land uninhabitable. Sequelae would include
contamination of food and water, cancers and other adverse health effects that would be
manifested years after the release, relocation of populations, abandonment of real estate,
and various economic and social impacts. Economic losses could amount to tens of
billions of dollars. 7

I1-4. The NRC Commissioners have admitted Contention 2 into this proceeding, in
regard to the scope of the consequences considered in the EA Supplement.8 I address that
issue here, in its appropriate context. The scope of the consequences of a potential attack
on the Diablo Canyon tSFSI could only be properly understood as part of a

' NRC, 2007b; NRC, 2007a.
SLOMFP, 2007, page 10.
NRC. 2007b, page 6. An equivalent statement appears at; NRC, 2007a, page 7.ý
Thompson, 2007b, pages 17 and 37.
NRC, 2008a, pp 20-21.
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comprehensive assessment of the environmental impacts of such an attack. SLOMFP
does not have the funds needed to conduct such an assessment, nor does SLOMFP have
the duty to do so. Nevertheless, SLOMFP fully understands the steps needed to conduct
such an assessment, and has constructed its contentions accordingly. My report in
support of SLOMFP's contentions, and this testimony, reflect that understanding. Both
documents provide illustrative analyses to support their arguments. Neither document
purports to provide a comprehensive assessment of environmental impacts.

11-5. A comprehensive assessment of environmental impacts, as discussed in the
preceding paragraph, would begin by identifying and characterizing a range of credible
attacks. Then, for each type of attack, the assessment would estimate the release of
radioactive material to the environment. In the case of an attack on an ISFSI, the most
significant mode of release would be to the atmosphere. Next, the assessment would
model the dispersal of radioactive material in the environment. That step would include
site-specific factors that significantly affect the behavior of atmospheric plumes. Then,
the assessment would estimate human exposure to the released radioactive material by all
significant pathways. Finally, the assessment would estimate the health, environmental,
social and economic impacts, both direct and indirect, that arise from the potential for
attack-induced release of radioactive material.

11-6. The NRC Staff has not conducted a comprehensive assessment, as specified in the
preceding paragraph, for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Analysis that the Staff has conducted
is reviewed in subsequent sections of this testimony. Thle requirements of a
comprehensive assessment provide a framework for that review.

III. NRC Staff Position Regarding the Potential for Early Fatalities

Ill-I, As stated in paragraph 11-2, above, the EA Supplement provided only one direct
indicator of an adverse outcome of an attack on an ISFSI, namely the potential for early
fatalities.9 Thus, SLOMFP has inferred that the NRC Staff, in preparing the EA
Supplement, assumed that the environmental impacts of an attack on an ISFSI would be
insignificant if the attack does not result in early fatalities. Information subsequently
provided by the NRC Staff in this proceeding has confirmed SLOMFP's inference. That
information relates to research reactors and related facilities, and to ISFSIs, as described
in the following paragraphs.

111-2. In the document, SECY-04-0222, dated 24 November 2004, the NRC Staff
submitted to the NRC Commissioners a proposed decision-making framework for
vulnerability assessments for materials and research and test reactors.' 0 SECY-04-0222
stated, at page 3:

"Several methodologies for conducting and evaluating comprehensive VAs
[vulnerability assessments] for different types of assets are currently under

The EA Supplement also discussed the estimated radiation dose to an individual, which is an indirect
indicator of an adverse outcome. That issue is discussed here in Section IV.
"0 Reyes, 2004.
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development. In particular, the ASME, in cooperation with numerous
stakeholders, is funded by D1-IS to develop the RAMCAP methodology. This
methodology is designed to inform the allocation of resources to protect
infrastructure components."

SECY-04-0222 went on to state, at page 4:

"As discussed in this paper, the consequences considered are prompt fatalities
from radiation exposure and those chemical effects associated with radioactive
material processes (i.e., UF6). Past Commission policy and practice has varied
with respect to consideration of consequence criteria. The proposed VA decision-
making framework uses only prompt fatalities as a consequence criterion.

It is also recognized that other guidance, such as the draft RAMCAP
methodology, uses other consequence criteria. For example, RAMCAP uses
criteria such as economic, environmental, national security, symbolic and
sociopolitical impacts, and loss of output or production capability as metrics for
national level screening.

Other related radiological consequence criteria that could be incorporated in the
framework include latent fatalities, land contamination, and chemical risks due to
plant conditions which affect the safety of radioactive materials [words redacted].
Including some of these consequence criteria may also be consistent with the
goal, in the NRC's Strategic Plan, to ensure protection of public health and safety
and the environment, and also with the section on commercial nuclear reactors in
the National Infrastructure Protection Plan. There are various points of view
within the staff on the need for additional criteria, e.g., land contamination.

The staff also recognizes that exposure to certain radioactive materials [words
redacted] would not result in a prompt fatality or the need for additional measures.
However, using other consequence criteria (e.g., land contamination) may require
additional security measures."

11l-3. The NRC Commissioners subsequently provided a written response, dated 19
January 2005, to the recommendations proffered by the Staff in SECY-04-0222.'" The
Commissioners stated, at page 1:

"The Commission specifically approves, as recommended by the staff, the use of'
prompt fatalities as the consequence analysis in the decision-making framework
for this activity."

The Commissioners went on to state, at page 3:

Vietti-Cook, 2005.
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"As a separate issue from the vulnerability assessments conducted under the
decision making framework, the staff should not be independently developing
criteria and standards for other consequences (such as land contamination and
economic impacts) at this time. Rather, consistent with the US government
programs for homeland protection and security, the staff should continue to
support the separate vulnerability assessment reviews being conducted under the
leadership of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS). These activities
include the consideration of consequences other than prompt fatalities."

111-4. The Staff's recommendations in SECY-04-0222, and the Commissioner's written
response to those recommnendations, did not explicitly cover ISFSIs. However, a
subsequent Memo sent from one Staff office to another did explicitly link SECY-04-0222
with ISFSIs.' 2 The Memo, dated 9 December 2005, stated at page I:

"In response to Chairman Meserve's memorandum, "Response to Terrorist Acts",
dated September 28, 2001, and in accordance with SRNM-SECY-04-0222,
"Decision-Making Framework for Materials and Research and Test Reactor
Vulnerability Assessments", the Spent Fuel Project Office (SFPO) staff
performed framework assessments for spent fuel storage casks and transportation
packages and radioactive material transportation packages for various potential
terrorist threats."

111-5. From that statement, it is evident that the NRC Staff, in performing framework
assessments of the vulnerability of ISFSls to attack, acted "in accordance with" the
approach set forth in SECY-04-0222. It follows that the Staff, in considering the
consequences of an attack on an ISFSI, limited its consideration to the potential for early
fatalities.

111-6. The Government Accountability Office (GAO) reviewed, in a January 2008 report,
NRC's assessment of the vulnerability of research reactors to attack.' 3 GAO's general
conclusion is evident in the report's title, Nuclear Security: Action MVfay be Needed to
Reassess the Security of NRC-Licensed Research Reactors. GAO noted NRC's reliance
on the potential for early fatalities as the sole indicator of the consequences of attack.
GAO used the term "immediate fatalities", which is equivalent to "early fatalities". The
GAO report stated, at page 8:

"NRC used the number of immediate fatalities caused by radiological release
resulting from an attack at a research reactor as its criterion to measure
consequences and assessed (assess] the adequacy of the security at NRC-licensed
reactors."

111-7. In preparing the above-mentioned report, GAO obtained independent advice on the
vulnerability of research reactors to attack, and on the consequences of such an attack,

12 Strosnider, 2005.

1 GAO, 2008.
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and reviewed the findings of the US Department of Energy (DOE) and Sandia National
Laboratories (SNL) on these matters.' 4 Analysts at Idaho National Laboratory (INL) and
the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) advised GAO that a credible attack on a
research reactor could cause a release of radioactive material substantially larger than
NRC assumes. An INL analyst advised GAO that the consequences of an attack could
include significant land contamination. GAO noted that DOE has determined that the
consequences of an attack at some of its research reactors could be severe, potentially
involving the dispersion of radioactive material over many square miles. GAO also noted
that SNL had, under contract to NRC, assessed the vulnerability of research reactors.
SNL concluded that some credible attacks could be successful. NRC disagreed, and
concluded that radiological consequences of credible attacks would be minimal.

111-8. The NRC Commissioners' response of 19 January 2005 to SECY-04-0222 slated,
at page 1:1 5

"The Commission continues to support its earlier direction that Sandia National
Laboratories' draft vulnerability assessments not be shared with industry and
should not be released to anyone outside the agency."

111-9. Frorn that statement, it appears that the Commissioners sought to suppress a
differing professional opinion thatwas developed by SNL while working under contract
to NRC. The existence of that differing opinion was not publicly known until the
publication of GAO's report in January 2008. Moreover, as shown in paragraph 111-3.
above, the Commissioners ordered the Staff to refrain from independently developing
criteria and standards for attack consequences other than early fatalities. These actions
by the Commissioners were taken with direct application to research reactors and related
facilities. As shown by paragraphs 111-4 and t11-5, above, it appears that these actions
also apply to ISFSls.

111-10. From the preceding paragraphs, it can reasonably be concluded that NRC has
made a policy choice to consider only one category of environmental impacts of an attack
on an ISFSI, namely the potential for early fatalities. Also, in the context of research
reactors and related facilities, NRC has made policy choices to not consider attack
scenarios that SNL and other authorities have determined to be credible, and to not
consider environmental impacts other than the potential for early fatalities. A motive for
the latter choice can be inferred from an NRC Staff statement quoted in paragraph 111-2,
above, that "using other consequence criteria (e.g., land contamination) may require
additional security measures". Additional security measures would involve additional
costs. Thus, by not considering environmental impacts such as land contamination, NRC
may have allowed licensees to avoid additional costs. It can reasonably be inferred that
NRC has taken essentially the same approach in the context of ISFSIs.

'' GAO, 2008, pp 14-18.
0Viet2i-Cook, 2005.
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IV. NRC Staff Estimation of Radiation Dose to an Individual

IV-I. As noted in subsequent paragraphs, the NRC Staff has released a succession of
documents that discuss its estimation of the radiation dose to an individual following an
attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Each successive document contains additional
information, but the publicly available description of the Staffs assumptions and
analyses remains incomplete. For example, the Staff has not disclosed the composition
of the atmospheric release for which it estimates a radiation dose.

IV-2. As explained in Section VI, below, it appears that the Staff s process of estimating
the radiation dose to an individual has been fundamentally shaped by NRC's policy
choice to consider only one category of environmental impacts ofan attack on an ISFSI,
namely the potential for early fatalities. That policy choice has led the Staff to confine its
analysis of radiological consequences to a particular category of radiation exposure, and
to refrain from considering potential releases of radioactive material that are significant in
regard to other categories of radiation exposure. In other words, NRC's policy choice has
precluded a thorough, science-based assessment of the environmental impacts of a
credible attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFS1.

IV-3. The NRC Staff's May 20107 EA Supplement for the Diablo Canyon ISFSf
discussed, at page 7, the factors relevant to radiation dose arising from an attack at the
ISFS1, concluding:1

6

"Based on these considerations, the dose to the nearest affected resident, from
even the most severe plausible threat scenarios - the ground assault and aircraft
impact scenarios discussed above -- would likely be below 5 rem."

IV-4. That claim was further elaborated in the Staff s August 2007 EA Supplement,
which stated at page 7:17

"More specifically, NRC staff performed a dose calculation using source term and
meteorology inputs from the generic assessments. This resulted in a projected
dose of less than 5 rem for the nearest resident. Using the Diablo Canyon site-
specific meteorology, as opposed to the generic meteorology, reduces the
projected dose consequences by a factor of 10 to 100."

IV-5. In a subsequent response to SLOMFP discovery in this proceeding, the Staff
provided additional, but still incomplete, information regarding its estimation of the
radiation dose to an individual resident.1 The Staff stated that dose was calculated as
total effective dose (TED) including inhalation, external exposure from the plume, and 4
days of external exposure from deposited material. Presumably, the Staff actually
calculated total effective dose equivalent (TEDE). As a first step, the Staff used the

i NRC, 2007b.
1 NRC, 2007a.
t NRC, 2008b, pp 15-17.
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Hotspot code assuming a release height of I meter, no plume rise, a wind speed of 4.0
meters per second, and atmospheric stability of D (neutral). Given those assumptions,
dose was calculated for an individual at an unstated distance. As a second step, the Staff
compared the Hotspot-modeled plume dispersion with dispersion estimates provided in
the licensee's Environmental Report for the location of the nearest resident to the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI, at a distance of 2,414 meters. That step yielded a dose I or 2 orders of
magnitude lower than did the first step.

IV-6. Hlotspot is a code developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL).
it is a conventional Gaussian straight-line dose assessment model. In describing Hotspot,
LLNL says:19 ,

"Users requiring more sophisticated modeling capabilities, e.g., complex terrain;
multi-location real-time wind field data; etc., are directed to such capabilities as
the Department of Energy's NARAC computer codes."

IV-7. The Diablo Canyon site is on the coast, with substantial topographic relief (hills) in
landward directions. An atmospheric plume released at such a location can exhibit
complex behaviors. The NRC Staff did not attempt to model those behaviors, relying
instead on the Hotspot code. The findings of that code could be highly misleading. For
example. a study conducted for NRC in 1983 stated, regarding plume behavior in coastal
zones:2

0

"The direct application of a conventional Gaussian straight-line dose assessment
model, initialized only by on-site tower data, can potentially produce highly
misleading guidance as to plume impact locations."

The same study also stated:
2'

"For sites located within a coastal zone the fbllowing are just some of the
transport phenomena routinely encountered:

(I) surface wind flow reversals due to mesoscale frontal passages,
(2) the return of effluents onshore that had previously drifted over water
during the prior night's land breeze,
(3) trajectory curvature due to Coriolis and other forces,
(4) plume bifurcation from multi-stack releases due to extreme vertical
wind shears,
(5) transport of near surface plumes to higher altitudes due to chimney-
like updrafts in convergence zones,
(6) encapsulation of plumes in return flow layers aloft,
(7) second trip fumigation from recirculating plumes."

'9 LLNL, 2008.
¢ Lyons et al, 1983, page 3.

Lyons ct al, 1983, pp 5-6.
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IV-8. A comprehensive assessment of the environmental impacts of potential attacks on
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would consider the range of plume behaviors that can be
exhibited at this particular site. The NRC Staff chose, instead, to use a simple, stylized
model of plume behavior - the Hotspot code - despite its known limitations. That
approach is consistent with a preconceived view that the environmental impacts of
potential attacks are insignificant. A similar approach is evident in the Staff's
consideration of attack-induced releases of radioactive material, as discussed in Section
VI, below.

V. Attack-Induced Atmospheric Release of Radioactive Material from a Spent-Fuel-
Storage Module: Background Discussion

V-1. There is a published, technical literature that relates, directly and indirectly, to
attack-induced atmospheric release of radioactive material from a spent-fuel-storage
module of the type that would be used at the Diablo Canyon LSFSI. Also, general
attributes of such a release can be estimated from professional knowledge of engineering
and related disciplines. In the following paragraphs, these sources are used to discuss the
range of attack-induced atmospheric releases that could occur at the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI. In Section V1, below, that range is compared with the releases considered by the
NRC Staff.

V-2. One example of relevant published literature is a 2001 paper by Lange et at,
discussing an experiment to simulate an attack on a cask used for storage or transport of
spent fuel, using a shaped charge.22 The authors described a test, done in 1992, in which
a shaped charge penetrated a shortened CASTOR cask containing shortened fuel
assemblies in which the pellets were made of depleted uranium. The fuel rods were
internally pressurized to 40 bar to simulate real spent-fuel rods. The shaped charge was
intended to represent an anti-tank weapon. Each of two shots yielded a release of 1.0
grams of uranium in the aerodynamic equivalent diameter (AED) class of less than 12.5
micrometer, and 2.6 grams in the AED class 12.5 to 100 micrometer. Using these test
results, the authors estimated the downwind radiation dose for an equivalent attack on a
real cask containing real spent fuel. They estimated that the inhalation dose at a distance
of 50 meters would be below 50 mSv (5 rem) for the most severe (i.e., dose-enhancing)
weather conditions. The inhalation dose would be dominated by actinides, such as
plutonium isotopes.

V-3. There is an International Working Group for Sabotage Concerns of Transport and
Storage Casks. This Working Group links SNL, DOE, NRC and organizations in
Germany, France and UK. The Working Group conducts an experimental program
whose findings are published periodically. One of those publications, dated October
2006, stated at page 3:23

"This program provides source-term data that are relevant to some sabotage

Lange et at, 2001.
% iolecke et al, 2006.
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scenarios in relation to spent fuel transport and storage casks, and associated risk
assessments,"

The sarne publication stated at page 15:

"This experimental program is designed to measure several important features of
the interaction of a HEDD (conical shaped charge, CSC) jet with spent fuel or
surrogate material pellets contained within a Zircaloy-4 cladding tube."

The term HEDD refers to a high-energy-density device, in the form of a shaped charge.
ft is clear that the primary focus of the Working Group's experimental program is to
examine the creation by an HEDD of respirable aerosol. Information about the release of
respirable aerosol is needed to estimate the inhalation dose accrued by an individual
downwind of an attacked cask.

V-4. The NRC Staff argues that the radiation dose to a downwind resident following an
attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would not exceed 5 rem. Exposure of a person to a
dose of 5 rem would require only a small release of radioactive material from a spent-
fuel-storage module, as discussed in the report I prepared to support SLOMFP's
contentions.24 That report showed, for example, that creation of a hole in a module's
multi-purpose canister (MPC) would yield a dose of 6.3 rem to an individual located 900
meters downwind if the hole had an equivalent diameter of a mere 2.3 mm. Most (95
percent) of the dose would be attributable to the release of two-millionths (I .9E-06) of
the M4PC's inventory of radioisotopes in the."tines" category. The dose of 6.3 rem would
be the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) arising from inhalation. CEDE
would make up most of the total dose (TEDE) and is a sufficient approximation to it.

V-5. The experiments discussed in paragraphs V-2 and V-3, above, simulated
mechanical damage to the interior of a container containing spent fuel assemblies. The
damage would encompass some or all of the rods in affected fuel assemblies, and some of
the pellets in those rods. These experiments did not investigate the potential for ignition
of the zirconium alloy (zircaloy) cladding of the rods, or the implications of that ignition
for the release of radioactive material to the atmosphere. Similarly, the calculations
summarized in paragraph V-4 did not consider zircaloy ignition. As shown in the
following paragraph, ignition ofzircaloy cladding could lead to a substantial atmospheric
release of cesium-137, causing severe radiological impacts of the type discussed in
paragraph 11-3, above.

V-6. Table I shows that the energy released by combustion ofzircaloy cladding in air
would be ample to raise the temperature of adjacent fuel pellets well above the boiling
point of cesium, which is about 690 degrees C. Sustained combustion inside a spent-fuel-
storage module would require the free ingress of air and egress of combustion products.
If those conditions prevailed, combustion of cladding could propagate to many of the

214 rhompson, 2007b, page 33 and Table 4-1.
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rods inside the module, and the release of radioactive material to the atmosphere could
include tens of percent of the module's inventory of cesium-137.

V-7. The preceding discussion shows that a thorough investigation of the vulnerability of
an ISFSI to attack would devote considerable attention to the potential for ignition and
sustained combustion of the zircaloy cladding inside a spent-fuel-storage module. That
potential was discussed in the report I prepared to support SLOMFP's contentions.25

V-8. One means, among others, whereby a sub-national group could obtain combustion
of zircaloy cladding would be to attack a spent-fuel-storage module using a device in
which two stages are mounted in tandem. The first stage would be a shaped charge that
penetrates the module's overpack and MPC. The second stage would use incendiary
material, perhaps combined with explosive material, to ignite the zircaloy cladding.
Table 2 shows that shaped charges capable of penetrating a module's overpack and MPC
have been widely available for decades. Various types of incendiary material are
available, and are described in published literature. 26 Many types of incendiary device
have been developed. For example, experts at SNL have described their testing of
devices that combined explosive material with combustible metals. 27 These devices
yielded blast, fragmentation and incendiary effects in combination. Zirconium sponge
was found to function well as an incendiary. A specific purpose of the testing was to
prepare for the development of an incendiary warhead for a penetrating device. The tests
led to the following conclusion:

28

"Our results indicate that a metalized incendiary explosive device is feasible and
capable of starting massive fires at the target site."

V-9. Small, self-propelled missiles that can be equipped with tandem warheads are
available on international arms markets. Consider two Russian-made examples. The
RPG-29V has an effective direct-fire range of 300 meters.29 It is said to be able to
penetrate 1.5 meters of reinforced concrete. The Komet E is laser guided) 0 Its range is
up to 5.5 kilometers in daylight and 3.5 kilometers at night. The manufacturer claims
penetration of 1.2 meters of steel armor or 4.5 meters of concrete. A firing unit including
launcher, thermal sight and one missile has a mass of 65 kg.

V-10. Arms manufacturers are continuing to develop tandem-warhead systems. For
example, in January 2008 Raytheon tested the shaped-charge penetrating stage for its
Tandem Warhead System.3' The shaped charge penetrated 19 feet into steel-reinforced

"Thonmpson, 2007b, pp 33-37.
26 For example, Fischer and Grubelich, 1996b, provided information about various exothermic reactions.

These included the "traditional" thermite reaction: SAI + 3Fe304 -> 4A1203 + 9Fe. The heat of that
reaction is 879 cal per gram, and the adiabatic reaction temperature, with phase changes, is 3,135 degrees K
= 2,862 degrees C.
21 Fischer-and Grubelich, 1996a.
" Fischer and Grubelich, 1996a, page tI1.
29 Defense Update, 2 008a.
30 Defense Update, 2008b.
31 Raytheon, 2008.
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concrete with a compressive strength of 12,600 psi. The purpose of this new system is to
penetrate a target protected by concrete, steel and rock barriers, and to cause damage
inside the target. Development of the system was self-funded by Raytheon. The current
version would have a mass of about 1,000 pounds in its tandem configuration. Raytheon
states that it could scale the technology, which implies both larger and smaller versions.

V-I 1. The preceding discussion in Section V has outlined some of the types of attack-
induced atmospheric release that could be experienced by a spent-fuel-storage module at
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Table 3 provides a more complete description of potential
attack-induced atmospheric releases. Four types of release are identified. Without
excluding Type I and Type It releases from consideration, I focus here on Type Ill and
Type IV releases. The differences between these releases are significant in the context of
the present proceeding. Type Ill releases would be associated with attack scenarios such
as the impact of a commercial aircraft, or the explosion of a vehicle bomb. Scenarios of
that type would have a comparatively dramatic appearance, featuring noise, external fire,
and smoke. By comparison, the attack scenarios associated with Type IV releases would
appear less dramatic. Yet, the Type IV releases would contain much larger amounts of
volatile isotopes such as cesium-137, which would be significant from the perspective of
land contamination. A superficial assessment of the vulnerability of an ISFSI might lead
to the conclusion that Type IV releases deserve less consideration than do Type III
releases. That assessment would be incorrect. It would ignore the greater sophistication
of the attack scenarios associated with Type IV releases, which would aim to maximize
radiological impacts rather than the dramatic appearance of the event. Also, analysts
whose attention is focused on the inhalation dose to a downwind individual could fail to
appreciate the significance of Type IV releases, ifthey assume that the more dramatic-
appearing attack scenarios associated with Type Ill releases would yield larger amounts
of the isotopes that dominate inhalation dose.32

VI. Attack-Induced Atmospheric Release of Radioactive Material from a Spent-
Fuel-Storage Module: Consideration by the NRC Staff

VI-1. The NRC Staff has not disclosed any information about the attack-induced
atmospheric releases that it has considered in the context of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.
Some information about those releases can, however, be inferred from available sources,
as described below.

VI-2. The Staff has disclosed some information about a study conducted for NRC by
SNL, regarding the impact of a large aircraft on a field of HI-STORM spent-fuel-storage
modules. That type of module would be used at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. The study
was described in a report. 33 Most of the content was redacted from the version of the
report provided to SLONIFP. At page 7, the redacted report stated that the mass of the
assumed aircraft is representative of the class of aircraft involved in the 9/1I events. At
pages 24-25, the report stated that it is unlikely that a pool of fuel and a storage module

"Note that cesium-137 in an atmospheric plume would be significant from the perspective of land
contamination, but would yield a comparatively small dose if inhaled.
3 Smith et al, 2004.
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would be co-located after the dynamic phase of the impact had concluded. Thus, a long-
duration pool fire affecting a module was judged to be a non-credible event. At page C-
4, the report mentioned the analytic simulation of a quiescent, engulfing fire affecting an
upright module. The simulation was run .for a short time - 90 to 180 seconds - consistent
with SNL's judgment that a module would not be co-located with a long-duration pool
fire.

VI-3. Another report described a study conducted by SNL for NRC on the response of a
HI-STORM 100 module to an explosive blast. 34 Again, most of the content was redacted
from the version provided to SLOMFP. At page 8 the redacted report stated:

"The amount of explosive and standoff distance is representative of a scenario of
a small truck parked directly adjacent to the cask. The scenario parameters for
this event were defined by NRC design basis threat criteria and by NRC staff,
where more specificity was required to define the event. This loading simulates a
truck delivery of the explosive, parked adjacent to the cask."

At page 21 the report stated:

"The charge configuration is limited to a bare TNT charge in close proximity to
the cask."

VI-4. The attack scenarios discussed in paragraphs VI-2 and VI-3 would be associated
with Type Ill atmospheric releases, using the typology set forth in T'able 3. Both
scenarios would have a dramatic appearance, but neither would represent a sophisticated
approach to maximizing radiological impacts. Neither scenario would be likely to initiate
sustained combustion ofzircaloy cladding inside a module. Both scenarios would be
consistent with atmospheric releases similar to those discussed in paragraphs V-2 to V-4,
above. For such releases, the dominant radiological impact would be the inhalation doses
accrued by persons exposed to the radioactive plume.

VI-5. The NRC Staff argues that the environmental impacts of potential attacks on the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI are not significant. The Staff has not provided a comprehensive•. 35

assessment to support that position. Nor has the Staff disclosed all of the assumptions
that underlie its position. Thus, much of the basis for the Staffs position remains hidden.
Section III of this testimony provides compelling evidence that NRC has made a policy
choice to consider only one category of environmental impacts, namely the potential for
early fatalities. That policy choice, and other factors, could provide a fbur-part
explanation of how the Staff reached its position on environmental impacts, as follows.
First, the policy choice would have prevented the Staff from considering any category of
environmental impacts other than the potential for early fatalities. Second, as an outcome
of the policy choice, the Staff would have tbcused its attention on the inhalation dose to a

'4 Kipp et al, 2004.
• As discussed in paragraph 11-5, D comprehensive assessment would consider a range of atack scenarios.

release types, and weather conditions. It would also address site-specific issues, including the complexities
ofatniospheric plume dispersion at the Diablo Canyon site.
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downwind individual, because that mode of radiation exposure would be most likely to
lead to an early fatality. Third, as an outcome of focusing on inhalation dose. the Staff
would have believed that Type IV releases do not require consideration, because the Staff
thought that Type Ill releases would include larger or comparable amounts of the
isotopes that dominate inhalation dose. Fourth, the Staff would have been misled by the
comparatively dramatic appearance of the attack scenarios associated with Type III
releases, leading to the false conclusion that Type IV releases would yield comparatively
small environmental impacts.

VI-6. The four-part process described in the preceding paragraph is consistent with all of
the information provided by tile Staff in this matter. I am not aware of any better
explanation of the Staffs position on environmental impacts of potential attacks. The
most prominent feature of this explanation is that the Staff began its assessment of the
environmental impacts of an attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI with a preconceived
position. As a result, the Staffdid not conduct a comprehensive, science-based
assessment, and its conclusions were faulty. The process is reminiscent of the Staffs
prolonged failure to understand the potential for inition of spent fuel in a high-density
spent-fuel pool, if water were lost from the pool. In a license proceeding regarding the
Harris nuclear power plant, I argued that comparatively aged spent fuel - including fuel
aged 10 or more years after discharge from a reactor - could ignite if water were lost.
The Staff disparaged my position, but subsequently adopted that position. For almost
two decades, the Staff had failed to understand that comparatively aged fuel could ignite.
The Staff's prolonged failure derived from an erroneous, preconceived position, namely
that total, instantaneous loss of water would be the most severe mode of loss of water.

VII. Conclusions

VII-1. The NRC Staff has not conducted a comprehensive, science-based assessment to
support its position that the environmental impacts of potential attacks on the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI are not significant. Instead, the Staff conducted a limited assessment that
led to an erroneous conclusion. There is compelling evidence that the assessment was
shaped by a preconceived position. A major determinant of that position was an NRC
policy choice to consider only one category of environmental impacts, namely the
potential for early fatalities. It appears that thei Staff was also misled by other factors,
including the comparatively dramatic appearance of attack scenarios that the Staff chose
to consider. A comprehensive assessment of environmental impacts would consider
additional attack scenarios, together with a range of radiological impacts including land
contamination and its sequelae.

36 Thompson, 2007d, pp 4-5.
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1 declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing statements of fact are true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief,
and that the opinions expressed herein are based on my best professional judgment.

Executed on 14 April 2008.

Gordon R. Thompson, D.Phil

Canberra, Australia

NOTE: The bibliography and the three tables that appear on the following pages are
discussed in the narrative sections above, and are part of this declaration.
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Table 1
Illustrative Calculation of Heat-Up of a Fuel Rod in a PWR Fuel Assembly Due to
Combustion in Air

Indicator Affected Material
Zircaloy Cladding UO2 Pellets

Solid volume, per mn length 1.90E-05 cub. in 6.36E-05 cub. m
(OD = 1.07 cm; (OD = 0.9 cm)

thickness = 0.06 cm)
Mass, per in length 0.124 kg 0.700 kg

(@ 6.55 Mg per cub. m) (@ 1.0 Mg per cub. m)
Heat output from 1.48 MJ Neglected
combustion of material in (@ 2,850 cal per g Zr)
air, per m length
Equilibrium temperature Neglected approx. 2,700 deg. C
rise if material receives (enthalpy rise if U02 temp.
50% of heat output from rises from 300 K to 3,000 K
adjacent combustion, and if 1,052 kM per kg U02)
heat loss from material is
neglected

Notes:
(a) Data shown in table are from: Nero, 1979, Table 5-1; Powers et al, 1994, Table 4; and
files accessed at International Nuclear Safety Center (INSC), Argonne National
Laboratory, <http://www.insc.anl.gov/>, in March 2008.
(b) Melting point of U02 is 2,850 deg. C (from INSC files).
(c) Boiling point of elemental cesium is 685 deg. C (from: Thompson and Beckerley,
1973, Volume 2, page 527).
(d) I cal =4.184J

1W
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Table 2
Performance of US Army Shaped Charges, M3 and M2A3

Target Indicator Type of Shaped Charge
Material _ M3 M2A3

Reinforced Maximum wall thickness 60 in 36 in
concrete that can be perforated

Depth of penetration in 60 in 30 in
thick walls
Diameter of hole - 5 in at entrance - 3.5 in at entrance

- 2 in minimum • 2 in minimum
Depth of hole with sccond 84 in 45 in
charge placed over first hole

Armor plate Perforation At least 20 in 12 in
Average diameter of hole 2.5 in 1.5 in

Notes:
(a) Data are from: Army, 1967, pp 13-15 and page 100.
(b) The M2A3 charge has a mass of 12 Ib, a maxiirnum diameter of 7 in, and a total length
of 15 in including the standoff ring.
(c) The M3 charge has a mass of 30 Ib, a maximum diameter of 9 in, a charge length of
15.5 in, and a standoff pedestal 15 in long.

a

on
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Table 3
Types of Atmospheric Release from a Spent-Fuel-Storage Module at the Diablo
Canyon ISFS1 as a Result of a Potential Attack

Type of Event Module Behavior Relevant Characteristics of
Instruments and Atmospheric
Modes of Attack Release

Type 1: Entire module is • Module is within Radioactive
Vaporization vaporized the fireball of a content of module is

nuclear-weapon lofted into the
explosion atmosphere and

amplifies fallout
from nuc. explosion

Type 11: Rupture ' MPC and overpack Aerial bombing • Solid pieces of
and Dispersal are broken open Artillery, rockets, various sizes are
(Large) - Fuel is dislodged etc. scattered in vicinity

from MPC and • Effects of blast etc. • Gases and small
broken apart outside the fireball particles form an
- Some ignition of of a nuclear weapon aerial plume that
zircaloy fuel explosion travels downwind
cladding may occur, . Some release of
without sustained volatile species (esp.
combustion cesium-137) if

incendiary effects
occur

Type liM: Rupture * MPC and overpack Vehicle bomb • Scattering and
and Dispersal are ruptured but Impact by plume formation as
(Small) retain basic shape commercial aircraft for Type 11 event,

- Fuel is damaged • Perforation by but involving
but most rods retain shaped charge smaller amounts of
basic shape material
* No combustion * Little release of
inside MPC volatile species

Type IV: Rupture , MPC is ruptured, • Missiles with , Scattering and
and Combustion allowing air ingress tandem warheads plume formation as

and egress Close-up use of for Type III event
- Zircaloy fuel shaped charges and * Substantial release
cladding is ignited incendiary devices of volatile species,
and combustion * Thermic lance exceeding amounts
propagates within . Removal of for Type II release
the MPC overpack lid
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February 27, 2008

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26-ISFSI
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION OF LATE-FILED CONTENTION 6

REGARDING DIABLO CANYON
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT SUPPLEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Pursuant to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC's" or

"Commission's") Order in Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-08-01, NRC _, slip op. at 31

(January 15, 2008) ("CLI-08-01"), San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace ("SLOMFP")

hereby submits late-filed Contention 6 regarding the Final Supplement to the

Environmental Assessment and Draft Finding of No Significant Impact Related to the

Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage

Installation (August 2007) ("Final EA Supplement").

Contention 6 is supported by the expert declaration of Dr. Gordon Thompson

(Declaration of Dr. Gordon R. Thompson in Support of San Luis Obispo Mothers for

Peace's Contention 6 (February 27, 2008)) and by Dr. Thompson's expert report,

Assessing Risks of Potential Malicious Actions at Commercial N'uclear Facilities: The

Case of a Proposed Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation at the Diablo Canyon

Site (June 27, 2007) ("Thompson Report"). A copy of Dr. Thompson's declaration is
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attached. Dr. Thompson's report and curriculum vitae were provided as attachments to

San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing Regarding

Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement (June 28, 2007; corrected June

29, 2007) ("Hearing Request").

As discussed below in Section III, Contention satisfies a balancing of the

Commission's criteria for admission of late-filed contentions.

if. CONTENTION 6

Contention 6: Inappropriate reliance on the "Ease" indicator to exclude
reasonably foreseeable and significant environmental impacts
from the NRC's environmental analysis for the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI

In preparing the Final EA Supplement, the NRC Staff violated the National

Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") and federal implementing regulations by excluding

reasonably foreseeable threat scenarios from consideration, based on the use of an

inappropriate indicator known as "Ease" as a proxy for the probability of a threat

scenario. The excluded threat scenarios could cause significant adverse impacts by

contaminating the environment. Therefore, the NRC Staff should have prepared an

environmental impact statement ("EIS").

Basis:

The legal basis for this contention is the requirement of NEPA and NRC

implementing regulations that the NRC must prepare an EIS to address significant

environmental impacts on the human environment. 10 C.F.R. § 51.20(a)(1). Impacts that

must be considered include low-probability environmental impacts with catastrophic

consequences, if those impacts are reasonably foreseeable. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3).
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The factual basis for this contention consists of information presented in

unredacted portions of a classified document, issued by Sandia National Laboratories in

2004, entitled "NRC Spent Fuel Source Term Guidance Document" ("Sandia Study").

The Sandia Study is listed in the Final EA Supplement as Reference 8 (see id. at A-12),

and it is also listed as "Document 3" in the NRC Staff s February 13, 2008, Vaughn

Index. The documents produced by the Staff on February 13, 2008, in connection with

its Vaughn Index, included a redacted version of the Sandia Study "with Appendices A-

F."•

It is reasonable to infer, from the facts that (a) the NRC has entitled the Sandia

Study a "guidance document" and (b) the Final EA Supplement lists the Sandia Study as

a reference document, that the NRC Staff relied on the guidance presented in the Sandia

Study in preparing the EA Supplement.

At pages 133-134, the Sandia Study describes a quantitative indicator known as

"Ease" that can be used in threat assessment, as a proxy for the probability of a threat

scenario. The Sandia Study describes the function of "Ease" as follows:

For sabotage, it is not possible to calculate or even estimate a "probability" or
"likelihood" of successful completion for each scenario (or even the likelihood of
an attempt). Rather, a simple measure (called Ease) was developed to estimate
how easy or difficult it is to complete an attack scenario.

id at 133. The Sandia Study defines "Ease" as 1/2 raised to the power

Time+Complexity+Technology, where those parameters have the values:

* Time (instant = 0; 30 minutes = 1; 60 minutes = 2; longer = 3)

* Complexity (I step = 0; 2 steps 1; 3 steps = 2; more than 3 steps = 3)

* Technology (low = 1; medium 2; high = 3)
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Given that definition, the highest value of "Ease" (for an instantaneous, 1-step attack,

using low technology) would be 0.5 (1/2 raised to the power 1), while the lowest value of

"Ease" (for an attack scenario lasting more than 60 minutes, with more than 3 steps, using

high technology) would be 0.002 (1/2 raised to the power 9). For a particular threat

scenario, "Ease" would have a value in that range, depending upon the values that were

assumed for the parameters, Time, Complexity, and Technology. The more time-

consuming, complex, and technologically demanding a scenario is, the lower its "Ease"

value. From the discussion at page 133 of the Sandia Study, it appears that the Staff used

the "Ease" indicator as a substitute for determining the "probability" or "likel.ihood" of an

attack. Sandia Report at 133.

Based on the inclusion of the Sandia Study as a reference document for the Final

EA Supplement, one can reasonably infer that the Staff used the "Ease" indicator to

exclude some threat scenarios from consideration in the EA. But use of the "Ease"

indicator as a proxy for the probability of a threat scenario is inappropriate, and reveals a

fundamental misunderstanding by the NRC Staff of the potential for attack on nuclear

facilities in the U.S. As explained in the Thompson Report, U.S. nuclear facilities are

especially attractive targets for attack by sub-national groups that are comparatively

sophisticated in their approach, and comparatively well provided with funds and skills.

Id. at 14-17. A group of that type could choose to attack a U.S. nuclear facility for one or

both of two reasons. First, the attack could be highly symbolic, functioning as an

asymmetric response to U.S. military predominance. Second, the attack could lead to

severe radiological impacts, including making large areas of land uninhabitable for a

period of decades. A sophisticated, well-endowed group, mindful of those reasons, could
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select a nuclear facility as a target even though other targets would be much easier to

attack.

A sophisticated, well-endowed group with the goals described above would be

likely to devote considerable time and resources to preparing for its attack on a nuclear

facility, and could employ an attack plan featuring at least the following three elements.

First, the attack, including pre-positioning of assets and diversionary actions, could

unfold over a period of more than 60 minutes. Second, the attack could involve more

than three steps. Third, the attack could involve selective use of high technology, such as

global positioning system ("GPS") receivers and night-vision devices. That attack would

be scored at the lowest level of "Ease" as defined in the Sandia Study. Yet, an attack of

that type on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would be technically credible and reasonably

foreseeable. See Thompson Report at 33 - 37. By excluding sophisticated, time-

consuming, and technologically advanced attacks from consideration in the Final EA

Supplement, the NRC Staff has failed to consider the full range of reasonably foreseeable

impacts of operating the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

III. CONTENTION 6 SATISFIES A BALANCING OF THE NRC'S LATE-
FILED CONTENTION CRITERIA.

Contention 6 satisfies a balancing of the NRC's late-filed contention criteria in 10

C.F.R. § 2.714(a). SLOMFP satisfies the first and most important factor -- good cause --

because it is filing the contention within fourteen days of discovering the existence of the

Ease factor in the Sandia Study. See CLI-08-0 1, slip op. at 31. The information in the

-, Sandia Study cannot be found in the Final EA Supplement.
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Second, SLOMFP has no means other than this proceeding to vindicate its interest

in requiring the NRC to fully comply with NEPA in considering the environmental

impacts of intentional attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

Third, SLOMFP's participation may reasonably be expected to assist in the

development of a sound record. SLOMFP is assisted by experienced counsel and Dr.

Thompson, a qualified expert on risk assessment and nuclear security issues who has

prepared an expert report regarding the deficiencies of the Final EA Supplement and a

declaration in support of Contention 6, and who is prepared to testify regarding

Contention 6.

Finally, SLOMFP anticipates that its participation in this proceeding will broaden

and delay the proceeding. Nevertheless, as stated in SLOMFP's initial Hearing Request,

it is not appropriate for the Commission to give any weight to this factor, because

SLOMFP has done nothing to cause any delay or 11 h hour broadening of the proceeding.

SLOMFP has sought compliance by the NRC with NEPA's requirement to consider the

environmental impacts of attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI since the proceeding began

over five years ago. Any delay is attributable to the intransigence of the NRC and

PG&E, not to SLOMFP. Hearing Request at 18.

wi
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IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Contention 6 should be admitted.

Respectfully submitted,

0ane ýCurran
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg & Eisenberg, LLP
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
202/328-3500
FAX: 202/328-6918
e-mail: dcurranaharmoncurran.corn

February 27, 2008
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of:

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. Docket No. 72.26 - ISFSI
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. 1 and 2)

DECLARATION OF DR. GORDON R. THOMPSON
IN SUPPORT OF SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S

CONTENTION 6

Under penalty of perjury, I, Gordon R. Thompson, declare as follows:

1. 1 am the executive director of the Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), a
nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation based in Massachusetts. Our office is located at 27
Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139.

2. On June 27, 2607, I submitted a declaration and expert report in this proceeding, in
support of San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's (SLOMFP's) Contentions and Request
for a Hearing Regarding Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement (June
28, 2007; corrected June 29, 2007). My report is entitled "Assessing Risks of Potential
Malicious Actions at Commercial Nuclear Facilities: the Case of a Proposed independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation at the Diablo Canyon Site."

3. The representations made in my June 27, 2007, declaration continue to be correct.

4. 1 have reviewed the Vaughn Index and associated documents submitted by the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") Staff in this proceeding on February 13, 2008.

5. 1 assisted SLOMFP in the preparation of Contention 6, which challenges the adequacy
of the NRC Staff s Final Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Draft Finding
of No Significant Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo
Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (May 29, 2007) ("EA Supplement").

6. The factual statements of fact in SLOMFP's Contention 6 are true and correct to the
best of my knowledge, and the technical opinions set forth therein are based on my best
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professional judgment.

7. I am prepared to testify as an expert witness on behalf of SLOMFP with respect to the
facts and opinions set forth in SLOMFP's Contention 6.

Gordon R. Thompson, D.Phil

February 27, 2008
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February 20, 2008

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S
RESPONSE TO NRC STAFF'S VAUGHN INDEX,

REQUEST FOR LEAVE TO CONDUCT DISCOVERY
AGAINST THE NRC STAFF,

REQUEST FOR ACCESS TO UNREDACTED REFERENCE
DOCUMENTS, AND REQUEST FOR PROCEDURES

TO PROTECT SUBMISSION OF SENSITIVE INFORMATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to CLI-08-0I, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC's" or

"Commission's") Memorandum and Order of January 15, 2008, San Luis Obispo Mothers for

Peace ("SLOMFP") hereby responds to the Vaughn Index submitted by the NRC Staff on

February 13, 2008.

As discussed below, the Vaughn Index is both incomplete and inadequate to justify the

withholding of portions of documents cited as references for the Supplement to the

Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant Impact Related to the

Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

(August 2007) ("Final EA Supplement"). In addition, what little information is provided

indicates that in at least one instance, the NRC is unlawfully withholding "secret law" rather

than legitimately protecting law-enforcement related documents under the Freedom of
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Information Act ("FOIA"). Hardy v. Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco & Firearms, 631 F.2d 653,

657 (9th Cir. 1980).

SLOMFP respectfully submits that the paucity of information disclosed by the Staff in

the set of redacted reference documents that it publicly released on February 13, 2008, warrants

reconsideration by the Commission of its earlier refusal to grant SLOMFP access to the

reference documents under a protective order. Consistent with the Atomic Energy Act and

longstanding Commission policy, the Commission should grant SLOMFP access to the reference

documents under a protective order, in order to ensure that SLOMFP has a meaningful right to a

hearing under Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a).

Finally, SLOMFP requests an opportunity to make additional discovery requests to the

NRC Staff, based on the information provided in the set of redacted documents produced by the

NRC Staff. The subject matter of the discovery requests is described in Sections II through IV

below.

II. THE VAUGHN IDEX IS INCOMPLETE.

Based on the information provided in the NRC Staff's Vaughn Index, it appears that

other relevant documents should have been included in the index of reference documents.

A. The Vaughn Index Does Not Explain the Applicability of SECY-04-0222 or
Cite an Alternative Decision-making Framework for Vulnerability
Assessments.

The NRC lists, as a reference document for the Final EA Supplement, SECY-04-0222,

Memorandum from Luis A. Reyes to the Commissioners re: Decision-making Framework for

Materials and Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability Assessments (November 24, 2004)

("SECY-04-0222") (Document 8). *fhis document confirms that for materials and research and
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test reactor vulnerability assessments, the NRC Staff screens out attacks whose consequences do

not result in immediate fatalities. Id. at 4.

By its own terms, SECY-04-0222 appears not to apply to ISFSIs. In its response to

comments on the Draft EA Supplement, the Staff also stated that it "did not consider early

fatalities as a measure of environmental impact." Final EA Supplement at A-6. Thus, the

question arises: why did the Staff list SECY-04-0222 as reference document? Is there some

other document that makes the decision-making framework in SECY-04-0222 applicable to

ISFSIs?

SECY-04-0222 states that there are "various points of view within the [NRC] staff on

the need for additional criteria [besides early fatalities], e.g., land contamination." Id. at 5. In its

response to Contention 2, the Staff also claimed to consider "other factors" besides early

fatalities. NRC Staff's Answer to Contentions Submitted by San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

at 19 (July 13, 2007). Surely the NRC has documentation of these differing points of view and

"other factors" that were appropriate to consider in the EA Supplement.

SECY-04-0222 also states that its "proposed decision-making framework does not

"include Category I fuel cycle facilities or nuclear power plants," which are "required to

successful protect against capabilities described in a design basis threat." Id. at 3. SECY-04-

0222 also states that "[c]onsequently, these facilities will not be subjected to the additional

screening process called for in the decision-making framework." Id. Nothing in the Final EA

Supplement or any of the references indicates whether the NRC Staff considers the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI to be subject to the nuclear power plant DBT [design basis threat] for purposes of

the Staff's analysis of environmental impacts; nor do these documents state what is meant by

"the additional screening criteria." This should be clarified by the Staff.
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The Staff should be required to identify any other documents, besides SECY-04-0222,

which contain applicable criteria for determining whether the environmental consequences of an

intentional attack on the Diablo Canyon SFSI are significant, including differing staff opinions.

If, in fact, SECY-04-0222 is the only guidance document on which the Staff relied, it should be

required to clarify that point.

B. The Vaughn Index Does Not Identify Input From Other Agencies.

In Document 7, Memorandum from Annette Vietti-Cook, NRC Secretary, to Luis A.

Reyes, NRC Executive Director for Operations re: Staff Requirements - SECY-04-0222 -

Decision-making Framework for Materials and Research and Test Reactor Vulnerability

Assessments (January 15, 2005), the Secretary of the Commission instructed the Staff:

As a separate issue from the vulnerability assessment conducted under the decision
making framework, the staff should not be independently developing criteria and
standards for other consequences (such as land contamination and economic impacts) at
this time. Rather, consistent with the U.S. Government programs for homeland
protection and security, the staff should continue to support the separate vulnerability
assessment reviews being conducted under the leadership of the Department of
Homeland Security (DHIS). These activities include the consideration of consequences
other than prompt fatalities.

Id. at 3. The SR-M also instructed the Staff to "keep the Commission appropriately informed of

progress of this activity and, at the appropriate time, make recommendations to the Commission

if the existing NRC consequence criteria or methodologies for future vulnerability assessments

should be modified." Id.

More than three years have passed since the SRM was written. At this point, it is

reasonable to expect that the NRC Staff's participation in the DHS analysis of accident

consequences would have yielded some insights into the question of whether and how

consequences not involving immediate fatalities should be considered. Yet, the Vaughn Index

contains no such information. SLOMFP requests the opportunity to question the Staff regarding
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the results of the DHS analytical process in which the Staff participated and its relevance to the

consideration of the environmental impacts of licensing the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

Finally, SECY-04-0222 states that theyprocess of developing the decision-making criteria

"has been informed by several independent comprehensive VA methodologies including but not

limited to the Risk Analysis and Management for Critical Assets Protection (RAMCAP)

methodology developed by the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), for the U.S.

Department of Homeland Security (DHS)." Id. at 2. SECY-04-0222 also states that the NRC's

decisionmaking framework is "consistent with the RAMCAP guidance" in that "scenarios

resulting in no prompt fatalities are screened out and are not put through the framework

decision-making process." Id. at 4. Thus, the RAMCAP methodology appears to be highly

relevant to the NRC's analysis of the environmental impacts of an attack on the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI, but has not been included as a reference document. SLOMFP seeks an opportunity to

question the Staff regarding the relevance of this document.

II. THE NRC STAFF HAS FAILED TO ADDRESS SOME WITHHELD PORTIONS
OF SECY-04-0222 IN THE VAUGHN INDEX OR JUSTIFY ITS DECISION TO
WITHHOLD WHAT APPEARS TO BE "SECRET LAW."

The NRC Staff has withheld from disclosure significant portions of SECY-04-0222

(Document 8), on the grounds that the information is exempt from disclosure under Exemption

1, 2, or 3 of the FOIA. Vaughn Index at 130-13 1. Redacted portions of the document are

covered with black ink or whited out. For each part of SECY-04-022 that is blacked out or

whited out, the Vaughn Index purports to identify a FOIA exemption and provide a "Justification

for Withholding Information." But the Vaughn Index does not identify or provide justifications

for withholding of all of the redacted portions of the document:

5
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* In two places on page 5 of SECY-04-0222, the NRC Staff has whited out what appear to

be short phrases that follow the words "radioactive materials." The justification given for

these exclusions from the text is that they contain "[i]nternal NRC analysis of specific

security feature which would possibly aid an adversary if disclosed." Vaughn Index at

130. But the context of the withheld information indicates that the information is used to

assist the NRC Staff in making a determination of whether the release of radioactive

materials would cause significant adverse effects and thereby are worthy of consideration

in an environmental analysis. Thus, the NRC Staff appears to be withholding "secret

law" that should have been disclosed under the FOIA. Hardy, 631 F.2d at 657.

" On page 1 of Attachment 2, the NRC Staff has blacked out portions of Figure 1, entitled

"Decision Matrix." But the Vaughn Index has no corresponding entry for information on

page I of Attachment 2. The omission is a matter of concern because Figure I appears to

establish "secret law" by setting the guidelines by which the NRC will decide whether

consequences of intentional attacks are significant. Hardy, 631 F.2d at 657. Under

Hardy, the NRC does not have a legitimate claim to withhold such secret laws under the

FOIA.

" On page 2 of Attachment 2, the text refers to Table I, entitled "Activity-Specific

Attractiveness Category Ranking Matrix." Neither the title nor the text of Table I

appears on page 2 or 3 of SECY-04-0222, and the Vaughn Index makes no reference to

Table 1. While page 3 of SECY-04-0222 is blacked out in its entirety, with a

corresponding entry in the Vaughn Index, the Vaughn Index describes the blacked out

language as: "NRC Staff guidance for using the framework methodology to estimate

potential consequences." Id. at 13 1. That description that is not consistent with the title

6
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of Table 1, which describes a ranking matrix for attractiveness. Thus, it appears the Staff

has withheld Table I without attempting to justify the withholding decision. As with

Figure 1, the Staff appears to have excised, without justification, a portion of SECY-04-

0222 that constitutes "secret law" regarding the NRC's standards for recognizing the

effects of intentional attacks as significant. Hardy, 631 F.2d at 657.

IV. THE COMMISSION SHOULD RECONSIDER ITS CATEGORICAL REFUSAL
TO ALLOW SLOMFP TO REVIEW WITHHELD INFORMATION UNDER A
PROTECTIVE ORDER.

In CLI-08-01, the Commission categorically refused to provide SLOMFP with access,

under a protective order, to any documents that the NRC considers to be exempt from disclosure

under the FOLA. Id., slip op. at 18, citing Weinberger v. Catholic Action of Hawaii, 454 U.S.

139, 143 (1981). While the Commission ordered the Staff to identify and release all non-

exempt information in the reference documents, very little meaningful information has been

provided in the material that was publicly released on February 13. Thus, access to the redacted

versions of the reference documents has not allowed SLOMFP to understand the reasons for the

Staff's conclusion that the environmental impacts of an intentional attack on the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI would be insignificant.

For example, based on the limited information that has been disclosed in SECY-04-0222,

it now appears that the Staff did, indeed, screen out as unworthy of consideration any attack

scenarios that would have resulted in consequences other than early fatalities. See discussion

above in Section II.A. However, so much information has been withheld about the Staffs

decision-making criteria that it is not clear how the Staff arrived at its conclusion, or even

whether the Staff did indeed apply the decision-making matrix in SECY-04-222 to the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI. The Staff also withheld large portions of relevant documents that would have
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allowed SLOMFP to determine whether the Staff was aware of, but discarded, credible scenarios

that would have resulted in significant environmental impacts other than early fatalities. Such

documentary material would have allowed SLOMFP to test the thesis of Contention 2 that the

Staff arrived at its conclusion of"no significant impacts" by arbitrarily screening out any attack

scenarios that did not result in early fatalities.

Now that the Staff has released the Vaughn Index and the set of redacted reference

documents, it is clear that the released information is insufficient to allow SLOMFP the

meaningful hearing to which SLOMFP is entitled under Section 189a of the Atomic Energy Act,

42 U.S.C. § 2239(a), regarding the question of whether the NRC has complied with the National

Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") in proposing to license the Diablo Canyon ISFSI,

As the Commission has long recognized, the use of protective orders is an appropriate

way to assure that interested parties will receive a meaningful hearing in licensing cases, and at

the same time protect classified information, safeguards information, proprietary information and

other sensitive information. See, e.g., Pacific Gas and Electric Company (Diablo Canyon

Nuclear Power Plant, Unit Nos. I and 2), CLI-80-24, 11 NRC 775, 777 (1980). In that case, the

Commission rejected an argument by the license applicant, PG&E, that the physical security

plan for the proposed Diablo Canyon nuclear plant "should not be made available to petitioners

because the best method of preventing disclosure of this sensitive document is to make it

available to the fewest number of individuals possible." II NRC at 777. As the Commission

explained:

The Commission recognizes PG&E's concern, but emphasizes that intervenors in
Commission proceedings may raise contentions relating to the adequacy of the
applicant's proposed physical security arrangements, and that the Commission's
regulations, 10 C.F.R. 2.790, contemplate that sensitive information may be turned over
to intervenors in NRC proceedings under appropriate protective orders.
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11 NRC at 777 (footnotes omitted).' Consistent with the Atomic Energy Act and the

Commission's longstanding policy, the Commission should apply its regulations in 10 C.F.R. §

2.390 to allow SLOMFP access to the reference documents under a protective order.

SLOMFP also respectfully submits that the Commission's suggestion that the reference

documents qualify as privileged "state secrets," see CLI-08-01, slip op. at 24 and n.97, citing

United States v. Reynolds, 345 U.S. 1, 11 (1953), is undermined by the agency's general practice

of broadly circulating security-related documents for comment to outside parties, including

nuclear industry trade representatives and state and local government representatives. For

instance, in a November 5, 2001, letter, NRR Director Samuel J. Collins informed a senior

official at the Nuclear Energy Institute ("NEI") that NEI employee Ronald Rose could not only

"receive and store" safeguards information at an NEI facility, but that he could share it with

unnamed NEI personnel; and that no further NRC authorization was needed for the distribution

of the safeguards information by Mr. Rose. Letter from Samuel J. Collins, NRR, to Ralph

The Commission also noted that the regulations in 10 C.F.R. 2.790 [now codified at 10 C.F.R. §
2.3903 "are consistent with the policy set forth in Section 181 of the Atomic Energy Act." Id.
Section 181 provides that:

[I]n the case of agency proceedings or actions which involve Restricted Data, defense
information, safeguards information protected from disclosure under the authority of
section 2 167 of this title or information protected from dissemination under the authority
of section 2168 of this title, the Commission shall provide by regulation for such parallel
procedures as will effectively safeguard and prevent disclosure of Restricted Data,
defense information, such safeguards information or information protected from
dissemination under the authority of section 2168 of this title to unauthorized persons
with minimum impairment of the procedural rights which would be available if
Restricted Data, defense information, such safeguards information or information
protected from dissemination under the authority of section 2168 of this title were not
involved.

42 U.S.C. § 2231. Thus, the Atomic Energy Act contemplates that the NRC will establish
"parallel procedures" that will protect classified and safeguards information and at the same time
allow meaningful hearings.
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Beedle, NEI (November 5, 2001) [ADAMS Accession No. ML013090038).2 The Commission

itself has granted need-to-know status to NEI officials, for the general purpose of "efficiently

and expeditiously obtaining industry-wide comments on Commission policy issues involving

nuclear facility and materials security." Letter from Nils J. Diaz, NRC Chairman, to Joe F.

Colvin, NEI President and Chief Executive Officer (June 19, 2003) [ADAMS Accession No.

ML03 1480365]. As noted with approval in a September 17, 2003, NRC Staff letter to NEI, as of

September 2003, the NRC Staff began to hold "weekly" closed meetings with NEI and other

nuclear industry representatives, "to discuss security, contingency, and training and qualification

plan changes needed to support compliance with the April 29, 2003, design basis threat order."

Letter form Roy P. Zimmerman via Michael F. Weber, NRC Office of Nuclear Security and

Incident Response Operations, to Joe F. Colvin, President and Chief Executive Officer, NEI

(September 17, 2003). The letter also emphasizes that the Commission "is committed to the

continued exchange of information and ideas between the NRC and authorized stakeholders on

security topics," Id. at I.

Similarly, the NRC has announced that before imposing "enhancements" to the DBT in

2003 enforcement orders, it "solicit[ed] and receive[ed] comments from Federal, State, and local

agencies, and industry stakeholders." Final Rule, Design Basis Threat, 72 Fed. Reg. 12,705

(March 19, 2007). Neither the contents of the orders or the details of the DBT rule were made

available to the general public.

2 On January 23, 2003, the Staff also noticed a closed meeting on the revised DBT, to which

NEI employees and other "to be determined" members of the nuclear industry were invited to
discuss safeguards issues. NRC Meeting Notice re: Closed Meeting to Discuss Questions and
Responses from the January 9, 2003, Design Basis Threat (DBT) Meeting and Requested
Written Input Provided by Representatives from Licensed Power Reactor Facilities, the Nuclear
Industry, and State and Federal Agencies (January 23, 2003) (attached as Exhibit 2).
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It is not evident from the Vaughn Index or the redacted reference documents how many

outside entities have reviewed those documents in an unredacted state, or what has been the

NRC's policy for sharing them with outside entities. Before declaring that the documents are

privileged "state secrets," the NRC Staff should be required to fully disclose the identities of the

persons and organizations with which those documents have been shared and the agency's policy

for sharing them. And if the NRC Staff s disclosures show that the documents have been shared

with PG&E, trade industry representatives, or state and local government officials, and other

"stakeholders," the Commission should also ensure that SLOMFP has access to the documents

for purposes of participating in the Diablo Canyon ISFSI licensing proceeding.

Accordingly, SLOMFP requests that the Commission make unredacted versions of the

reference documents available to SLOMFP under a protective agreement. SLOMFP also

requests that the Commission establish a procedure by which SLOMFP can share sensitive

information with the NRC in a protected setting. For instance, SLOMFP has information

responsive to discovery requests by the NRC which it does not believe should be publicly

released.

V. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Staffs Vaughn Index is inadequate to justify the Staff's

decision to withhold information from SLOMFP under the FOIA. In addition, SLOMFP should

be permitted to ask additional discovery questions to the NRC Staff regarding information that

was disclosed in the redacted documents. The Commission should also grant SLOMFP's

renewed request for access to the reference documents under a protected order. Finally, the

Commission should establish procedures that would allow the consideration of sensitive

information submitted by SLOMFP in a protected setting.
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I i~ctfully bmitted,

Harmon, Curran, Spielberg, & Eisenberg, L.L.P.
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/328-3500
e-mail: Dcurranldhiar nonlcti'ran.com

February 20, 2008
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October I, 2007

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26-ISFSI
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S
RESPONSE TO NRC STAFF'S SUPPLEMENT TO THE
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND FINDING OF

NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT FOR THE DIABLO CANYON
INDEPENDENT SPENT FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC's" or

"Commission's") Order of September H1,2007, San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

("SLOMFP") hereby addresses the effects of the NRC Staff s Final Environmental

Assessment ("EA") Supplementi on SLOMFP's contentions in this proceeding.' The

Final EA Supplement does not make any significant changes to the Draft EA

Supplement, nor does it provide any satisfactory explanation for the gross deficiencies of

the EA Supplement. Therefore SLOMFP makes no changes to its contentions.

11. DISCUSSION

The Final EA Supplement is virtually identical to the Draft EA Supplement,

whose severe inadequacies were described in SLOMFP's contentions. Moreover, as

Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant
Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (August 2007).
2 San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing
Regarding Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement (June 28, 2007;
corrected June 29, 2007) ("SLOFMP Contentions").
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discussed in the attached Declaration by Dr. Gordon Thompson, the response to

comments contained in an appendix to the Final EA Supplement fails to address or

resolve the concerns raised by the contentions? Like the Draft EA Supplement, the Final

EA Supplement does not (1) define its terms, explain its methodology, or identify

scientific sources; (2) reveal or justify its assumptions; (3) consider credible threat

scenarios with significant environmental impacts; (4) address the National Infrastructure

Protection Plan; or (5) consider the vulnerability of the proposed ISFSI in relation to the

entire Diablo spent fuel storage complex.

The one respect in which the Final EA Supplement improves upon the Draft EA

Supplement is that it provides a list of some of the references relied on by the NRC in

preparing the EA Supplement. The list of references is insufficient to comply with

NEPA, however, because it is concededly incomplete. In response to comments that the

Draft EA Supplement was deficient for its failure to provide source terms, information

regarding its sources, and documentary references, the Final EA Supplement states that:

The staff cannot provide specific details of the analyses (such as the source term
used), nor the supporting background documents, due to the sensitive nature of
the information. However, some of these reference documents have been listed in
the final EA supplement in response to these comments (and are also listed at the
end of this appendix).

Final EA Supplement at A-4 (emphasis added). The NRC Staff provides no explanation

as to why it considers the mere identification of reference documents to be too "sensitive"

to publish, nor is any justification evident. The Final EA Supplement should provide a

complete list of its sources and references, including records of the consultations with law

3 Declaration by Dr. Gordon R. Thompson Regarding the NRC Statf's August 2007
Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant
Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent
Spent Fuel Storage Installation (October 1, 2007).

2
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enforcement agencies which are identified as important sources of information in the

appendix to the Final EA Supplement.4

As set forth in Contention I(b), SLOMFP continues to seek access to any

safeguards or classified documents that the NRC Staff relied on to conclude that the

environmental impacts of attacks on the proposed ISFSI are insignificant.5 Even in the

event that the Commission rejects SLOMFP's contentions, to the extent the Commission

relies on non-public documents in rejecting any contentions, SLOMFP seeks access to

those non-public documents (under appropriate protective measures) in order to evaluate

the basis for the Commission's decision.

While SLOMFP seeks access to safeguards and classified documents to the extent

such access is necessary to evaluate the basis for the conclusions reached in the Final

Supplement to the EA, SLOMFP also believes that the Commission can and must

disclose far more information in order to demonstrate to the public that it has considered

the environmental impacts of attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, and that it can do so

without compromising the security of the ISFSI. The Commission's own Design Basis

Threat ("DBT") rulemaking, for example, reflects a far more open approach than has

been taken in the Diablo Canyon licensing proceeding. As the Commission stated in the

preamble to the proposed rule, the level of detail provided in the rulemaking notice:

4 See, e.g., Final EA Supplement at A-5 ("The threat scenarios considered in the security
assessments were selected by NRC, based on intelligence information regarding trends
and actual, demonstrated capabilities of potential adversaries, gathered through regular
consultations with federal and law enforcement agencies, and the intelligence
community;" id. at A-6 ("NRC's choice of scenarios was informed by information
gathered through NRC's regular interactions with the law enforcement and intelligence
communities").
5 As discussed in note 3 of SLOMFP's Contentions, SLOMFP's attorney, Diane Curran,
and one of its experts, Dr. Edwin S. Lyman, have active security clearances.

3
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reflects all major features of the DBTs, yet avoids compromising licensee security
by not publishing the specific tactical and operational capabilities of the DBT
adversaries. The goal of this approach is to provide sufficient public notice of the
upgrades to the DBTs, including the new modes of attack thatfacilities must be
prepared to defend against, so that meaningful public input is possible regarding
the proposed rule's scope and content.

Proposed Rule, Design Basis Threat, 70 Fed. Reg, 67,380, 67,382 (November 7, 2005)

(emphasis added).

As the Commission emphasized:

[I]t is important for the public to be informed of the types of attacks against which
nuclear power plants and Category I fuel cycle facilities are required to defend.
The public has a vital stake in the security of these facilities, as well as the right to
meaningful comment when NRC proposes to amend its regulations.

The Commission's legal and policy concerns and practical approach to information

disclosure in promulgating the DBT rule are as applicable to the Diablo Canyon ISFSI as

they are to nuclear power plants and Category I fuel cycle facilities, and as relevant in the

context of the National Environmental Policy Act as they are in the context of the Atomic

Energy Act. The Final EA Supplement for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI falls dismally short

of meeting the Commission's legal or policy standards for public disclosure of security-

related information.
6

III. CONCLUSION

As discussed above, the NRC Staff has made no significant changes to the EA

Supplement for the Diablo Canyon ISFS] that would warrant any changes to SLOMFP's

6 In addition to seeking access to safeguards and classified information by Dr. Lyman

and the opportunity for Dr. Lyman to present testimony in a protected setting, SLOMFP
seeks an opportunity for Dr. Thompson to present his criticisms of the EA Supplement in
a protected setting. While SLOMFP does not plan to seek access to classified or
safeguards information by Dr. Thompson, SLOMFP does seek an opportunity for Dr.
Thompson to present, in a protected setting, the details of his expert views on the
potential for attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI and the consequences of attacks.

4
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contentions. Therefore, SLOMFP seeks a ruling on the admissibility of the contentions

as written.

ebs.ectful'ly submitted,

asic Curan
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg & Eisenberg, LLP
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
202/328-3500 '
FAX: 202/328-6918
e-mail: dcri-ran!hharnioncuIrrnn.com,,

October I, 2007

5
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

- In the Matter of',

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. : Docket No. 72-26 - ISFSI
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2)

4W DECLARATION BY DR. GORDON R. THOMPSON REGARDING
THE NRC STAFF'S AUGUST 2007 SUPPLEMENT

TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
AND FINAL FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

RELATED TO THE CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION
OF THE DIABLO CANYON INDEPENDENT SPENT

FUEL STORAGE INSTALLATION (ISFSI)

Under penalty of perjury, 1, Gordon R. Thompson, declare as follows:

I. INTRODUCTION

o1-1. I am the executive director of the Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), a
nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation based in Massachusetts. Our office is located at 27
Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139. IRSS was founded in 1984 to conduct technical
and policy analysis and public education, with the objective of promoting peace and
international security, efficient use of natural resources, and protection of the environment.

1-2. 1 am an expert in the technical analysis of safety, security and environmental issues related
to nuclear facilities. Information about my relevant experience and expertise, together with an
attached copy of my curriculum vitae, is provided in my previous declaration of 27 June 2007
in this matter.' That declaration accompanied~a report that I prepared for San Luis Obispo
Mothers for Peace (SLOMFP). 2 Hereafter, I refer to that report as the "Thompson Report".
My declaration and report supported contentions submitted by SLOMFP in this matter.3
Hereafter, I refer to those contentions as the "SLOMFP Contentions".

1-3. In the present declaration I review the NRC Staffs August 2007 Supplement to the
Environmental Assessment and Final Finding of No Significant Impact Related to the

Declaration of Dr. Gordon R. Thompson in Support of San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's (SLOMFP's)
Contentions Regarding the Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement, 27 June 2007.
2 Gordon R. Thompson, Assessing Risks of Potential Malicious Actions at Comnnercial Nuclear Facilities:

The Case of a Proposed Independent Spewt Fuel Storage Installation at the Diablo Calnyon Site
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: IRSS, 27 June 2007).

San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing Regarding Diablo Canyon
Environmental Assessment Supplement, 29 June 2007.
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Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation. Hereafter, I refer to that document, including the Appendix in which it
addresses public comments, as the "Final EA Supplement". The NRC Staff published an
earlier version of that document in May 2007..4 Hereafter, I refer to the May 2007 version
as the "Draft EA Supplement".

- 1-4. My review of the Final EA Supplement has three purposes. First, I examine the
accuracy and completeness with which the Supplement has characterized and responded
to the SLOMFP Contentions and the Thompson Report. Second, I examine the

- Supplement's internal consistency. Third, I examine the relevance to the Supplement of
information that became available after completion of the Thompson Report and the
SLOMFP Contentions.

- II. The Final EA Supplement's Response to SLOMFP Contentions and the
Thompson Report

11- I. The SLOMFP Contentions and the Thompson Report identified substantial
deficiencies in the Draft EA Supplement. In the following paragraphs of Section I1, 1
discuss the Final EA Supplement's response to the SLOMFP Contentions and the
Thompson Report, in regard to the following issues:

(i) definition of tenrs, explanation of methodology, and identification of scientific
sources;

up (ii) reliance on hidden and unjustified assumptions;
(iii) failure to consider credible threat scenarios with significant environmental
impacts;
(iv) failure to address the National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP); and
(v) failure to consider vulnerability of the ISFSI in relation to the entire Diablo
Canyon spent fuel storage complex.

11-2. SLOMFP Contention I described failures by the Draft EA Supplement to define
terms, explain methodology, and identify scientific sources. The Appendix to the Final
EA Supplement assigns issues of that type to Public Comment Categories I and 2. In one
respect, the Final EA Supplement responds to SLOMFP Contention I, by citing some
relevant technical documents: The Draft EA Supplement did not provide these citations.
In other respects, however, the Final EA Supplement is unresponsive, and continues to
exhibit the deficiencies described in SLOMFP Contention 1. The Appendix to the Final
EA Supplement attributes the lack of response to the need to protect sensitive or
classified information. That argument is not convincing. The Thompson Report.
together with recently available technical literature as discussed below, demonstrates that
the deficiencies described in SLOMFP Contention I could be rectified without disclosing
sensitive information.

NRC Staff, Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Draft Finding of No Significant Impact
Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage
Installation, May 2007.
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11-3. SLOMFP Contention 2 argued that the Draft EA Supplement relied on hidden and
unjustified assumptions. SLOMFP listed two examples: (i) apparent exclusion of
radiological consequences other than early fatalities; and (ii) apparent reliance on
unspecified emergency planning upgrades. In regard to the first example, the Final EA
Supplement states (Appendix, page A-6): "To clear up some apparent confusion, the EA
Supplement did not consider early fatalities as a measure of environmental impact." Yet,
the Draft and Final EA Supplements clearly set forth their reliance on previous security
assessments for ISFSIs and, in describing those assessments, they state (Draft EA
Supplement, page 6; Final EA Supplement, page 7) that "NRC made conservative
assessments of consequences, to assess the potential for early fatalities". Neither version
of the Supplement discusses land contamination and its sequelae, which would be the
dominant radiological impacts from an attack on an ISFSI (Thompson Report, page 37).
The Final EA Supplement discusses (at page 7) the NRC Staffs estimation of individual
dose at the Diablo Canyon site, without acknowledging that this indicator provides only a
partial picture of potential radiological impacts. The Supplement's inappropriate focus on
individual dose appears to derive from the Staff's reliance, in its previous security
assessments, on early fatality as the sole indicator of harm. Thus, this example continues
to support SLOMFP Contention 2.

11-4. In regard to the second example listed by SLOMFP in support of its Contention 2,
the Final EA Supplement states (Appendix, page A-8): "The EA Supplement does not
take credit for emergency planning actions in determining the radiological impact on
nearby residents, but merely indicates that emergency planning and response actions
could further mitigate (i.e., reduce) impacts in some situations." That statement is
internally inconsistent. Its second portion clearly shows that the Supplement does take
credit for emergency planning actions. Thus, this example continues to support SLOMFP
Contention 2.

11-5. The two examples listed by SLOMFP in support of its Contention 2 are not the only
instances in which the Draft EA Supplement relied on hidden and unjustified
assumptions, and in which the Final EA Supplement continues this practice. A notable
instance is the failure of both versions of the Supplement to consider threat scenarios that
are more severe and at least as plausible as the threat scenarios that the Supplements did
consider. That failure, which is discussed below in greater detail, is neither
acknowledged nor explained in either Supplement.

11-6. SLOMFP Contention 3 described the Draft EA Supplement's failure to consider
credible threat scenarios with significant environmental impacts. That practice continues
without change in the Final EA Supplement. The latter document seeks to justify the
practice by stating (Appendix, page A-6):

"NRC's choice of scenarios was informed by information gathered through
NRC's regular interactions with the law enforcement and intelligence
communities, as mentioned in Section 3.1 of the EA supplement. The specific
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scenarios considered cannot be publicly disclosed beyond the description in
Section 4.0 of the EA supplement, due to the sensitive nature of the information."

Those statements do not justify the exclusion of credible scenarios. The fact that the
NRC consulted other agencies in choosing threat scenarios does not establish that the
NRC developed a set of scenarios that represents the range of credible threats. In
addition, the NRC Staff makes no attempt to dispute the credibility of the illustrative
threat scenarios discussed in SLOMFP Contention 3 and the Thompson Report at pages
33-37. Moreover, the veil of secrecy that the NRC Staffcasts over its assumed threat
scenarios would not deceive an informed attacker. To such an attacker, the limited nature
of the threat scenarios considered in the Draft and Final EA Supplements would be
obvious from the limited radiological impacts estimated in these Supplements. In
illustration, the Supplements estimate that the individual dose following an attack on an
ISFSI would be less than 5 rem. The Thompson Report shows (at page 33) that an
individual dose exceeding 5 rem would arise from the release of a mere two-millionths of
an 1SFSI module's inventory of radioisotopes in the "fines" category, through a hole with
an equivalent diameter of a mere 2.3 mm. Thus, the EA Supplements have confined their
consideration of threat scenarios to scenarios that cause comparatively minor damage to
an ISFSI module. The NRC Staffs excessive secrecy may succeed in hiding this fact
from members of the public, but would not deceive an informed attacker.

11-7. As mentioned above, the Final EA Supplement cites some relevant technical
documents. One such document, classified CONFIDENTIAL National Security
Information and therefore unavailable to the public, is a 2004 study by Smith et at of
Sandia National Laboratories, which examined the outcomes of the impact of a large
aircraft on a field of [SFSI storage modules. 5 Hereafter, I refer to that document as the
"Smith et al Study". A second such document, also classified CONFIDENTIAL National
Security Information, is a 2004 study by Kipp et al of Sandia National Laboratories,
which examined the response of an ISFSI storage module to "a large explosive charge
blast".6 Hereafter, I refer to that document as the "Kipp et al Study". It is reasonable to
assume that these two documents are the only technical documents relied upon by the
Final EA Supplement to assess the vulnerability of ISFSI storage modules to attack. If
other documents were relied upon for that purpose, the NRC Staff should have cited
those documents. It is also reasonable to assume that each of the Smith et al and Kipp et
al Studies has a scope as set forth in its title.

11-8. Presumably, the Smith et al Study analyzed the potential for an impact by a large
aircraft to breach one or more of the multi-purpose canisters (MPCs) inside the affected
ISFSI storage modules. Such an aircraft is a comparatively soft object containing a few

5 J. A. Smith ct al, Results ofa Large .4irplane Inpact into a Field of Haltec HI-STORM Spent Nuclear
Fuel Storage Casks (Albuquerque, New Mexico: Sandia National Laboratories, 2004). (This document is
classified CONFIDENTIAL National Security Information.)
5 M. E. Kipp et at, Response of the HI-STORM Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Cask to a Large Explosive
Charge Blast (Albuquerque, New Mexico: Sandia National Laboratories, 2004), (This document is
classified CONFIDENTIAL National Security Information.)
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hard structures. It is not surprising that Smith et ai would find the potential for an MPC
breach to be relatively low. Smith et al may have considered the additional effects of a
jet-fuel fire and/or a fuel-air explosion. Such a fire or explosion could have a dramatic
appearance. It would not, however, be surprising that Smith et al would find that
combustion of jet fuel has a comparatively low potential to liberate radioactive material
from the MPC to the atmosphere. Both findings by Smith et at could be consistent with
assumptions that might be regarded as reasonable. I do not have access to the Smith et at
Study and, therefore, cannot comment on its assumptions. It can be presumed that Smith
et at did not consider the impact of a general-aviation aircraft laden with explosive
material in a shaped-charge or other configuration, as discussed in the Thompson Report.

11-9. Presumably, the Kipp et al Study analyzed the potential for a large explosive charge
blast to breach the MPC inside a single ISFSI storage module. This blast would take the
form of a pulse of very high pressure. Used against many types of target (e.g., a masonry
wall), a blast of this type could be highly destructive. In the context of an attack on an
ISFSI module, however, it is not surprising that Kipp et al would find the potential for an
MPC breach to be relatively low. That finding could be consistent with assumptions that
might be regarded as reasonable. I do not have access to the Kipp et al Study and,
therefore, cannot comment on its assumptions. It is important to note that the pulse of
high pressure from an explosive blast will not cause the highly focused damage to a
target that results from use of a shaped charge. A shaped charge concentrates material
(e.g., a metal cone or dish) into a comparatively narrow stream that strikes the target at
very high speed. It can be presumed that Kipp et al did not examine the use of a shaped
charge, although such charges are used routinely to attack US ground forces in Iraq.

11-10. The Smith et al and Kipp et al Studies examined threat scenarios that an informed
attacking group would know to be comparatively ineffective against an ISFSI. It is likely
that such a group would chooseanother mode of attack. Relevant modes could involve
delivery of shaped charges by missiles, aircraft, land vehicles or personnel. Attackers
could use incendiary material to ignite the zirconium cladding of spent fuel. They could
reach the MPC inside an ISFSI storage module through the module's cooling vents or by
removing the lid. The Thompson Report (see Section 4.3) outlines some potential modes
of attack while being careful to not disclose sensitive information.

1I-1l. The preceding paragraphs show clearly that the Final EA Supplement fails to
consider threat scenarios that are more severe and at least as plausible as the threat
scenarios that it does consider. Moreover, the Supplement neither acknowledges nor
explains this failure. These findings support SLOMFP Contentions 2 and 3.

11-12. SLOMFP Contention 4 described the Draft EA Supplement's failure to address the
National Infrastructure Protection Plan, That practice continues without change in the
Final EA Supplement. The latter document seeks to justify the practice by stating
(Appendix, page A-7): "The National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP) does not
impose requirements onparticipating agencies regarding specific NEPA analyses." That
response ignores the fact that the NRC is a signatory to the NIPP and, therefore, has
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committed to the NIPP's purpose (see Letter of Agreement at page iii of the NIPP) of
providing "the unifying structure for the integration of critical infrastructure and key
resources (Cl/KR) protection into a single national program". Any licensing analysis
performed by the NRC should, therefore, include consideration of the concepts of
deterring threats, mitigating vulnerabilities and minimizing consequences that are
endorsed by the NIPP. In addition to ignoring this general responsibility under the NIPP,
the NRC Staff ignores the specific argument in the SLOMFP Contentions and the
Thompson Report that protective measures set forth in the NIPP could, if applied at
Diablo Canyon, deter attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI by altering attackers' cost-
benefit calculations.

11-13. SLOMFP Contention 5 described the Draft EA Supplement's failure to consider
vulnerability of the ISFSI in relation to the entire Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage
complex, That practice continues without change in the Final EA Supplement. The latter
document seeks to justify the practice by stating (Appendix, page A-7): "The staff
previously considered the cumulative impacts of the ISFSI and reactor operation in the
original EA (Section 5.4), concluding that, 'The impact of the proposed Diablo Canyon
ISFSI, when combined with previously evaluated effects from the Diablo Canyon Power
Plant, is not anticipated to result in any significant cumulative impact at the site." That
response ignores the fact that no environmental analysis has been performed to address
the risks of potential malicious actions at any Diablo Canyon facility other than the
proposed ISFSI. Moreover, that response ignores the potential for malice-related
interactions between the ISFSI and other facilities at Diablo Canyon. Two examples
illustrate that potential. First, the ISFSI could be used to reduce the risk of a malice-
related spent-fuel-pool fire at Diablo Canyon, by reducing the density of fuel assemblies
in the pools. Second, an attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI could be mounted as a
diversionary action, to weaken defenses of other facilities on the site preparatory to an
attack on those facilities. An integrated, site-wide approach to risk assessment would
allow such interactions to be identified and addressed.

III. Internal Inconsistencies in the Final EA Supplement

Ill-1. Paragraph 11-4, above, identifies an internal inconsistency in the Final EA
Supplement, regarding the Supplement's taking of credit for emergency planning actions.
Another internal inconsistency deserves special mention. In discussing public comments
on the Draft EA Supplement, the Final EA Supplement states (Appendix, page A-2) that
the NRC Staff did not respond to "comments about the U.S. government's policies
regarding terrorism", because this issue "did not directly relate to the environmental
effects of the proposed action" and was "outside the scope of the NEPA review of the
proposed action". Yet, elsewhere (page 4) the Final EA Supplement states: "Thus, the
broad actions taken by the Federal government and the specific actions taken by NRC
since September 11, 2001, have helped to reduce the potential for terrorist attacks against
NRC-regulated facilities."
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111-2. The preceding paragraph identifies a substantial internal inconsistency in the Final
EA Supplement. That inconsistency relates directly to a point repeatedly emphasized in
the Thompson Report and addressed in SLOMFP Contention 4. The Thompson Report
argues that many of the policies adopted by the Federal government and the NRC to
protect the nation's critical infrastructure have been counterproductive. The Thompson
Report describes an alternative strategy that is termed "protective deterrence", and shows
how that strategy could be implemented by the NRC using infrastructure design
principles that are articulated in the NIPP. The Final EA Supplement dismisses that
argument without justification or explanation, while claiming success by the Federal
government and the NRC in reducing "the potential for terrorist attacks". That claim
could and should be tested through environmental analyses that examine risks and risk-
reducing options for facilities such as the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

IV. Relevance to the Final EA Supplement of Recently Available Information

IV- I. The Appendix to this declaration provides data from a survey of US-based experts
in international security, regarding the probability of another "9/1 I-type" attack in the
US. The survey found that 83 percent of the surveyed experts judged that an attack of
this type is "likely or certain" during the next 10 years. That finding does not rest upon a
statistical foundation. It does, however, show that the potential for a 9/1 I-type attack
deserves thorough consideration in the context of licensing nuclear facilities. Such an
attack would not necessarily involve targets and instruments of attack as in September
2001. Indeed, it is likely that the attackers would choose different targets and
instruments. The significance of the term "9/11 -type" is that attackers would have
resources and capabilities comparable to those employed in September 2001. Nuclear
facilities could be chosen as targets, for the reasons set forth in the Thompson Report.
The Final EA Supplement does not consider the potential for an attack on Diablo Canyon
facilities by a sub-national group with resources and capabilities comparable to those
employed in September 2001, employing a mode of attack that exploits vulnerabilities in
the Diablo Canyon facilities.

IV-2. The Final EA Supplement states (Appendix, page A-5): "The details of the NRC's
security assessments cannot be disclosed publicly because of the sensitive nature of the
information." The SLOMFP Contentions and the Thompson Report argue that the NRC
is excessively secretive, that more details should be provided in environmental analyses,
and that this can be done without disclosing sensitive information. The Thompson
Report illustrates that argument by presenting general, but not specific, information about
a range of threat scenarios. Three recently available papers in a technical journal provide
a further illustration of the argument.7 The authors are with Oak Ridge National

Robert H. Morris et al, "Using the VISAC program to calculate the vulnerability of nuclear power plants
to terrorism", International Journal of Nuclear Governance, Econony and Ecotogt, Volume , Number 2,
2006, pp 193-211; Anthony L. Honnellio and Stan Rydell, "Sabotage vulnerability of nuclear power
plants", International Journal of Nuclear Governance, Economy and Ecology,, Volume I, Number 3, 2007,
pp 312-321; Gern Sdouz, "Radioactive release from VVER- 1000 reactors after a terror attack",
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Laboratory, the US Environmental Protection Agency, and ARC Seibersdorf Research in
Austria. Each paper discusses malice-related risks at nuclear facilities in greater depth
than is done in the Final EA Supplement, thereby contributing to improved public
understaanding and policy debate regarding those risks. None of the papers discloses
sensitive information.

V. Conclusions

V-I . The Final EA Supplement improves upon the Draft EA Supplement in one respect,
by citing some relevant technical literature. The cited literature provides additional
support for the SLOMFP Contentions and the arguments made in the Thompson Report.
In other respects, the Final EA Supplement continues to exhibit the deficiencies that were
identified in the SLOMFP Contentions and the Thompson Report. The Appendix to the
Final EA Supplement does not provide a credible explanation or justification of the
deficiencies in that Supplement.

V-2. The Final EA Supplement has significant internal inconsistencies.

V-3. Recently available information provides further support for the SLOMFP
Contentions and the arguments made in the Thompson Report.

Gordon R. Thomi on, D.Phil

I October 2007

(The Appendix that appears on the following page is disci:
declaration.)

sed above and is part of this

International Joiirnal of Nuclear Covernoice, Economy and Ecology,'
311.

eloume 1, Numbcr 3,2007, pp 305-
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APPENDIX

Opinions of Selected Experts Regarding the Probability of Another 9/1l-Type
Attack in the United States

Time Horizon for Fraction of Interviewed Experts Holding Position
Potential Attack (percent)

Attack has No Chance Attack is Likely
__or is Unlikely or Certain

Within 6 months 80 20
Within 5 years 30 70
Within 10 years 17 83

Notes:
(a) These and other survey data are discussed in: "The Terrorism Index", Foreign Policy,
September/October 2007, pp 60-67. The underlying data are from: "Terrorism Survey
III", June 2007, accessed from the website of the Center for American Progress
<www.americanprogress.oTg> on 21 August 2007.
(b) The following question was posed to 108 US-based experts in international security:
"What is the likelihood of a terrorist attack on the scale of the 9/11 attacks occurring
again in the United States in the following time frames?"
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26-ISFSI
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S
REPLY TO PG&E's AND NRC STAFF'S OPPOSITIONS TO

SLOMPF'S CONTENTIONS AND REQUEST FOR A HEARING
REGARDING DIABLO CANYON

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT SUPPLEMENT

1. INTRODUCTION

As demonstrated in San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's ("SLOMFP's")

contentions of June 28, 2007,' the Supplement to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission ("NRC") Staff's Environmental Assessment ("EA") Supplement for the

Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation ("ISFSI") completely fails to

document or explain the basis for its conclusion that intentional attacks on the ISFSI

would have no significant environmental impacts. Therefore the EA Supplement is

inadequate to satisfy the National Environmental Policy Act's ("NEPA's") fundamental

requirement that an agency's finding of no significant impact must be sufficiently

supported and explained to demonstrate that the Staff made a "fully informed and well-

considered" determination of no significant impacts. Blue Mountains Biodiversity

Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208, 12 11 (91h Cir. 1998), cert. denied sub nom.

San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's Contentions and Request for a Hearing

Regarding Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement (June 28, 2007;
corrected June 29, 2007) ("Contentions").
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Malheur Lumber Co. v. Blue Mountain Biodiversitv Project, 527 U.S. 1003 (1999). In

apparent reliance on hidden assumptions, the EA Supplement also ignores credible attack

scenarios that could result in significant impacts to the environment.

Both the NRC Staff and Pacific Gas & Electric Co. ("PG&E") oppose admission

of SLOMFP's contentions, on the general grounds that (a) in order to protect sensitive

security-related information from public disclosure, the NRC Staff was entitled by law to

prepare an environmental analysis as vague and unsubstantiated as the EA Supplement,

and (b) in any event, the EA Supplement did provide enough information to allow a

meaningful evaluation of the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI. NRC Staff's Answer to Contentions Submitted by San Luis Obispo

Mothers for Peace (July 13, 2007) ('NRC Staff Response"); Pacific Gas and Electric

Company's Response to Proposed Contentions (July 9, 2007) ("PG&E Response"). In

neither respect have the Staff and PG&E shown that SLOMFP's contentions fail to raise

a genuine and material dispute of fact or law regarding the adequacy of the EA

Supplement to satisfy NEPA. Thus, the contentions are admissible under 10 C.F.R. §

2.714(b).2

II. DISCUSSION

A. General Arguments by (he NRC Staff

In arguing the inadmissibility of all of SLOMFP's contentions, the NRC Staff

repeatedly makes two arguments: first, that the contentions are inadmissible as a matter

of law because the NRC was entitled to protect the withheld information from public

disclosure; and second that as a factual matter, the information disclosed by the Staff was

2 With the exception of Contentions 3 and 5, neither the Staffrnor PG&E objects to the

admission of any contention on the ground that it is late-filed.
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sufficient to allow SLOMFP to evaluate whether the NRC had taken a hard look at the

environmental impacts of an intentional attack on the proposed ISFSI. The first argument

is incorrect as a matter of law, and the second argument merely shows the existence of a

genuine and material factual dispute between the parties which warrants admission of the

contentions.

1. Applicable legal principles require the EA Supplement to
disclose relevant information or justify its exemption froin
disclosure.

The NRC Staff argues that under the "principle" established in Weinberger v.

Catholic Action of Hawaii, 454 U.S. 139 (1981) and San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace

v. NRC, 449 F.3d 1016, 1034-35 (9th Cir. 2006), cert. denied sub. norm. Pacific Gas &

Electric Co. v. San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace. 127 S.Ct. H124 (2007), any

deficiency in the EA Supplement is excused by the legal necessity of protecting sensitive

security-related information from public disclosure.

In making this argument, the Staff completely ignores other important principles

of NEPA and NRC regulatory policy for use of protected information in licensing

decisions, which do not permit the Staff's wholesale and unjustified refusal to disclose

the basis for the EA Supplement. In particular:

" Making federal agencies accountable to the public for their environmental

decisions is one of the cardinal purposes ofNEPA. Robertson v. Methow l'allev

Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 349 (1989).

* NEPA requires that agencies must consider the environmental impacts of their

decisions to the "fullest extent possible." 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C).

3 NRC StaffResponse at 6-8. PG&E makes a similar argument at pages 6-7 of
its Response.
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* Agency decisions to withhold information from an EA or EIS are governed by the

Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"). kf'einberger, 454 U.S. at 412, citing 42

U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C).

* As the NRC has recognized, the FOIA is "a statute whose basic purpose reflects a

philosophy of full agency disclosure unless information falls under one of the nine

clearly delineated statutory exemptions." SECY-05-009l. Memorandum from

Karen D. Cyr, NRC General Counsel, to the Commissioners, re: Task Force

Report on Public Disclosure of Security-Related Information (May 18, 2005),

Attachment: Report on Public Disclosure of Security-Related Information at 4,

citing Depaortnent ofAir Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 361 (1976).

* Under the FOIA. the NRC must segregate and release information that is not

specifically exempted from disclosure. I0 C.F.R. § 9.19. This requirement stemis

from the legal principle that "whenever possible, sensitive information must be

disentangled from nonsensitive information to allow for the release of the latler."

Ellsberg. V. Mitchell, 709 F.2d 51, 57 (D.C. Cir. 1983).

* In addition, any government claim to an exemption must be specific and it must

be justified. 10 C.F.R. § 9.27(b).

There is no exemption in the FOIA for information that identifies the existence of

a document, such as the title, author, and date. In fact. this information is

segregable under 10 C.F.R. § 9.19.

0 The NRC recognizes that in order for members of the public to mean ingfully

exercise then- tight to participate in NRC licensing decisions as guaranteed by [he

Atomic Energy Act ("AEA"), they must have "access to information about the
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design and operation of regulated facilities or materials." SECY-04-0191,

Memorandum from Luis A. Reyes, Executive Director for Operations, to the

Commissioners, re: Withholding Sensitive Unclassified Information Concerning

Nuclear Power Reactors from Public Disclosure at 2 (October 19, 2004). The

rights to meaningful participation and access to information must be balanced

against the NRC's goal of withholding "infbrmation that could reasonably be

expected to be useful to potential adversaries." Id.

* In licensing hearings, NRC regulations allow interested parties to seek access to

relevant classified and safeguards inlformation under appropriate procedural

protective measures. 10 CFR. §§ 2.744(e), 2.905(b)(1).

" In order to give interested parties a meaningful opportunity to seek access to

classified and safeguards documents, it is essential for the NRC to provide basic

identifying information. Otherwise. the parties unfairly are forced to guess what

is being withheld.

* Unlike the Weinberger case, which involved classified information that the

government completely withheld fromn any members of the public, see 454 U.S. at

146-47, in this case the NRC Staff has shared much of the withheld information in

the EA Supplement with nuclear licensees and nuclear industry lobbyists. Thus, it

would be extremely unfair for the NRC to hide the information from the public to

the extent of refusing even to identify the information so that it could be requested

in the discovery process.

The broad access that the NRC granted the nuclear industry to its post-

9/11 security reviews is demonstrated in contemporaneous Commission

5
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correspondence. For example, in a November 5, 2001, letter, Samuel J. Collins,

then-Director of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ("NRR"),

informed a senior official at the Nuclear Energy Institute ("NEI") that NEI

employee Ronald Rose could not only "receive and store" safeguards information

at an NEI facility, but that he could share it with unnamed NEI personnel; and that

no further NRC authorization was needed for the distribution of the safeguards

information by Mr. Rose.' On January 23, 2003, the Staff also noticed a closed

meeting on the revised design basis threat ("DBT"), to which NEI employees and

other "to be determined" members of the nuclear industry were invited to discuss

safeguards issues.5 The Commission also gave NEI officials "need-to-know"

status allowing them to review safeguards documents for the general purpose of

'efficiently and expeditiously obtaining industry-wide comments on Commission

policy issues involving nuclear facility and materials security."6 As noted with

approval by then-Chairman Diaz, as of September 2003, the NRC Staff began to

hold "weekly" closed meetings with NEI and other nuclear industry

representatives, "to discuss security, contingency, and training and qualification

plan changes needed to support compliance with the April 29, 2003, design basis

threat order."' The letter also emphasizes that the Commission "is committed to

4 Letter firom Samuel J. Collins, NRR, to Ralph Beedle, NEI (November 5, 2001).
i NRC Meeting Notice re: Closed Meeting to Discuss Questions and Responses from
the January 9, 2003. Design Basis Threat (DBT) Meeting and Requested Written Iniput
Provided by Representatives from Licensed Power Reactor Facilities, the Nuclear
Industry, and State and Federal Agencies (January 23, 2003).
, Letter from Nils J. Diaz, NRC Chairman, to Joe F. Colvin, NEI President and Chief
Executive Officer (June 19, 2003).
7 Letter from Nils J. Diaz, NRC Chairman, to Joe F. Colvin, NEI President and Chief
Executive Order, attached as Exhibit 4. Commission records also show that the
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the continued exchange of information and ideas between the NRC and

authorized stakeholders on security topics. "g Thus, having given the nuclear

industry broad access to safeguards information, it is neither legal nor fair for the

NRC to deny SLOMFP even enough information that would allow SLOMFP to

request access to the information.

Under these governing principles, the provision of an unintelligible summary of

an environmental analysis is not excused by unsupported and vague assertions that

'much" of the Staff's analysis "either depends upon or has some reference to"

documents that are exempt from public disclosure under the FOIA, or that the Staff

disclosed "as much of its revised environmental analysis as feasible." NRC Staff

Response at 7-8. As required by both NEPA and the FOIA, the Staff must present an

understandable analysis that defines its terms and explains its analytical processes, or

justifies the failure to provide specific pieces of information by claiming an

exemption (t the FOIA.

As discussed above, the Staff must also disclose all reasonably segregable

portions of the analysis. In addition, the Staff must identify its references, and

provide access to those references unless they are specifically exempted from

Commission itself has held numerous closed meetings on security issues, attended by
officials from NEt, the National Research Council (an arm of the National Academies),
and representative of nuclear licensees. See, e.g., Presiding Officer's Statement regarding
July II, 2002, meeting on security issues (attended by four National Research Council
officials) (July 15, 2002); Presiding Officer's Statement regarding January 14, 2003,
meeting on security issues (attended by five NEt officials) (January 17, 2003); Presiding
Officer's Statement regarding March 3, 2003, meeting on security issues (attended by six
NEI officials and eleven other nuclear utility representatives) (March 17, 2003);
Presiding Officer's draft Statement regarding May 14, 2003, meeting on security issues
(attended by seven NEI officials and eight other nuclear utility representatives) (undated
draft).

I(/d. at I.
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disclosure by the FOIA. Segregable portions of reference documents must also be

released. Because it has failed to honor or even address these principles, the Staff

has established no legal basis for dismissing SLOMFP's contentions.
9

2. The Staff Response establishes the existence of material factual
disputes with respect to the adequacy of EA Supplement.

Throughout its response to SLOMFP's contentions, the NRC Staff repeatedly

concedes that it did not disclose all of the information relied on in its environmental

analysis, but asserts that it disclosed as much information as possible under the

federal laws and regulations requiring protection of sensitive security-related

information, and that in any event it disclosed enough information to allow a

meaningful review of the EA Supplement. For instance:

0 In responding to Contention I, which challenges the adequacy ofthe EA

Supplement to describe types of attacks that were considered plausible" or

disregarded as "remote and speculative." tile NRC Staff states that "[a]lthough

the Staff could not provide all the details of referenced background documents

PG&E miscoinstrues NEPA and applicable case law in arguing that the "substantial
procedural discretion" afforded to NRC by the Court of Appeals in responding to the
Court's remand allowed NRC to take anything less than a "hard look" in evaluating the
environmental impacts of an intentional attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. PG&E
Response at 7. While the NRC nay have had discretion to choose the manner in which
to respond to the Court's decision, once it undertook to conduct an environmental
analysis it accepted a nondiscretionary duty to comply with NEPA "to the fullest extent
possible." 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(C).

PG&E also selectively quotes from the Ninth Circuit's decision in order to argue that "the
focus of the remand was for the NRC to address the views of SLOMFP," and that
thereforeSLOMFIP may make no other claims aside from seeking to have its views
considered. M. This argument is contradicted by the Court's holding that the NRC's
justification for failing to prepare an environmental analysis of the impacts of an attack
on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI was irrational, and that therefore the NRC must "fulfill its
responsibilities under NEPA." 449 F.3d at 1035.

8
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and analyses due to the sensitive nature of the information, the general

methodology and analyses relied upon were referenced." NRC Staff

Response at 9- 10.

Similarly, the Staff asserts that its analyses comply with NEPA "to the extent

possible without divulging Classified Information.. ." Id at 10,

The Staffalso claims that the EA Supplement addresses "specific threats," but

it also states that "the level of detail" regarding these threats "was limited by

the sensitive nature of thie materials underlying the analyses." Id.

" The Staffs use of the phrase "such as" to describe examples of threats

considered also indicates that the threats identified in the EA Supplement

were only a subset of credible threats. Md

o In response to Contention l's assertion that the EA Supplement did not

provide qualitative information on how attack scenarios were selected, the

Staff asserts that "while tIle Staff could not provide all the details of the

manner in which these assessments were made, tile Staff did provide an

explanation of its process and conclusions to satisfy its NEPA obligations."

1M1. at 12.

* in response to Contention Il's complaint that the [A Supplement did not

discuss its analytical methods by addressing certain procedural questions, the

Staff asserts that "[m]ost of this information was omitted because it is

designated as Safeguards information or SUNS[ or Classified Information."

NRC Staff Response at 15. Simultaneously, the Staff effectively asserts that

9
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[he procedural questions are meaningless or irrelevant to the EA Supplement.

W.

In response to Contention I's assertion that the EA Supplement failed to

explain how the Staff's AEA-based reviews were relevant to its NEPA

review, the Staff acknowledges that "some specifics of the Staff's analysis are

designated as Safeguards Information. or SUNSI, or Classified information."

but asserts that "the qualitative discussion the staff has provided is sufficient

for SLOMFP to delineate specific disagreements and supporting basis for a

contention M.," Id. at 16.

. In response to Contention I's assertion that (lie EA Supplement fails to

explain how its assumptions were conservative or representative, the Staff

states that it "cannot disclose all of the details of the security assessments

given the need to protect the sensitive nature of the information," yet also

claims to have provided SLIfIcient information to address SLOMFP's

concerns. NRC Staff Response at 17.

The Staff s arguments show that SLOM FP has raised genuine and material

disputes regarding the adequacy of thie Staffs rationale for withholding material

information from the EA Supplement, because the Staff has completely failed to

provide specific information regarding the nature of the withheld information or to

attempt to .justify withholding it. In addition. SLOMFP has raised a genttine and

material ftactual dispute regarding the question of whether the information the Staff

did provide is adequate to sutpport a meaningful review,

10
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B. Specific Contentions

1. Contention 1: Failure to define terms, explain
methodology, or identify scientific sources

Contention I asserts that:

The EA violates NEPA and NRC and Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ")
implementing regulations because it fails to document the basis for the NRC
Staffs determination that the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI are insignificant, by failing to define its terms, explain its
methodology, or identify its scientific sources. Therefore. the EA fails tojustify
the Staff's decision not to prepare an EIS for the facility.

Contentions at 3.

a, NRC Staiff argunments

In subsection (a)(i) of Contention I, SLOMFP asserts that the EA fails to provide

a clear description of the NRC's process for identifying plausible or credible attack

scenarios and assessing their consequences to determine whether they are significant.

Contentiolns at 5. While the Staff vaguely asserts that "the general methodology and

analyses relied upon were referenced," the claim only underscores the existence of a

genuine and material factual dispute between the parties. NRC Staff Response at 10.

The Staff also asserts that the EA Supplement provides "reference to specific threats"

(id.), but does not state whether these examples constitute the universe of threats

examined in the EA Supplement or explain what was the NRC's analytical process for

identifying credible threats and evaluating their consequences.' A~gain, the Staff does

15 In addition, the Staff does not explain how its failure to provide att accounting

of all types of attacks it considered is consistent with the Commission's policy of
disclosing that information in other regulatory contexts. For instance, in the proposed
desiun basis threat ("DBT") rule, the Commission stated that "it is important for the
public to be informed of the types of attacks against which nuclear power plants and
Category I ftel cycle facilities are required to defend." Proposed Rule. Design Basis
Threat, 60 Fed. Reg. 67,380, 67,382 (November 7, 2005). While the Diablo Canyon
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not provide enough information to show that the contention raises no genuine or material

dispute.

In subsection (a)(ii) of Contention 1, SLOMFP criticizes the EA Supplement for

failing to explain the meaning of the word "plausible." Contentions at 6. [n response, the

Staff does not dispute the fact that the EA Supplement fails to explain the meaning of the

term "plausible." Instead, the Staff arguCs that SLOMFP should be able to figure it out

by evaluating the "examples" of plausible attacks given in the EA Supplement. NRC

Staffat 10-1 I. The Staff's argument only serves to demonstrate the existence of a

genuine and material factual dispute between the parties. SLOMFP is entitled to litigate

the questioll of whether the identification of a few examples is sufficient to illustrate the

methodology that was used by the Staff. in SLOMFP's view, the Staff's approach

requires inappropriate guesswork. A factual dispute also exists because the Staff

completely fails to respond to the concern raised by SLOMFP that the Staff finished its

so-called analysis of plausibility before it evaluated a number of factors that appear to be

relevant to the determination of plausibility, thereby raising fundamental questions about

how the Staff interprets the term. Contentions at 5-6.

In subsection (a)(iii) of Contention I, SLOMFP asserts that the EA Supplement is

inadequate because it fails to provide criteria for distinguishing between attacks that are

'remote and speculative" and attacks that are "plausible." Contentions at 6. The NRC

ISFSI does not constitute a nuclear power plant or a Category I fuel cycle facility, the
principle is equally applicable to all types of facilities. Moreover, as discussed in Dr.
Thompson's expert report, the NRC has stated that the Diablo Canyon security plan
Would apply to the Diablo Canyon ISFSI. Thompson, Assessing Risks of Potential
Malicious Actions at Commercial Facilities: The Case of a Proposed Independent Spent
Fuel Storage Installation at the Diablo Canyon Site at 29 (June 27, 2007) ("Thompson
Report"). Presumably, the security plan is based on the DBT.

12
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Staff responds that it did "provide qualitative information on how the scenarios were

selected." NRC Staff Response at 1 1-12. But the language of the EA Supplement quoted

by the NRC Staff in support of this assertion (Staff Response at 12) contains no

explanation whatsoever regarding the criteria the Staff used to determine what types of

attacks were plausible versus what types of attacks were remote and speculative. Thus,

the Staff has failed to show the absence of a genuine and material factual dispute about

the adequacy of the EA Supplement.

In subsection (a)(iv) of Contention 1, SLOMFP criticizes the EA Supplement for

appearing to rely on an AEA-based analysis of the adequacy of PG&E's protective

measures against tile DBT, rather than a broader NEPA-based analysis of threats that are

reasonably foreseeable despite their low probability. Contentions at 6. Similarly, in

subsection (a)(vi) of Contention I, SLOMFP challenges the EA Supplement for its failure

to explain how a general analysis of licensee compliance with AEA-based security

regulations and orders has any relevance to a NEPA determination of whether

environmental impacts are significant. Contentions at 8. In response, the Staff appears to

contend that under CLI-07-1 I, the D.BT is co-extensive with reasonably foreseeable but

low-probability attacks as a matter of law. NRC Staff Response at 13, 16. The Staff also

asserts that SLOM'IFP has failed to show a basis for the distinction between tile two

standards. Id. at 13.'1

The Staff's assertions are nonsensical, The words of the two standards

themselves demonstrate that the Commission has two different standards for AEA-based

security requirements and NEPA evaluations. The AEA-based standard calls for

PG&E makes esscntially the same argument at page 10 of its Response.

13
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protective Measures against a hypothetical threat that the NRC considers reasonable or

feasible for the licensee to defend against. Final Rule, Design Basis Threat, 72 Fed. Reg.

12.705, 12,713 (March 19, 2007). The NEPA standard, in contrast, is not based on the

capabilities of the licensee but on the foreseeability of the threat. On their faces, the

standards are different. By instructing the Staff to consult Materials it had already

prepared, the Commission cannot be presumed to have also instructed the Staff to

disregard the NEPA standard for evaluating the significance of environmental impacts.

In subsection (a)(v) of Contention I. SLOMFP criticizes the EA Supplement for

its poor description of the analytical steps taken by the NRC in evaluating threat

scenarios in 2002. Contentions at 7. The Staff claims that the contention does not satisfy

10 C.F.R. § 2.714 because it does not reference the specific portions of the EA

Supplement questioned by SLOMFP. Staff Response at 13. The Staff's assertion is

incorrect, The contention provides uItiotations fIorn page 6 of the EA Supplement at page

6. Contentions at 7.

The Staff also claims that SLOMFP misconstrues the EA Supplement by

presuming that the Staff conducted a security analysis in 2002. NRC Staff Response at

14. According to the Staff, "there was no '2002 analysis."' id. Instead, the Staff issued

"orders' in 2002, and completed "security assessments" in 2006, Id

The Staffs argument provides an excellent example of the confusion created by

(a) the vague prose used in the EA Supplement and (b) the EA's lack of any documentary

references. SLOMFP's assumption that the Staff conducted some kind of analysis in

2002 was based on the statement in the EA Supplement that:

Followi'ing iss•once of die 2002 securiit' orders for ISFSls, NRC used o secur~v
a.vsessioenlfrnei-oeorik a~s a screening mid assessment tool, to determine whether

14
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additional security measures, beyond those required by regulation and the security
orders, were warranted for NRC-regulated facilities, including ISFSIs.

EA Supplement at 6 (emphasis added). In the next paragraph, the EA Supplement states

that the NRC Staff "reviewed the analyses done for the ISFSI security assessments, and

compared the assuIllptions used in these generic assessments to tile relevant features of

the Diablo Canyon (SFSI." Id. at 7. Taken together, these two statements imply that

shortly after issuing the 2002 security orders, tlie Staff conducted a generic security

assessment for ISFSIs. which was followed by another generic review and site-specific

analysis sometime later -- thus giving the impression that the Staff condLicted Multiple

security assessments over time. BLIt the NRC Staff-s Response indlicates that there was

only one set of security assessments, completed in 2006. Whether due to gross

carelessness or an intent to mislead, the Staff's lack of precision, combined with its

failure to support its assertions with any references to docttmented studies, raises

fundamental questions about the veracity of the entire EA Supplement.

In subsection (a)(vii) of Contention I, SLOMFP challenges the EA Supplement

for its failure to describe how the Staff's determination that assumptions used in generic

assessments were "representative" or "conservative" was factored into the Staff's NEPA

analysis. Contentions at 8. The Staff argues that this aspect of the contention is

inadmissible because the content ion failed to provide a "miniimal factual and legal

foundalion" for SLOMIFP's concerns. NRC Staff Response at 16-17. Due to the

differing characteristics of an AEA-based and NEPA-based analysis. assumptions that are

conser\vative or representative for an AEA-based analysis may not be conservative or

representative for a NEPA-based analysis. But neither the EA Supplement nor the NRC

Staff's response addresses this issue.
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In subsection-(a)(viii), SLOMFP asserts that the EA Supplement fails to provide

any analysis ofthe radiological impacts of threat scenarios. Contentions at 8-9. The

Staff claimns that it did perform such an analysis. NRC Staff Response at 18, citing [XA

Supplement at 7. BUt the portion of the EA SupplenIent cited by the NRC Staff merely

states the Staff-s conclusion that the dose would likely be below 5 rein. The EA

Supplement provides no explanation for this conclusion. For instance, the conclusion

appears to be based on the assumption that no credible scenario would result in a large-

area penetration of the spent-fuel canister or a penetration accompanied by ignition of

fuel cladding, but the EA Supplement fails to acknowledge this assumption or explain

why it was made.

Subsection (b) of Contention I challenges the EA Supplement for its failure to

reference its sources of scientific data. Contentions at 9-10. The NRC Staff argues that

"the underlying information supporting the Staff's assessmnent of the impacts of a terrorist

attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI is sensitive security information which muList be

protected from pLIblic disclosure." NRC Staff Response at 18. But the Staff does not

explain what is sensitive about information concerning the title, date, a general

description of the content of a sensitive security docnIMent, or identification of the FOIA

exemption under which the NRC claims the right to withhold the content of the

document. This is segregable inf'ormation that should be released for purposes of

complying with the 17OIA and maintaining the NRC's accountability for its decision to

withhold in formation.

16
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b. PG&E's response

PG&E argues that Contention I is based on a "faulty view of the standard for

assessing an EA2" because it "incorrectly presumes that a court of appeals in a NEPA

context would review every supporting study and methodology, to independently validate

the agency's conclusion." PG&E Response at 8. The standard of review is described in

o\/,tars v. Oire. Natural Res. Council, Inc., 490 U.S. 360. 377(1989), where the Supreme

Court held that a reviewing court "must be able to independently review the record in

order to satisfy itself that the agency has made a reasoned decision based oti its

evaluation of the evidence." See also Idaho Sporting Cong. v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1116,

1150 (9th Cir. 1988), where the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit found that a

court should be able to review an agency's NEPA decision without "second guessing" the

agency's 'scientific conclusions." Here, the EA Supplement is so vague and confusing

that a reviewing court would be reduced to first-guessing what the NRC Staffdid. 12

PG&E also argues that the EA Supplement adequately addressed the Staffs

methodology for determining the plausibility and consequences of an attack because it

provided a summary and a framework. PG&E Response at 9, This response does not

address SLOMFP's detailed criticisms regarding the lack of information in the EA

Supplement. Therefore it does nothing more than confirm that the parties have a genuine

and material factual dispute regarding the adequacy of the EA Supplement.

12 Moreover. contrary to PG&E's suggestion at page 8. the lack of adequate

"underpinnings" for the Staffs EA Supplement constitutes adequate legal grounds for its
rejection as inadequate to satisfy NEPA. SLOMFP was not required to carry the Staffs
burden of proof by demonstrating that the NRC Staff had overlooked significant impacts.
Il any event, SL.OMFP's Contention 3 makes precisely that case, setting forth significant
environmental impacts which were inexplicably ignored in the EA Supplement.
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PG&E also argues that the Council on Environmental Quality's ("CEQ's")

regulations cited in Contention I "do not apply directly to the NRC to the extent that

agency has not expressly adopted those regulations." PG&E Response at 10. citing

Limerick Ecoloh'yAction v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719, 743 (3rd Cir. 1989). But Executive

Order 1191,3 C.F.R. § 123-124, directs federal agencies to "comply with the regulations

issued by the Council except where such compliance would be inconsistent with statutory

requirements," and the NRC has not disavowed the CEQ regulations cited in SLOMFP's

contentions as inconsistent with NEPA. To the contrary, the NRC has its own regulation

requiring the citation of sources (10 C.F.R. § 51.30(a)(2)), and the NRC claimns to

consider low-probability but reasonably foreseeable environmental impacts. Carolina

Poivr ,&- Light Co. (Shearon Harris NtIclear Power Plant), CLI-01- 11, 53 NRC 370, 388

1.8 (2001).

In addition, PG&E argues that the NRC Staff need not explain the meaning of the

word "plaulsible," but may use it in its "ordinary sense." PG&E Response at 10. The

trouble with this argument is that it ignores the evidence presented by SL.OMFP that the

EA Supplement uses the word in a way that doesn't make ordinary sense. Contentions

at 5.

2. Contention 2: Reliance on hidden and unjustified
assumlptionls.

Contention 2 asserts that "[t]he EA Supplement fails to satisfy NEPA because the

NRC's decision not to prepare an EIS is based oii hidden-and unjustified assumptions."

In the basis of the contention, SLOMFP identifies two hidden assumption that appear to

affect the results of the EA Supplemnent. First, the FA Supplement appears to assunle that

the environmental impacts ofain attack on a spent fuel storage cask would be insignificant
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if they do not result in early fatalities. Contentions at 10-12. The EA Supplement also

appears to assume that the environmental impacts ofan attack on a spent fuel storage

cask would be reduced to the point of insignificance by unspecified emergency planning

upgrades. Id. at 12.

The Staff denies thai the potential for early fatalities was the "sole" criterion for

ruling out accident scenarios from consideration in the EA Supplement, although

conceding that thie potential for early fatalities was indeed a criterion. NRC Staff

Response at 19. That response misrepresents the EA Supplement. In describing the

generic security assessments that were conducted for ISFSls. the EA Supplement

mentions only one indicator of radiological consequences, namely the potential for early

fatalities: "In addition, NRC made conservative assessments of consequences, to assess

the potential For early fatalities." EA Supplement at 6. The only reasonable

interpretation of that statement is that other indicators of radiological consequences were

ignored. As discussed in SLOMFP's contentiOn, reliance on the polential For early

fatalities as a consequence indicator is absurd. Contentions at I 1-12. The Staffs

Response establishes a genuine and material dispute between the parties, and thus the

contention is admissible.

The Staff-s decision to rtle out attacks that do not cause early fatalities appears to

be consistent with a secret Commission policy for materials licensees. According to the

NRC's Itspector General ("IG"), the NRC approved and withheld from public disclosure

a SECY Paper and Staff Requirements Memorandum ("SRM") containing a Commission

policy to measure the success ofterrorist attacks against NRC-licensed materials facilities

by whether the attacks would result in early deaths. OIG-06-A-22, Audit Report, Atidit
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of NRC's Process for Releasing Commission Decision Documents at 1, 16 (September 8,

2006). The policy rules out other impacts such as economic and environmental

consequences and latent deaths. Id. As discussed in the tG Report, the SECY paper and

associated SRM appear to establish NRC policies that affect the public, and therefore

should be published as required by the FOIA. Id. at 16-17. The Commission should

release these documents to the public, along with any related documents that extend the

policy to other types of facilities.

The Staff does not deny that the EA Supplement identifies emergency planning as

a mitigative measure, but asserts that SLOMFP has failed to identify the existence of a

genuine and material dispute because emergency planning is an "additional" mitigative

measure, Staff Response at 20. Given that the EA Supplement does not identify any

other mitigative measures, it is difficult to understand what the Staff means by this

assertion. Are there other mitigative measures that the Staff considered in secret? Why

does the fact that the Staff considered more than one mitigative measure absolve the Staff

from the responsibility to explain in what respect it considered emergency planning to be

a mitigative measure? The Staff's Response raises more questions than it answers, and

thereby shows the existence of a genuine and material factual dispute between the parties

regarding the adequacy of the EA Supplement to address the alleged mitigative measure

of emergency planning.

3. Contention 3: Failure to consider credible threat scenarios with
significant environmental impacts.

Contention 3 asserts that:

In violation of NEPA and CEQ regulation 40 C.F.R. § I 502.22(b)(3), the EA fails
to consider credible threat scenarios that could cause significant environmental
damage by contaminating the environment.
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Contentions at 12. In opposing admission of Contention 3, the NRC Staff does not deny

the existence ofa dispute, but merely asserts that it cannot discuss all aspects of the

dispute in public because of the "sensitive nature" of its security assessments. NRC

Response at 21. This does not constitute a good reason for dismissing the contention, but

only a possible reason for conducting a closed hearing. As discussed above in Section

ILA, the EA Supplement should identify the assessments on which it relies, the FOIA

exemption claimed, and its reasons for invoking the FOIA exemption. This will allow

SLOMFP and the Commission to evaluate whether the assessments or sonie part of them

should be withheld and, if so. whether the healring should be hield under a protective

order.

PG&E argues that SLOMFP simply "presumes" the likelihood ofa successful

attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI, rather than demonstrating that it is credible. PG&E

Response at 14. PG&E ignores the fact that the attack characteristics described in tile

contention establish its credibility. In particular, the attack could be accomplished by a

relatively small group of individuals, using weapons that are readily available to sub-

national groups. Contentions at 13. As discussed in the Thompson Report at 22-23, the

NRC recognized these characteristics as indicia of credibility in its 1994 vehicle bomb

rItile.

PG&E also asserts that the contention is immaterial because "the NRC has

established physical security requirements precisely intended to protect against

radiological sabotage of tile type posited by Dr. Thompson." PG&E Response at 14, As

discussed above with respect to Contention I, however, the AEA-based security standard

to which licensees must design their security plans is quite different from the NEPA
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standard of evaluating the environmental impacts of attacks that have low likelihood but

-W are reasonably foreseeable. In any event, PG&E gives no indication that it has

implemented design measures to protect the storage canisters from penetration and fuel

cladding ignition by the types of devices posited in SLOMFP's contention and Dr.

Thompson's report. If the NRC were to prepare an EIS on the impacts of attacks on the

Diablo Canyon ISFSI, it would be reasonable to consider such measures.

PG&E also argues that a balancing of the late-filing factors weighs against

admission of the contention, because SLOMFP and Dr. Thompson are not qualified to

inak ing a meaningful contribution to the record regarding the likelihood of a successful

attack on the facility. Dr. Thompson's declaration and curriculum vitae establish that he

is a qualified expert in the area of nuclear risk assessment, including risks of intentional

attacks on nuclear tacilities. As stated in his declaration, lie has extensive experience in

nuclear facility risk analysis and has prepared numerous oral and written presentations oii

the vulnerability of nuclear facilities to acts of malice of insanity. Declaration of Dr.

Gordon Thompson in Support of San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace's (SLOFMP's)

Contentions Regarding the Diablo Canyon Environmental Assessment Supplement, pars.

4-1 1. Examples of his presentations are listed in his curriculum vitae. Ill any event,

PG&E has not challenged the important factor of SLOMFP's good cause for Contention

3 due to the previous uniavailability of the EA Supplement. Duke Power Co. (Catawba

Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), CLI-83-19, 17 NRC 1041, 1045 (1983).

Contention 4: Failure to address National Infrastructure Protection Plan
(NIPP)

Contention 4 asserts that:

iM
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The EA fails to comply with NEPA and NRC implementing regulations because it
fails to address homeland-security strategy, the principles of protective
deterrence, or the opportunities that the [National Infrastructure Protection Plan
('NI Pl")] has identified for incorporating protective features into the design of
infrastructure elements.

Contentions at 14-15, The NRC Staff and PG&E oppose the admission of this

contention, arguing that NEPA does not require the EA Supplement to discuss the NIPP.

NRC Staff Response at 2 1-22, PG&E Response at 18-20. But it is well-established that

NEPA requires federal agencies to evaluate all environmental impacts of their actions,

not just the impacts that are regulated uinder their own governing statutes. Save Our

Sonora,,, Inc. v,. Flowers, 408 F.3d I 113 (9th Cir. 2005). As the Court held in that case:

Al though the Corps' permitting authority is limited to those aspects of a
development that directly affect jurisdictional waters, it has responsibility under
N EPA to analyze all of the environmental consequences of a project. Put another
way. wlhile it is the development's impact on jurisdictional waters that determines
the scope of the Corps' permitting authority, it is the impact of the permit on the
environl•ent at large that determines the Corps' NEPA responsibility. The Corps'
responsibility under NEPA to consider the environmental consequences of a
permit extends even to environmental effects with no impact on jurisdictional
waters at all.

il. at 1 122. NRC regulation 10 CY.R. § 51.71(d) also requires that an EIS must give

"[djuc consideration' to "compliance with environmental quality standards and

requirements that have been imposed by Federal, State, regional, and local agencies

having responsibility for environmental protection." Here, as a signatory to the NIPP, the

NRC has committed to "[SjUpport NIPP concepts, frameworks and processes, and carry

out their assigned functional responsibilities" to the extent they are consistent with

NRC's own programs. Letter of Agreement, National Infrastructure Protection Plan

(2006). Thus, consistent with NEPA and NRC regulations, the EA Supplement should

address the NIPP.
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PG&E is incorrect in claiming that as a practical matter the EA Supplement

addresses the requirements of the NIPP. PG&E Response at 19-20. As discussed in Dr.

Thonipson's Report at page 34, tile type of storage module proposed for the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI may be a robust structure for purpose of resistance to natural forces, but

not in terms of its ability to withstand penetration by weapons available to sub-nalional

groups. And the only discussion of initigative measures in the EA Supplement is an

extremely vitguc and inadequate reference to emergency planning. See Contention I.

Thus. PG&E has not established the absence of a genuine and material legal and factual

dispute wvith respect to Contention 4.

Conicnltion 5: Failure to consider vulnerability ofl SFSI in relation to the
entire Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage complex.

Contention 5 asserts that:

The BA fails to comply with NEPA because it does not consider the significant
cumulative impacts of the proposed ISFSI in relation to the impacts of the
existing high-density pool storage system for spent fuel at the Diablo Canyon
nuclear plant. The NRC Staff should prepare atn EIS that discusses the cumulative
impacts of spent fuel storage at the Diablo Canyon site, inchlding the
vulnerability of both the ISFSI and the spent fuel storage pools to attack. The EIS
should also consider alternatives for mitigating those impacts, such as using the
ISFSI to reduce the density of fuel storage in the pool.

Contentions at 15-16. The NRC Staff does not deny that under NEPA, the NRC's

environmental analysis for the Diablo Canyon ISFSI must address tile cumulative

inipacts of the proposed SFSI. NRC Staff Response at 23-24. But the Staff argues that

the NRC (lid address cumulative impacts in the original EA for tile ISFSI, and

SIL.OMFP's failure to raise the issue with respectto the original EA bars it fiom nraising it

here. Id.
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The NRC Staff's analysis of the good cause standard is incorrect, There can be

no doubt that it would have been futile for SLONFP to challenge the adcequacy of the

original EA to address the cumulative environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the

proposed ISFSl and the fuel pools. Tile NRC did not acknowledge its legal obligation to

consider the environmental impacts of intentional attacks until it issued the EA

Supplement. Thus, Contention 5 is "wholly dependent" on the issuance of the EA

Supplement. Public Service Company of New Hampshire (Seabrook Station, Units I and

2), ALAB-737, 18 NRC 168, 172 n.4 (1983). 13

The Staff also relies on the Licensing Board's decision in the original licensing

proceeding that the environmental impacts of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant and

its spent fuel pools are outside the scope of this proceeding. NRC Staff Response at 24,

citimg L3P-02-23. 56 NRC 413, 451 (2002). SLOMFP respectfully submits that the

Licensing Board was incorrect, and that NEPA requires consideration of the cumulative

impacts of spent fuel storage at the Diablo Canyon site, taking into consideration both the

impacts of the proposed ISFS1 "when added to other past, present, and reasonably

foreseeable future actions." Hydro Resources, Inc. (P.O. Box 15910, Rio Rancho, NM

871 74), CLI-04-01, 53 NRC 31,60 (2001), citing 40 C.F.R. § 1508,7.

is PG&E's argument that a balancing of the other factors in the late-filing standard

weigh against admission of the contention is completely without merit. SLOMFP has
demonstrated that its expert is highly qualified to contribute to the record on the subject.
See Thompson Declaration and curricuhtit vitae. Moreover, the fact that litigation of
Contention 5 may broaden or delay the proceeding is not the fault of SLOMFP but of
PG& I and the NRC, who continually resisted consideration of the environmental impacts
of intentional attacks in their environmental analyses. Finally, the possibility that at some
future date SLOMFP may have an opportunity to challenge the NRC's environmental
analysis with respect to a spent fuel pool-related license amendment does not excuse the
NRC from offering SLOMFP a hearing on the cumulative impacts of spent fuel storage in
this proceeding.
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III. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the Staff's and PG&E's objections to the admissibility

of SLOMFP's contentions are without merit. The Commission should admit the

contentions and hold a formal adjudicatory hearing on the adequacy of the EA

Supplement to consider the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the proposed

Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

espetful~ly 
submitted,
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1-armon, Currran, Spielberg & Eisenberg, LLP
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington. DC 20036
202/328-3500
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June 28, 2007
CORRECTED JUNE 29, 2007

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE COMMISSION

In the matter of Docket # 72-26-ISFSI
Pacific Gas and Electric Company
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S
CONTENTIONS AND REQUEST FOR A HEARING

REGARDING DIABLO CANYON
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT SUPPLEMENT

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Pursuant to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC's" or

"Commission's") Order in Pacific Gas and Electric Co. (Diablo Canyon Power Plant

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation), CLI-07-1 I, 65 NRC 148 (2007) ("CLI-07-

011"), San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace ("SLOMFP") hereby submits its contentions

regarding the Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and Draft Finding of No

Significant Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the Diablo Canyon

Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (May 29, 2007) ("EA Supplement").

SLOMFP requests the Commission to hold a formal adjudicatory hearing on its

contentions, as required by 10 C.F.R. §§ 2.105(a)(7), 2,700 and 2.714(b).'

1 Although 10 C.F.R. §2.714 was superseded in 2004 by 10 C.F.R. § 2.2.309 and §§
2.105(a)((7) and 2.700 were changed to allow the NRC to conduct informal hearings on
ISFSI license applications (69 Fed. Reg. 2,182 (January 14, 2004)), SLOMFP believes
the former versions of these regulations apply because this proceeding began before the
2004 changes to the NRC's procedural regulations were promulgated.
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SLOMFP's contentions are supported by the declaration and expert report of Dr.

Gordon Thompson, Assessing Risks of Potential Malicious Actions at Commercial

Nuclear Facilities: The Case of a Proposed Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation

at the Diablo Canyon Site (June 27, 2007) ("Thompson Report"). Copies of Dr.

Thompson's declaration, report, and curriculum vitae are attached.

The EA Supplement purports to address the environmental impacts of intentional

attacks on the Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage facility, in response to the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit's decision in San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC,

449 F.3d 1016 (9" Cir. 2006), cert. denied, 127 S.Ct. 1124 (2007) ("Mothers for Peace").

While the EA Supplement concedes that some types of attacks on the Diablo Canyon

independent spent fuel storage installation ("ISFSI") are plausible, it asserts that the

environmental impacts of attacks would be insignificant. Therefore the NRC Staff has

decided not to prepare a full-fledged environmental impact statement ("EIS") that would

provide a more detailed analysis of the environmental impacts of attacks on the facility

and would also evaluate the comparative costs and benefits of a range of alternatives to

avoid or mitigate those impacts.

Unfortunately, the NRC Staff has done a very poor job of evaluating the

environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the Diablo Canyon facility. The EA

distorts and minimizes the environmental impacts of attacks on the facility by using

hidden and unjustified assumptions. As a result, the EA Supplement fails to consider a

range of credible attacks that could cause significant damage to the human environment.

The EA supplement also fails to identify the key documents on which it relies, thus

making it impossible for any party or reviewing court to verify the appropriateness of its

2
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reliance on those documents. In addition, the EA Supplement fails to address the U.S.

- government's major plan for protection of critical infrastructure and key resources, the

National Infrastructure Protection Plan ("NIPP") (2006). Finally, the EA fails to comply

with NEPA because it does not consider the significant cumulative impacts of the

proposed ISFSI in relation to the impacts of the existing high-density pool storage system

for spent fuel at the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant.

As a result of these profound deficiencies, the EA Supplement completely fails to

demonstrate that the NRC made a "fully informed and well-considered" determination of

no significant impacts. Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d

1208, 1211 (9" Cir. 1998), cert. denied sub nom. Malheur Lumber Co. v. Blue Mountain

Biodiversity Project, 527 U.S. 1003 (1999): NEPA requires the NRC to go back to the

drawing board and provide an analysis that is understandable and scientifically supported.

As discussed below in Section III, SLOMFP's contentions satisfy the NRC's late-

filing criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(b).

II. CONTENTIONS

Contention 1: Failure to define terms, explain methodology or identify
scientific sources

The EA violates NEPA and NRC and Council on Environmental Quality ("CEQ")

implementing regulations because it fails to document the basis for the NRC Staffs

determination that the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the Diablo Canyon

ISFSI are insignificant, by failing to define its terms, explain its methodology, or identify

its scientific sources. Therefore, the EA fails to justify the Staff's decision not to prepare

an EIS for the facility.

-03
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Basis: As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit ruled in Idaho Sporting

Cong. v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1150 (9th Cir. 1988), NEPA requires that an agency

must provide the public with "a basis for evaluating the impacts" of a proposed action,

including "hard data" relied on by the agency's experts. The purpose of this requirement

is two-fold: (a) to protect "a plaintiffs ability to challenge an agency action," and (b) to

allow a court to review an agency's NEPA decision without "second guessing" the

agency's "scientific conclusions." Id. See also Earth Island Inst. V. United States Forest

Ser., 351 F.3d 1291, 1300-31 (9" Cir. 2003), citing Marsh v. Ore. Natural Res. Council,

Inc., 490 U.S. 360, 377(1989) (a reviewing court must be able to independently review

the record in order to satisfy itself that the agency has made a reasoned decision based on

its evaluation of the evidence). Consistent with these judicial interpretations of NEPA,

NRC regulation 10 C.FRR. § 51.30(a)(2) requires that an EA must provide a "list of

agencies and persons consulted, and identification of sources used." CEQ regulation 40

C.F.R. § 1502.24 also requires that:

Agencies shall insure the professional integrity, including scientific integrity, of
the discussions and analyses in environmental impact statements. They shall
identify any methodologies used and shall make explicit reference by footnote to
the scientific and other sources relied upon for conclusions in the statement. An
agency may place discussion of methodology in an appendix.

While Section 1502.24 nominally applies to EISs, the U.S. Court of Appeals has also

applied it to evaluate the adequacy of EAs. See Idaho Sporting Congress, 137 F.3d at

1150.

The Diablo Canyon EA Supplement does not comply with NEPA, 10 C.F.R. §

51.30(a)(2) or 40 C.F.R.. § 1502.24 because it fails to describe the methodologies used by

the NRC Staff or to provide the underlying data on which it relied. In fact, the EA does

4
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not even identify the documents that the NRC Staff reviewed in preparing its

environmental analysis.

a. Failure to define terms or explain methodology

The EA fails to define its terms or explain its methodology in the following

respects:

i. The EA fails to provide a clear description of the NRC's process

for identifying plausible or credible attack scenarios and assessing their consequences to

determine whether they are significant. The EA does not describe the types of attack

scenario that the NRC considered in preparing the EA, the types of attack scenario that

were disregarded, or why the NRC considered or disregarded any particular scenario.

Some information about the considered and disregarded scenarios can be inferred from

other information, leading to the conclusions stated below in Contention 3. Inference by

the reader should not be required, however. The EA should define its terms directly and

precisely.

ii. The reader is given no explanation of what the NRC means by the

word "plausible." This is a grave omission, because the NRC's initial determination of

whether attack scenarios are "plausible" established the scope of impacts considered in

the EA. EA at 6. The term requires explanation, because it is clear from the EA that

"plausible" means something to the NRC that is different from or in addition to its

ordinary meaning of "credible." For instance, a number of factors relevant to a

determination of plausibility were not evaluated until after the NRC made the plausibility

determination, i.e., "iconic value," "complexity of planning required," "resources

needed," and "execution risk." Id. Moreover, as stated below in Contention 3, above, the
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NRC disregarded attack scenarios that are plausible by any reasonable definition,

including scenarios that would yield radiological impacts much larger than those

considered in the EA.

iii. Just as the Pa'ina Irradiator EA rules out attack scenarios that are

"remote or speculative" (page B-5), it is reasonable to infer that the Diablo Canyon EA

does the same.2 But neither the Diablo Canyon EA nor the Pa'ina Irradiator EA provides

any description of the criteria used by the NRC to distinguish between scenarios that are

"plausible" and those that are "remote and speculative." Given that the NRC has asserted

the probability of an intentional attack on a nuclear facility "cannot be reliably

quantified" (EA Supplement at 6), it is important for the EA to provide qualitative criteria

for determining whether attacks are remote and speculative.

iv. The EA does not describe any analysis performed by the NRC

Staff for the specific purpose of complying with NEPA. Instead, it describes an analysis

that apparently took place in 2002, long before the Ninth Circuit's decision, and that

apparently was based on compliance with NRC's AEA-based security requirements. EA

Supplement at 6. The scope of threat scenarios covered by the AEA-based standard of

reasonable protection or the Design Basis Threat rule's standard of requiring defense

"against which a private security force can reasonably be expected to defend" (72 Fed.

2 On June 1, 2007, almost contemporaneously with the issuance of the Diablo Canyon

EA Supplement, the NRC issued a supplemental appendix to the draft EA for the Pa'ina
Irradiator in Hawaii which purported to address the environmental impacts of attacks on
the irradiator. Draft Environmental Assessment for Pa'ina Irradiator, Appendix B:
Consideration of Terrorist Attacks on the Proposed Pa'ina Irradiator ("Pa'ina Irradiator
EA"). See http://wwww.nrc..ov/maierials/paina.pdf The Pa'ina Irradiator EA is useful in
analyzing the EA for the Diablo Canyon facility because it provides additional insight
into the NRC's criteria for determining what attack scenarios it would consider in the EA.
The Pa'ina Irradiator EA is also deficient for many of the same reasons as the Diablo
Canyon EA.
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Reg. 12,705 12,713 (March 19, 2007)) is narrower than the scope of scenarios covered by

the NEPA standard of reasonable foreseeability in 40 C.F.R. 1502.22(b)(3). The EA

Supplement fails to demonstrate that the NRC considered the wider scope of scenarios

required by NEPA.

v. To the extent that the EA Supplement describes the analytical steps

taken by the NRC in its 2002 analysis, the process is poorly described. According to the

EA Supplement, the analysis had four steps: (1) "Initially, the NRC screened threat

scenarios to determine plausibility;" (2) "NRC assessed the attractiveness of the facility

to attack by taking into account factors such as iconic value, complexity of planning

required, resources needed, execution risk, and public protection measures;" (3) "NRC

made conservative assessments of consequences. to assess the potential for early fatalities

from radiological impacts;" and (4) "NRC then looked at the combined effect of the

attractiveness and the consequences analyses, to determine whether additional security

measures for ISFSIs were required." EA Supplement at 6.

This description raises many questions that go unanswered in the EA Supplement.

For instance:

" Why isn't the attractiveness of the facility to attack a plausibility

consideration? If attractiveness of the facility is not a plausibility

consideration, then how does the NRC define plausibility?

" How is "iconic value" determined?

" By what standard did the NRC evaluate "complexity of planning

required," "resources needed," and "execution risk?"

7
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" What are "public protection measures?" Do they constitute security plans.

emergency planning, or something else? 1low are "public protection

measures" relevant to the "attractiveness of the facility?" How is the

criterion of "public protection measures" different than "execution risk?"

" Did the NRC avoid discussing significant impacts by assuming that public

protection measures would prevent the attacks? Such an assumption

would defeat a key purpose of an environmental assessment, which is to

evaluate scenarios that are low in probability but credible, i.e., scenarios

for which "protective measures" can be circumvented or do not exist.

vi. In describing "generic assessments" that "formed the basis for the

NRC's conclusion that there was no need for further security measures at ISFSls beyond

those currently required by the regulation" (EA Supplement at 7), the NRC Staff fails to

explain how this general analysis of licensee compliance with Atomic Energy Act-based

security regulations and orders has any relevance to a NEPA determination of whether

environmental impacts arc significant.

vii. The NRC asserts that it "reviewed the analyses done for the ISFSI

security assessments, and compared the assumptions used in these generic assessments to

the relevant features of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI" (Id.), determining that the assumptions

in these generic security assessments were "representative" or "conservative" in relation

to the Diablo Canyon facility. The NRC fails to explain how that determination was

factored into a NEPA analysis.

viii. The EA Supplement fails to provide any analysis of the

radiological impacts of threat scenarios, including any documented estimate of the
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radiation dose arising from release of radioactive material. The only statement made by

the EA Supplement is that the dose "would likely be below 5 rem." Id. at 7.

In short, the NRC Staff's description of the analytical process it used to reach a

finding of no significant impact is unintelligible. The EA Supplement's dismal failure to

provide an understandable explanation of its methodology violates NEPA's requirement

to take a "hard look" at environmental impacts and disclose the nature of that hard look.

Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project, 161 F.3d at 121 I.

b. Failure to reference sources of scientific data

The EA supplement's only list of "references" consists of three documents that

are irrelevant and invalid in light of the U.S. Court of Appeals decision in San Luis

Obispo Mothers for Peace v. NRC: the 2003 license amendment application, the original

2003 EA, and the license itself Yet, the drafters of the EA Supplement clearly consulted

other sources of data and information. For instance, the EA Supplement describes

several internal review processes that the NRC Staff apparently relied on in preparing its

environmental analysis:

" "Following issuance of the 2002 security orders for ISFSIs, NRC used a security
assessment framework as a screening and assessment tool, to determine whether
additional security measures, beyond those required by regulation and the security
orders, were warranted for NRC's regulated facilities, including ISFSts." EA
Supplement at 6.

• "Initially, NRC screened threat scenarios to determine plausibility." Id.
" "For those scenarios deemed plausible, NRC assessed the attrictiveness of the

facility to attack .d." ld
• ".... NRC made conservative assessments of consequences, to assess the potential

for early fatalities from radiological impacts." Id.
* "NRC ... looked at the combined effect of the attractiveness and the

consequences analyses, to determine whether additional security measures for
ISFSIs were necessary." Id.

• "In conducting the security assessments for ISFSIs, NRC chose several spent fuel
storage cask designs that were representative of most currently NRC-certified
designs." Id at 6-7.
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" The Staff reached a "conclusion that there was no need for further security
measures at ISFSIs beyond those currently required by regulation and imposed by
orders issued after September 11, 2001." Id at 7.

" The Staff "reviewed the analyses done for the ISFSI security assessments, and
compared the assumptions used in these generic assessments to the relevant
features of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI." Id. at 7.

* The Staff made a determination "that the assumptions used in these generic
security assessments, regarding the storage cask design, the source term (amount
of radioactive material released) and the atmospheric dispersion, were
representative, and in some cases conservative, relative to the actual conditions at
the Diablo Canyon iSFSl." Id.

Thus it appears from the EA Supplement that the NRC Staff may have engaged in as

many as nine separate reviews that informed the Staffs environmental review in this case

- yet the EA Supplement fails to list any of these reviews as references.

Under NEPA, the NRC is required to disclose the technical basis for its

determination that the environmental impacts of licensing the Diablo Canyon ISFSI are

insignificant. The public is also entitled to review that technical basis. Idaho Sporting

Cong., 137 F.3d at 1150. Therefore SLOMFP seeks identification and access to any

security studies or other data relied on by the NRC in reaching its conclusion that the

environmental impacts of the proposed spent fuel storage facility are insignificant.

SLOMFP understands that these studies and data may constitute safeguards or classified

information, and intends to request access to them under appropriate protective

measures.3

Contention 2: Reliance on hidden and unjustified assumptions.

The EA Supplement fails to satisfy NEPA because the NRC's decision not to

prepare an EIS is based on hidden and unjustified assumptions.

3 SLOMFP's attorney, Diane Curran, and one of its experts, Dr. Edwin S. Lyman, have
active Level L security clearances.
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Basis: As the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit held in South Louisiana

Envtl. Council v. Sand, 629 F.2d 1005, 1011-12 (5" Cir. 1980), an agency's reliance on

misleading assumptions violates NEPA by "impairing the agency's consideration of the

adverse environmental effects of a proposed project." See also Johnston v. Davis, 698

F.2d 1088, 1094 (1 0 1h Cir. 1983) (holding that misleading or unqualified statements that

do not represent a realistic assessment of environmental impacts violate NEPA); Hughes

Watershed Conservancy v, Glickman, 81 F.3d 437, 446 (4' Cir. 1999) (rejecting an EIS

that contained misleading projections of a proposed project's economic benefits).

Here, the EA Supplement violates NEPA by relying on hidden and unjustified

assumptions. For instance, the EA Supplement appears to assume that the environmental

impacts of an attack on a spent fuel storage cask would be insignificant if they do not

result in early fatalities. This assumption is not completely clear, but can be inferred

from the document's discussion of consequences. In considering the consequences of

potential releases of radioactive material, the NRC has employed only one indicator,

namely "the potential for early fatalities." EA at 6. The Staff thus appears to have used

early fatalities as a criterion to screen out consideration of any threat scenarios that cause

impacts other than early fatalities.

To exclude consequences other than early fatalities is absurd. The adverse health

effects of a successful attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would include increased

cancers and illnesses (Thompson Report at 17, 35), which indisputably constitute

significant adverse environmental impacts that are routinely considered in NRC's ElSs.4

4 See, e.g., NUREG-1767, Vol. 1, Environmental Impact Statement on the Construction
and Operation of a Proposed Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Facility at the Savannah
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Moreover, as discussed in Dr. Thompson's report, land contamination -- the dominant

impact of spent-fuel-storage conventional accidents or attacks - is a very serious impact

that can render uninhabitable a large land area, causing significant economic and social

impacts. Id.

The EA Supplement also appears to assume that the environmental impacts of an

attack on a spent fuel storage cask would be reduced to the point of insignificance by

unspecified emergency planning upgrades. Id. at 7. According to the EA Supplement,

these measures "could" mitigate the impacts of an attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSL.

Id. The EA Supplement's discussion is insufficient to satisfy NEPA because but it does

not refer to any specific emergency planning measures that could be assessed for their

effectiveness, nor does Pacific Gas and Electric Company's license application for the

spent fuel storage facility include any new or upgraded emergency planning measures for

the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

Contention 3: Failure to consider credible threat scenarios with significant
environmental impacts.

In violation of NEPA and CEQ regulation 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3), the EA fails

to consider credible threat scenarios that could cause significant environmental damage

by contaminating the environment.

Basis: CEQ regulation 40 C.F.R. § 1502.22(b)(3) requires the NRC to consider

low-probability environmental impacts with catastrophic consequences, if those impacts

are reasonably foreseeable. The CA Supplement creates the appearance of compliance

with § 1502.22(b)(3) by claiming to consider all "plausible" attack scenarios. Id at 6.

River Site, South Carolina, Table 4.14 (2005), which provides an estimate of "latent"
cancer fatalities as a result of facility accidents.
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But the EA Supplement fails to consider credible scenarios that could cause significant

environmental damage. As discussed in the Thompson Report at page 33, it may be

inferred from the very small dose consequences estimated in the EA Supplement that the

EA Supplement examined scenarios that caused only minimal damage to a storage

module.
5

As discussed in Dr. Thompson's report at pages 33-37, the EA Supplement fails

to consider credible scenarios in which penetration of a spent-fuel canister is

accompanied by the use of an incendiary device to ignite the zirconium cladding of the

spent fuel. Scenarios of this type could be implemented by a relatively small group of

attackers using weapons and devices that are readily available to sub-national groups,

causing a release of radioactive material much larger than the EA has considered. For

instance, penetration of the overpack of a storage module and the multi-purpose canister

("MPC") could be readily accomplished using a shaped charge, a device that is

commonly used in the mining and petroleum industries and therefore well-known and

available. Id. An attack on storage modules could be accomplished through a variety-of

means, including direct contact, firing of guided missiles from a distance, or the use of

small aircraft as improvised cruise missiles. Id. at 35-36.

Such an attack could lead to penetration of several canisters and zirconium

combustion within the.canisters, causing the release of a substantial fraction of the

volatile radionuclides, notably cesium-1 37, that are present in the affected canisters.

Consequences of such a release could include the contamination and rendering

It is impossible to discern the NRC Staff's reasoning for considering only attack
scenarios that would cause minimal damage to a spent fuel storage cask. Whatever the
Staff's reasoning may have been, its failure to consider credible attacks with significant
adverse impacts violates NEPA.
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uninhabitable of about 7,500 square kilometers of land, together with cancers and other

adverse health effects and significant economic and social damage. Id at 17, 37.

The NRC Staff violated NEPA by failing to prepare a full-scale ElS that analyzed

the impacts of a wide range of potential attack scenarios, including the attack scenarios

described above and in Dr. Thompson's Report at pages 34-36.6 The EIS should include

a publicly available version that summarizes the nature of the scenarios considered and

their impacts, and it should also include a detailed description whose circulation is

restricted to agencies, groups and individuals that have a demonstrated interest in the

information and are cleared to receive such information.

Contention 4: Failure to address National Infrastructure Protection Plan
(NIPP)

The EA fails to comply with NEPA and NRC implementing regulations because it

fails to address homeland-security strategy, the principles of protective deterrence, or the

opportunities that the NIPP has identified for incorporating protective features into the

design of infrastructure elements.

Basis: The U.S, Department of Homeland Security has issued the National

Infrastructure Protection Plan ("NIPP"), whose purpose is to provide "the unifying

structure for the integration of critical infrastructure and key resources (CI/KR)

protection into a single national program." Id. at vii, The NIPP identifies three purposes

of measures to protect critical infrastructure and key resources: (i) deter the threat; (ii)

mitigate vulnerabilities; and (iii) minimize consequences associated with an attack or

6 It is not SLOMFP's responsibility to identify all credible scenarios that should be

evaluated in an EIS. That is the NRC's responsibility.
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other incident. Id. at 7. The NIPP identifies a range of protective measures to achieve

these purposes:

Protection can include a wide range of activities such as improving business
protocols, hardening facilities, building resiliency and redundancy, incorporating
hazard resistance into initial facility design. initiating active or passive
countermeasures, installing security systems, leveraging 'self-healing'
technologies, promoting workforce surety programs, or implementing cyber
security measures, among various others.

Id. at 7. Protective measures of these types could significantly reduce the conditional

probability that an attack would be successful. Thompson Report at 11-12. Such

measures could, therefore, "deter" attacks by altering attackers' cost-benefit calculations.

As Dr. Thompson observes in his report, that form of deterrence is different from

deterrence attributable to an attacked party's capability to counter-attack. Id.

As a signatory to the Department of Homeland Security's National Infrastructure

Protection Plan, the NRC is responsible for demonstrating that its environmental analysis

of the impacts of attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI is consistent with the NIPP. Yet,

the EA does not identify the NIPP or its officials as resources or individuals consulted

under 10 C.F.R. § 51.30(a)(2).

Contention 5: Failure to consider vulnerability of ISFSI in relation to the
entire Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage complex.

The EA fails to comply with NEPA because it does not consider the significant

cumulative impacts of the proposed ISFSI in relation to the impacts of the existing high-

density pool storage system for spent fuel at the Diablo Canyon nuclear plant. The NRC

Staff should prepare an EIS that discusses the cumulative impacts of spent fuel storage at

the Diablo Canyon site, including the vulnerability of both the ISFSI and the spent fuel
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storage pools to attack. The EIS should also consider alternatives for mitigating those

impacts, such as using the ISFSI to reduce the density of fuel storage in the pool.

Basis: According to the 2003 EA, the proposed ISFSI is needed to provide

additional spent fuel storage capacity for the Diablo Canyon plant, in order to allow the

plant to continue to operate after the spent fuel pool becomes filled to capacity. The

ISFSI will provide storage capacity "as needed" during the operating life of the plant and

will be able to hold the entire inventory of spent fuel after the plant closes. Id. at 2.

As discussed in Dr. Thompson's Report at page 17, a conventional accident or attack on a

Diablo Canyon spent fuel pool that causes the water level in the pool to fall below the top

of the fuel-storage racks would cause a large atmospheric release of the cesium- 137 in the

pool (50 percent being a likely release fraction), causing widespread land contamination

and adverse health and economic effects.

As the Commission has held, NEPA requires an EIS to consider the cumulative

impacts of a proposed action, i.e., the incremental impacts of the proposed action when

added to the impacts of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable actions. Hydro

Resources, Inc., CLI-01-04, 53 NRC 31, 60 (2001). The NRC Staff should prepare an

EIS that considers the cumulative impact of the proposed ISFSI in relation to the

significant existing environmental risks posed by the Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage

pools. The EIS should also examine, as a mitigative measure, the use of the ISFSI to

reduce the risk of a pool fire by lowering the density of fuel assemblies in the Diablo

Canyon spent fuel storage pools.
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11. SLOMFP'S CONTENTIONS SATISFY THE NRC'S LATE-FILED
CONTENTION CRITERIA.

The contentions in Section I1 above satisfy a balancing of the NRC's late-filed

contention criteria in 10 C.F.R. § 2.714(a). First, SLOMFP satisfies the first and most

important factor -- good cause -- because it is filing its contentions within 30 days of the

issuance of the EA Supplement. The EA Supplement constitutes the first attempt by the

NRC to address the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the Diablo Canyon

spent fuel storage facility, and therefore this is the first opportunity SLOMFP has had to

address the adequacy of the analysis.

Second, SLOMFP has no means other than this proceeding to vindicate its interest

in requiring the NRC to fully comply with NEPA in considering the environmental

impacts of intentional attacks on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI.7

Third, SLOMFP's participation may reasonably be expected to assist in the

development of a sound record. SLOMFP is assisted by experienced counsel and Dr.

Gordon Thompson, a qualified expert on risk assessment and nuclear security issues who

has prepared an expert report regarding the deficiencies of the EA Supplement and who is

prepared to testify regarding those deficiencies. If and when the NRC Staff complies

with NEPA by identifying the sources on which it relied for the EA Supplement,

SLOMFP also anticipates that it will retain Dr. Edwin S. Lyman of the Union of

Concerned Scientists, for the purpose of reviewing any documents that may be protected

as classified or safeguards information. Dr. Lyman's expert qualifications regarding

nuclear facility security issues were established in Duke Energy Corporation (Catawba

While SLOMFP may submit comments on the EA Supplement, the NRC's failure to
respond to its comments does not appear to be appealable in federal court unless
SLOMFP has also requested a hearing.
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Nuclear Station, Units I and 2), LBP-04-13, 60 NRC 33, affirmed, CLI-04-21, 60 NRC

21 (2004). Dr. Lyman recently applied for and received renewal of his Level L security

clearance, for the purpose of reviewing any relevant classified documents that may be

identified in this case.

Finally, SLOMFP anticipates that its participation in this proceeding will broaden

and delay the proceeding. Nevertheless. it is not appropriate for the Commission to give

any weight to this factor, because SLOMFP has done nothing to cause any delay or I th

hour broadening of the proceeding. SLOMFP has sought compliance by the NRC with

NEPA's requirement to consider the environmental impacts of attacks on the Diablo

Canyon ISFSI since the proceeding began over five years ago. Any delay is attributable

to the intransigence of the NRC and PG&E, not to SLOMFP.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, SLOMFP requests the Commission to admit its

contentions and hold a formal adjudicatory hearing on the adequacy of the EA

Supplement to consider the environmental impacts of intentional attacks on the proposed

Diablo Canyon ISFSi.

Respectfully submitted,

Diane Curran
Harmon, Curran, Spielberg & Eisenberg, LLP
1726 M Street N.W., Suite 600
Washington, DC 20036
202/328-3500
FAX: 202/328-6918
e-mail: (dcurran(t~harmoncu rran.com

June 28, 2007
(corrected June 29, 2007)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of:

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC CO. : Docket No. 72-26 - ISFSI
(Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant
Unit Nos. I and 2)

DECLARATION OF DR. GORDON R. THOMPSON
IN SUPPORT OF SAN LUIS OBISPO MOTHERS FOR PEACE'S (SLOMFP's)
CONTENTIONS REGARDING THE DIABLO CANYON ENVIRONMENTAL

ASSESSEMENT SUPPLEMENT

Under penalty of perjury, I. Gordon R. Thompson, declare as follows:

1. 1 am the executive director of the Institute for Resource and Security Studies (IRSS), a
nonprofit, tax-exempt corporation based in Massachusetts. Our office is located at 27
Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139. IRSS was founded in 1984 to conduct technical
and policy analysis and public education, with the objective of promoting peace and
international security, efficient use of natural resources, and protection of the environment. I
am an expert in the technical analysis of safety, security and environmental issues related to
nuclear facilities. A copy of my curriculum vitae is attached.

2. 1 received an undergraduate education in science and mechanical engineering at the
University of New South Wales, in Australia. Subsequently, I pursued graduate studies
at Oxford University and received from that institution a Doctorate of Philosophy in
mathematics in 1973, for analyses of plasmas undergoing thermonuclear fusion. During
my graduate studies I was associated with the fusion research program of the UK Atomic
Energy Authority. My undergraduate and graduate work provided me with a rigorous
education in the methodologies and disciplines of science, mathematics, and engineering.

3. Since 1977, a significant part of my work has consisted of technical analyses of safety,
security and environmental issues related to nuclear facilities. These analyses have been
sponsored by a variety of nongovernmental organizations and local, state and national
governments, predominantly in North America and Western Europe. Drawing upon
these analyses, I have provided expert testimony in legal and regulatory proceedings, and
have served on committees advising US government agencies. To illustrate my
expertise, I provide in the following paragraphs some details of my experience.
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4. 1 have conducted, directed, and/or participated in a numb er of studies that evaluated
aspects of the design and operation of nuclear facilities with respect to severe accident
probabilities and consequences. These include generic studies and studies of individual
facilities. For instance, with respect to generic studies on the potential forsevere
accidents at nuclear power plants, I was co-investigator in a study by the Union of
Concerned Scientists on the "source term" issue -- the potential for release of radioactive
material to the environment.' Also, I was one of a team of four scientists who prepared,
for Greenpeace International, a comprehensive critique of the state of the art of
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) for nuclear power plants.' Our report noted that acts
of malice, such as sabotage and acts of war, are not considered in PRAs, despite a history
of malicious acts at many nuclear facilities. In addition, I conducted analysis on the
relevance of PRA to emergency response planning, as part of a study on emergency
planning for nuclear power plant accidents.' All of these studies required me to be highly
familiar with the design and operation of nuclear power plants, as well as the
characteristics of probabilistic risk assessment.

5. 1 have also done considerable work on the risks posed by individual nuclear facilities.
In addition to performing the studies described elsewhere in this declaration, I have
studied the risks posed by the Seabrook, Pilgrim, Vermont Yankee and Three Mile Island
plants (UISA), the Darlington and Pickering stations (Canada), the Sizewell B station
(UK) and the Dukovany plant (Czech Republic). All of these studies required me to
become familiar with the relevant details of the design and operation of the facilities
involved.

6. To a significant degree, my work has been accepted or adopted by relevant
governmental agencies. During the period 1978-1979, for example, I served on an
international review group commissioned by the government of Lower Saxony (a state in
Germany) to evaluate a proposal for a nuclear fuel cycle center at Gorleben. I led the
subgroup that examined accident risks and identified alternative options with lower risk.'
One of the risk issues that I identified and analyzed was the potential for self-sustaining,

Steven Sholly and Gordon Thompson, The Source Term Debate (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Union of
Concerned Scientists, January 1986).
' H Hirsch et al, tAEA Safety Targets and Probabilistic Risk Assessment (Hannover, Germany:

Gesellschaf' fur Okologische Forschung und Beratung mbH, August 1989).
3 D Golding et a], Preparing for Nuclear Power Plant Accidents (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press,
1995).
' Jan Beyea, Yves Lenoir, Gene Rochlin and Gordon Thompson (subgroup chair), Report of the Gorleben
International Review, Chapter 3: Potential Accidents and their Effects, submitted (in German) to the
Government of Lower Saxony, March 1979.
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exothermic oxidation reactions of fuel cladding in a high-density spent fuel pool if water
is lost from the pool. Hereafter, for simplicity, this event is referred to as a "pool fire".'
In examining the potential for a pool fire, I identified partial loss of water as a more
severe condition than total loss of water. I identified a variety of events that could cause
a loss of water from a pool, including aircraft crash, sabotage, terrorism and acts of war.
Also, I identified and described alternative fuel storage options with lower risk; these
lower-risk options included design features such as spatial separation, natural cooling and
underground vaults. The Lower Saxony government accepted my findings about the risk
of a pool fire, and ruled in May 1979 that high-density pool storage of spent fuel was not
an acceptable option at Gorleben. As a direct result, policy throughout Germany has
been to use dry storage in casks, rather than high-density pool storage, for away-from-
reactor storage of spent fuel.

7. My work has also influenced decision making by safety officials in the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE). During the period 1986-1991, 1 was commissioned by
environmental groups to assess the safety of the military production reactors at the
Savannah River Site, and to identify and assess alternative options for the production of
tritium for the US nuclear arsenal. Initially, much of the relevant information was
classified or otherwise inaccessible to the public. Nevertheless, I addressed safety issues
through analyses that were recognized as accurate by nuclear safety officials at DOE. I
eventually concluded that the Savannah River reactors could not meet the safety
objectives set for them by DOE.' DOE subsequently reached the same conclusion, and
scrapped the reactors. The current national policy for tritium production is to employ
commercial reactors, an option that I had concluded was technically attractive but
problematic from the perspective of nuclear weapons proliferation.

8. In 1977, and again during the period 1996-2000, 1 examined the safety of nuclear fuel
reprocessing and liquid high-level radioactive waste management facilities at the
Sellafield site in the UK. My investigation in the latter period was supported by
consortia of local governments in Ireland and the UK, and I presented my interim
findings at briefings in the UK and Irish parliaments in 1998. 1 identified safety issues
that were not addressed in any publicly available literature about the Sellafield site.' As a

At water-cooled reactors, such as those at Diablo Canyon, the fuel cladding is made from a zirconium
alloy that can enter into a vigorous exothermic oxidation reaction with either air or steam. For simplicity,
this reaction can be referred to as a "fire".
6 Gordon Thompson and Steven C Sholly. No Restan for K Reactor (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Institute
for Resource and Security Studies, October 1991).
7 Gordon Thompson, High Level Radioactive Liquid Waste at Sellafield: Risks, Alternative Options and
Lessons for Policy (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Institute for Resource and Secirity Studies, June 1998).
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direct result of my investigation, the UK Nuclear Installations Inspectorate (NII) required
the operator of the Sellafield site -- British Nuclear Fuels (BNFL) -- to conduct extensive
safety analyses. These analyses confirmed the significance of the safety issues that I had
identified, and in January 2001 the NII established a legally binding schedule for
reduction of the inventory of liquid high-level radioactive waste at Sellafield.8 The NII
took this action in recognition of the grave offsite consequences of a release to the
environment from the tanks in which liquid high-level waste is stored. I had identified a
variety of events that could cause such a release, including acts of malice or insanity.

9. In May 2000 1 completed a study for Greenpeace International on the hazard potential
of the La Hague site in France. Nuclear fuel reprocessing and related activities are
conducted at this site. The operator of the site -- COGEMA -- was authorized to store
14,000 tonnes of spent fuel in high-density pools at La Hague, and proposed to increase
the capacity of these pools to 17,600 tonnes. My study described the potentialfor a pool
fire at La Hague, and identified events -- including acts of malice or insanity -- that could
lead to a pool fire. One of the findings of my study was that neither COGEMA nor the
French government had a thorough understanding of La Hague's hazard potential,
including the potential for a pool fire. Subsequent to the attacks of 11 September 2001 in
New York and Washington, media exposure brought La Hague's hazard potential to the
attention of the French government. During October 2001 the French government
deployed anti-aircraft missiles at La Hague.

10. As stated in paragraph 6, 1 determined in the period 1978-1979 that partial loss of
water from a high-density spent fuel pool is a more severe condition than total loss of
water. This is because convective heat transfer is suppressed by the presence of residual
water at the base of the fuel assemblies. During any scenario for loss of water from a
spent fuel pool, there will be a period of time during which residual water is present. As
a result, comparatively old fuel -- potentially including fuel aged 10 or more years after
discharge from a reactor -- can ignite if water is lost from a high-density spent fuel pool.
The NRC Staff failed, for more than two decades, to understand this point. An
illustration of the Staffs lack of understanding was provided by its statements during a
license amendment proceeding in regard to the expansion of spent fuel pool capacity at
the Harris nuclear power plant. I served as an expert witness for Orange County, North
Carolina, the intervenor in this proceeding. In filings during March and April 2000, the

Nuclear Installations Inspectorate, "Specification Issued under Licence Condition 32(4) for the Limitation
of the Accumulation or Storage of Liquid High Level Radioactive Waste in B215. Licence Instrument
343. January 2001."
' Gordon Thompson, Hazard Potential of the La Hague Site: An Initial Review (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Institute for Resource and Security Studies, May 2000).
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Staff repeatedly di~paraged my statements that comparatively old fuel can ignite. A few
months later, however, the Staff adopted my position. In a report dated October 2000,
but not published until January 2001, the Staff recognized that the flow of air to exposed
fuel assemblies could be blocked by the presence of collapsed structures -- which might
be attributable, for example, to a cask drop or an earthquake -- or by the presence of
residual water.' 0 The Staff analyzed the heat transfer implications of flow blockage and
concluded:1

"While the February 2000 (draft] study indicated that for the cases analyzed a
required decay time of 5 years would preclude a zirconium fire, the revised
analyses show that it is not feasible, without numerous constraints, to define a
generic decay heat level (and therefore decay time) beyond which a zirconium
fire is not physically possible."

11. On numerous occasions, I have drawn attention in my writings and oral presentations
to the vulnerability of nuclear facilities to acts of malice or insanity. I have pointed out
that PRAs do not address acts of malice or insanity, with the result that a PRA can, at
best, provide a lower bound to the probability of a release of radioactive material.' 2 In
1996 I wrote a generic report on war and terrorism as risk factors for nuclear power
plants.13 Among other findings, this report noted that an act of war or terrorism at a
nuclear power plant might have as its primary target the spent fuel stored at the plant,
rather than the reactor. The report concluded with a statement that:

"Public debate about the future operation of existing nuclear power plants, and the
construction of new plants, should be broadened to encompass the possible
involvement of nuclear plants in war or terrorism."

1.2. I am familiar with the License Application, Safety Analysis Report, and
Environmental Report for Pacific Gas & Electric Company's proposed tndependent Fuel
Storage Installation on the site of the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant.

13. 1 am also familiar with the NRC's Supplement to the Environmental Assessment and
Draft Finding of No Significant Impact Related to the Construction and Operation of the

10 Timothy Collins et al (authors are all from the NRC Staff), Technical Stud)' of Spent Fuel Pool Accident
Risk at Decommissioning Ndclear Power.Plants, October 2000.
' Collins et a], October 2000 (op cit), page 2-1.
"t The strengths and weaknesses of PRA methodology are discussed in Hirsch et al, August 1989 (op cit).
1 Gordon Thompson, War, Terrorism and Nuclear Power Plants (Canberra: Peace Research Centre,

Australian National University, October 1996).
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Diablo Canyon Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation (May 29, 2007) ("Diablo EA
Supplement"). I have prepared a report that includes an analysis of the deficiencies in the
Diablo EA Supplement's evaluation of the environmental impacts of intentional attacks
on the proposed Diablo Canyon spent fuel storage facility: Assessing Risks of Potential
Malicious Actions at Commercial Nuclear Facilities: The Case of a Proposed
Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installation at the Diablo Canyon Site ("Report").

14. 1 also assisted SLOMfFP in the preparation of its contentions regarding the Diablo
EA Supplement.

15. The statements of fact in SLOMFP's contentions and my Report are true and correct
to the best of my knowledge, and the opinions set forth therein are based on my best
professional judgment.

16. I am prepared to testify as an expert witness on behalf of SLOMFP with respect to
the facts and opinions set forth in SLOMFP's contentions and my Report.

Gordon R. Thompson, D.Phil

June 27, 2007
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Curriculum Vitae for Gordon R. Thompson
October 2006

Professional expertise

- Technical and policy analysis in the fields of energy, environment, sustainable
development, human security, and international security.

Current appointrnents

* Executive director, Institute for Resource & Security Studies (IRSS), Cambridge,
Massachusetts (since 1984).
- Research Professor, George Perkins Marsh Institute, Clark University, Worcester,
Massachusetts (since 2002),

Education

SD.Phil., applied mathematics, Oxford University (Balliol College), 1973.
SB.E., mechanical engineering, University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia,
1967.
- B.Sc., mathematics & physics, University of New South Wales, 1966.

Polect sponsors and tasks (selected)

- World -lehith Organization, 2006: conducted policy analysis on the potential for
"heallh-bridge'' programs to improve cooperation within and between nations,
, Attorney General of Massachusetts, 2006: conducted technical analysis and provided
expert testimony regarding risks of storing spent fuel at nuclear power plants.
- Various sponsors, 2006: co-coordinated the Working Group on US-Iran Health Science
Cooperation.
- Minnesota Center for Environmental Advocacy, and Minnesotans for an Energy
Efficient Economy, 2005-2006: conducted technical analysis and provided expert
testimony regarding management of spent fuel from the Monticello nuclear power plant.
- California Energy Commission, 2005: conducted technical analysis and participated in
an expert workshop regarding safety and security of commercial nuclear facilities.
- Committee on Radioactive Waste Management (a committee appointed by the UK
government), 2005: provided expert advice and technical analysis on safety and security
of radioactive waste management.
I Legal Resources Centre, Cape Town, South Africa. 2004-2005: conducted technical
analysis regarding the proposed South African pebble bed modular nuclear reactor.
* STAR Foundation, New York, 2002-2004: reviewed planning and actions for
decommission ing of research reactors at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
, Attorney General of Utah, 2003: conducted technical analysis and provided expert
testimony regarding a proposed national storage facility for spent nuclear fuel.
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- Mothers for Peace, California, 2002-2004: analyzed risk issues and prepared expert
testimony associated with the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant.
- Citizens Awareness Network, Massachusetts, 2002-2003: conducted analysis on robust
storage of spent nuclear fuel.
* Tides Center, California, 2002-2004: conducted analysis for the Santa Susana Field
Laboratory (SSFL) Advisory Panel regarding the history of releases of radioactive
material from the SSFL.
- Orange County, North Carolina, 1999-2002: assessed risk issues associated with the
Harris nuclear power plant, identified risk-reduction options, and prepared expert
testimony.
- William and Flora Hewlett Foundation and other sponsors, 1999-2006: performed
research and project development for conflict-management projects, through IRSS's
International Conflict Management Program.
- STAR Foundation, New York, 2000-2001: assessed risk issues associated with the
Millstone nuclear power plant, identified risk-reduction options, and prepared expert
testimony.
- Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, 2000: evaluated risks associated with water
supply and wastewater systems that serve greater Boston.
- Canadian Senate, Energy & Environment Committee, 2000: reviewed risk issues
associated with the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station.
- Greenpeace International, Amsterdam, 2000: reviewed impacts associated with the La
Hague nuclear complex in France.
- Government of Ireland, 1998-200 1: developed framework for assessment of impacts
and alternative options associated with the Sellafield nuclear complex in the UK.
- Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1998-1999: participated in confidential
review of outcomes of a major" foundation's grants related to climate change.
- UN High Commissioner for Refugees, 1998: developed a strategy for conflict
management in the CIS region.
- General Council of County Councils (Ireland), W. Alton Jones Foundation (USA), and
Nuclear Free Local Authorities (UK), 1996-2000: assessed safety and economic issues of
nuclear fuel reprocessing in the UK; assessed alternative options.
- Environmental School, Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1996: session
leader at the Summer Institute, "Local Perspectives on a Globai Environment".
- Greenpeace Germany, Hamburg, 1995-1996: a study on war, terrorism and nuclear
power plants.
- HKH Foundation, New York, and Winston Foundation for World Peace, Washington,
DC, 1994-1996: studies and workshops on preventive action and its role in US national
security planning.
- Carnegie Corporation of New York, Winston Foundation for World Peace, Washington,
DC, and others, 1995: collaboration with the Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe to facilitate improved coordination of activities and exchange of knowledge in
the field of conflict management.
- World Bank, 1993-1994: a study on management of data describing the performance of
projects funded by the Global Environment Facility (joint project of IRSS and Clark
University).
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* International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War, 1993-1994: a study on the
international control of weapons-usable fissile material.
- Government of Lower Saxony, Hannover, Germany, 1993: analysis of standards for
radioactive waste disposal.
- University of Vienna (using funds supplied by the Austrian government), 1992: review
of radioactive waste management at the Dukovany nuclear power plant, Czech Republic.
- Sandia National Laboratories, 1992-1993: advice to the US Department of Energy's
Office of Foreign Intelligence.
- US Department of Energy and Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories, 1991-1992:
advice for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change regarding the design of an
information system on technologies that can limit greenhouse gas emissions (joint project
of IRSS, Clark University and the Center for Strategic and International Studies).
- Winston Foundation for World Peace, Boston, Massachusetts, and other funding
sources, 1992-1993: development and publication of recommendations for strengthening
the International Atomic Energy Agency.
- MacArthur Foundation, Chicago, Illinois, W. Alton Jones Foundation, Charlottesville,
Virginia, and other funding sources, 1984-1993: policy analysis and public education on
a "global approach" to arms control and disarmament.
- Energy Research Foundation, Columbia, South Carolina, and Peace Development Fund,
Amherst, Massachusetts, 1988-1992: review of the US government's tritium production
(for nuclear weapons) and its implications.
- Coalition of Environmental Groups, Toronto, Ontario (using fundssupplied by Ontario
-lydro under the direction of the Ontario government), 1990-1993: coordination an~d
conduct of analysis and preparation of testimony on accident risk of nuclear power plants.
- Greenpeace International, Amsterdam, Netherlands, 1988-1990: review of probabilistic
risk assessment for nuIclear power plants.
. Bellerive Foundation, Geneva, Switzerland, 1989-1990: planning for a June 1990
colloquium on disarmament and editing of proceedings.
- Iler Research Institute, Harrow, Ontario, 1989-1990: analysis of regulatory response to
boiling-water reactor accident potential.
- Winston Foundation for World Peace, Boston, Massachusetts, and other funding
sources, 1988-1989: analysis of future options for NATO fjoint project of IRSS and the
Institute for Peace and International Security).
- Nevada Nuclear Waste Project Office, Carson City, Nevada (via Clark University),
1989-1990: analyses of risk aspects of radioactive waste management and disposal.
- Ontario Nuclear Safety Review (conducted by the Ontario government), Toronto,
Ontario. 1987: review of safety aspects of CANDU reactors.
- Washington Department of Ecology, Olympia, Washington, 1987: analyses of risk
aspects of a proposed radioactive waste repository at Hanford.
- Natural Resources Defense Council, Washington, DC, 1986-1987: preparation of expert
testimony on hazards of the Savannah River Plant, South Carolina.
- Lakes Environmental Association, Bridgton, Maine, 1986: analysis of federal
regulations for disposal of radioactive waste,
- Greenpeace Germany, Hamburg, 1986: participation in an international study on the
hazards of nuclear power plants.
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- Three Mile Island Public Health Fund, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1983-1989: studies
related to the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant and emergency response planning.
- Attorney General, Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1984-1989: analyses of the safety
of the Seabrook nuclear power plant, preparation of expert testimony.
* Union of Concerned Scientists, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1980-1985: studies on
energy demand and supply, nuclear arms control, and the safety of nuclear installations.
- Conservation Law Foundation of New England, Boston, Massachusetts, 1985:
preparation of expert testimony on cogeneration potential at a Maine paper mill.
- Town & Country Planning Association, London, UK, 1982-1984: coordination and
conduct of a study on safety and radioactive waste implications of the proposed Sizewell
nuclear power plant, testimony to the Sizewell Public Inquiry.
- US Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC, 1980-1981: assessment of the
cleanup of Three Mile Island Unit 2 nuclear power plant.
- Center for Energy & Environmental Studies, Princeton University, Princeton, New
Jersey, and Solar Energy Research Institute, Golden, Colorado, 1979-1980: studies on the
potentials of renewable energy sources.
- Government of Lower Saxony, Hannover, Federal Republic of Germany, 1978-1979:
coordination and conduct of studies on safety and security aspects of the proposed
Gorleben nuclear fuel cycle center.

Other experience (selected)

- Principal investigator, project on "Exploring the Role of'Sustainable Cities' in
Preventing Climate Disruption", involving IRSS and three other organizations, 1990-
1991.
- Visiting fellow, Peace Research Centre, Australian National University, 1989.
- Principal investigator, Three Mile Island emergency planning study, involving IRSS,
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Abstract

This report discusses the risks of potential malicious actions at commercial nuclear
facilities in the US, with a focus on actions by sub-national groups. These risks are first
discussed generically, with a focus on power reactors, their spent fuel pools, and
independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSIs) at reactor sites. The report then
provides a more detailed discussion of malice-related' risks at a proposed ISFSI at the
Diablo Canyon site in California. In May 2007 the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Staff issued a Supplement to its October 2003 Environmental Assessment (EA) for the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI. The Supplement considered malice-related risks, pursuant to a
ruling by the 9th Circuit of the US Court of Appeals that these risks should have been
considered in the EA. The Supplement is reviewed here.
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1. Introduction

A variety of nuclear facilities are deployed across the United States and worldwide to
serve commercial (non-military) purposes. These facilities contain radioactive material
and fissionable material that could create adverse impacts if released to the environment
or used for unauthorized purposes. Those impacts could arise as a result of conventional
accidents or malicious actions. Here, the term "conventional accidents", refers to
incidents caused by human error, equipment failure or natural events.' Other incidents
could be caused by deliberate, malicious actions, The parties taking those malicious
actions could be national governments or sub-national groups.2

This report discusses the risks of potential malicious actions at commercial nuclear
facilities in the US, with a focus on actions by sub-national groups. The report also
focuses on a particular set of facilities that contain large amounts of radioactive material.
These facilities are reactors used for generating electrical power, and facilities at the
reactor sites that store spent fuel discharged from the reactors. After discharge, spent fuel
assemblies are initially stored in spent-fuel pools located adjacent to the reactors. Some
years later, the assemblies could be transferred to an independent spent fuel storage
installation (ISFSI) on the reactor site. ISFSls are operating or under construction at a
number of reactor sites in the US, and more are being proposed. Although this report
focuses on power reactors, their spent-fuel pools, and ISFSIs at reactor sites, many of its
findings are applicable to other commercial nuclear facilities.

Here, the term "risks" refers to potential adverse impacts that can be reasonably foreseen
but will not necessarily occur. Such impacts can be characterized by their consequences
and their probabilities of occurrence.3 This report focuses on risks associated with
potential radiological impacts arising from release to the environment of radioactive
material as a result of malicious actions. Many of the report's findings are applicable to
related types of risks, such as those associated with use of fissionable material for
unauthorized purposes.

The Diablo EA Supplement

In October 2003 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Staff issued an
Environmental Assessment (EA) for a proposed ISFSI at the Diablo Canyon reactor site
in California. The EA did not consider malice-related risks. Pursuant to a petition by

1 The NRC's Glossary, accessed at the NRC web site (www.nrc.gov) on 25 June 2007, contains no
definition of "accident". The term "conventional accident" is defined and used in this report to ensure
precision, because the term "accident" has been used to encompass incidents caused by deliberate,
malicious actions.
2 Relevant sub--national groups could be based in the US or in other countries.

Some analysts define "risk" as the arithmetic product of consequence and probability. That definition is
simplistic and can be misleading, and is not used in this report. That definition is especially inappropriate
for malice-related risks because there is usually no statistical basis to support quantitative estimates of the
probabilitics of malicious actions.
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San Luis Obispo Mothers for Peace and other parties, the 9th Circuit of the US Court of
Appeals ruled in June 2006 that the EA was inadequate because it did not consider
malice-related environmental impacts. In May 2007 the Staff responded to that ruling by
issuing a Supplement to the October 2003 EA.4 The Supplement addresses the risks of
potential malicious actions at the proposed LSFSI. Hereafter, the Supplement is described
as the "Diablo EA Supplement".

Over a three-decade period, the NRC has accepted, in various contexts, that an analysis
of a nuclear facility's environmental imp'acts, in an EA or an environmental impact
statement (EIS), should consider radiological risks associated with conventional
accidents. The NRC has generally refused, however, to consider malice-related risks in
an EA or EIS. The Diablo EA Supplement represents a departure from that longstanding
refusal. The NRC Staff has issued an analogous document in the context of an
application to build and operate an industrial irradiator in Hawaii. 5 Other, analogous
documents are likely to be prepared in other licensing contexts. Thus, the Diablo EA
Supplement deserves careful review.

This report provides a review of the Diablo EA Supplement. To support that review, the
report also discusses some broader issues. The NRC has not issued any document or
statement that provides an adequate discussion of the broader issues surrounding the
Diablo EA Supplement.

Preparation of EAs and ElSs is governed by the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA). A major purpose of NEPA is to ensure that options for reducing the risks and
other environmental impacts of a proposed action are identified and characterized. That
goal is addressed repeatedly in this report.

Sensitive information

Any responsible analyst who discusses potential acts of malice at nuclear facilities is
careful about making statements in public settings. The author of this report exercises
such care. The author has no access to classified information, and this report contains no
such information. However, a higher standard of discretion is necessary. An analyst
should not publish sensitive information, defined here as detailed information that could
substantially assist an attacking group to attain its objectives, even if this information is
publicly available from other sources. On the other hand, secrecy has costs, and an
entrenched culture of secrecy is not compatible with a clear-headed, science-based
approach to the understanding of risks. Section 3.3 of this report provides a further
discussion about identifying and managing sensitive information.

4 NRC, 2007a.
s NRC, 2007b.
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Structure of this report

The remainder of this report has five sections. Section 2 provides a broad, LIS-wide
perspective on potential malicious actions at commercial nuclear facilities. That potential
is discussed within the contexts of the general threat environment and national policy on
homeland security. Section 3 sets forth an appropriate framework for assessing the risks
of malicious actions at nuclear facilities, and for incorporating the findings in an EA or
EIS. In Section 4, the Diablo EA Supplement is reviewed, using the framework set forth
in Section 3 as a standard that should be met. That review does not purport to provide
analysis that corrects deficiencies in the Diablo EA Supplement. Providing such analysis
is a task for the NRC Staff. Conclusions are set forth in Section 5, and a bibliography is
provided in Section 6. All documents cited in the text of this report are listed in the
bibliography.

2. A US-Wide Perspective on Potential Malicious Actions at Nuclear Facilities

2.1 The General Threat Environment

The potential for a deliberate attack on a commercial nuclear facility arises within a
larger context, namely the general threat environment for the US homeland. That
environment reflects, in turn, a complex set of factors operating internationally.

If the Diablo Canyon nuclear generation units receive 20-year license extensions, they
will operate until 2041 (Unit 1) and 2045 (Unit 2), discharging spent fuel throughout that
period. The proposed Yucca Mountain repository could not accommodate more than a
fraction of the Diablo units' cumulative discharge of spent fuel, and it is increasingly
unlikely that this repository will open. No other option is currently available for
removing spent fuel from the Diablo Canyon site. At that site, as at nuclear power plant
sites across the US, the most likely outcome is that spent fuel will be stored at the site for
the foreseeable future, potentially for longer than a century.6 Thus, in assessing the risks
of malicious actions at a Diablo Canyon ISFSI, one should consider the general threat
environment over the next century.

The threat from sub-national groups

The US homeland has not been attacked by another nation since World War 11. One
factor behind this outcome has been the US deployment of military forces with a high
capability for counter-attack. There have, however, been significant attacks on the US
homeland and other US assets by sub-national groups since World War II. Such attacks
are typically not deterred by US capability for counter-attack, because the attacking
group has no identifiable territory. Indeed, sub-national groups may attack US assets

6 Thompson, 2005a.
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with the specific purpose of prompting US counter-attacks that harm innocent persons,
thereby undermining the global political position of the US.

Attacks on the homeland by sub-national groups in recent decades include vehicle
bombings of the World Trade Center in New York in February 1993 and the Murrah
Federal building in Oklahoma City in April 1995, and aircraft attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon in September 2001. Outside the homeland, attacks on" US assets
by sub-national groups have included vehicle-bomb attacks on a Marine barracks in
Beirut in October 1983 and embassies in Tanzania and Kenya in August 1998, and a
boat-bomb attack on the USS Cole in October 2000. At present, sub-national groups
routinely attack US forces in Iraq.

In many of these incidents, the attacking group has been based outside the US. An
exception was the Oklahoma City bombing, where the attacking group was domestic in
both its composition and its motives. There is concern that future attacks within the US
may be made by groups that are domestically based but have linkages to, or sympathy
with, interests outside the US. This phenomenon was exhibited in London in July 2005,
when young men born in the UK conducted suicide bombings in underground trains and
a bus.

Reducing the risks of attack by sub-national groups requires a sophisticated, multi-
faceted and sustained policy. An unbalanced policy can be ineffective or
counterproductive. Since September 2001, the US government has implemented a policy
that is heavily weighted toward offensive military action. Evidence is accumulating that
this policy has been significantly counterproductive. Table 2-1 provides a sample of the
evidence. The table shows recent public-opinion data from four Muslim-majority
countries (Morocco, Egypt, Pakistan, Indonesia). In each country, a majority (ranging
from 53 percent of respondents in Indonesia to 86 percent in Egypt) believes that the
primary goal of the US "war on terrorism" is to weaken Islam or control Middle East
resources (oil and natural gas). One expression of this belief is that substantial numbers
of people (ranging from 19 percent of respondents in Indonesia to 91 percent in Egypt)
approve of attacks on US troops in Iraq. Smaller numbers of people (ranging from 4 to 7
percent of respondents) approve of attacks on civilians in the US.

The great majority of people, in these four countries and elsewhere, will not participate in
attacks on US assets. However, there are consequences when millions of people believe
that the US seeks to undermine their religion and culture and control their resources.
Among other consequences, this belief creates a social climate that can help sub-national
groups to form and to acquire the skills, funds and equipment they need in order to mount
attacks. From a US perspective, such groups are "terrorists". Within their own cultures,
they may be seen as soldiers engaged in "asymmetric warfare" with a powerful enemy.

Kull et al, 2007.
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The threat environment over the coming decades

As mentioned above, an assessment of the risks of malicious actions at a Diablo Canyon
ISFSI should consider the general threat environment over the next century. Forecasting
trends in the threat environment over such a period is a daunting exercise, with inevitably
uncertain findings. Nevertheless, if an ISFSI is constructed at Diablo Canyon, the
security aspects of its design will reflect an implicit or explicit forecast of trends in the
general threat environment. The forecast should be explicit, and should be global in
scope, because the US cannot be insulated from broad trends in violent conflict and social
disorder.

Numerous analysts - in academia, government and business - are involved in efforts to
forecast possible worldwide trends that pertain to violence. These efforts rarely attempt
to look forward more than one or two decades. Two examples are illustrative. First, a
group based at the University of Maryland tracks a variety of indicators for most of the
countries in the world, in a data base that extends back to 1950 and earlier. Using these
data, the group periodically provides country-level assessments of the potential for
outbreaks of violent conflict.8 Second, the RAND corporation has conducted a literature
review and assessment of potential worldwide trends that would be adverse for US
national security.

9

Several decades ago, some analysts of potential futures began taking an integrated world
view, in which social and economic trends are considered in the context of a finite planet.
In this view, trends in population, resource consumption and environmental degradation
can be significant, or even dominant, determinants of the options available to human
societies. A well-known, early example of this genre is the Limits to Growth study,
sponsored by the Club of Rome, which modeled world trends by using systems
dynamics. 0 A more recent example is the work of the Global Scenario group, convened
by the Stockholm Environment Institute (SEI)."j This work was informed by systems-
dynamics thinking, but focused on identifying the qualitative characteristics of possible
future worldwide scenarios for human civilization. SEI identified three types of scenario,
with two variants of each type, as shown in Table 2-2. The Conventional Worlds
scenario has Market Forces and Policy Reform variants, the Barbarization scenario has
Breakdown and Fortress World variants, while the Great Transitions scenario has Eco-
Communalism and New Sustainability Paradigm variants.

The SEI scenarios provide a useful framework for considering the paths that human
civilization could follow during the next century and beyond. Not all paths are possible.
Notably, continued trends of resource depletion and irreversible degradation of
ecosystems would limit the range of options available to succeeding generations.

Marshall and Gurr, 2005.
Kugler, 1995.

'o Meadows et al, 1972.
Raskin et al, 2002.
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Similarly, destruction of human and industrial capital through large-scale warfare could
inhibit economic and social recovery for many generations.

At present, the dominant world paradigm corresponds to the Market Forces scenario.
Policy Reform is pursued at the rhetorical level, but is weakly implemented in practice.
In parts of the world, notably in Africa, the Breakdown scenario is already operative.
Aspects of the Fortress World scenario are also evident, and are likely to become more
prominent if trends of resource depletion and ecosystem degradation continue, especially
if major powers reject the dictates of sustainability and use armed force to secure
resources. One sign of resource depletion is a growing body of analysis that predicts a
peak in world oil production within the next few decades.' This prediction is sobering in
view of the prominent role played by oil in the origins and conduct of war in the 20th
century.13 A now-familiar sign of ecosystem degradation is anthropogenic, global
climate change. Analysts are considering the potential for climate change to promote,
through its adverse impacts, social disorder and violence.14 Other manifestations of
ecosystem degradation are also significant. The recent Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment determined that 15 out of the 24 ecosystem services that it examined "are
being degraded or used unsustainably, including fresh water, capture fisheries, air and
water purification, and the regulation of regional and local climate, natural hazards, and
pests".' 5 According to analysts at the United Nations University in Bonn, continuation of
such trends could create up to 50 million environmental refugees by the end of the
decade. 16

At present, human population and material consumption per capita are growing to a
degree that visibly stresses the biosphere. Moreover, ecosystem degradation and resource
depletion coexist with economic inequality, increasing availability of sophisticated
weapons technology, and an immature system of global governance. Major powers are
doing little to address these problems. It seems unlikely that these imbalances and
sources of instability will persist at such a scale during the remainder of the 21st century
without major change occurring. That change could take various forms, but two broad-
brush scenarios can illustrate the range of possible outcomes. In one scenario, there
would be a transition toa civilization similar to the New Sustainability Paradigm
articulated by SEI. That civilization would be comparatively peaceful and
technologically sophisticated. Alternatively, the world could descend into a form of
barbarism such as the Fortress World scenario articulated by SE]. That society might be
locally prosperous, within enclaves, but would be violent and unstable.

In considering the level of security that should be built into an ISFSI, it would be prudent
to adopt a pessimistic assumption of the potential for violent conflict in the future. Using
SE] terminology, one could assume a Fortress World scenario with a high incidence of

12 Hirsch et al, 2005; GAO, 2007.

t3 Yergin, 199).
'1 Gilman et at, 2007.
15 MEA, 2005, page 1.
"6 Adam, 2005.
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violent conflict of a type that involves sophisticated weapons and tactics. Violence might
be perpetrated by national governments or by sub-national groups. A RAND corporation
analyst has contemplated such a future in the following terms:' 7

"A dangerous world may offer an insidious combination of nineteenth-century
politics, twentieth-century passions, and twenty-first century technology: an
explosive mixture of multipolarity, nationalism, and advanced technology."

2.2 National Policy and Practice on Homeland Security

To mount an effective response to the general threat environment for the US homeland,
the nation needs a coherent homeland-security strategy that links responses to an array of
specific threats, such as the potential for a deliberate attack on a commercial nuclear
facility. As discussed below, there are deficiencies in the strategy that has actually been
implemented. The nominal strategy was articulated by the White Ilouse in the National
Strategyjfr ltomelandSecurity, which was published in July 2002, and that guidance
document apparently remains orerative. The document sets forth three strategic
objectives, in order of priority:1

Prevent terrorist attacks within the United States;
Reduce America's vulnerability to terrorism; and
Minimize the damage and recover from attacks that do occur."

In pursuit of those objectives, the National Strategi'for Homeland Security identifies six
major mission areas: (i) intelligence and warning; (ii) border and transportation security;
(iii) domestic counterterrorism; (iv) protecting critical infrastructure; (v) defending
against catastrophic terrorism; and (vi) emergency preparedness and response. The
fourth of those mission areas is highly relevant to nuclear reactors, spent-fuel pools, and
ISFSIs, which are important elements of the nation's critical infrastructure. The other
five mission areas are also relevant to nuclear facilities in various ways.

Protecting critical iqfrastructure

The US Department of Homeland Security has issued the National Infrastructure
Protection Plan (NIPP), whose purpose is to provide "the unifying structure for the
integration of critical infrastructure and key resources (Cl/KR) protection into a single
national program".19 Other federal agencies, including the NRC, have confirmed their
acceptance of the NIPP.

The NIPP identifies three purposes of measures to protect critical infrastructure and key
resources: (i) deter the threat; (ii) mitigate vulnerabilities; and (iii) minimize

71 Kugler, 1995, page 279.
13 White House, 2002, page vii.
19 DHS, 2006t page iii,
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consequences associated with an attack or other incident. The NIPP identifies a range of
protective measures as follows:

20

"Protection can include a wide range of activities such as improving business
protocols, hardening facilities, building resiliency and redundancy, incorporating
hazard resistance into initial facility design, initiating active or passive
countermeasures, installing security systems, leveraging "self-healing"
technologies, promoting workforce surety programs, or implementing cyber
security measures, among various others".

Protective measures of these types could significantly reduce the probability that an
attack would be successful. Such measures could, therefore, "deter" attacks by altering
attackers' cost-benefit calculations. That form of deterrence is different from deterrence
attributable to an attacked party's capability to counter-attack. For convenience, the two
forms of deterrence are described hereafter as "protective deterrence" and "counter-attack
deterrence". It should be noted that the effective functioning of both forms of deterrence
requires that: (i) potential attackers are aware of the deterrence strategy; and (ii) the
deterrence strategy is technically credible. That requirement means that the existence and
capabilities of protective measures, such as those identified in the NIPP, should be widely
advertised. The technical details of a protective measure should, however, remain
confidential if disclosure of those details would allow the measure to be defeated.

From the statement quoted above, it is clear that the authors of the NIPP recognize the
potential benefits of designing protective measures into a facility before it is constructed.
At the design stage, attributes such as resiliency, redundancy, hardening and passive
operation can often be incorporated into a facility at a comparatively low incremental
cost. Capturing opportunities for low-cost enhancement of protective measures would
allow decision makers to design against a more pessimistic (i.e., more prudent) threat
assumption, thereby strengthening protective deterrence, reducing the costs of other
security functions (e.g., guard forces), and enhancing civil liberties (e.g., by reducing the
perceived need for measures such as wiretapping). Moreover, incorporation of enhanced
protective measures would often reduce risks associated with conventional accidents
(e.g., fires), extreme natural events (e.g., earthquakes), or other challenges not directly
attributable to human malice.

Protective deterrence as part o/a balanced policy for homeland security

As mentioned in Section 2. 1, above, reducing the risks of attack by sub-national groups
requires a sophisticated, multi-faceted and sustained policy. The policy must balance
multiple factors operating within and beyond the homeland. An unbalanced policy can
be ineffective or counterproductive.

20 DHS, 2006, page 7.
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A high-level task force convened by the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) in 2002
understood the need for a balanced policy for homeland security.2 1 One of the task
force's major conclusions recognized the value of protective deterrence, while also
*recognizing that offensive military operations by the US could increase the risk of attack
on the US. The conclusion was as follows:"

22

"I-omnelandsecuritv measures have deterrence value: US
counterterrorism initiatives abroad can be reinforced by making the US
homeland a less tempting target. We can transform the calculations of
would-be terrorists by elevating the risk that (1) an attack on the United
States will fail, and (2) the disruptive consequences of a successful attack
will be minimal. It is especially critical that we bolster this deterrent now
since an inevitable consequence of the US government's stepped-up
military and diplomatic exertions will be to elevate the incentive to strike
back before these efforts have their desired effect."

The NIPP could support a vigorous national program of protective deterrence, as
recommended by the CFR task force in 2002. However, current priorities of the US
government are not consistent with such a program. Resources and attention devoted to
offensive military operations are much larger than those devoted to the protection of
critical infrastructure. 23 The White House states, in the National Strategy/fbr Combating
Terrorism, issued in September 2006:"2 "We have broken old orthodoxies that once
confined our counterterrorism efforts primarily to the criminal justice domain." In
practice, that statement means that the US government relies overwhelmingly on military
means to reduce the risks of attacks on US assets by sub-national groups. That policy
continuesdespite mounting evidence, as illustrated by Table 2-1, that it is unbalanced and
counterproductive.

A well-informed analyst of homeland security summarizes current national priorities in
the following statement:25

"Since the White House has chosen to combat terrorism as essentially a military
and intelligence activity, it treats homeland security as a decidedly second-rate
priority. The job of everyday citizens is to just go about their lives, shopping and
traveling, while the Pentagon, Central Intelligence Agency, and National Security
Agency wage the war."

During a future Presidential administration, national priorities may shift, leading to
greater emphasis on protective deterrence. Unfortunately, critical-infrastructure facilities

21 Members of the task force included two former Secretaries of State, two former chairs of the Joint Chiefs

of Staff, a former Director of the CIA and the FBI, two former US Senators, and other eminent persons.
2 Hart et al, 2002, pp 14-15.
23 Flynn, 2007.
• White House, 2006, page I.'
2S Flynn, 2007, page 1I.
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constructed prior to that policy shift may lack the protective design features that arc
envisioned in the NJPP. Persons responsible for the design of currently-proposed
facilities, such as the proposed ISFSI at Diablo Canyon, could anticipate a national policy
shift and take design decisions accordingly.

Table 2-3 illustrates the options and issues that should be considered in developing a
balanced policy for protecting US critical infrastructure from attack by sub-national
groups. This illustrative table shows the potential benefits that could be gained by
assigning a higher priority to protective deterrence.

2.3 Commercial Nuclear Facilities as Potential Targets of Attack

The National Strategyfor Combating Terrorism discusses the importance of protecting
critical infrastructure and key resources. Potential targets in this category are described
as: "systems and assets so vital that their destruction or incapacitation would have a
debilitating effect on the security of our Nation". In listing targets in this category, the
Strategy includes: "nuclear reactors, materials, and waste". 6 An ISFSI at Diablo Canyon
would clearly fit within that class of targets.

A sub-national group contemplating an attack within the US homeland would have a
wide choice of targets. Also, groups in that category could vary widely in terms of their
capabilities and motivations. In the context of potential attacks on nuclear facilities, the
groups of concern are those that are comparatively sophisticated in their approach and
comparatively well provided with funds and skills. The group that attacked New York
and Washington in September 2001 met this description. A group of this type could
choose to attack a US nuclear facility for one or both of two broad reasons. First, the
attack could be highly symbolic. Second, the impacts of the attack could be severe.

Nuclear facilities as symbolic targets

From the symbolic perspective, commercial nuclear facilities are inevitably associated
with nuclear weapons. The association further extends to the United States' large and
technically sophisticated capability for offensive military operations. Application of that
capability has aroused resentment in many parts of the world. Although nuclear weapons
have not been used by the United States since 1945, US political leaders have repeatedly
threatened, implicitly or explicitly, to use nuclear weapons again. Those threats coexist
with efforts to deny nuclear weapons to other countries, The US government justified its
March 2003 invasion of Iraq in large part by the possibility that the Iraqi government
might eventually deploy nuclear weapons. There is speculation that the United States
will attack nominall ' commercial nuclear facilities in Iran to forestall Iran's deployment
of nuclear weapons. Yet, the US government rejects the constraint of its own nuclear
weapons by international agreements such as the Non-Proliferation Treaty. 8 As an

2 White House, 2006, page 13.
r Hersh, 2006; Brzezinski. 2007.
28 Deller, 2002; Scarry, 2002: Franceschini and Schaper, 2006.
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approach to international security, this policy has been criticized by the director general
of the International Atomic Energy Agency as "unsustainable and counterproductive".29
It would be prudent to assume that this policy will motivate sub-national groups to
respond asymmetrically to US nuclear superiority, possibly through an attack on a US
commercial nuclear facility.

Radiological impacts of an attack on a nuclear facilit,

The impacts of an attack on a commercial nuclear facility could be severe because these
facilities typically contain large amounts of radioactive material. Release of this material
to the environment could create a variety of severe impacts- Also, as explained in
Section 2.4, below, US nuclear facilities are provided with a defense that is "light" in a
military sense. Moreover, imprudent design choices have made a number of these
facilities highly vulnerable to attack. That combination of factors means that many US
nuclear facilities can be regarded as potent radiological weapons that await activation by
an enemy.

Nuclear facilities contain a variety of radioactive isotopes, but one isotope, namely
cesium-137, is especially useful as an indicator of the potential for radiological harm.
Cesium-137 is a radioactive isotope with a half-life of 30 years. This isotope accounts
for most of the offsite radiation exposure that is attributable to the 1986 Chernobyl
reactor accident, and for about half of the radiation exposure that is attributable to fallout
from the testing of nuclear weapons in the atmosphere.3) Cesium is a volatile element
that would be liberally released during conventional accidents or attack scenarios that
involve overheating of nuclear fuel.

Table 2-4 shows estimated amounts of cesium-137 in nuclear fuel in the Diablo Canyon
reactors and spent-fuel pools, and in one of the spent-fuel storage modules of the
proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSL. Table 2-5 compares these amounts with atmospheric
releases of cesium-137 from detonation of a 10-kilotonne fission weapon, the Chernobyl
reactor accident of 1986, and atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons. These data
indicate that release of a substantial fraction of the cesium-137 in a Diablo Canyon
nuclear facility could create comparatively large radiological impacts.

Land contamination by cesium-137

The radiological impacts ofan atmospheric release of cesium-137 arise primarily from
land contamination. Small particles containing cesium-I137 are deposited on soil,
vegetation and buildings. These particles emit gamma radiation that affects people who
travel through or reside in the contaminated area. Food and water supplies also become
contaminated. Over time, the amount of deposited cesium-137 is reduced through
radioactive decay (with a half-life of 30 years) and through natural processes

29 ElBaradei, 2004, page 9.
" DOE, 1987.
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(weathering) that carry cesium deeper into soil or into streams and lakes where it is
deposited in sediments.

One measure of the radiological impacts attributable to deposition of cesium-137 is the
area of land that would become uninhabitable. For illustration, assume that the threshold
of uninhabitability is an external, whole-body dose of 10 rem over 30 years. That level of
radiation exposure, which would represent about a three-fold increase above the typical
level of background (natural) radiation, was used in the NRC's 1975 Reactor Safety Study
as a criterion for relocating populations from rural areas.'

A radiation dosc of 10 rem over 30 years corresponds to an average dose rate of 0.33 rem
per year.32 The health effects of radiation exposure at this dose level have been estimated
by the National Research Council's Committee on the Biological Effects of Ionizing
Radiations (BEIR V committee). 3 The committee estimated that a continuous lifetime
exposure of 0.1 rem per year would increase the incidence of fatal cancers in an exposed
population by 2.5 percent for males and 3.4percent for females.34 Incidence would scale
linearly with dose, in this low-dose region.3pThus, an average lifetime exposure of 0.33
rem per year would increase the incidence of fatal cancers by about 8 percent for males
and 11 percent for females. About 21 percent of males and 18 percent of females
normally die of cancer.3 6 In other words, in populations residing continuously at the
threshold of uninhabitability (an external dose rate of 0.33 rem per year), about 2 percent
of people would suffer a fatal cancer that would not otherwise occur.3' Internal doses
from contaminated food and water could cause additional cancer fatalities.

An average dose rate of 0.33 rem per year would be experienced at the boundary of the
uninhabitable area. Within that area, the external dose rate from cesium-137 would
exceed the threshold of 10 rem over 30 years. At some locations, the dose rate could
exceed this threshold by orders of magnitude. Therefore, persons choosing to live within
the uninhabitable area could experience an incidence of fatal cancers at a level higher
than is set forth above.

For a postulated release of cesium-137 to the atmosphere, the area of uninhabitable land
can be estimated from calculations done by Jan Beyea.3

B Two releases of cesium-137 are

•' NRC, 1975, Appendix V1, page t I-t17.
32 At a given location contaminated by cesium- 137, the resulting external, whole-body dose received by a

person at that location would decline over time, due to radioactive decay and weathering of the cesium-137.
Thus, a person receiving 10 rem over an initial 30-year period would receive a lower dose over the
subsequent 30 -year period.
3' National Research Council, 1990.
3' National Research Council, 1990, Table 4-2.
35 The BEIR V committee assumed a linear dose-response model for cancers other than leukemia, and a
model for leukemia that is effectively linear in the low-dose range. See: National Research Council, 1990,
f 171-176.
°National Research Council, 1990, Table 4-2.

31 For males, 0.08 x 0.21 = 0.017. For females, 0.11 x 0.18 = 0.020.
" Beyea, 1979. Related calculations are provided in: Alvarez et al, 2003; Beyea ct al, 2004.
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postulated here, drawing upon data from Table 2-4. The first release is 30 million Curies,
representing about one-half of the cesium-137 in a Diablo Canyon spent-fuel pool. The
second postulated release is 3 million Curies, representing about one-half of the cesium-
137 in the core of a Diablo Canyon reactor, or about one-half of the cesium-137 in four
spent-fuel storage modules of a Diablo Canyon ISFSI. For typical weather conditions, a
release of 30 million Curies of cesium-137 would render about 75,000 square kilometers
of land uninhabitable, assuming that the radioactive plume travels inland rather than out
to sea. A release of 3 million Curies would render uninhabitable about 7,500 square
kilometers.

An atmospheric release of 50 percent of the cesium-]37 in a Diablo Canyon spent-fuel
pool would be a likely outcome of a conventional accident or attack that causes the water
level in the pool to fall below the top of the fuel-storage racks, 9 Similarly, a release of
50 percent of the cesium-137 in a Diablo Canyon reactor would be a likely outcome of a
range of potential accidents or attacks that affect the reactor. This report focuses on the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI rather than the reactors and spent-fuel pools. The potential release
of cesium-137 from.the Diablo Canyon ISFSI is addressed in Section 4, below.

2.4 The NRC's Approach to Nuclear-Facility Security

A policy on protecting nuclear facilities from attack is laid down in NRC regulation 10
CFR 50.13. That regulation was promulgated in September 1967 by the US Atomic
Energy Commission (AEC) - which preceded the NRC - and was upheld by the US
Court of Appeals in August 1968. It states: 40

"An applicant for a license to construct and operate a production or utilization
facility, or for an amendment to such license, is not required to provide for design
features or other measures for the specific purpose of protection against the
effects of(a) attacks and destructive acts, including sabotage, directed against the
facility by an enemy of the United States, whether a foreign government or other
person, or (b) use or deployment of weapons incident to US defense activities."

Some readers might interpret 10 CFR 50.13 to mean that licensees are not required to
design or operate nuclear facilities to resist potential attacks by sub-national groups. The
NRC has rejected that interpretation in the context of vehicle-bomb attacks, stating:4

"It is simply not the case that a vehicle bomb attack on a nuclear power plant
would almost certainly represent an attack by an enemy of the United States,
within the meaning of that phrase in 10 CFR 50.13."

Events have obliged the NRC to progressively require greater protection against attacks
by sub-national groups. A series of events, including the 1993 vehicle-bomb attack on

39 Alvarez et at, 2003; Thompson, 2006; National Research Council, 2006.
'0 Federal Register, Vol. 32, 26 September 1967, page 13445.
" NRC, 1994, page 38893.
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the World Trade Center in New York, persuaded the NRC to introduce, in 1994,
regulatory amendments requiring licensees to defend nuclear power plants against vehicle
bombs.42 The attacks on New York and Washington in September 2001 led the NRC to
require additional protective measures.

With rare exceptions, the NRC has refused to consider potential malicious actions in the
context of license proceedings or environmental impact statements. The NRC's policy on
this matter is illustrated by a September 1982 ruling by the Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board (ASLB) in the operating-license proceeding for the Harris nuclear power plant.
An intervenor, Wells Eddleman, had proffered a contention alleging, in part, that the
plant's safety analysis was deficient because it did not consider the "consequences of
terrorists commandeering a very large airplane.....and diving it into the containment." In
refusing to consider this contention, the ASLB stated:43

"This part of the contention is barred by 10 CFR 50.13. This rule must be read in
pari materia with 10 CFR 73.l(a)(1), which describes the "design basis threat"
against which commercial power reactors are required to be protected. Under
that provision, a plant's security plan must be designed to cope with a violent
external assault by "several persons," equipped with light, portable weapons, such
as hand-held automatic weapons, explosives, incapacitating agents, and the like.
Read in the light of section 73. 1, the principal thrust of section 50.13 is that
military style attacks with heavier weapons are not a part of the design basis threat
for commercial reactors. Reactors could not be effectively protected against such
attacks without turning them into virtually impregnable fortresses at much higher
cost. Thus Applicants are not required to design against such things as artillery
bombardments, missiles with nuclear warheads, or kamikaze dives by large
airplanes, despite the fact that such attacks would damage and may well destroy a
commercial reactor."

The design basis threat

The NRC requires its licensees to defend against a design basis threat (DBT), a
postulated attack that has become more severe over time. The present DBT for nuclear
power plants was promulgated in January 2007. Details are not publicly available. (The
NRC publishes a summary description, which is provided below.) The present DBT is
similar to one ordered by the NRC in April 2003.44 At that time, the NRC described its
order as follows:

4 5

"The Order that imposes revisions to the Design Basis Threat requires power
plants to implement additional protective actions to protect against sabotage by
terrorists and other adversaries. The details of the design basis threat are

42 NRC, 1994.
4' ASLB, 1982.

4 NRC Press Release No. 07-012, 29 January 2007.
, NRC Press Release No. 03-053, 29 April 2003.
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safeguards information pursuant to Section 147 of the Atomic Energy Act and
will not be released to the public. This Order builds on the changes made by the
Commission's February 25, 2002 Order. The Commission believes that this DBT
represents the largest reasonable threat against which a regulated private security
force should be expected to defend under existing law."

From that statement, and from other published information, it is evident that the NRC
requires a comparatively "light" defense for nuclear power plants and their spent fuel.
The scope of the defense does not reflect a full spectrum of threats. Instead, it reflects a
consensus about the level of threat that licensees can "reasonably" be expected to resist. 46
In illustration of this approach, when the NRC adopted the currently-applicable DBT rule
in January 2007, it stated that the rule "does not require protection against a deliberate hit
by a large aircraft", and that "active protection [of nuclear power plants] against airborne
threats is addressed by other federal organizations, including the military". 47

The present DBT for "radiological sabotage" at a nuclear power plant has the following
published attributes:"

"(i) A determined violent external assault, attack by stealth, or deceptive actions,
including diversionary actions, by an adversary force capable of operating in each
of the following modes: A single group attacking through one entry point,
multiple groups attacking through multiple entry points, a combination of one or
more groups and one or more individuals attacking through multiple entry points,
or individuals attacking through separate entry points, with the following
attributes, assistance and equipment:

(A) Well-trained (including military training and skills) and dedicated
individuals, willing to kill or be killed, with sufficient knowledge to
identify specific equipment or locations necessary for a successful attack;
(B) Active (e.g., facilitate entrance and exit, disable alarms and
communications, participate in violent attack) or passive (e.g., provide
information), or both, kniowJedgeable inside assistance;
(C) Suitable weapons, including handheld automatic weapons, equipped
with silencers and having effective long range accuracy;
(D) Hand-carried equipment, including incapacitating agents and
explosives for use as tools of entry or for otherwise destroying reactor,
facility, transporter, or container integrity or features of the safeguards
system; and
(E) Land and water vehicles, which could be used for transporting
personnel and their hand-carried equipment to the proximity of vital areas;
and

41 Fentel, 2006; Wells, 2006; Brian, 2006.
" NRC Press Release No. 07-012, 29 January 2007.
4S 10 CFR 73.1 Purpose and scope, accessed from the NRC web site (www.nrc.gov) on 14 June 2007.
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(ii) An internal threat; and
(iii) A land vehicle bomb assault, which may be coordinated with an external
assaultý and
(iv) A waterborne vehicle bomb assault, which may be coordinated with an
external assault; and
(v) A cyber attack."

That DBT seems impressive, and is more demanding than previously-published DBTs.
However, the DBT cannot be highly demanding in practice, given the equipment that the
NRC requires for a security force. Major items of required equipment are semiautomatic
rifles, shotguns, semiautomatic pistols, bullet-resistant vests, gas masks, and flares for
night vision. Plausible attacks could overwhelm a security force equipped in this
manner. Also, press reports state that the assumed attacking force contains no more than
six persons.5

0

Table 2-6 sets forth some potential modes and instruments of attack on a nuclear power
plant, and summarizes the present defenses against these modes and instruments. That
table shows that a variety of potential attack scenarios could not be effectively resisted by
present defenses. Potential attacks on an ISFSI are discussed in Section 4, below.

Protective deterrence and the NRC

A rationale for the present level of protection of nuclear facilities was articulated by the
NRC chair, Richard Meserve, in 2 00 2 :51

"If we allow terrorist threats to determine what we build and what we
operate, we will retreat into the past - back to an era without suspension
bridges, harbor tunnels, stadiums, or hydroelectric dams, let alone
skyscrapers, liquid-natural-gas terminals, chemical factories, or nuclear
power plants. We cannot eliminate the terrorists' targets, but instead we
must eliminate the terrorists themselves. A strategy of risk avoidance -
the elimination of the threat by the elimination of potential targets - does
not reflect a sound response."

That statement shows no understanding of the need for a balanced policy to protect
critical infrastructure, employing the principles of protective deterrence. There is
considerable potential to embody those principles in the design of nuclear facilities,
especially new facilities. It has been known for decades that nuclear power plants could
be designed to be more robust against attack. For example, in the early 1980s the reactor
vendor ASEA-Atom developed a preliminary design for an "intrinsically safe"
commercial reactor known as the PIUS reactor. Passive-safety design principles were

49 10 CFR 73 Appendix B - General Criteria for Security Personnel, Section V, accessed from the NRC
web site (www.nrc.gov) on 14 June 2007.

H tebert. 2007.
. Mesene, 2002, page 22.
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used. The design basis for the PIUS reactor included events such as equipment failures,
operator errors and earthquakes, but also included: (i) takeover of the plant for one
operating shift by knowledgeable saboteurs equipped with large amounts of explosives;
(ii) aerial bombardment with 1,000-pound bombs; and (iii) abandonment of the plant by
the operators for one week.52 An ISFSI could be designed to withstand similar threats.

Consideration of malicious actions in environmental impact statements

As stated above, the NRC has generally refused to consider potential malicious actions in
environmental impact statements. An exception is the NRC's August 1979 Generic
Environmental Impact Statement on Handling and Storage of Spent Light Water Power
Reactor Fuel (NUREG-0575), which considered potential sabotage events at a spent-fuel
pool. 53 Table 2-7 describes the postulated events, which encompassed the detonation of
explosive charges in the pool, breaching of the walls of the pool building and the pool
floor by explosive charges or other means, and takeover of the central control room for
one half-hour. Involvement of up to about 80 adversaries was implied.

NUREG-0575 did not recognize the potential for an attack with these attributes to cause a
fire in the pool.5 4 Technically-informed attackers operating within this envelope of
attributes could cause a fire in a spent-fuel pool at Diablo Canyon or any other operating
nuclear power plant in the US."5 Informed attackers could use explosives, and their
command of the control room for one half-hour, to drain water from the pool and release
radioactive material from the adjacent reactor. The radiation field from the reactor
release and the drained pool could preclude personnel access, thus precluding recovery
actions if command of the plant were returned to the operators after one half-hour.
Exposure of spent fuel to air would initiate a fire that would release to the atmosphere a
large fraction of the pool's inventory of cesium-137.

56

3. An Appropriate Framework for Assessing the Risks of Malicious Actions at
Nuclear Facilities

3.1 Extending Traditional Risk Assessment to Encompass Malicious Actions

Over a three-decade period, the NRC has accepted, in various contexts, that an analysis
of a nuclear facility's environmental impacts should consider a range of conventional
accidents. Here, the term "conventional accidents" refers to incidents caused by human
error, equipment failure or natural events, but excludes incidents caused by malicious
actions. The radiological impacts of conventional accidents are examined through the

n Hannerz, 1983.
s NRC, 1979, Section 5 and Appendix J.

M the sabotage events postulated in NUREG-0575 yielded comparatively small radioactive releases.
5 Spent-fuel pools at Diablo Canyon and other US nuclear power plants are currently equipped with high-
density racks for holding spent fuel. Loss of water from a pool equipped with high-density racks would,
over a wide range of water-loss scenarios, lead to ignition and burning of spent fuel assemblies.
56 Alvarez et al, 2003; Thompson, 2006; National Research Council, 2006.
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use of risk-assessment tools such as probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). The first PRA.
for a commercial nuclear reactor was the Reactor Safety Study.57 A PRA for a nuclear
facility considers a number of conventional accident scenarios, estimating both their
radiological consequences and their probabilities of occurrence. In a competently-
conducted PRA study, a conventional accident scenario is not screened out a priori if its
probability is thought to be low. Instead, the scenario's radiological consequences and
probability are systematically estimated to determine its contribution to the overall risks
associated with the facility.

The traditional tools and practices of radiological risk assessment should be adapted to
address the risks of malicious actions at a nuclear facility. In this application of risk
assessment, conventional accident scenarios would be replaced by attack scenarios.
(These are also known as threat scenarios.) Probability would be treated differently in
this application, however, because there is usually no statistical basis to support
quantitative estimates of the probabilities of malicious actions. To accommodate that
problem, occurrence of a representative set of malicious actions would be assumed. The
scenarios flowing from each postulated malicious action would then be analyzed to
estimate the conditional probabilities and other characteristics of the outcomes, including
radiological impacts. The resulting information would be useful for a variety of
purposes. It would, for example, help to identify options to reduce the risks of malicious
actions through changes in the design or mode of operation of the facility. PRA-related
studies have been very helpful in this respect in the context of conventional accidents.

Information obtained by assuming the occurrence of a set of malicious actions should be
combined with qualitative estimates of the probabilities of the malicious actions, to yield
risk findings that have qualitative and quantitative components. The process of
combination should occur in such a way that assumptions and qualitative estimates of
probability can be re-visited at any time. With that provision, new information or
differing professional opinions could be factored into the risk findings without difficulty.
A standardized terminology should be developed to facilitate reasoned discussion of
assumptions and qualitative estimates.

The NRC, in developing its 1994 ruling on protection of nuclear power plants against
vehicle bombs, adopted the PRA-adaptation approach described above, stating:5M

"The NRC does not believe that it can quantify the likelihood of vehicle bomb
attack. However, it has performed a conditional probabilistic risk analysis for an
existing power reactor site, assuming an attempt to damage a nuclear power plant
with a design basis vehicle bomb placed at locations within the protected area that
would create the greatest risk to public health and safety. The analysis indicated
that the contribution to core damage frequency could be high."

7 NRC, 1975.
s NRC, 1994, page 38891.
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The NRC argued that its vehicle-bomb ruling was "prudent" in view of a vehicle
intrusion incident at the Three Mile Island site and a vehicle bombing of the World Trade
Center in February 1993.5 9 In support of this view, the NRC noted that the 1993 World
Trade Center bombing was "organized within the United States and implemented with
materials obtained on the open market in the United States". 60

The vehicle-bomb ruling was a step forward in that the NRC recognized one form of
threat scenario (use of a vehicle bomb) for an attack on a nuclear facility by a sub-
national group. However, the NRC failed to recognize other threat scenarios that are at
least as credible. Section 4.3, below, discusses other, credible scenarios in the context of
an ISFSI; analogous scenarios are relevant to power reactors and spent-fuel pools. Also,
the NRC failed to develop a standardized terminology for assumptions and qualitative
estimates regarding the probabilities of attack scenarios. At present (June 2007), the
NRC still lacks such a terminology.

Assessment of malice-related risks, as described here, would typically involve the use of
sensitive information. Here, the term "sensitive" refers to detailed information that could
substantially assist an attacking group to attain its objectives. Management of sensitive
information is discussed in Section 3.3, below.

In reviewing a license application for a nuclear facility, the NRC considers a set of
design-basis conventional accidents. That consideration occurs under the umbrella of the
Atomic Energy Act. An analogous situation pertains in the security realm. There, the
NRC considers a facility's ability to withstand a design-basis threat. That consideration
also occurs under the umbrella of the Atomic Energy Act. However, when the NRC
examines a facility's environmental impacts, it does so under the umbrella of NEPA. In
performing such examinations, the NRC has repeatedly accepted that it should consider
conventional accidents more severe than design-basis conventional accidents. Logic
indicates, therefore, that an assessment by the NRC of the risks of malicious actions at a
nuclear facility, conducted under the umbrella of NEPA, should consider reasonably
foreseeable threats more severe than design-basis threats.

3.2 Examining a Full Range of Risks, Risk-Reducing Options and their
Implications

A competently-performed assessment of the conventional accident risks at a nuclear
facility would consider radiological risks. The assessment would also identify and
characterize options for reducing those risks by modifying the facility's design or mode of
operation. Articulating knowledge about such options is an important purpose of NEPA.
Essentially the same requirements should apply to an assessment of the risks of malicious
actions. The latter assessment should consider radiological risks and options for reducing
those risks.

" NRC, 1994, Summary.
60 NRC, 1994, page 38891.
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Additional risks and impacts

Risks and impacts arising from the potential for malicious actions are not limited to
radiological risks. Social and economic impacts could be caused by malicious actions,
the expectation of malicious actions, the choice of design options, or other factors. The
term "additional risks and impacts" is used here to encompass the potential for such
impacts. These additional risks and impacts deserve careful research, and it is premature
to provide a taxonomy of them. Additional risks and impacts, and their relationships with
risk-reducing options, should be examined in any malice-related risk assessment. The
following, simplified example illustrates some additional risks and impacts, and shows
the importance of considering them in a risk assessment.

Consider a proposed nuclear facility(e.g., a reactor, a spent-fuel pool, or an ISFSI) that
would contain a large amount of radioactive material. There are two design options.
Option A would employ a design that was developed one or more decades ago. It would
have a comparatively low ability to resist an attack. To compensate for its vulnerability,
it would be protected by a large force of armed guards. Detailed information about the
option's design, and about the guard force, would be secret. The public would be
excluded from any effective role in the licensing of.this option. Option B would employ
a design using hiardening, resiliency and passive protection as envisioned in the NIPP. It
would have a comparatively high ability to resist an attack. As a result, a less capable
guard force would be required, there would be no need for secrecy, and the public would
have full access to license proceedings.

To further simplify this example, assume that the estimated life-cycle costs and
radiological risks of Options A and B would be identical. In that case, Option A would
be clearly inferior because it would increase the use of secret information and decrease
the public's role in decision-making, tendencies that are antithetical to US traditions and
inconsistent with long-term national prosperity. Put differently, Option A would have
higher levels of social and economic impacts. Moreover, if a malicious action were to
cause a release of radioactive material, the social and economic impacts could be higher
if Option A had been chosen, because that choice would have relegated the public to a
lesser role.

The preceding example, although simplified, is far from theoretical. Design options have
been employed that are highly vulnerable to attack, and the NRC has become much more
secretive in recent years. Consider the case of spent-fuel pools equipped with high-
density racks. All the spent-fuel pools at US nuclear power plants are so equipped. The
NRC asserts that these pools are adequately safe and secure. Yet, since September 2001
the NRC has not published any technical analysis on the safety and security of spent-fuel
pools, and has denied requests by intervenors that spent-fuel-pool risks be addressed in
evidentiary hearings. As a result, the NRC has never published any analysis on the risks
of a spent-fuel-pool fire initiated by malicious action, and has never allowed an
examination of these risks in a license proceeding. In this real-world case, spent-fuel
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pools equipped with high-density racks are Option A. An Option B is available, namely
re-equipping the pools with low-density, open-frame racks, as was intended when the
present generation of US nuclear power plants was designed.6'

Cumulative risks of closely-associated facilities

Many nuclear facilities are closely associated with other nuclear facilities. For example,
the Diablo Canyon site features two reactors and two spent-fuel pools. These four
facilities are in close physical proximity and share many supporting systems. As a result,
the conventional accident risks and malice-related risks associated with any one of these
four facilities can only be properly understood through analyses that consider interactions
among all four facilities. The proposed ISFSI at Diablo Canyon would share the guard
force and other security measures that are deployed at the site. A release of radioactive
material from the ISFSI could affect the operation of the reactors and pools, and vice
versa. Thus, malice-related risks at the ISFSI should be considered in the context of
malice-related risks across the entire site. Also, the ISFSI would be used to support
continued operation of the reactors. Thus, risks arising from operation of the ISFSI over
its lifetime should be viewed in the context of reactor risks.

To generalize from the Diablo Canyon example, any assessment of conventional accident
risks or malice-related risks should examine the interactions among closely-associated
facilities, and should assess the cumulative risks arising from operation of those facilities.

3.3 Managing Sensitive Information

A thorough assessment of malice-related risks at a nuclear facility would typically
involve the use of sensitive information, defined here as detailed information that could
substantially assist an attacking group to attain its objectives. Given this definition,
general information about a nuclear facility, including its overall physical layout,
operating principles and radioactive inventory, would not be sensitive. Information about
the potential radiological impacts of a malicious action would not be sensitive. Detailed
information about vulnerable points of the facility, or detailed information about attack
scenarios that could exploit such points of vulnerability, could be sensitive. None of the
information provided in this report is sensitive.

Sensitive information, as defined here, is not appropriate for general dissemination.
Thus, processes for the assessment of malice-related risks must involve rules and
practices for managing sensitive information so that its distribution is limited.

61 In this case, Option B would have a much lower radiological risk than Option A, but a higher capital

cost.
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The costs of secrecy

Rules and practices for designating information as sensitive, and for managing
information so designated, should recognize that secrecy has high costs. As stated in
Section 3.2, above, secrecy is antithetical to US traditions and inconsistent with long-
term national prosperity. Thus, an assessment of malice-related risks at a nuclear facility
should consider the social and economic impacts of secrecy. That consideration would
tend to favor design options involving features such as hardening, resiliency and passive
protection. In some instances, secrecy-related impacts could be so high that they
outweigh any benefits from operating a nuclear facility. It should be remembered that
nuclear facilities exist to serve society, rather than vice versa.

It should also be noted that the safety and security of nuclear facilities will be
significantly and adversely affected by an entrenched culture of secrecy. Such a culture
is not compatible with a clear-headed, science-based approach to the understanding of
risks. Entrenched secrecy perpetuates dogma, stifles dissent, and can create a false sense
of security. In illustration, the culture of secrecy in the former USSR was a major factor
contributing to the occurrence of the 1986 Chernobyl reactor accident.

62

The limited effectiveness ofJknowledge suppression

Within the NRC and elsewhere, factions will argue that suppression of knowledge can
reduce the risks of malicious actions at nuclear facilities. Knowledge suppression is,
however, a strategy with limited effectiveness. Nuclear fission power is a mature
technology based on science from the mid-20th century. Detailed information about
nuclear technology and individual nuclear facilities is archived at many locations around
the world, and large numbers of people have worked in nuclear facilities. Similarly,
information about weapons and other devices that could be used to attack nuclear
facilities is widely available. Large numbers of people have been trained to use such
devices in a military context. Thus, it would be prudent to assume that sophisticated sub-
national groups can identify and exploit vulnerabilities in US nuclear facilities.

A balanced approach to managing sensitive in/brmation

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that managing sensitive information should be
done carefully, balancing several considerations. The NRC has not achieved this balance
since September 2001. Instead, the NRC has taken a crude, counterproductive approach
in which it is excessively secretive while also making assertions about safety and security
that do not withstand critical examination. To help correct this situation, the NRC should
engage public stakeholders (citizen groups, academics, state and local governments, etc.)
and licensees in a dialogue that seeks consensus on an effective, balanced policy for

62 Thompson, 2002, Section X.
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management of sensitive information. Implementation of that policy would not
necessarily require changes in NRC rules.

3.4 Ensuring Compatibility with a Comprehensive National Strategy for
Homeland Security

Section 2, above, explains the need for a comprehensive, balanced strategy to reduce the
risks of attack on US critical infrastructure by sub-national groups. The National
Infrastructure Protection Plan could be a major element of that strategy, supporting a
policy of enhanced protective deterrence.

The conduct of thorough assessments of malice-related risks at US nuclear facilities
could make a major contribution to implementation of the NIPP. These assessments
could provide models to be followed in other infrastructure sectors, such as the chemical
industry. Even better, the NRC could work with other agencies to develop a risk-
assessment framework that allows risks to be compared not only within an infrastructure
sector (such as the nuclear industry, or the chemical industry) but also among sectors.

As an initial step, the NRC should develop malice-related risk assessments that are
scientifically credible and meet the other requirements set forth above. While developing
these assessments, the NRC should engage in dialogue and cooperative research with
other agencies and stakeholders, seeking to develop a pan-sectoral risk-assessment
framework.

3.5 Incorporating Findings into an Environmental Assessment or
Environmental Impact Statement

Sections 3.1 through 3.4, above, outline a set of standards for the conduct of malice-
related risk assessments. When those assessments are done, they must be incorporated
into EAs or EISs, either retroactively or concurrently. During that process, provision
must be made for limiting the dissemination of sensitive information. The best approach
would be to place sensitive information in appendices whose dissemination is limited.
The full title of each such appendix, and a general summary of its purpose, scope and
findings, should be included in the body of the EA or EIS, which would be openly
published.

4. The NRC Staff s Supplement to the Environmental Assessment for the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI

4.1 Scope, Assumptions, Methodology and Conclusions of the Staff's
Supplement

In October 2003, the NRC Staff issued an Environmental Assessment for the proposed
ISFSI at Diablo Canyon. Pursuant to a ruling by the 9th Circuit of the US Court of
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Appeals, the Staff issued a Supplement to that EA in May 2007. Here, that Supplement
is described as the Diablo EA Supplement. The Supplement addresses the risks of
potential malicious actions at the proposed ISFSJ. It concludes (at page 7) that "a
terrorist attack that would result in a significant release of radiation affecting the public is
not reasonably expected to occur".

Shortly after issuing the Diablo EA Supplement, the NRC Staff issued an analogous
document related to the application by Pa'ina Hawaii, LLC, to build and operate a
commercial, pool-type industrial irradiator in Honolulu, Hawaii, at the Honolulu
International Airport. That document is analogous to the Diablo EA Supplement because
both respond to the same ruling by the 9th Circuit of the US Court of Appeals. The
document takes the form of a Supplemental Appendix to the Staffs Draft EA for the
proposed irradiator, which was issued in December 2006.64 Hereafter, the Supplemental
Appendix is described as the "Pa'ina EA Appendix".

This report focuses on issues related to the Diablo EA Supplement. However, the Pa'ina
EA Appendix provides additional, relevant information, and is therefore briefly examined
here.

The Diablo EA Supplement is a short (8-page) document. It claims (at page 1) to address
"the environmental impacts from potential terrorist acts directed at the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI". It mentions technical analyses related to potential malicious actions at the Diablo
Canyon 1SFSI, but does not itself provide such analyses. Nor does it cite any document
that describes such analyses. It provides only a partial, incomplete view of its underlying
assumptions and methodology. Thus, the Supplement's conclusions cannot be linked to a
technical base of evidence and analysis.

Defense of the Diablo Canyon ISFSJ

The Diablo EA Supplement provides (at page 4) a brief discussion of nation-wide
security measures implemented by the US government since September 2001. That
discussion focuses on measures intended to prevent persons with malicious intent from
taking control of commercial aircraft used to carry passengers or cargo. There is no
discussion of security measures in the context of smaller, general-aviation aircraft,
despite the existence of a large US-based fleet of such aircraft and the potential for such
an aircraft to be used, in an explosive-laden configuration, as an instrument of attack on a
nuclear facility.

The Supplement goes on to provide (at pages 4 and 5) a discussion of the security
measures that the NRC requires licensees to implement at ISFSIs and~other nuclear
facilities. Major security measures required at ISFSIs include: (i) physical barriers; (ii)
surveillance; (iii) intrusion detection; (iv) a response to intrusions; and (v) offsite

63 NRC, 2007a.

64 NRC, 2007b.
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assistance from local law enforcement agencies, as necessary. Measures in each category
were required prior to September 2001. After September 2001, the NRC conducted what
the Staff describes as a "comprehensive review" of the NRC's security program. The
review considered threats such as a land-based vehicle bomb, ground assault with the use
of an insider, and water-borne assaults. Subsequently, security measures at ISFSIs were
enhanced in various respects.

The Diablo EA Supplement does not clearly articulate the relationship between defense
of the Diablo Canyon ISFSI and defense of other facilities on the site. Elsewhere, the
NRC states that its regulations do not require licensees to defend against the DBT that
applies at a nuclear power plant, but, in practice, when an ISFSI is located at a reactor
site, the ISFSI is typically included within the reactors' security plan. The NRC further
states that the Diablo Canyon licensee has amended its reactor security plan to cover the
proposed ISFSI.65 As explained in Section 2.4, above, the DBT at a nuclear power plant
is such that the NRC requires only a light defense of the plant.

Risk-assessment methodology underlying the Diablo EA Supplement

As explained in Section 3.1, above, the NRC's consideration of design-basis conventional
accidents and design-basis threats in a license proceeding is governed by the Atomic
Energy Act. By contrast, preparation of an EA or an EIS is governed by NEPA. The
NRC has repeatedly accepted that its assessment of conventional accident risks in an EA
or an EIS should consider conventional accidents more severe than design-basis
conventional accidents. Logic indicates that its assessment of malice-related risks in an
EA or an EIS should consider threats more severe than design-basis threats. Preparation
of the Diablo EA Supplement has given the NRC Staff an opportunity to apply that logic,
and to employ a credible process for assessment of malice-related risks. Section 3,
above, has articulated a standard by which to judge the Staffs assessment.

The Diablo EA Supplement does not provide or cite any technical analyses to support its
conclusions, nor does it provide an adequate explanation of the assumptions and
methodology that underlie those conclusions. The reader is obliged to rely on a brief and
incomplete explanation in the Diablo EA Supplement. Apparently, the Staff employed
similar assumptions and methodology in preparing the Pa'ina EA Appendix, which
provides slightly more information. Neither document provides a clear and complete
explanation of the assumptions and methodology used by the Staff to identify and
examine attack scenarios and their impacts. From the limited explanations that are
provided, it appears that the Staff employed a crude methodology (a "screening and
assessment tool") that was originally intended to determine the adequacy of security
measures. That issue falls under the Atomic Energy Act, not under NEPA. Also, some
of the assumptions employed by the Staff are inappropriate, as discussed below.

65 NRC, 2007c, Footnote 10.
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The Diablo EA Supplement states (at page 6):

"Following issuance of the 2002 security orders for ISFSls, NRC used a security
assessment framework as a screening and assessment tool, to determine whether
additional security measures, beyond those required by regulation and the security
orders, were warranted for NRC-regulated facilities, including ISFSIs."

Apparently, that process began by identifying a "spectrum" of threat scenarios. The
Diablo EA Supplement does not describe the spectrum. From that spectrum, the Staff
identified a set of"plausible" threat scenarios through a screening exercise that is not
described in the Supplement. The Pa'ina EA Appendix provides slightly more
information about threat screening, stating (at page B-5):

"Remote or speculative scenarios and scenarios with insignificant consequences
were screened out based on threat assessments and engineering evaluations".

Threat scenarios deemed to be "plausible" were then examined by the Staff as follows
(Diablo EA Supplement, page 6):

"For those scenarios deemed plausible, NRC assessed the attractiveness of the
facility to attack by taking into account factors such as iconic value, complexity of
plarining required, resources needed, execution risk, and public protective
measures. In addition, NRC made conservative assessments of consequences, to
assess the potential for early fatalities from radiological impacts. NRC then
looked at the combined effect of the attractiveness and the consequence analyses,
to determine whether additional security measures for ISFSIs were necessary."

These words describe an examination that apparently combined qualitative judgments
with quantitative analyses. The Diablo EA Supplement provides no further description of
the examination, and does not cite any document that provides such a description. Thus,
the completeness and quality of the examination cannot be determined, with one
exception. That exception is the use of the "potential for early fatalities" as an indicator
of radiological impacts. As explained in Section 4.3, below, the potential for early
fatalities is a highly inappropriate indicator of the radiological impacts of accidents or
attacks at an ISFSI.

The Diablo EA Supplement describes (at pages 6 and 7) how the Staff used its process to
consider threat scenarios and radiological impacts in the context of ISFSIs in general, and
in the context of the proposed Diablo ISFSL That application of the process is discussed
in Section 4.2, below.
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The probability of attack

The Diablo EA Supplement addresses the probability of attack in differing, inconsistent
ways. It states (at page 6) that the probability of an attack is "believed to be low", but
also that it "cannot be reliably quantified". It also states (at page 6) that enhanced
security measures and emergency-planning measures have been implemented at ]SFSIs
"without regard to the probability of an attack". The Supplement claims (at page 6) that
these measures reduce the risk of attack to an "acceptable" level. The Supplement does
not explain how acceptability was determined.

The Pa'ina EA Appendix takes a different approach to the probabilityof attack at
commercial nuclear facilities, including irradiators and [SFSIs. It states (at page B-4):

"The NRC staff operates on the premise that a general credible threat exists (i.e.,
the likelihood of attack has a probability of 1). However, this general credible
threat should not be confused with the likelihood of a successful terrorist action
(i.e., the probability of a successful attack is <1). Generally in NEPA analysis,
the NRC must consider reasonable foreseeable impacts including those from
potential accidents. Due to the unique nature of terrorist activities the following
discussion focuses on the qualitative probability of a successful attack because at
this time it is only possible to assign qualitative probabilities to these events."

The Diablo EA Supplement draws no distinction between the probability of an attack and
the conditional probability that the attack will be successful. The Supplement does not
indicate whether a "credible" threat or a "plausible" threat is, or is not, equivalent to a
"successful attack". From the Pa'ina EA Appendix, one might infer that the "plausible"
threats described in the Diablo EA Supplement are thought (by the Staff) to have a
comparatively high conditional probability of success. The Supplement provides no
clarity on these points.

The Supplement does not provide any framework or terminology for discussing
probability in qualitative terms. The Supplement does not discuss the conditional
probabilities of radiological impacts and other outcomes of assumed attack scenarios,
thereby ignoring an opportunity to partially quantify malice-related risks. Overall, the
Supplement provides an inconsistent and incomplete treatment of the probability of
attack.

Role of emnergency planning

The Diablo EA Supplement states (at page 6) that the NRC has "developed emergency
planning requirements, which could mitigate potential [radiological] consequences for
certain [attack] scenarios [at an ISFST]". No further explanation is provided, and no
document is cited. This statement apparently refers to security-related enhancements that
licensees have made in their emergency preparedness (EP) programs, pursuant to
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communications from the NRC. These enhancements are not required by current NRC
regulations. The NRC Staff has, therefore, sought "Commission approval to begin
activities to develop a new voluntary performance-based EP regulatory regimen that• T66 r •
could serve as an alternative approach to existing EP regulations and guidance". 6From

that information, one can infer that the Diablo EA Supplement assumes that voluntary EP
enhancements would reduce malice-related risks at the Diablo Canyon 1SFSI. The
Supplement states (at page 7): "In some situations, emergency planning actions could
provide an additional measure of protection to help mitigate the consequences, in the
unlikely event that an attack were attempted at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI". Apparently,
those emergency planning actions would involve voluntary, security-related
enhancements.

The NRC Staffs lack of clarity in the Supplement regarding the role of emergency
planning illustrates the negative effects of an entrenched culture of secrecy. Effective
emergency response requires rapid, coordinated actions by many public and private
entities that normally have limited or no engagement with the NRC and the licensee.
Secrecy in emergency planning will almost guarantee that confusion and delay would
prevail in an actual emergency. Moreover, emergency planning for reactor sites is not
currently optimized to address land contamination, which would be the dominant source
of radiological impacts following a successful attack on an ISFSI.

Consideration of other nuclear facilities at the Diablo Canyon site

The Diablo EA Supplement does not discuss risk-related interactions among the proposed
ISFS1 and other nuclear facilities at the Diablo Canyon site. The Supplement does not
mention the cumulative risks arising from operation of all the nuclear facilities at the site.
Section 3.2, above, explains the importance of: (i) considering risk-related interactions
among nuclear facilities at a site; and (ii) assessing the cumulative risks from operation of
those facilities.

6 7

4.2 Threat Scenarios and Radiological Impacts Considered by the Staff

The Diablo EA Supplement provides (at page 6) brief descriptions of: (i) the type of
spent-fuel storage module that would be employed at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI; and (ii)
the module's purported robustness against attack. The module would function as follows.
Spent fuel assemblies would be stored vertically inside a sealed, cylindrical, multi-
purpose canister (MPC) made of stainless steel, which would in turn be located inside an
overpack. The overpack would consist of two, coaxial,,cylindrical, carbon steel shells
separated by a layer of concrete, with a fixed baseplate at the bottom and a removable lid
at the top. The overpack would be penetrated by cooling vents at its top and bottom,
whose purpose would be to allow a flow of ambient air over the outer surface of the
MPC, driven by natural convection, to remove radioactive decay heat from the fuel

66 Reyes, 2006, page I.

7 Related infonuation is provided in: Thompson, 2002.
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assemblies. The module would be supplied by Holtec International. This type of module
is known as the HI-STORM 100SA System.

To assess the potential for release of radioactive material from a Diablo Canyon module
by malicious actions, the NRC Staff relied on generic security assessments for ISFSIs,
apparently conducted around 2002. The Diablo EA Supplement states (at page 7):
"Plausible threat scenarios considered in the generic security assessments for ISFSIs
included a large aircraft impact similar in magnitude to the attacks of September 11,
2001, and ground assaults using expanded adversary characteristics consistent with the
design basis threat for radiological sabotage for nuclear power plants." The Supplement
later (at page 7) describes these two attack scenarios as "the most severe plausible threat
scenarios". Section 4.3, below, addresses the merit of that statement.

The Diablo EA Supplement does not provide any analysis of the radiological impacts of
threat scenarios, nor does it cite any document that provides such analysis. The
Supplement does not provide any estimate of the radiation dose arising from release of
radioactive material, except to say (at page 7) that the dose "would likely be below 5
rem" at the Diablo Canyon site. The Supplement strongly implies that the generic ISFS1
assessments yielded the same upper range of dose. That would be consistent with the
licensing role of the generic ISFSI assessments, because a dose of 5 rem is the maximum
allowable dose for a design-basis accident at an ISFSI.68

Obtaining a dose of 5 rem would require only a small release of radioactive material from
a storage module. Table 4-1 illustrates this point. It shows, for example, that creation of
a hole in an MPC with an equivalent diameter of 2.3 mm would yield a dose of 6.3 rem.
Most of that dose would be attributable to release of two-millionths (1.9E-06) of the
MPC's inventory of radioisotopes in the "fines" category. That release corresponds to a
comparatively small amount of damage to the MPC and the spent fuel within it. Clearly,
therefore, the Diablo EA Supplement has not considered a threat scenario that causes
substantial damage to an ISFSI module.

4.3 Threat Scenarios and Radiological Impacts that are Relevant to an ISFSI

The NRC Staff has not provided a credible analysis of threat scenarios and radiological
impacts for an ISFSI at Diablo Canyon or elsewhere. Some illustrative analysis is
provided here, to show deficiencies in the Diablo EA Supplement. Correcting those
deficiencies is a task for the NRC Staff. The illustrative analysis provided here is
abbreviated due to the author's concern about dissemination of sensitive information. A

68 NRC regulation 10 CFR 72,106(b) limits the radiation dose that any individual located on or beyond the

nearest boundary of the contro ed area of an ISFSI may receive from any design-basis accident. The dose
limit is the more limiting of: (i)ta total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) of 5 rem; or (ii) a 50-rem sum of
the deep-dose equivalent and the committed dose equivalent to any individual organ. Separate dose limits
are also specified for the lens of the eye and for skin or extremities.
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much fuller analysis could be provided here, drawing from published literature and
general engineering knowledge.

6 9

An ISFSI module's vulnerability to attack

In some ways, the type of storage module proposed for the Diablo canyon ISFSI (the HI-
STORM IOOSA System) is a robust structure. The overpack has an outer diameter of 3.7
meters and a height of 5.9 meters. Its outer, carbon steel shell is about 3/4 inch (2 cm)
thick, the inner shell is about 11/4 inch (3 cm) thick, and the space between these shells is
filled by about 27 inches (69 cm) of concrete (details vary by module version).7] That is
a robust structure in terms of its resistance to natural forces (e.g., tornado-driven
missiles), but not in terms of its ability to withstand penetration by weapons available to
sub-national groups. In any event, the overpack is already penetrated by cooling vents, as
described above. The cylindrical wall of the MPC is about 1/2 inch (1.3 cm) thick, and
could be readily penetrated by available weapons. The spent fuel assemblies that would
be stored inside the MPC are composed of long, narrow tubes made of zirconium alloy,
inside which uranium oxide fuel pellets are stacked. The walls of the tubes (the fuel
cladding) are about 0.023 inch (0.6 mm) thick and have negligible capacity to withstand
penetration by available weapons. Moreover, zirconium is a flammable metal, In finely
divided form, it is used in military incendiary devices.

A competent, sub-national group seeking to create offsite radiological impacts by
attacking a storage module at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would probably seek to penetrate
the wall of the MPC and ignite the zirconium fuel cladding, with the intent of initiating a
fire that would release radioactive material to the atmosphere. A fire could release a
substantial fraction of the cesium-137 in affected fuel assemblies, because cesium is a
volatile element. The presence of cooling vents at the top and bottom of the module
could create a chimney effect that enhances a zirconium fire. For that reason, the
attackers could prefer that the module remains upright. The type of module (HI-i-STORM
IOOSA System) that the licensee intends to use at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would remain
upright during many attack scenarios, because it is specifically designed to be anchored
to its pad. The attackers could seek to exacerbate a fire by enlarging the cooling vents or
creating additional holes in the overpack.

Instruments and modes of attack

Penetration of the overpack of a storage module (and penetration of the MPC) could be
readily accomplished using a shaped charge. 7' These devices have many civilian
applications. They are extensively used in the mining and petroleum industries, and for
demolition. They have been used in military contexts for decades. Their military
applications include, for example, human-carried demolition charges or warheads for
anti-tank missiles. Construction and use of shaped charges does not require assistance

69 Related information is provided in: Thompson, 2005b; Thompson. 2003.

H -oltec FSAR, Chapter 1.
71 Waiters, 2003.
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from a government or access to classified information. Many people around the world
have experience with these devices in civilian and military contexts.

Table 4-2 provides some information about the shaped charge as a potential instrument of
attack. A shaped charge described in that table was designed to penetrate large
thicknesses of rock or concrete, as the first stage of a "tandem" warhead (two devices in
line, with differing functions). Detailed information about this device has been openly
published, but the citation is not provided here. A test proved that the device could create
a hole of 25 cm diameter in rock to a depth of almost 6 meters. A device of that size and
capability would not be needed to penetrate an ISFSI module. For that application,
competent attackers would employ smaller shaped charges, optimized for portability and
diameter and depth of hole.

Penetration using a shaped charge would not be the attackers' only option for creating
additional holes in the overpack. For example, attackers could use small charges or
cutting devices to sever the bolts holding down the lid of the overpack, and then use
charges to remove the lid. Boring into or cutting off portions of the overpack could be
accomplished using a thermic lance. That device is an iron pipe through which oxygen
gas is passed. When the tip is ignited, iron and oxygen react exothermically at a
temperature of about 4,000 degrees C. This lance will easily cut through concrete, which
melts at 1,800-2.500 degrees C. Steel plates or reinforcing bars will feed the iron-oxygen
reaction. This device was developed in France after World War fH, to assist the
demolition of submarine pens and other large concrete structures that had been built by
Nazi Germany. A thermic lance could readily penetrate the MIPC in an ISFSI module and
ignite the zirconium fuel cladding inside the MPC.

There are various military situations in which attackers seek to penetrate a target (e.g., an
armored vehicle, or a concrete bunker) and initiate' combustion inside the target. If the
attackers achieve direct contact with the target, they might pursue this goal in two,
separate steps. First, the target would be penetrated. Second, an incendiary device or
material would be inserted through the resulting hole. Often, however, the attack would
be made from a distance. For example, an anti-tank missile might be launched from a
point tens or hundreds of meters from the target. To accommodate such situations,
weapons laboratories and suppliers have developed warheads that combine penetration
and incendiary functions. One arrangement is a tandem warhead in which the first stage
penetrates the target and the second stage is an incendiary device, A variant of this
arrangement employs a "thermobaric" second stage that generates blast and thermal
effects.

An attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI could be mounted in three different modes, or in
combinations of those modes.7 2 First, attackers could seek to place themselves in direct
contact with ISFSI modules. That mode of attack could involve the use of land vehicles

n Each mode ofattack on the ISFSI could be accompanied by diversionary or complementary attacks at
other locations.
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or airborne vehicles (which could include helicopters or ultralight aircraft) to carry
personnel to the ISFSI. Second, attackers could fire guided missiles or other weapons at
the ISFSI from ground positions, land vehicles, airborne vehicles, or boats located at
distances of hundreds of meters or more from the ISFSI. In illustration of the potential
for such an attack, note that the TOW (tube-launched, optically-tracked, wire-guided)
missile, which is widely used around the world and which has a proven capability against
armored vehicles and bunkers, has a range exceeding 3,000 meters. Third, attackers
could use aircraft as improvised cruise missiles, in a kamikaze or remotely-guided
configuration.

The Diablo EA Supplement considers the third mode of attack on an ISFSI, but makes
the mistaken assumption that a large, fuel-laden commercial aircraft would pose the
greatest threat using this attack mode. Large, commercial aircraft caused major damage
to the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in September 2001, but they would not be
optimal as instruments of attack on an ISFSI. They are comparatively soft objects
containing a few hard structures such as turbine shafts. They can be difficult to guide
precisely at low speed and altitude. A competent group seeking to attack an ISFSI using
an improvised cruise missile would probably prefer to use a smaller, general-aviation
aircraft laden with explosive material, perhaps configured as a shaped charge in tandem
with incendiary material. In this connection, note that the US General Accounting Office
(GAO) expressed concern, in September 2003 testimony to Congress, about the potential
for malicious use of general-aviation aircraft. The testimony stated:73

"Since September 2001, TSA [the Transportation Security Administration]
has taken limited action to improve general aviation security, leaving it far
more open and potentially vulnerable than commercial aviation. General
aviation is vulnerable because general aviation pilots are not screened
before takeoff and the contents of general aviation planes are not screened
at any point. General aviation includes more than 200,000 privately
owned airplanes, which are located in every state at more than 19,000
airports. Over 550 of these airports also provide commercial service. In
the last 5 years, about 70 aircraft have been stolen from general aviation
airports, indicating a potential weakness that could be exploited by
terrorists."

Prudent assumptions about attack

Many people around the world are familiar with the attack principles described in the
preceding paragraphs, relevant weapons are available in many countries, and the
resources required for an attack are attainable by many sub-national groups. It would,
therefore, be prudent to assume that: (i) a sub-national group could mount a credible
attack on ISFST modules at Diablo Canyon; (ii) the group would seek to create a release
pathway from the interior of one or more MPCs to the atmosphere; (iii) the group would

73 Dillingharn, 2003, page 14.
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seek to initiate a zirconium fire inside each attacked MPC, to maximize the release of
radioactive material to the atmosphere; and (iv) the attack could have a substantial
conditional probability of success.

Radiological impacts of attack

Given the second and third of the assumptions in the preceding paragraph, a successful
attack on the Diablo Canyon ISFSI could release to the atmosphere a substantial fraction
(tens of percent) of the cesium-137 in each attacked MPC, together with releases of other
radioisotopes. 74 Several MPCs could be affected in this manner. Section 2.3, above,
discusses a postulated release of 3 million Curies of cesium-I37,' representing about 50
percent of the cesium-137 in four spent-fuel storage modules. That is a reasonable

-assumption for the purpose of assessing the radiological impacts of a successful attack.

Land contamination and its sequelac would be the dominant radiological impacts of the
release from attacked MPCs. Sequelae would include contamination of food and water,
cancers and other adverse health effects that would be manifested years after the release,
relocation of populations, abandonment of real estate, and various economic and social
impacts. An estimate of economic loss arising from an atmospheric release of 3.5 million
Curies of cesium-137, considering five US reactor sites, shows an average loss of $91
billion.7 5 Factors not considered in that estimate could lead to a higher economic loss.

The radiological impacts of potential atmospheric releases from power reactors have been
studied for decades. For example, the 1975 Reactor Safety Study discussed these impacts
in detail.7 6 Studies show that a release from a power reactor could lead to early fatalities
among downwind populations. The fatalities would be "early" in the sense that they
would be manifested within a few weeks or months after the release. Early fatalities
would be almost entirely attributable to the release of short-lived radioisotopes, which are
present in abundance in the core of an operating reactor. An ISFSI would contain a
negligible inventory of short-lived radioisotopes, because it would contain spent fuel that
has aged over a period of years. Thus, the potential for early fatalities is a highly
inappropriate indicator of the radiological impacts of conventional accidents or attacks at
an.ISFS1. The NRC Staffs reliance on this indicator in the Diablo EA Supplement
provides, by itself, sufficient grounds to reject the conclusions of the Supplement.

4.4 Options for Reducing the Risks of Malicious Actions

The Diablo EA Supplement provides (at page 3) a limited discussion of alternatives to the
proposed ISFSI. These alternatives fall into three categories: (i) shipment of spent fuel
offsite; (ii) other methods of storing spent fuel onsite; and (iii) no action, leading to
shutdown of the Diablo Canyon reactors. In discussing other methods of storing spent

7 The fractional release of each radioisotope would be determined by the isotope's physical and chemical
properties as an element.

B Seyea et al, 2004.
76 NRC, 1975, Appendix VI.
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fuel onsite, the Supplement considers an increase in the capacity of the existing spent-fuel
pools at the site, or construction of a new pool, and rejects both options. The Supplement
does not discuss the option of constructing the ISFSI using a design that is more robust
against attack than the design proposed by the licensee.

The Supplement does not mention the National Infrastructure Protection Plan. It does
not discuss homeland-security strategy, the principles of protective deterrence, or the
opportunities that the NIPP has identified for incorporating protective features into the
design of infrastructure elements.

Increasing the ISFS1's robustness against attack

Options for designing a Diablo Canyon ISFSI to be more robust against attack have been
identified by this author, as follows:77 "re-design of the ISFSI to use thick-walled metal
casks, dispersal of the casks, and protection of the casks by berms or bunkers in a
configuration such that pooling of aircraft fuel would not occur in the event of an aircraft
impact". Elsewhere, the author has provided a more detailed discussion about designing
an ISFSI to be more robust against attack. 78 A factor addressed in that discussion is the
possibility that society will extend the life of ISFSIs until they become, by default,
repositories for spent fuel. Consideration of that possibility could favor an above-ground
ISFSI whose robustness would be enhanced through a combination of the design options
described above.

Holtec International has developed a design for a new ISFSI storage module that is said
to be more robust against attack than present modules. The new module is the HI-
STORM I OOU module, which would employ the same MPC as is proposed for the
Diablo Canyon ISFSI. For most of its height, the IOOU module would be underground.
Holtec has described the robustness of the IOOU module as follows:7 9

"Release of radioactivity from the HI-STORM 1 OOU by any mechanical means
(crashing aircraft, missile, etc.) is virtually impossible. The only access path into
the cavity for a missile is vertically downward, which is guarded by an arched,
concrete-fortified steel lid weighing in excess of 10 tons. The lid design, at
present configured to easily thwart a crashing aircraft, can be further buttressed to
withstand more severe battlefield weapons, if required in the future for homeland
security considerations. The lid is engineered to be conveniently replaceable by a
later model, if the potency of threat is deemed to escalate to levels that are
considered non-credible today."

The design of the Holtec IOOtU module has been under review by the NRC Staff. The
Staff has expressed concern about seismic-related structural analyses performed for this
design, and in late 2006 Holtec withdrew its application for a Certificate of Compliance

" Thompson, 2002, paragraph XI-5.
78 Thompson. 2003.
" Holtec, 2007.
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for the I OOU module. Further discussions were held between Holtec and the Staff on 27
March 2007, described by the Staff as follows:

80

"At the meeting, Holtec presented new and revised structural analyses in response
to the staffs concerns. The staff responded positively to the material presented by
Holtec and indicated that it appeared the staffs concerns had been addressed, A
new application is scheduled to be submitted by the end of April 2007."

It appears that the Holtec 100U module may soon receive a Certificate of Compliance
from the NRC. At that point, the lO0U module would be available for use in the Diablo
Canyon ISFSI.

Enhancing active deftnse of the ISFSI

As currently proposed, the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would receive an active defense
involving the deployment of armed guards and related security measures. That form of
defense contrasts with the passive defense provided by a facility's inherent robustness
against attack.

Active defense of the ISFSI could be enhanced by employing additional security
measures, such as anti-aircraft guns or missiles. The Diablo EA Supplement does not
discuss that option. A thorough assessment of malice-related risks at the Diablo Canyon
ISFSI should consider the merits of enhancing active defense as a risk-reducing option.
In considering that option, the assessment should recognize that active defense has
substantial costs, both monetary and societal, that could be avoided by enhancing the
ISFSI's inherent robustness.9s

Enhancing capabilitiesfJr damage control

As discussed in Section 4.3, above, it would be prudent to assume that a group attacking
the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would seek to create a release pathway from the interior of one
or more MPCs to the atmosphere, and to initiate a zirconium fire inside each attacked
MPC in order to maximize the release of radioactive material to the atmosphere. To
counter those ambitions, the licensee could improve its capabilities for damage control,
seeking to minimize the radioactive release in the event of an attack. Relevant
capabilities would include: (i) availability of personnel trained and equipped to work in a
high-radiation environment; and (ii) deployment of devices and materials to suppress
fires and limit releases of radioactive material. A thorough assessment of malice-related

3" Johnson, 2007, Enclosure C.
81 In October 2001 the French government deployed anti-aircraft missiles at the La Hague nuclear site.

Deployment of anti-aircraft guns or missiles to defend the Diablo Canyon ISFSI would require the ongoing
presence of US military personnel, to maintain and operate these weapons. Complex questions of
command authority for firing of the weapons would need to be addressed. These factors would generate
substatitial monetary and societal costs.
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risks at the Diablo Canyon ISFSI should consider the merits of enhancing capabilities for
damage control as a risk-reducing option.

4.5 An Overall Evaluation of the Staff's Supplement

Section 2 of this report provides a broad perspective on potential malicious actions at
nuclear facilities. That perspective shows the importance of conducting thorough
assessments of malice-related risks and options for reducing those risks. Section 3 sets
forth an appropriate framework for assessing malice-related risks, thereby providing a
standard for evaluating the Diablo EA Supplement. Sections 4.1 through 4.4 review
various aspects of the Supplement. Major findings of the review include:

(i) the Supplement neither provides technical analysis nor cites any document that
provides such analysis;
(ii) in preparing the Supplement, the NRC Staff relied on an unexplained process
to identify plausible threat scenarios;
(iii) the Staff failed to consider threat scenarios that are more severe and at least
as plausible as the threat scenarios that it did consider;
(iv) the Staff relied on a crude, partially explained methodology to assess malice-
related risks;
(v) the Staff employed a highly inappropriate indicator of the radiological impacts
of attacks, namely the potential for early fatalities;
(vi) the Supplement greatly under-estimates the scale of radiological impacts of
attacks and ignores the dominant impacts, which would arise from land
contamination;
(vii) the Supplement ignores the NIPP and the potential that it articulates for
increasing the inherent robustness of infrastructure facilities against attack;
(viii) the Supplement fails to consider options for reducing malice-related risks at
the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI through measures including the use of more
robust fuel storage modules; and
(ix) the Supplement fails to consider ISFSI-related risks in the context of risks
associated with other nuclear facilities on the Diablo Canyon site.

These are grave deficiencies. The Diablo EA Supplement is not credible.
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5. Conclusions

Major conclusions of this report are as follows:

Cl. It would be prudent to assume that power reactors, spent-fuel pools and ISFSls in the
US will be attacked by capable sub-national groups during the coming decades.

C2. Given present designs and defenses of these facilities, there is a substantial
probability that an attack by a capable sub-national group would cause a release to the
environment of a large amount of radioactive material, yielding severe radiological
consequences.

C3. Design options are available that could increase the inherent robustness of
commercial nuclear facilities against attack, especially in the case of new facilities such
as the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI.

C4. Increasing the inherent robustness of infrastructure facilities against attack is
envisioned in the National Infrastructure Protection Plait, and would support a national
strategy of protective detenence.

C5. Present methodologies for risk assessment could be adapted to provide operationally-
useful assessments of: (i) the risks of malicious actions at commercial nuclear facilities;
and (ii) the potential for reducing those risks through alternative options.

C6. The Diablo EA Supplement has grave deficiencies as summarized in Section 4.5,
above, and is not credible.

C7. A credible assessment of malice-related risks at the proposed Diablo Canyon ISFSI
would correct the deficiencies in the Diablo EA Supplement and would consider a range
of risk-reducing options, including design options that enhance robustness of the ISFSI
and limits on future production of spent fuel.
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Table2-1
Public Opinion in Four Muslim Countries Regarding the US "War on Terrorism"

Country Percentage of Respondents Who Think that the Primary
Goal of What the US Calls "the War on Terrorism" is to:

Weaken and Achieve Political Protect Itself from
Divide the Islamic and Military Terrorist Attacks

Religion and its Domination to
People Control Middle

East Resources
Morocco 33 39 19
Egypt 31 55 9
Pakistan 42 26 12
Indonesia 29 24 23

Notes:
(a) Data are from: Steven Kull ct al, Muslim Public Opinion on US Policy, Attacks o0i
Civilians and al Oaeda, Program on International Policy Attitudes, University of
Maryland, 24 April 2007.
(b) Percentages not shown in each row are "do not know" or "no response".
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Table 2-2
Future World Scenarios Identified by the Stockholm Environment Institute

Scenario Characteristics
Conventional Worlds
Market Forces Competitive, open and integrated global markets drive world

development. Social and environmental concerns are
secondary.

Policy Refbrm Comprehensive and coordinated government action is
initiated for poverty reduction and environmental
sustainability.

Barbarization
Breakdown Conflict and crises spiral out of control and institutions

collapse.
Fortress World This scenario features an authoritarian response to the threat

of breakdown, as the world divides into a kind of global
apartheid with the elite in interconnected, protected enclaves
and an impoverished majority outside.

Great Transitions
Eco-Communalism This is a vision of bio-regionalism, localism, face-to-face

democracy and economic autarky. While this scenario is
popular among some environmental and anarchistic
subcultures, it is difficult to visualize a plausible path, from
the globalizing trends of today to eco-communalism, that does
not pass through some form of barbarization.

New Sustainability This scenario changes the character of global civilization
Paradigm rather than retreating into localism. It validates global

solidarity, cultural cross-fertilization and economic
connectedness while seeking a liberatory, humanistic and
ecological transition.

Source:
Paul Raskin ct al, Great Transition: The Promise and Lure of the Times Ahead,
Stockholm Environment Institute, 2002.
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Table 2-3
Selected Approaches to Protecting US Critical Infrastructure From Attack by Sub-
National Groups, and Some of the Strengths and Weaknesses of these Approaches

Approach Strengths Weaknesses
Offensive military Can deter or prevent -Can promote growth of
operations internationally governments from sub-national groups hostile

supporting sub-national to the US, and build
groups hostile to the US sympathy for these groups

in foreign populations
-Can be costly in terms of
lives, money and national
reputation

International police -Can identify and intercept t mplementation can be
cooperation within a legal potential attackers slow and/or incomplete
framework -Requires ongoing

international cooperation
Surveillance and control of - Can identify and intercept -Can destroy civil liberties,
the domestic population potential attackers leading to political, social

and economic decline of the
nation

Active defense of Can stop attackers before -Can involve higher
infrastructure facilities they reach the target operating costs
(by use of guards, guns, -Requires ongoing
gates, etc.) vigilance

-May require military
involvement

Resilient design, passive
defense, and related
protective measures for
infrastructure facilities
(as envisioned in the NIPP)

- Can allow target to
survive attack without
damage, thereby enhancing
protective deterrence
- Can substitute for other
protective approaches,
avoiding their costs and
adverse impacts
- Can reduce risks from
accidents, natural hazards,

- Can involve higher capital
costs

etc.
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Table 2-4
Estimated Amounts of Cesium-137 in Nuclear Fuel Associated With Diablo Canyon
Unit 1 or Unit 2

Category of Nuclear Fuel Amount of Cesium-137
(million Curies)

One spent fuel assembly at discharge from reactor 0.064
(17.5 MWt per assembly, 90% capacity factor,
discharge after 44 months, 520 kgU/assembly)
One reactor core at operating equilibrium 6.2
(193 assemblies, av. bumup = 50% of discharge
bumup)
One spent-fuel pool at full loading, allowing space 57
for full-core discharge
(1,131 assemblies, av. age after discharge = 10 yr)

One ISFSI module at full capacity 1.3
(32 assemblies, av. age after discharge = 20 yr)

Notes:
(a) The radionuclide inventory of Ginna spent fuel batch 16 is estimated in: V.L. Sailor et
al, Severe Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools in Support of Generic Saqjýk Issue 82,
NUREG/CR-4982, July 1987. From Tables A. I I and A.13 of that document, one finds
that the inventory of Cs-137 in newly-discharged spent fuel is 3.05 kCi per GWI-day of
fission energy yield. For the assumed conditions of a Diablo Canyon fuel assembly at
discharge, this inventory is 0.064 MCi. Almost the same result (0.065 MCi) can be
obtained by direct calculation, assuming an energy yield of 200 MeV per fission and a
Cs- 137 fission fraction of 6.0 percent.
(b) The assumed conditions of a Diablo Canyon fuel assembly at discharge are equivalent
to a burnup of 41 MWt-days per kgU.
(c) The mass of I MCi of Cs-137 is II kg.
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Table 2-5
Illustrative Inventories of Cesium-i 37

Case Inventory of
Cesium-137 (Curies)

Produced during detonation of a 10-kilotonme 1,800
fission weapon
Released to atmosphere during the Chemobyl reactor 2.4 million
accident of 1986
Released to atmosphere during nuclear-weapon tests, 20 million
primarily in the 1950s and 1960s
(Fallout was non-uniformly distributed across the
planet, mostly in the Northern hemisphere.)
Currently in reactor core of Diablo Canyon Unit 1 6.2 million
or Unit 2
Currently in spent-fuel pool of Diablo Canyon Unit 1 57 million
or Unit 2
In a typical module of a Diablo Canyon LSFS1 1.3 million

Notes:
(a) Inventories in the first three rows are from Table 3-2 of: Gordon Thompson,
Reasonably Foreseeable Security Events: Potential threats to options for long-term
management of UK radioactive waste, A report for the UK government's Committee on
Radioactive Waste Management, IRSS, 2 November 2005.
(b) Inventories in rows four through six are author's estimates set forth in Table 2-3 of
this report.
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Table 2-6
Some Potential Modes and Instruments of Attack on a Nuclear Power Plant

Attack Mode/Instrument Characteristics Present Defense
Commando-style attack • Could involve heavy Alarms, fences and lightly-

weapons and sophisticated armed guards, with offsite
tactics backup
- Successful attack would
require substantial planning
and resources

Land-vehicle bomb Readily obtainable Vehicle barriers at entry
* Highly destructive if points to Protected Area
detonated at target

Anti-tank missile Readily obtainable None if missile launched
* Highly destructive at point from offsite
of impact

Commercial aircraft - More difficult to obtain None
than pre-9/11
- Can destroy larger, softer
targets

Explosive-laden smaller Readily obtainable None
aircraft Can destroy smaller,

harder targets
IO-kilotonne nuclear Difficult to obtain None
weapon Assured destruction if

detonated at target

Notes:
This table is adapted from a table, supported by analysis and citations, in: Gordon
Thompson, Robust Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel: A Neglected Issue of Homeland
Securio,, -IRSS, January 2003. Later sources confirming this table include:
(a) Gordon Thompson, testimony before the California Public Utilities Commission
regarding Application No. 04-02-026, 13 December 2004.
(b) Jim Wells, US Government Accountability Office, testimony before the
Subcommittee on National Security, Emerging Threats and International Relations, US
House Committee on Government Reform, 4 April 2006.
(c) Marvin Fertel, Nuclear Energy Institute, testimony before the Subcommittee on
National Security, Emerging Threats and International Relations, US J louse Committee
on Government Reform, 4 April 2006.
(d) Danielle Brian, Project on Government Oversight, letter to NRC chair Nils J. Diaz, 22
February 2006.
(e) National Research Council, Safety and Securitv of Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel
Storage: Public Report, National Academies Press, 2006.
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Table 2-7
Potential Sabotage Events at a Spent-Fuel-Storage Pool, as Postulated in the NRC's
August 1979 GEIS on Handling and Storage of Spent LWR Fuel

Event Designator General Description of Event Additional Details
Mode I - Between I and 1,000 fuel - One adversary can carry 3

assemblies undergo extensive charges, each of which can
damage by high-explosive damage 4 fuel assemblies
charges detonated under water • Damage to 1,000 assemblies
- Adversaries commandeer the (i.e., by 83 adversaries) is a
central control room and hold it "worst-case bounding estimate"
for approx. 0.5 hr to prevent the
ventilation fans from being
turned off

Mode 2 • Identical to Mode I except
that, in addition, an adversary
enters the ventilation building
and removes or ruptures the
HEPA filters

Mode 3 • Identical to Mode I within the * Adversaries enter the central
pool building except that, in control room or ventilation
addition, adversaries breach two building and turn off or disable
opposite walls of the building the ventilation fans
by explosives or other means

Mode 4 - Identical to Mode I except
that, in addition, adversaries use
an additional explosive charge
or other means to breach the
pool liner and 5-ft-thick
concrete floor of the pool __ _

Notes:
(a) Infonration in this table is from Appendix J of: USNRC, Generic EIS on Handling
and Storage of Spent Light Water Power Reactor Fuel, NUREG-05 75, August 1979.
(b) The postulated fuel damage ruptures the cladding of each rod in an affected fuel
assembly, releasing "contained gases" (gap activity) to the pool water, whereupon the
released gases bubble to the water surface and enter the air volume above that surface.
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Table 4-2
The Shaped Charge as a Potential Instrument of Attack

Category of Information Selected Information in Category
General information • Shaped charges have many civilian and military

applications, and have been used for decades
- Applications include human-carried demolition charges or
warheads for anti-tank missiles
- Construction and use does not require assistance from a
government or access to classified information

Use in World War II The German MISTEL, designed to be carried in the nose
of an un-manned bomber aircraft, is the largest known
shaped charge
• Japan used a smaller version of this device, the SAKURA
bomb, for kamikaze attacks against US warships

A large, contemporary • Developed by a US government laboratory for mounting
device in the nose of a cruise missile

- Described in an unclassified, published report (citation is
voluntarily withheld here)

Purpose is to penetrate large thicknesses of rock or
concrete as the first stage of a "tandem" warhead
- Configuration is a cylinder with a diameter of 71 cm and a
length of 72 cm
- When tested in November 2002, created a hole of 25 cm
diameter in tuff rock to a depth of 5.9 m
- Device has a mass of 410 kg; would be within the payload
capacity of many general-aviation aircraft

A potential delivery - A Beechcraft King Air 90 general-aviation aircraft will
vehicle carry a payload of up to 990 kg at a speed of up to 460

km/hr
- A used King Air 90 can be purchased in the US for $0.4-
1.0 million

Source:
Gordon Thompson, Institute for Resource and Security Studies, testimony before the
Public Utilities Commission of the State of California regarding Application No. 04-02-
026, 13 December 2004.
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